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FOREWORD

Ovetthe kast decade there hus been'an increasing interest in traditional

-media (folk drama, music, puppetry, etc.) and indigenous social structures'

(organizations, roles and processes) as m:Nods, organizing struclures, ad

media for nonlarmal education. This growing lnterest.is largely based on

the conviction that development must be based on.indigenous resourees, indigen-

3
.

_ohs solutions, and indigenous creativity.

-#
Earlier international attempts to ktudy this.culture-based approach'have

focused more on the theoretical potential,than on the actual practice; have

concentrated primarily on folk arts,and neglected the other institutiOns ana'

processes of,indigenous culture (e.g. social organizatIonleadership, collect-

ive action sturcturea, etc.); and have failed to address the underlyIng

implications of.this approach.'

Thia voluble is the outcome of a recent attempt to expand diaco&sions ia

this field. A seminar was held in November 1980 in Berlin tc examine field

experiences 111 using this apprbach. 'A number of cOMmissioned case studies

and paPers produced by seminar pan:I:Amu:1 form the hulk of this tex.t. The

first section focuses on Indigenous institutiona
and processes (in health,

family planning, agriculture, basic education, and conscientization); the

second on the performing arts (in both mass campaigns and community NFE pro-

glammes); and the third summarizes the seminar discussions.

5
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Participants came to the seminar from all continents and from different

working Contexts. TheAvoup included practitioners and remearcher7 non-

formal educators and development communicators, senior civil servants and

grummets workers. Unfortunately there were very few women (only eight out

of the 38 participants) snd no representatives from the Comaunist or Arab

worlds. (However, one of the case studies focused on China.)

The mix of participants from "conventional" development agencies on one

hand and popular movements, on the other, crested an unintended, but highly

productive, polarization among the parttcipants. Two informal "camps" emerged

and dperated throughout the seminar. Those who identified with the "reformist/

instrumentalist" camp were essentially looking for principles and tools for

using indigenous culture within conventional developmelm programmes. They

agreed with soce of the criticisms of development made by the second
Hb.
but viewed indigenous culture as a legitimate means for reforming current

development strategies.

Those in the "popular education/structuralist" camp challenged the

indigenous-culture-for-development idea. They felt it Mpreuented in practice

a manipulation o( people's culture to serve interests opposed to their

deveIopment. They were skeptical about what could be achieved through this

approach' and were more interested in working with popular organizations and

groups so that the latter could decide when and how to use "indigenous" or

"popular" culture within an over-all strategy of overcoming oppressive

structures.
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This mix resulted in high quality, high energy debate. It was not a

typi&114 development seminar. Right from,the beginning participants dispensed

with conventional pleasantries andlaunched into an open and spirited critique

of the underlying assumptions and 6asic ideas in this'field. Thiu, in turn,

produced impcirtant challenges and clarifications of the "Indigenous-culture-

for-developMent". idea and extsnsive discussion of the "popular culture"

alternative advanced by the Latin American participants.

At tho end of the seminnr there was no attempt to produce a set of global

strategies to be uniformly aklied. It was felt that work in this field

should 'grow out of an understanding of *le area's specific socio-polLtical

context. The sdminar concluded with a note'of caution and a number of

questions and issuca,t? be addressed by practf.loners in the field.

We hope this collection of case studies and the seminar reports will

help to deepen the theory, bring others into the debate and contribute to

more reflective and commlited.work in this important field.

L.
Budd Hall
Secretary-General
International Council

for Adult Education

(ICAE)

it' Lk.

Brigitte Frcyh I

Director General
German Foundation for International

Development (DS2)

sEs-i
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TRADITION FOR CHANGE:

INDIGENOUS SOCIOCULTURAL FORMS AS A BASIS FOR

MONTORMAL EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

by

Nat J. Collett&

INTRODUCTION

1

The proéesses of national culturd=armation on the one hand, and
a

development on the other present a cenr.ral problem of,insuring cultural
**44

continuity andsociupsychological atability within the broader process of

poli4ca1 ana economic change:L1 The predominant 'development! strategy has

keen to promote economic growth at the expense of social dAlopment. This

strategy often assumes that there are no viable institutions within the local

environment and indigenous culiure and that new ones must, theafore, be t

11 the terms 'folk', 'traditional' and 'indigenous'.culture are used
interchangeably in this paper to refer to those cultures or aspects of
cultures found primarily in peaspnt and rural people. Aspects of such

,cultures include face-to-face communication, an oral tradition, a strong
sense of group solidarity, homogeneity, and a set of conveneronal ways
and understandinga (Redfield, 1974; Foster, 1953). Culture may be
further defined as patterned behavior exiating within any group whose
members share meanings and ymbols for communicating those meanings.
These shared meanings are eMbedded in culturally symHolic systems
language, dress, and art - and are functionally manifested through
political, econoutte, religious and social institutions (structures).
The patterned behaviors (customa) are the link between cultural structures
and functions as they are symbolically communicated:- ,

Development can best be described as a process of positive socioeconomic
change in the quality and level of humqn existence which Is aimed at
raising the standard of living, quality of life, and human dignity.
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created. Furthermore, in the.past development agents have assumed that

peasant knowledge is backward, their economic behavior nont5htlopal, and

theirvalues generally resistant to innovation. This perception has tended

to reinforce the view that where indigenous institutions, roles, promsses

and technologies did exist, they tieted as constraints en the development

procesn, Development strategies based on these assumptions have typically

been ethnocentric, discriminatory, and limited in impact over time.

Hore recently, sociAl ,scientists hsve assailed these past beliefs about

essants with evidence demonstrating that: traditional knowledge and

technology is usually much better suited to local ecological, socioeconomic,

and political conditions; peasants make internally rational decisions about

the use of productiv .! assets, the organization of labor, marketingoavings

and investment; agricultuial experimentation and willingness to taLe risks

ere not snowman among peasants; and peasant societies arc not static when

given Access to new information and ideas (Hoben, 1978).

To date, have dominated the development scene. Tbey have,

in general, focused on strUctural changes such as increased financial

opportunitits and incentises, assuming that c.ternally defined rational

reactions to such interventions would result In appropriate behavioral change.

Conversely, social scientists (especially educators) have tended to focus on

changing the underlying values and beliefa as a prerequisite to the adoption

of-innovations and the resultant behavioral change.

Rather than the preceding either/or dichdtbmy, coLlitions 2f behavioral

change can be placed along a continuum. At one end, there are situations
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* where appropriate behavioral change can be instigated through structural

transforAtion (by improving access to information, credit, and other

seryices; brchanging such institutional arrangements as land tenure; and by

providing inCentives as wages or other reward systems) within the existing

cultural framework. At the othex end of the :continuum, are those situations

which require that social values be changed (through educational and training

programs, adult resociafixation activities1 aud other means) belore structural

transformations can affect chanca in human behavior toward internally defined

development goals. In the middle of the continuum are those situations where

interaction and complementarity between structural and culture change

strategics exist.
)

The-middle range of the change continuum is particularly important for

development because neither of the above ext:eme approaches is sufficient;

the lag between structural and cultural change, ck v ce versa, may lead only

to short term gains. In order to insure that IuhaUio1 change I sustained,

cultural and structural changes would be mutual aupp rtive. De'Lners of

development programs need tu conceptualize intervenons a "holistic"

framework, using the community, rather than the IndiVival\as the prime unit

of intervention. This includes understanding tradition 1 vA ucs, indigenous

roles and leadership patterns, local organizations and or formal

associations, and the flow of influence and information bet cea these elementa

as well ns the linkages batween these sebaystems and other s cialsystems.

\

To cloae the gap between structural and cultural change, local cult re -

\

values, roles, institutions, and processes - can be Aipted and rodifl.ed to
,

\
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gain the consensual base necessary for sustained socioeconomic development.

Unless development Lrategiea build On existing ecological, sociocultural,

and techno-econonic systems which'represent effective waYa, ofoeontrolling

access to productive assets, organization of production, risk aversion, and
1.

capital formation sustained development is unlikely.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

In many previous development programa, the necessity to take culture

into uccount may have been underestimated (thus the confusion between the

above two palet,.' Cultural factors have often been conaldered very difficult

or too abstract to measure, and so they have been largely ignored in

development programs. While structural change is important, culture may be

parthularly critical in nun-fornal.equcational development programs, where

the benefits of structural changles mai be ne,ither highly visible nor immedeate.

t '

In SOW cases the existing culture, partieolarly some of its value orientattons,

is viewod as a conntraipt on the ability of the poor to take advantage of new

conditions. While it has been shown that education, or the (re)socialization

of,applopriate behavioral predispositions, may play critical role in bringing

about other structural changes (nutrition,educatlon for dietary change), in

jother arean, traditional values may form the basis fibr introducing change

(dommunal values toward,shared labor).

All too often culture is seen a5 a bulwark-of conservatism rather than

.recognized as a tool for positiye change. While.anthropologints have

documented the conflict between development and culture, they have'been.leas

1

0
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helpful in applying anthropological principles to discover the positive 1

relationships between them. Anthropologists should be at the forefront of

development by leading the discovery of how long-established cultural pathwayg

of interaction, established roles, institutions, and value-Licentive systems

4
might be employed as 1evers for positive change. The study of culture as an

,

object for intellectual curiosity versus its use ns a viable process for

,enhaalf, human survival must bebelanced.

In this structural-functional framework, existing cultural structures

can be identified and used to carry development messages and mobilized to

encourage mass participation in_the development.process through the sensitive

modification and adaptmtiod of their multiple functions. In this manner,
9

culture can be used as a foundation for, rather than as a barrier to, change.

The premise underlying stsh a strategy is that culCUre is a living

entity. To survive it must not only functionally adeptto changing conditions

but it must also be at the vanguard of such change. In discussing missing

variables in diffusion research and innovation strateg!ps, Byrnes (1968) lists

"utilization of the traditional culture" among the four "influence sesta"

within the innovator category which rank highest in correlationyith

development processes.

INDIGENOUS SOCIOCULTURAL FORMS AS A BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT

Early development efforts which concentrated on the manipulation of

macro-economic variables, such as investment rates, did not always induce

behavioral change in, or even reach, the poorest segments of the popula'ion.
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These efforts often failed to meet stated objectives or provide anticipated

benefits because they did not ffectively work within, or build upon, existing

conditions and indigenous cultural patterns which are culturally embedded

forms of "risk insurance", e.g., local associations, for the poo;. In fact,

development theorists often did not recognize that indigenous institutions

aod organizations existed at all, much less that they could provide important

resources for the successful adoption of introduted change.

This "empty vessels fallacy" often-caused development administrators to

overlook the potential of using traditional or indigenous forms of social/

cultural organizations in their development programs. However, analysis of

how cimnge is introduced into existing social systems and settings has

demonstrated that Ignoring the influence of, or falling to use, indigenous

cultural patterns and local environmental settings may lead to the rejection

and consequent failure of development programa. For example, in their content

analysts of over 200 case studies of village development programs, Niehoff

and Anderson (1964) found that many failures resulted from the fact that

planners and implementers did not bc-ome aware of indigenous factors until

they acted as barriers to the acceptance oL .: introduced innovation. When

this occurred, planners Often saw traditional culture as a negative force

which had to be uprooted and replaced before meaningfol development could occur.

When a new institutional service is provided to people in a developing

nation, it usually replaces and/or aupplemente a previously existing form.

When the existing form is treated as if it were nonexistent, the indigenous

leaders responsible for that previous form are likely to view tho new
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institutional form as threatening and resist it. An illustration of the

importance 3f utilizing traditional leadership roles in development programa

is provided by Niehoff's (1964) study of the introduction of deep wells in

Laotian villages. When the village well was drilled on wat grounds, the

Buddhist monks took responsibility for its maintenance; otherwise, the wells

were broken and unused within a year because of xhe lack of a local social

organization to support the innovation. This illustration suggests that

traditional leadership roles'are one aspect of indigenous culture which could

be utilized by development officials. el

Many who have taken up the banner of culturally rooted development

strat 3ie6 have focused on the use of folk arts as a medium for development.

However, the entire range of folk culture can form the accessible building

blocks for improving the human condition. These forms may include indigenous

models of socioeconomic organization, through legal-political systems and

patterns of leadership and consensus, to local material technologies and

associated artisan roles, folk art., and dramatic forms.

In terms of development progr s, any indigenous social/cultural

element may be clossified as potitive, neutral, or negative. Some indigenous

forms offer a means by which technological innovations may be introduced to a

user system with greater success beLause the traditional element aids people

in viewing new ideas within the context of their traditions.

As an example of this process, several national family planning

programs in Asian nations (e.g. India and Pakiatan) in the 1960'5 at firot

ignored traditional birth attendants. Becausr of this perceived slight, these
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midwives resisted family planning and often started negative rumors about the

modern contraceptive methods that were being introduced. On the other hand,

during the 1970's, national family programs in Thailand, Malaysia, the*

,
Philippines, and Indonesia began to work through' the traditional system of

birth-attendants. By providing training, recognition, and in some cases,

jinancial incentives to 'reward the traditional midwives for their family

planning efforts, ar important contribution toward the uccess of these family

phnning programs especially in rural areas and with the urban poor, resulted.

The general lesson derived from these experiences is that it is better to use

traditional leaders In development programs than to ignore them and incur

their active resistance.0

In some cases, a particular social/cultural form does not affect the

performance of a development program one way or another. It io neutral in

the introduction of a technological innovation. For example, almost every

traditional culture has a "hot-cold" classification of all foods and drinks

(this taxonomy has nothing to do with the actual temperature of the food at

the time of its consumption). Research and development program experience

has shown that in most cases, the hot-cold complex in an indigenous culture

does not affect the acceptance or iejection of nutritional food supplement.

Certain types of indigenous social/cultural forms can be harmful or

have negative consequences; these must bo altered substantially or replaced

by human resource deelopment programa. An example is ihe food taboos for

pregnant women.found in many cultures. In Malawi, this taboo prohibits

,

pregnant women from eating meat, sugar, or milk because it is feared that
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consuming these foods will transfer animal traits to the child (Safilios-

Rothschild, 1980). At the time when pregnant women most need these protein-

rich foods, these taboos prevent their consumption.

The unsanitary methods of birth-delivery utilized by traditional mid-

wives, such as cutting the umbilical cord of the newborn with a sharpened

thuabnall or a rusty razor blade, could be viewed as a negative indigenous

form. However, experience in several Asian nations has shown that whin

traditional midwives are trained in more sanitary methods of delivery, they

usually change their procedures (Rogers and So1omon1.1975).

The central thesis of this paper is that a cultur'e-based nonformal

education development strategy enables new knowledge, skills, and attitudes

to be introduced within the framework of existing knowledge, cultural patterns,

institutions, values, and human resources. That the indigenous culture is

the fabric within which development can best be woven is based upon three

assumptions: indigenous elements have traditional legitimacy for participants

in development programs; these elements contain symbols that express and

identify various valid perceptions of reality; and they serve multiple

functions - they can involve, entertain, instruct and inform.

The ensuing pages discuss the following indigenous social/cultural forms:

(11 traditional leadership and functional roles, (11) traditiunal communication

systems, (11i) indigenous organizational forms, (fv) indigenous suclo-economdc

processes, (v) indigenous knowledge systems, (vi,, traditional etiology, and

belief systems; 4nd (vii) indigenous technologies.

011
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Traditional Leadership and Other Functional Role

The nature of irriga..ed farming requires.a certain degree of local

social organization. Ther: must be some means of making decisions about the

priority of who will receive irrigation water; these decisions must be

implemented by some type of leader who is respected and trUsted by his

neighbors; and certain individuals must be responsible for maintaining the

irrigatioh facilities. On the basis of his research in Laos, Coward (1975)

concluded that the indigenous leadership roles among farmers with previous

irrigation experience can form an important linkage between users and

government offic'ials who are responsible for the introduction of a centrally-,

administered irrigation project. Often in the past, however, when a large-

scale irrigation project is mounted in a local area, the existing incligenous

social organization has been ignored, usually to the detriment of the new

irrigation project. Deuwal and Sartono's (1980) recent work on Java in this

text reinforces the important organizational role that indigenous wOrer user

associations and the traditional role of ulu ulu (water manager) play in

irrigation development, operation and maintenance.

In another case, the use of traditional religious leadership iv a hook-

worm treatment campaign in Ceylon made the critical difference betWeen success

and failure. After months of user resistance, Buddhist priests, Muslim

i2 Traditional leadership is used here to mean that informal, nonelected

leadership whigh emerges from indigenous organizations in contrast to

modern leadership which is tyfically agaocisted with an induceó form of

governance and bureaucratic administrafion.

BEST COPY AVAitABLE
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leaders, and folv-healers were recognized and enlisted in the campaign. This

led to its ultimate legitimization because users accepted treatment upon,61eir

recommendation (Philips, 1955). Today, in what is now Sri Lanka, Buddhist

priests are being recruited and trained as community organizers and facilitators

of village development efforts among the poor. Here the emphasis is on reef-

firming their traditional role as managers of water resources in an effort to

rehabilitate Sri Lanka's ancient tank syAtem of irrigation (Hewage, 1976).

Ai further illustrated in this volume in Miayam's study of the pesantren.,

an Islamic institution concerned with community development has become an

Instrument of nonformal education and rural development in contemporary Java.

The contribution of indigenous leadership roles to development programs

seems to be especially important among the client audiences that are the most

traditional, the least educated, and Che lowest in income. An important reason

for the sucLoss of the rural health program in the People's Republic of China

during the 1970's was the rule of "barefoot doctors", para-professional health

CS

workers who served their peArs in production brigades. As many as one-third

of these doctors had been traditional health providers. III fact today all

barefoot doLtors in Chiva practiac a unique LombinatIon of traditional (Chinese)

and scientific (Western) mediLine. Thls Integration oe indlge.nous and modern

medicine in China is one _reason for the rapid acceptance of the barefoot

doctor-basad health system in rural argas, especially by the poorest peasants.

(Rogers and Chen, 1979)

Other examples of the use of traditional leadership come to mind. In

Indonesia, traditional radwives, or Dukun, now perform a related task of
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spreading family planning messages to rural peoples (Muncie, 1972). Thu

distribution of condoms and other faMily planning del:tees have become part of

traditional commercial system like herbal medicine distribution networks, the

lea (Piet and HenOrata, 1974). Informal rmligious leaders and clan societies

are helping to disseminate agricultural information in Sumatra (Esmara, 1974).

As Ranganath (1980) demonstrates in his article, there are numerous

traaitional roles,such as those of barber, toddy dealer, and money changer,

which can potentially be mobilized for nonformal 'education programs%

However, although informal leaders and other important community func-

tionaries may be an effective communication channel to the masses, they often

lack the technical knowledge and content nenessary for development. This

suggests the need for a close connection between the technical expertise of

go;/ernment development agents and the communication skills of Indigenous

resource persons. This could come about through joint training, workshops, or

other activities which provide a climate for mutual understanding and coopera-

tion toward common develoMent objectivts.

Traditional Communication Systems

Long before modern mass media, including radio, print, film and tele=

visiegan to penetrate villages and utban poor audied4k4 indigenous

communication aystems existed. These Included community information and warning,

Systems such as balladeers, town-criers, gongs, and drums; and traditional

enterzainment auch as puppet shows, song-and-dance teams, and shadow theatre.

In Indonesia traditional drama such as the walan (shawdow puppets) and the

Ludruk (folk theatre), was used in the independence struggle as a means of

afaa

C.
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Tallying villagers, and is now being used to carry messages of health care,

family planning, and child care (Crawford and Adhikarya, 1972; Peacock, 1968).

In Bali the,treditional clowns of the masked Topen& typically incorporate

contemporary issues, such as the potential effects of tourism on the culture,

into their Performances thus serving to educate while entertaining (Jenkins,

1980). The second section of this book will deal with the performing arts

as media for non-formal education.

In each village or community throughout the developing countries, there

are indigenous forums of social exchange. Political debates, exchanges of ,

ideas and information, and other related activities take place in traditional

gathering-places like small village restaurants, market squares, barber shops,

traditional community culture centers, and around churches, mosques, temples

and other religious compounds which serve as centers of interest to many

villagers. These forums of social exchange could profitably be used to serve

other development functions or incorporated int9 development efforts.

If ignored, such indigenous communication systeum can transmit messages

which oppose and undermine development programs. For example, in India,

Pakistan, and Indonesia, aucH4mailitiona1 communication channels have, in the
,

past, frectiptly carried negative rumors about the dide-effects of family

planning methods, sometimes leading to the oulright rejection of the contra-

ceptives being introduced.

On a more positive note, in many developing nations, messages on such

contemporary toplcs as agricultural techniques, modern health practices, and

family planning arc reaching rural people through traditional communication

2
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syatems. The forms vary frOM nation to tuition but the strategy is similar:

"adapt development information to the forms that have been accepted in rural

villages for generations. In this manner, culture becomes a'fonadation for,

rather than a barrier to, change.

Madam media such as print can readily be interfaced with indigenous

-modes of political and bconomic organization as a basis for development. In

Mali, the rural newspaper Kibaru in the Bambara language is a means of expres-

dion and communication for neoliterStes through its link with traditional

9olitical structures. Each village chief had (and still has in most cases)

his spokesman, consequently esch.group of neollterates chooses its own

communicator who remains in constant contact with the editing team of the

Klbaru. As a result, an important part of the paper is mude up by contribu-

tions from Its own readers who quite naturally send,in traditional tales,

riddles, ana proverbs. Thus, the rural paper becomes a means of mutual

education using and ealarging the traditional role of village assemblies

---(Brunswic, 1975).

Indigenous Crae,tzational Fporms

,
Indigenous organizational forms can be impiniOunting mechanisms for

certain development pregrams. These intermediate or "middle rung" institutions

which have grown up within the peasant social structure can provide viable

links between the past and the future; the central government and the village;

the donor agency and the user gtoup. They are mediating Institutions which are

familiar and acceptable within the traditional system, yet they can serve as

educational and distributional mechanisms for development programs. ibis is

2.4
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not to say that exi...ing institutions are immutable or should not be changed,

rather it is to acknowledge that such organizations persist because they are

legitimate, proven ways of organizing peasants inte:ests and meeting their

needs. Neu organizational forms will be accepted to the degree that they can

better serve such functions.

In a recent African confereace on training rural development workers,

participants spent considerable time discussing a variety of traditional'

organizational and institutional resources such as the Gokonolona in

Madagascar, the clan and other collective or communal forms, and proceises

of organized socioeconimic life. They called for those.working in rural devel-

opment Africa to learn about, and from, these traditional forms in order to

treat them as a potential resource base for development (FFMC/AD Workshop, 1977).

In providing an excellent example of how traditional organizational

forms are being utilized for development purposes, Peel (1976) states that:

An organizational form, distinctive of a particular culture may
be important less as an end in itself than as a convenient means
for attaining some more universalist goal - but a means which,
coming to ahape a new emergent order, is not just a means. Thus
the Senegaleae economy today is permeated by the operations of the
gated, it is true, but mostly only from an intereat in their role
as legitimitiLg charters (significantly, a viewpoint which reduces
them to being the effect of structural pressures). Other aspects
of culture-social roles, moral preferendes, cosmological ideas,
the local distribution of power and reaources so far as these are
cultafally shaped - have all been looked at for their bearing on
development. But if pecple hfe to be regarded as the subjects,
rather than the objects, of development processea, any proposals
for their future muat be adequately related to what they perceive
of their.pest.

These institutions can take many organizational farms: self-help groups,

village asseMblies, or death .id societies. The rotating credit assot.iarions
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which are found in man; developing countries, especially among rural peasants

and urban villagers,, are such an instimition."--
/3

Rotating credit institutions basically help members build up a pize'able

sum with which they can make larger purchases than would otherwise be possible.

Ceertz (1962) argued that the rotating credit association is also an educe-.

clonal mechanism throuhh which peasants learn tO be traders and hold modern

monetary values. Ardener (1953) found that the Mba-ise, an lbo group of

Nigeria, have made the transition from a mainly agricultural to a predominantly

trading economy successfully due, to a large extent, ceche growth and develop-

ment of rotating credit associations. /n addition, the group's increased sense

of economic calculation,is accompanied by more diffuse social, solidarity-

providing aspects of the institution: when a member is sick, he is visited in

the hospital; if he dies, his family is given a contribution towards the cost

,of his funeral:

Rotating credit associations also reflect a movement toward an increased

segregation of economic activities from noneconomic ones while maintaining

the dominance of traditional values over developing economic activities.

According to Ceertz (1962), the associationd are, in many cases able to

/3 There are many terms used for rotating credit associations: contribu-

tion clubs, Slates, mutual lending societies, pooling clubs, thrift

groups, friendly societies, among others. Although they vary in their

duration, membership composition, size, ace degree of sophistication,
the basic principle upon which they are founded is the same: n lump

sum fund composed of fixed contributions from each association member

is distributed to one indAddual at each of its regular Meetings.

BFST COPY MUM
4
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balance these contradictory forces in such a way that some disturbances of

social equilibrium are avoided even in situations of fairly rapid social change.

The rotating credit institutions have shown that it is possible to

integrate traditional attitudes with modern functions in such a way that the

former supports, rather than hinders, the latter. It can be argued that it

is this pattern of integra.ting modern economic functions with the indigenous

social structure and values that could help sustain development in many poor

countries.

Exactly how rotating credit associations might be functionally utilized

in human resource ddvelopment prograns can best be illustrated by kaea in

Korea. In most Korean villages, the kaes were practically the only existing

organizational form in which women were allowed to participate. In 1968,

Government family planning workers converted the kaes to 18,000 mothers' cluba

and connected them to the national family planning movement (Rogers and

)(incaid, tn press). Through the knee month.ly meetings township family planning

workers could reach large numbers of eligible women to distribute oral contra-

ceptive supplies, to discuss family planning methods Jnd their,poasible side-

effects, and to counteract negative rumors about contraceptives. Not.

surprising, the kaes/mothera' clubs continued their money-raising functions,

but these capital-accumulation fun,tions were channeled into community develop-

ment activities, including greater female equality. In addi(ion, when the

Saemoul Undonq (new village movement) was initiated as a national rural

development proglam In the 1970's, the mothers' clubs often took the lead,in

mobilizing community action for improved housing, better intuition, and incteased

agricultural productivity.
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In Korea, as,in some other nations, rotating credit associations provided,

an existing organizational form onto which government-directed self-help

Tvement could be grafted. Where such rotating credit associations are not

strong, as is,generally the came in Latin AmericA, then.; may be Other fuclige-
t

Falls afganizational forms which could serve a similar function.
4

The rotating credit alaociation is crrely..one of many snch intermediate

"sncialiiing" ins itutions which spiing up in societies undergoing social

and LOipral change gbere are many others not only in economic but also in

political, religious and other spheres of 6.e social system. This family of

mediating institutions, roles, and proceases should be a critical object of

study and use in development programs.

Changing the functional balunce of traditional institutions from social/

eNprebsive to technical/instrumentalsisi..important for the use of'such institu-

tions in eepnomic Ondeavors. The latent strength of traditional groups is

their power to socialize or their ability to teach:new behaviors in traditional
,

structures. The traditional structures themselves are ultimately transformed

and thus inadveru:ntly facilitate social changl. The simplicity and readily

mobilized nature of existing associations and networks may st;bstantially

reduce the administtative uosts and bureaucratization of the poor often asso-
_

clated with the formation and expansion of denclopment.delivery systwas

(Esman and Montgomery, 1980).

Howevar, there are timithtions to the scale'and complexity of activities
.

which such a nonformal education delivery can aupport. At some point increasing

legal and economic complexity, e..g. contracts, recOrd-ieeping, management, ec.,

26
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will necessitate the replacement of these traditional associations by banks,

cOoperlives, and the like. However, self-sustaining cultural change takes

'place in gradual steps. In the transitional stages, traditional associations

can perform the valuable function of forming a bridge between teaditiunal and

modern economic Values, meanings, and activities in a harmonious, evolutionary

manner. The building of "middle rungs" between traditional society and more

modern forms of social organization seems to be a characteristic activity of

people ught up in the processes of social transformation (Geertz, 1962).

As Wharton (1969) observed, ouch institutions are maintained as one form of

"risk insurance" for the poor in the broader social change process; Chey should

be recognized as such and be treated as complementary to any new insurance

system whenever possible. Peter Harris (1974) refers to this appvlach as the

"traditionality of modernity". That ia, even where radically new forms are

introduced, the old forma need to continue in the interim to allow individuals

to see the "structure of oppositions" in exploring and adapting new forma.

When this evolutionary process does not occur, destruction or termination

uf indigenous institutions without Adequate replacement is especially

dIsruptive for the poor who are usudlly tae most dependent upon indigenous

institutions. For example, national ministries of health in several Asian

and Latin American nations have tried,to outlaw trnditional birth-attendants

and indigenous healer, without providing a primary health system of doctors,

nurses, and clinics that offered e4.iva1cnt access and coverage. Similarly,
0

landreform led to the disappearance of both sharecropping and the landlords'

sense of personal responsibility for the welfare oep,asant farmers in Turkish

.27
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Villages. In this case, the poor auffered because equivalent socioeconomic

security systems could not be provided (Rimy, 1968). Further, although

motional family planning programs have tried to persuade eligible couples that

havdng'several male children is no longer necessary as a means of bldage

security for the parents, the national government's social security program

haa.not been able to assume the function previously provided by male chijdren.

Perhaps the most noted illustration of utilizing indigenous social

organization as a mechanism for motivating behavior change as part of a

development programihas occurred in the Indonesian Province of Bali. Here,

the traditional form of community structure called banjar has been harnessed

by Indonesian development officials for the promotion of family planning.

Organized local groups also;play an especially important role in political

education, agricultural development, public health, and family (or "birtli )

planning in the People's Republic of China. Almost every Pdult belongs to a

'."study grow" of 10 to 20 members, led by a trained leeder. At the weekly

meetings of these study groups, the members are informed of political events

and development activities; through study, discussion, and criticism, the

members' behavior is changed. Such study groups have played an especially

crucial role in changing contracepAye and fertility behavior in rural areas

during the 1970's, so that today China uay have one of the most successful

family planning programs in the developing world (Rogers and Chun, 1979).

What can we conclude about local social organizations and development?

Particularly for human resource development programs, local organizations

provide one means for collective action on the community's perceived needs.
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The poor are numerous among the meMbesship of mser-systems and this numerical

strength may be conVerted into social action for poverty-allevlation through

the adaptation of both formal and Informal organizations and associations to

prOvide important vehicles for demand creation and use. Such organizations

among lower strata of the society may be one of the few means for expressing

community solidarity and efficacy In a generally resource scarce context.

Indigenous Socioeconomic Processes

The total amount of resources needed for rapid development in most

countr:ies Is so massive that a significant proportion must be mobilized out-

side the conventional financial system. Without additional inputs rural

development Is too costly for most national governments to afford. Community

self-help approaches can provide a way to mobilize additional resources for

levelopment. Self-help is also important because when villagers work together

in groups they gain a sense of power over their lives.

/
The critical features of self-help movements incorporate local

Initiative, locally-mobilized resources, and Indigenous leadership ,to solve

problems identified by the local community. In most countries, the concept

of self-help is rooted in traditional work arrangements. Community self-help

approaches arc given a variety of names in different nations: Shramdan in

Nepal, gotong royong In Indonesia, harambee in Kenya, ulamaa in Tanzania,

shramadana ih Sri Lanka, hayanihan In the Philippines, multirao in Brazil,

and saemoul undong in Korea.
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The Ser4edaya Shremedana Movement in Sri Lanka, a non-profit, non-

governmental self-help moveeent now in operation in over 3,000 villages,

is a typical example. Once a village's most pressing problem has been

identified by the local peoPle, a Sarvodaya field worker organizes 4 weekend

shremedene work camp in which local resources are mobilized to cope with the

problem. Physical work is coMbined with education and discussion in order to

enlighten the villages to-the power of collective action and give them a sense

of control over their environment (Collette. 1979).

Self-help development activities can complement limited government

budgets for development pregrams. For instance, in Tanzania in the mid-1970'5,

the contribution of self-help labor equaled about 10 percent of the total

development budget (leermen, 1980). In these self-help projects, the

'Tanzanian government typically furnisb2d construction maeerlals (like cement)

and the local community provided the labor. Most self-help projects are

relatively smoll-scale; for instance, in Kenya about 1,800 such projects were

completed in 1972, but the value per self-help project yes only a few

thousand dollars (Kenya Clvernment, 1977, p.220). The trend in Kenya, and
. .

in several other nations, Is toward fewer but larger self-help p:ojects.

One of the main probleis in the self-help approach to development

is the "free-rider", or the individual who benefits from the self-:help

accomplishments without contributing labor1 funds, or other resources to

the self-help efforts. The free rider may feel that he can obtain the

benefits of the collective,ection without contributing to it (Olsen, 1972;

Popkin, 1979). One cause of free ridera may be distrust and suspicion among
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members of self-help communities; effective collective actions rests on a

feeling of community cooperation. In order to prevent free riders, some

nations exclude them from utilizing the services provided by self-help

activities. Or the free rider problem may be prevented by streng community

pressures on an individual who is not contributing to a self-help project.

For example, in Kenya some communities require donations to the self-help

activity and prevent free riders from utilizing the services until they pay

their share of the costs. However, there has recently been some public

criticism of the coercive pressures that communities apply to free riders.

In focusing On gotong royong in Indonesia, Sartono's paper in this

text gives us an inside view of the nature and functioning of communal processes

of labor exchange in the rural world of Java.

Indigenous Knowledge Systems

Unlike traditional roles and social obani:ntions, indigenous knowledge

systems are seldom visible to development planners; cJns..quently, they may

be overlooked in terms of their potential contributions to dc:-lopment

programs aimed at poverty-allevLation. Recently, however, the positive

potential of indigenous kncriledge systems tu development programs has been

reported in the research literature. Many examples are found in the field,of

agriculture, but their implications may extend to other development programs.

Indigenous knowledge may have implications for scientific research

and development. For example, in the Putbla Project in Mexico, local farmers

insisted that their open-pollinated corn varieties would outperform the new

hybrid corn seed being introduced from CIMMYT, the international corn and
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wheat research center at Chapinso, Mexico:11 Field tests conducted by farmers

-and supervised by eXtension workers showed that the hybrid varieties were

indeed inferior; consequently, tha agronomists shifted their research attention

to improving the yields of open-pollinated corn (Cladwin, 1976).

Furthermore, the Mexican farmers were Able to convince the agronomists

th4 the interplanting of corn and beans was superior to planting either crop

alone. Previously, the agricultural scientists had claimed that such inter-

planting grearty cemplicated the task of insect control. Nevertheless, their

field plots showed that net incose from the corn-bean association was about

double that when either corn or beans were planted alone. When these

experimental results became eVident,in 1971, the experts belatedly realized

that their original opposition to interplantfhg was incorrect and their

recommendation.s to farmers were countermanded to favor intercropping.

The Human Reproduction Unit of the World Health Organization (WHO)

directs one of the wo.ld's largest-scale research programs aimed at developing

new contraceptives. This research and development program is guided in part

by "acceptability" studies carried out by anthropologists and other social

scientists who seek to determine which contraceptive methods would be accepted

by eligible couples in Latin Auerica, Africa, and Asia. For instance, the

WHO acceptability researchers deterudned that traditional contraceptives

/4 Prior to the initiation of the Puebla Project, a 1967 usersurvey''

indicated that about 55% of,the farmers knew about hybrid corn. But

less than 12 had planted it in 1967, because the farmers had seen

that.it was out-ylelded by local, open-pollinated varieties (1(a,-

Cisneros, 1974).

3 2 t'
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rarely involve genitsl manipulation, The biomedical research program at

WHO is accordingly working on contraceptives that do w)t require the user

to touch the genital area. Here, as in the case of agriculture, we see how

indigenous knowledge can provide some guidelines for scientific research.

Generally, however, indigenous knowledge systems have been ignored

by development researchers and planners. "Those with formal education and

training believe that their knowledge and skills are superior and that

uneducated and untrained pople must, by definition, be ignorant and

unskilled" (Chambers, 1979). Only in relatIVely rare cases have the unique

advantages of indigenous knowledge been rekited, yet often indigenous

knowledge is more holistic than scientific knOwledge because it is free of

"disciplinary blinkers". The advantage of auch an holistic approach is

illustrated by the case of a cassaVa-eating grasshopper in Nigeria; an

external observer, such as a pest-eradication expert, might not take an

holistic view of the local eco-system. In contrast, one with indigenous

technical knowledge would not overlook the important fact that because the

insects were eaten they contributed to the nutrition of children (Howes,

1979).

A similar point is made by the fact that the International Rice

Research Institute (IRRI) in the Philippines did not originally breed,its

rice varieties for taste. Though the first of the "miracle rice strains,

like IR-8 and IR-20, outyielded indigenous varieties by two or three times,

th4 were not accepted by subsistence farmers in many parts,of Asia because

they did not like the taste. Later, thia problem was overcome, but it
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suggests that the URI plant breeders Were less holistic in their perceptions

of rico breeding than were Asian villagers, who considered taste important,

along with yield, pest-resistance, and lodging-susceptibility.

Many development officiala.are gradually coming to accept the conclu-

sions similar to Bell's (1979), who after reviewing research On indigenous

knowledge systems found that: "scientific knowledge systems are the whin

basis for alleviating poverty through developeent programs, but they may do

a slightly better job if they Use bits and pieces of indigenous knowledge".

By no Deana Is indigenous knowledge always correct or complete; it

often requires some revision or addition. An illustration is provided by

llichards' (1979) study of Sierra Leone farmers' perceptions of legume seeds.

They saw the brightly-colored seeds of Abrus
preceteriusan as useful for

gambling chips and children's playthings. These seeds are highly poisonous,

a fact that was not knewn%by the farmers, and which certainly raises come

questlOrm about their use as children's playthings. Here scientific know-

ledge could contribute in an important way to indigenous knowledge. By

knowing that the Poisonous seeds were utilized as playthings, development

planners could encourage farmers to grow a different legume. Drawing from

their West African experience, Richards and Johnny's (1980) paper in section

II of this volume further expands on the need to take traditional knowledge

into 'account In nonforrel education and rural development.

. Traditional Etiology and Belief Systeom

Indigenous systems of thinking, especially regarding cause-effect

,relationships, impact upon almost every type of human resource development

3
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program. Such traditional etiology has been rarely used by development

4

io change the behavior of the poor, but considerable potential

pay exist.

Bonanni's (1980) short but penetrating paper explores the function

and limits of nonformal education programs given varying indigenous mental

structurea later in this section. However, examples abound.

In India', a tetanus icnoculation campaign was greatly resisted when

the rationale for delivering the shots was based upon Ihstern cause-effect

logic. While the villagers attributed tetanus to an invisible flying insect

called a lam, the village midwives attempted to pitroduce the Western logic

that tetanus results from unhygienic conditions. When these attempts X4

provide a logical (Western) explanation were abandoned and the midwives

0
continued to associate curing tetanus with the mollification of Jam, the

infections were readily acce ted by the villagers. The midwives were then

able to continue their longer te m efforts at hygienic education (Lualinsky,

1963).

The "Moon phase" study/44 Pakistan in the mid-1960's provides another

illustration of the use of indigenous etiology. Oral contraceptivea were

being introduced to village women but government officials were concerned

that the women, who were often illiterate and could not count, would misuse

the pill, which was to be taken in 28-day cycles. In the mvon-phane project,

village women were instructed to take one pill each day, starting with the

first day of the new moon. In essence, the,lunar system (which was closely

followed in Pakistani villages as a kind of calendar) vas utilized to mark

Jlat.

36
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off the 28-dmy cycles In the human oestrus cycle. Results of the moon-

phase project wmy hOe helped convince government officials that literacy

was not an important prerequisite for the adoption of oral contraceptives

in Pakistan, but local beliefs were.

Belief systems, typically manifested in the religious aspects of a

culture are an essential avenue for development. In Sri Lanka, for example,

.

ancient religious symbols are used to develop thinking on numbering processes,

and the many ways of bilateral and rotating symmetry.displayed by mural

paintings and sculptures in Buddhist Temples are being used to teach

geometry (Brunrwic, 1975). In Thailand, Kowit's (1975) khit Rea man

utilizes Thai Buddhist philoeophy as an educational basis for rural adult

education. The use of other indigenous religious institutions and priestly

roles for development purposes, such as the Buddhist TemPles of Sri Lanka,

Koptic churches In Ethiopia and Koranic schoola in hilayala, offer other

significant examples.

It may be argued that using traditional roles, institutions, and

processes to change the very values of which they are often guardians might,

in effect, lead to the further entrenchment and reinforcement of dysfunctional

traditional values. However, efforts can be made within existing cultural

ideology to link modernization to traditional values by "symbolically"

assigning indigenous institutions and processes to the Ideology which li

consonant with the latter. Recognizing this, Indonesian Prethdent Sukarno

'effectively built on the traditional principle and process of gotong royong

(mutual cooperation) to symbolically inCroduce his principle of "guided

democracy".

36
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The alternative is to go against the moral foundations of A !moiety

and thus make the modernization process culturally discontinuous by.using

a coercive rather than a normative emphasis. This approach destroys

traditional structures and forcibly substitutes elite preferences for

societal predispositions.

Indigenottld Transfer

Material culture can also be a crucial resource in dmvelopment. The

manufacture of educational materials from local resources; i.e., making

globes from large calabashes of clay or writing implementa from bamboo reeds,

is essential when educating in condition; of economic hardship and resource

scarcity. Here one gets into the issue of "appropriate'' educational

technologies for avelopment.
/5 .

In Tanzania, the Arusha Appropriate Technology Center has focused

on identifying indigenous village technologies, tnich as hand pumps, and

improving on their efficiency.. In addition, they have gone a step further

and promoted the horizontal diffusion of such existing technologies between

LA Much work has been done in this area by UNESCO. Consult the New .

UNESCO Source book for Science Teachers, Paris, 1975; African Geography
for Schools, LongmanUNESCO, Paris, 1974. Also, E.F. Schumaker calls
for local resource utilization and intemediate technology in Small is
Beautiful Economics as if People Mattered, Harper apd Raw Publishers,
Inc', New York, 1973. Additionally, World Education in New York has,
published numeroua handbooks fOr field workers on choosing, creating,
and using appropriate methods and materials. Set especially their
recently published,From the Field compiled by Catherine D.,Crone and
Carmen St. John Hunter (1980).
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villages thue serving as a catalyst in bringing villagers and their

' technologies together.

While numerous bilAigenous.technologies -- from the rice thatch

roofing of South East Asia to the clay brick walls made from the salt pans

of tha Khalahari and bamboo piping for tube walls in West Africa -- abound,

a,critical element is the transmission of the skills related to ouch material

* technologies. The-indigenous spprenticeshiP system of Nigeria described in

Callowayla (1968) writings and King's (1978) recent work on the informal

Artisan sector la Kenya attest to-the weight and importance of modern as

well as traditional technologies and their rich indigenously based systems

0

of transmissiOn. 4

Later in this section, Ilyram's (1980) study of the Botswana Oodi

Weavers demonstrates the powerful blend of material culture (e.g. weavings)

as organizational tool, productive hstrument and educational process.

1(

Recapitulation

i

I

In the preceding section, a v4lety of social/cultural forms have been

1\identified and analyzed as to their mpact upon poveriy oriented development

program. Each form (traditional lederahip, communication systems,

\

organizations, etc.) may have either 4 positive, neutral, or negative
1

influence on development programs, detdin.g upon whether the indigenous

form is recognized or ignored; and wheTer it ia adapted to fit the objectives

. ,

and activities of the development progr m.
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Indigenous social/cultural forms may be more valued by, and therefore

more particularly important for, the absolute poor. Leas-educsted and lower-

income members of the user-mystem often give greater credence to indigenous

social/cultural leadership roles, communication channels, organizational

forma, technologies, knowledge systems, and etiologies. On the other hand,

such traditional forum are not always readily apparent to development

program designers and implementers, and, consequently, often have not been

understood or appropriately modified so as to contribute to development

programs.

It le clear that s bridge la needed between development agents and

rural people to facilitate the transfer of information, skills and attitude-

sets relevant to village development. Development agents often operate at

a different conceptual level and in a different fradcwork from the villagers

As a Javanese farmer remarked to me, "there arc no people'a programa

ey purport to serve eo that the poorest remain on the fringes of develop-

-

here, only government programs". That indigenous culture can provide auch a

bridge is stressed in the writing of Goulet (1971):

To conclude from largely unchallenged evidence that development
is incompatible with 'traditional' value system la not only inhuman
but foolish, even on the grounda of pure efficiency. One practical
consequence of this error is that few planners tailor development's
potentially attractive benefice to the dimensions of traditional
existence rationalities. Perceptive students of development have
long known, of course, that certain traditional values 'are conaonant
with innovation.

The crux of the culture-development dilemma la co discover the most
0

efficient and effective means of Introducing skills, knowledge, and attitudes

- 3D.
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within existing cultural patterns, Institutions, values and human resourcis

so.that economic development is optimized and mociocultural change occurs in

a meaningful, harmonious fashion.

CENTRAL ISSUES IN THE DEPLOYMENT OP A CULTURE-BASED DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The principles set forth thus far hinge on a central issue in develop-

ent: "directionality". Is it ketter to start at the top of a national

structure and direct efforts down? 1a it better to start at the bottom and

direct the necessary information upward? Or is there some middle ground

where national development policies which truly respond to regional and

local needs, pioblema, and conditions MI be enacted? The present interne-

tionnl development strategy may be striving for a dcientralized development

effort, but so far successful mechanisms and methods have been difficult to

find and use. All too often it has been easier to use clenr-cut.bureaucratic

channels to apply homogeneous, national solutions to the problems of hetero-

geneous, localized populations. Development by "command" through external

channels of communication haa led to "lip service" acceptance, waste, and

corruption at the village levelg A middle ground strategy is advocated in4;''

this paper.

/6 As a matter of perspective, one could argue that thlp °Command-like"

approach to development fits well with the authoritarian nature of

Indonesian relationships (e.g. bapak-anak, father-son), and that
effective development might be accomplished by merely acting the

"right" message into the command system.

4 0



This middle-grounkatrategy uses traditional culture to mediate

between government development agents and the people. This strategy

advocates moving away from attempts to answer development problems by

imposing external solutions and increasing staffing and funding and toward

using local cultural institutions, processes, and roles as the media for

development. In order to be meaningful and lasting, developient problems

and the solutions for them must be identified by the "underdeveloped"

communities themselves. External agents must help the local community to

generate internal solutions that mobilize internal resources in a self-

-reliant way. The best that external agents can do is facilitate or catalyze

this process at key Junctures possibly using mechanisms and methods suggested

above.

Tbe strategy eMbodied in this paper is by no means foolproof; it'is

s strategy whose Merits liar yet to be systematically tested. Problems

abound: What are the ethics of tampering with traditional cultural forms?

If one tilts the functions of an indigenous medium too far is there a risk

of destroying the medium itself? What is the best way to discover which

elements of a folk culture can be adapted to specific sete of development

problems? What kind of local participation is necessary for folk media to

be an active agent of change? Who stands to gain or lose by using culture-

based institutions? What is the entire range of cultural norms and motiva-

tional resources that can be mobilized for development? What are the coat-

benefits of such a strategy in financial as well aa social-psychological

terms? What are the limitations of sUch a strategy? %

4
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One response to the above Issues is that traditional cultural forms

are already being affected and modified, frequently in a negative, haphazard

manner as a result of a non-interventionist pOsitlon. tlearly% understanding

and sensitivity are needed to balance structure and function with any of the

cultural modalities illuatrated in this paper. Such a strategy should not be

undertaken lightly but should be combined with efforts of social scientists,

national planners, and, most importantly, the communities to be affected.

Since the consequences of such a strategy can never really be kaown until it

is tried, this paper advocates experimenting with small-scale, controlled'

projects before embarking on wholesale national programs.

There are other problem areas to be considered as well. The mediuM-

message dichotomy could become a substantial barrier. As Soemardjan (1966)

observed, "In matters of social innovation, which is in effect the essence of

coraunity development, reactions of people in the rural areas (of Indonesia)

generally are more influenced by the personality of the innovator and his

approach (person and form) than by ultimate goals (content) that will

nulterialize only after the process is finished". If .the audience's tendency

is to tune into the form, while losing sight of the content, what will be

gained in the development process? If they are captured by the process and

structure of a game or activity, while the message fails to strike a chord,

does this constitute development?

A possible answer to these questions is two-fold: first, che particular

message must be united with the right medium; and second, this strategy

should be used in conjunction with other reinforcing approaches. For example,

4,-;
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providing i market exhibition on family planning is useless unless there is

an adequate mechanism for distributing birth control devices in support of

this effort. The core development issue this problem represents is that of

the challenge in employing the culture-based strategy for. development. Tht.

solution 11es not so much in the innovation of a specific medium for connec-

ting discrete pieces of the community puzzle, but rather in seeing the pieces

in relation to one another in a mutually supportive, interdependent manner:

e.g., promoting literacy with attendant reading materials; providing tools

with skill training; and insuring opportunities to utilize what is learned.

llmo, as Bowers (1969) suggests, "a system approach is obviously desirable,

so that messages are communicated through a variety of sensory inlets and a

range of media, each supporting and complementing one another'.

The decentralization otcertain aspec,s of the implementation of

development programs by using indigenous cultural form-, at the community

level presents other potential problems:

(a) Existing formal organizations at the local level, if they are

utilized in development programs, may largely exclude the

landless poor from membership. If so, considerable effort

by development field workers may be necessary to organize

new groups among the poorest of the poor.

(b) The development program may be captured by local elites, so

that relativsely little poverty-alleviation actually occurs.

(c) By empowering the poor with the perceived ability to control
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their future, local groups may have disruptive consequences.

When the poor's newly-raised expectations are not met, they

may feel severe dissatisfaction which could in turn lead to

political instability, social disorganization, and intensified

hostilities (Jonassen, 1974).

(d) Indigenous forms, if misused, may also tend to reinforce

negative residual values. By embracing rather than merely

drawing legitimacy from traditional forms to change,,behavior,

one runs the risk of reinforcing the very valuLa one may

desire to modify in the long term.

(c) The Instrumental use of indigenous forms by development

planners may lead to the implementation of development

projects based on externally imposed objectives.

(f) Utilizing local associations may reinforce ethnic cleavages,

caste, and other aspects of local pluralism as emergenr forms

of "retribalization" and "balkanization" which may inhibit

development (Berger, 1975).

While there are no easy solutions to the ethical political and practical

problems of a culture-based strategy for nonfornal education and development,

it is, nevertheless, essential that these problems he confronted systematically

through action research.
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STRATEGIC OPTIONS FOR REACHING THE POOR: THE STRENGTHS OF

A CULTURE-BASED APPROACH

A central concern of this paper has been how beat to reach the poor

through development programs. Several culture based strategies can be

summarized as follows;

(a) To use local social organizations of the poor at,the community

level; where stich organizations do not exist, informal networks

can be utilized and perhaps converted into more formal associa-

tions. Indigenous social organizations are often viewed as a

form of "risk insuranCe" for the poor and are particularly

likely to be perceived as credible.

(b) To use indigenous processes of labor exchange, decision-making and

self-help, as well as other user!centered approaches, both o

increase community participation and commitment 1.nd to defray

coats.

(c) To recruit and train para-professional field workers from

existing functionally related roles in the user-system, or

with characteristics similar to users, in order to bridge the

social distance between professional development workers and

the poor.

(d) To view pluralism as a potential source of more divnrsified

and locally-relevant solutions to problems. Allowing the sense
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of security in local loyalties to flourish could lead to

greater willingness among the poor to taka risks and adopt

innovatIona, which would increase user demand, control, and

accountability and strengthen primordial (primary group)

loyalties in order to create secure, self-confident users

who would be more receptive and less fearful of external

change agents.

(e) To understand and adapt it.digenous culture-rooted knowledge,

cognitive, and evaluative systems as contributions to

development planning.

(t) To deploy a socio-cultural "group"-oriented theory of behavior

change, rather than the psychological, individual-oriented

theories currently underlying development strategies. To

rely more on indigenous forms of peer influence to promote and

sustain behavior change.

(g) To recovize and strengthen "middle rung" roles, processes,

groups, networks, and organizations as mediating bodies in order

to build connective tissue between indigenous conditions and

external Interventions. In «dition, to insure that quasi-

autonomous "Middle rung" mediating bodies do not get'coopted

by government bureaucracy particularly In the areas of financial

control and leadership selection. Such bodies can serve to

integrate the traditional with the modern system so that
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,development syncretizes the existing social structure uith new

economic functions so well as links local level decision

making structures with regional end national structurea.

(h) To utilize indigenous aommunication channels to contact, atvi

orchestrate the involvement of, local groups in development

programs.

(1) To utilize additive, rather than substitutional, strategies -

which tend to be compatible with cultural and cognitive

patterns of recipients so that great amihsnts of old behavior

need not be given up immediat9ly nor large amounts of new

.behavior quickly internalised.

(j) To adapt strategies to fit indigenous technologies, recreation

an4 work schedules, spatial, climatic and time/seasonal

patterns ofthe user wherever possible.

(k) To establish patterns of social organization maintenance for

the continuation of an adopted innovation through an emphasis

on indigenous groups as well as on leaders as points of

intervention.

This paper has essentially been an attempt to outline the framework of

an alternative strategy for promoting development. What ls needed now.la

basic research to test the hypotheses about the relationship between Culture

and socio-economic change underpinning this strategy. Fundamental repearch

4 '1;
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is needed into the social psychology of rural peoples (e.g., perception,

motivation, attention span, learning styles, cognitive sty?ea); into the

capacities of various aspects of culture for adap'ation in the development

problems (e.g., nutrition and population education, child care); into

audience behavior in cultural institutions (attitudes, tastes, and freluency

of interaction); and into the possibility and consequences of combining

modern and traditional means of communicating. Finally, action research is

needed to develop and test speciiic intervention strategics within the culture-

development model in highly controlled situations.

Certainli, a first step in Making development programs more effective

is to insure that such delivery systems actually reach the poor, and that

the poor are in.olyed in 2articipatory development systems. Such a concept

does not mean involving the poor as passive "users" live in an institu-

tional an1 value-free "vacuum", but requires some degree ot Involvement of

the poor and their so,io-cultutal context in designing development programs.

This will ner,ssitste focusing research and development programs so that

early investigations will look at tt,e problems, needs, and cultutal patterns

of the poor.

DEVELOPING A SOCIOCULTURAL COMMUNITY PROFILE

the preceding over.fiew of a culture based strategy for promoting

development, the field practitioner might jestifiably ask where he goes

from here?
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The first step in developing such a strategy for a particular context

is to understand the community and ite workings. This could be done

creating a simple socio-cultural profile of the community, which would focus

on identifying its indigenoue patterns of organization, motivation,

communication, and leadership. The following set of data gathering tasks

aight form the basis for the community profile,

(a) A Map of Informal and Formal Community Leadershtp Patterns

Community leaders provide an established channel of legitimate

authority and communication within the community. Tbey should

be used whenever possible to sanction and/or to assist in the'

direct implementation of community education programs. Socio-

metric techniques are a ready methodology for locating leadera

in a community.

(b) An Inventory and Description of Indigenous Institutions and

Associations

Familial, religious, market, productive, aocial, political, and

other institutional arrangements can serve es structuree.through

which development.functions may be adapted and iaplemented. Such

institutions and other associational arrangements could be

inventoried and functionally classified,

(c) A Description of Basic Community Communication Patterns

The establishment of when, where, why, and with whom people meet

and exchange information can provide the community educator
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clues to integrating community nonformal education programming

into,the norm6,1 patterns of social interchange. Networking

techniqws may be used to trace lines of interchange between

actors in a given village. Types of informmtion exchanged,

channels, and differential access may all be measured.

(4) The Identification of Community Time/Space Utilization

This is crucial information for establishing when and where it

would be best to provide educational programa. Twenty-four

hour recall methodology following "'a day in the life" of

various community actors may provide data as to time utilization.

Space use may be ascertained through observed use of mapped

facilities in a given village.

(e) The Identification of Indigenoua and Role Providing

Communication-Educationallunctions in the Community

file community educator might adapt traditional functional roles.

e.g. village midwife, to serve as a channel for the delivery of

modernizing messages. One might inventory such roles by;

interviewing key informants (long-term residents) as to whom

one goes in order to meet his/her basic needs. e.g. health,

shelter, food. etc.

(f) A Description of Communication-Educational Techniques and

Proceasca Utilized ln Traditional Institutions and by

Indigenous Roles

5 0
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Community educators might learn a grest^deal about effective means

of information and skill exchange, the molding of values and attitude

and'general techniques of persuasion and behavioral change by

xamining traditional rites, ceremonies, edtertainment and other

transactions. This might beat be done through detailed partici-

pant observation and recordings.

(g) Identification of Community-Rooted Incentive/Hotivational Systeme

An assessment of the norms or standards of conduct to which people

are expected to conform Is extremely useful. To understand whet

motivates traditional behavior, such as attending a feast or

spending exorbitant amounts of money on a funeral or wedding,

might help the community educator to select appropriate incentives

for programs. Sanctions or positive and negative rewards which

reinforce some activities and serve as a disincentive to others

could.be identified through interviews and observations. The

critical incident approach may be another technique for getting

at motivational patterns.

(h) IdentifIcation of Community-Based Participatory Behavior

(IndigehoUs Decision-makingand Consumption Patterns)

To understand why people actively participate in certain educa-

tional aciivities but dropout of others wOuld be helpful

information in avoiding the latter. Why do people show high

participation in certain village activities, ceremonies, events,

and low participation in others? What are the means of
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reaching decisions and dealing with conflict in a given

community? Again interview snd observational techniques

may be used to gather this information.

(i) A Description of Traditional LearnineStyles

The community nonformal educator can make his indtructional

techniques sore effective if they are related to the way people

traditionally learn in the context of the community. For

example, how do young girls learn to weave baskets for carrying

' fruits in the village? How does an apprentice to a &Ice

repairman learn the trade? Participant observation and rich

description can provide insights into this phenomenon.

(i) At Assessment of Traditionallknowledge "

Understanding the kinds of information that people already

posoess and apply in development sectors such as health and

agriculture is extremely important for determining preaent

effectiveness and knowledge gaps. In..depth interviews with

practitioners, e.g. farmers and midwives, can inform the

community nonforual educator about such knowledge and its

control and dissemination.

(k) Mapping of Indigenous Technologies and their Diffusion

An inventory of existing technologies, their efficiency, and

their subsequent spread can be useful in designing strategies

of technology adoption, innovation, and diffusion.
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(1) Understanding Core Value Orientations

To comprehend and take into account the dominant community

values, assumptions, and perceptions toward the natural. inter-

personal, and heavenly worlds can be critical in the desigt of

any development activiy. What are people's espirations,

ambitions, and requisite levels of satisfaction? What stake do

.041 they have in the existing system? Interview techniques and,

projective questioas might best measure these attributes.

(m) Identification of Existing Development Agencies in the Community,

i.e. Health Agricultural Extension Social Welfare and their

Delivery Patterns (instructional style)

It would be useful for communityponformal educators to poosese

a mental list of all extension agents in the village as resource

inputs into programming to meet local needs. It would be even

more helpful if he could assist them in gearing their instruc-

tional style to the learning otyle and patterns of the local

populace.

(n) :I_I entification of Consumers of Existing Development Agencies

(nonindigenous in the community)

It would be useful to the community nonformal educators to know

vho is, and even mere inportant, who is not participating in NFE

Programs in the comaunity. And 112z1 certain groups or perions in

the community are active consumers of NFE and others are not.

What are the characteristics of these'two populations? bliow do

they differ? How might nen-consumers be converted into consumers?

5
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(o) Follov-up Information on the Use of What is Learned by Consumers

of Developseht Programa, especially. in Relationship to Increased

Productivit arid I. rovesent in Famil Well-bei

Neither the community nonformal educator nor the technical

extenfion agent can,sereIy assume that participation in a course-

leads to applying what"was lsarned. It would be helpful to know

and understand the functionality and dysfunctionality of NFE

learning efforts.

(p) A Description of Community Iltisiop-making Processes and Locus

of Influence and Control within the,Communitv

In order to influence change in individual behavior: the

community educator wili have to be cognizant of points of

4
decision-caking (decision-makera) and influence in the community

to support and fuel his program. Access to crucial progrnmmatic

re;Ources (human and other) might be dependent upon the

with certain patterns of decision-making and

sanctioning forcea operating in the community.

(q) A Recognition of Larger Structiral or Intersystemic Arrangements

Finally, while it is important :o understand the organization and

dynamics internal to a given cqemunity, it is equally important

for the community nonformal edudatom to understand the relation-

ships between those persons in thg community and others outside.

4 -

Here one gets into such afeas as land control and usej acceseto

capital external to the ophers, influence and proven relations

.5 4

t
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within and without the system, access to new knowledge and

technologies, etc. Questiona of dependence, independence, and

interdependence must be dealt with.

Whac i. required ia not a rigoroua research design in preparation for

the defense of an academic thesis, but a relevant set of questions and

answers to measure the underlying socio-cultural and psychological infra-

structure of a community. The above is not an exhaustive list but rather a

guideline for accomplishing the task. The central question remains: Why do

people behave the way they do in a given context and how might field

practitioners' understanding of community behavior facilitate the process

of development? Only after the community socio-cultural analyais has buen

done and our undLratanding enriched can we begin to talk about learning

needs, instructional materials and methoda, staff recruitment and trnining,

amohg other dimensions of using indigenous sociocultural forms as a bSsis

for development.

With the foregoing broad conc,:ptual fsamework and overview in mind, now

let us turn, in the ensuing sections, to examine in greater detail, case

studies of various efforts to cultivate indigenous atructures and folk media

for nonfermal education and development
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GOTONG ROYONG: MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN

INDONESIAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

by

Sartono Kattodirjo

BACKGROUND

Cotong royong is a traditional form of mutual assistance practised In the

villages of Indonesia. Its potential and limitations as a vehicle for community

development can best be understood thraugh the socio-economic and political

context In which it operates (i.e. the rural village and its collective life)

and its own historical developmeni.

Gutong royong Is one form of solidarity characteristic ot traditional

agrarian communities. These communities are bound together by social relation-

ships which are called primordial - i.e. through ties of family, geographic

proximity, and faith. Communities which are simply based on emotional ties,

on mechanical solidarity are said to be structurally integrated: social

exchanges are direct and limited, community members are homogeneous in

mentality and morality and possess a collective conscience and common faith

and there is little differentiation of functions or distribution of work.

When new and different functions emerge, coupled with co-ordination

which enables the community to function better as an entity, the community is

said to be functionally integrated. This shift from structural to functional

integration takes place historically with the increase of social differentia-

tion in the community, i.e. the increasing distribution of work. More organic
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uf solidarity are needed to co-urdinate and solidify the newly emerging

heterogeneity. According to Durkticim, a functionally integrated community is

bound together by a retributive law, whereas a structurally integrated community

is shaped by a repressive law.1

Social solidarity in a comm1n.4 is based on the principle of social

exchange - for example,

The land-tilling system, i.e. exchange of land for labour.

Pancen (manpower aid made available to the village chief), gugur gunung,

(to do cooperative labour without pay) or kerig all (to go forth in a

group to do a job), i.e. exchange of labour for services (such as

protection, security and information).

Sumbangan or punjungan (tu give a donation or presents), i.e. exchange

of things for things.

Social exchange theory asserts that a social exchange brings about a

moral code for the behaviour of community members which has an existence of

its own, free from the situation of the social exchange it8elf.
2

It is the

sucial exchange morality that shapes the relations among individuals - ecunom-

ically, socially as well as politically. This mdrality has an impact which is

much more extensive than the situation of the social exchange itself, and

invariably furms the basis of social relations. It is for this reason that a

social exchange in a village community is not limited to a ,iirect social

exchangc In the ,4Alse that the giver uirectly expecte something in return from

1, Durkheim, E. (1974) The Division of Labour, London: The Free Press

2. Peter Ekeh, (1974) Social Exchangs Theory, Heinemann. London.
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the recipient. There is a belief that the recipient will act in accordance

with the act of the giver. Moreover, the giver entertains the hope that one

day what he gives will be received back if not by himself, then by his family

or even anyone else. This is definitely relevant to what we call hutang budi

(a debt of gratxtude), mum kebecikan (co do good things), ngalah iuhur wekaaane

.(to have considerations for others), pada-pada (to do likewise), tepa slira

(to put oneself in another's place), etc.

The social exchange process, along with the resultant morality, serves

as a atimulua, or sanction, for a cultural communication network. The social

exchange process creates social and cultural relations which exist by themselvea,

free from the level of the ommunity's economic and social development. This

cultural atmosphere creates a separate social solidarity.

Although the social differentiation is still simple and its level of

specialization is still low - it is not of the same level as the differentia-

tion in an industrial community - the morality can create integrative forces

of a social exchrInge and strengthen the cohesion of a village community.

Social solidarity in a community is determined by an interaction between

the work distribution process and social exchange process and with the morality

arising from the exkhange. On the basis of that, thu situation of Indonesian

villages today can be described as follows:

Structural differentiation Is movidg more in the dire.tion of

functional differentiation although it Is still on a traditional

level and has not achieved the level of differentiation in an

industrial community.
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Functional differentiation has started to increase; and does not

solely constitute a separation of identical elements.

Due to the existence of morality and collective conscience, though

functional differentiation is still limited and even accentuates

structural differentiation, an organic solidarity already exists.

This sakes possible the emergence of a mLi.e Powerful functional

integration with the result that the village community does not

constitute structural integration alone.

Cotong-royong constitutes a manifestation of high level social solidarity

based on morality, common sentiments and general consensus.

The analysis to follow will show, among other things:

(1) the development of various forms of solidarity historically;

(2) the extent to which village communities
have demonstrated functional

differentiation;

(3) the existence of organic solidarity aloog with retributive law;

(4) the extent to which the spirit of gotongrroyong is in accord with

organic solidarity and its morality;

(5) the changing nature of gotong-royong ns group relations move from

communal to associational ties;

(6) the potential role of .gotong-royong in Indonesian community development.

6 :)
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THE VILLAGES AND COTONG ROYONC IN THE ANCIENT HATARAH ERA (EIGHTH TO TENTH

CENTURIES)3

During this period many Hindu temples were built both by the king and

local government authorities. All were Lui-i.t by mobilizing the untouchables

and slaves, while the peasants and merchants produced food, and the Hindu

priest designed the structures. The building of major structures called

buat ha i required a large labour force. Since much of the work in the fields

was done by the women, the men were able to leave their villages to work on

the buat hall structures.

This situation resembles what in Bali is known as ngayah, i.e. work done

cooperatively for common interests in a village, such as putting up outide

walls of temples or building temples. On such occasions, all the villagers -

young and old, male and female - contribute their services, but the work is

arranged in such a way that it does not interfere with their personal needs.

Such an institution ia believed to have existed in ancient times, although

probably in a different form.

3. The data are drawn from: Buc)ari, M.A. (1976), Some Considerations nn

the Problem of the Shift of Hataram's Center of Government from Central

to East Java in the 10th Century, A.D. Berita Pusat Penelitian Purbakala

dan Pening-galan Nasional (Bulletin of the National Archaeological

Research Center ) No. 10, Jakarta, 1976.

BEST Wel intitalitilE
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THE VILLAGES AND GOTONG ROYONG IN THE HAJAPANIT ERA (14th CENTURY) 4.

Nsgarakertagama, which Ws written by Hpu Prapanca (circa 1364) contans

a comprehensive description of the Hajapahit Kingdom.

During this period most of the peasants lived in village communities.

They were free people and generally posseased ownership rights or at least

the right to cultivate land. At that time, the population was stall, and there

was plenty of uncultivated land. This strengthened the position of the

peasants via-a-via court officials and other government authorities. %Wine

life was regulated by adat (customs and traditions) and most conflicts were

resolved within the village by the village chief. Only major crimes were

brought before a royal court of justice; generally the penalty was a fine.

Those who were unable to pay the fine lost their status as free people so

that government authorities were able to put them to work as slaves.

This fine-imposing system constituted ono of the econemic systems set

up by the Hajapahit Kingdom. Taxes collected from-merchants were cnlled arik

pnrih and included taxes on birth, marriage, death, travel and honse construc-

tion. The king was also entitled to part of the harvest.

The existence of so many types of taxes at the time showed that the

Hajapahit communities and rural areaa were alIeady very open in nature. They

possessed not only an internal communications network, hut alwo extensive,

external communications covering inter-island trade throughout the Indonesian

4. Based primarily on the book written by T. Pigeaud, Java in the Fourteenth
Century, Volume IV, The Hague, 1962.
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archipelago. This situation naturally had an impact on gotong-royong and

other systems of mobilizing labour in the rural areas. The king and his aides

had authority to'mobilize the population for various tasks. As described in

Nagarakertsgama, for example, construction of structures in the capital

city or anything needed for the king's travel required a large-scale mobiliza-

tion of labour of various klnda: ker a rodi (forced labour), augur gunung

(to do'cooperative labour without pay) and kerig ali (to go forward in a group

to do a job).

Mgbilization of manpower was also conducted for the construction and

maihuenance of public works such as dams,' water channels, dike roads, hIghwsys,

bridges, and market plaLes. This was cariidd out through gugur gunung (free

labour). In return the king was expected to proiect the religious communities

and to maintain order.

At the village level family heads were required to contribute to important

village events (eg. celebrations, weddings etc.) - in the form of money,

agrik.ultural produce or servik.ea. The labour required for the preparation and

organihateou of thesc'uelebrations was drawn from a sinoman group (association

(or mutual help) consisting mainly of young people.

Villagers also worked together on projects of common interest, such as

maintaining village roads, guardhouses, vil',e fences, irrigation systems and

doing guard duty and village managemant, These joint activities (kerig desa)

required different participation trom various social classes: the "core villagers"

(homeowners, permanent residents, irrigated rice field owners, high-ranking and
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powerful people) had the primary responsibility for kerig desa; ,private citizens

and unirrigated rice field owners were expected to,perform only some of these

village duties; odd-job men had no or very few duties!'

Under certain circumstances, Arigur.gunung (freely contributed labour)

was organized by mobilizing the entire manpower regardless* of class. To ensure

an equitable distribution of duties to the entire populace:, specialized

groupings were formed, such au woodcutter*, road maintenance men, lettei

carriers, etc.

Manpower aid called pancen was made available.to the village chief. It

was broken down according to functions, such as lamuml (to render general fielp),

Aundal (to accompany the village chie( on a trip) and pLengkunA (to serve'

messengers). All typts of the mobilization described above represented

rendering of services not separate from village interests in general. It is

therefore natural to regard it as part of the gotonA:royonA or sambat-sinambat

(to.help each other as neighbours) system.

Villagers also worked,together to help cmg another on their individual

tasks Aistributing irrigation water, moving to n new hruse, thatching a roof,

etc. Matters relating to family, land, and cattle involves1 common interests

in a village and their solution haa to be conducted by means of collective

effort (sambatan, sambat-sinambat, and Aotong_royana). This solidarity wag

reinforced by other co-operntive efforts (eg. building collective rice barns,

6. C. van Vullenhoven, Het Adatrecht van Nedetlandsch-Indie (The Adat Law
of Netherland Indies), Volume I, Leiden, 1931, p. 512 ff.
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,orrals and seedbeds) and other means of developing tfolleLtive consciousness

(e.g. religious rites held tolhonour the guardian spirits of the village,

visits tu holy shrines, etc.). In the sambatan system, food id often provided

(alled lubut or caneut in West Java), and sometimes alsc payment (malaran).

In Priyangan and Batten ateas (West Jaya), gotong-royoqg is bttter known

as liliuran, tempugdn, utang Rigir or nguhiral. In !Mitten it alv includes

loans of things to villagers.

TUE CHANGLNG hATURE OF (OTONC ROYONC IN THE 20th CENTURY
7

Studying the development of gatong-r9yong in jrnfa in the first two or

three detades ot this teatury, one gets the Amptession that there have been

a great many variations uf th e. dystem as practiced in various areas. It is the

tet.olt at various lattors allotting the socio-gtonomic life in the villab,s:

e.g.. 1) the dryness ot the land whith requires that it be tilled quickly

at the beginning of the rainy season; 2) the area of (dim-laud which requires

(k kultiyation; 3) the available Parm labour forLe; 4) the distance from

the cits or factory.

Due to the above tatters and/or the partitolar condition In certain areas,

the form ot sdmhat-,sinambat (helping eath athtr 4h neighbudrs) also has under-

gone quite a tew variations. It has been: (1) restficted to the tilling of

lungguh land (land given t.o government employeLs in lieu of salary); (2) limited'

to relatives and close friends; (3) employing farm labourers, a cheaper

7. AdatreLlit Bundel (Collection of aciat laU), Volume II, p. 175-178, 268-270.
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arrangement than the sambatan srstem; (4) himited to the use of cattle for

plowing and harrowing; (5) restricted to samba ec for planting and harvesting

of ri,e fisldS; (6) conducted only in isolated v

providing food and/or pay.

illages; and (7) conducted by

Tbe moot interesting feature of the above-mentioned variations is the

eapability of pmbatan to adapt itsell to the environment so that the tante-

economic system in the villages remuins effectfve. Th e use of payment thanges

the practice of sambatan in its original form. Srmhata

the situatioe absolutely requires it for instance, when

cattle for plowing, when land has to be tilled in a shert

is maintained when

there are not er ugh

tine se that

mobilization uf labour is needed at tent, or when cooperatt a in the form of

sambatan began to be limited to relativeu. While in many are

of nobatao tends to decrease, there are many other areas wher

generally practiced, cuch aa Semarang, Rembang, Temanggung and

versely, the system la completely unknown in the Sukaraja area.

us, the practiee

it is still

ebrelt. Con-

ilotoll_atyliji heti also taken oe some new forms. One of these Is the holding

uf 4ollective (rather than indtvidual; feasts, celebrations, and gif

The practice 'of giving gifts (cc weddings, ci-eumelsion, kaulan (cele

t-giving.

rations

held in felfillment of a voc) and commemoration of death continues to c slat,

and is even felt as a heavy burden for the people. Often a family holds a

celebratlen in order to recover the presents it Lo given to :Alters, espec

If the family t.as giveu a lot of preoents but has never or seldom held a ce le-

bration of Its own. Sometimes people even hold a celebration as a sp ulati

venture! to make a profit.

.74
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In the 20th century, a form of gotong royong exists in the traditional

association known as sinown (associationa of mutual help).
8

The members of

tsinoaan aro peasants belonging to the gogol (powerful) clasu. Members help

each other in matters relating to death,
marriage, circumcision, repair of

houses,' etc. If a member is unable to help, he must find a substitute,

usually his brother or someone else who must be paid by him. Outsiders

are usually not accepted to help.

Members contribute their services and food is served in return. A

village often has three to four sinomsn; some villages even have as many as

nine. A sineman generally has 25 to'40 members. If a sinoman has too many

members, the association is split into two. For a particular request, the

host expects hie ainbman to send a limited number of members; too many

peorple will create too large a burden.

Only family heads are accepted as members; boys are positively rejected.

An initiation fee is levied, the amount depending on the rapacity of the

members. Following payment of the initiation fee, the member is formally

admitted, and the chairman announces his membership to all members.

The managing board of a sinoman consists of one chief, one or two

messengers and one clerk. The chief is elected by the matchers by a majority

wote, while the messengers are chosen by the chief after consulting the

members. The board members have the same status as the members, only they

8. M.J. van der Pauwert, Een tweetal desa verenigingen tot onderling

hulpbetoon (Two village associations for mutual help), in V.11.13,

1897, p. 264-304.
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are primes inter pares. The members have the right to dismiss the board.

The board has various duties, such as managing the property and funds

of the sinoman, arranging activities,collecting fines, etc. While at first

all board members serve in honorary positions, later they receive compensa-

tion from the association's funds. They receive, among other things. what

is called palangkah wates or pakendeng, i.e. the sum of money paid by a

groosito the sinoman of him future parents-in-law. The amount often is based

on the distance between the groom's house and the bride's, the number of

bridges to be crossed, etc.

Work is distributed among members of a sinoman. For example, some are

assigned to circulate announcements and invitations; others to serve as night

watchmen.

One of the common activities of a stnoman is to buy things, such as

hina, and wedding and burial accessories which are then rented to members

as well as non-members.

There is a system of fines levied on members for offenses such as joking

wh.le doing some work, falling asleep on guard duty, drinking liquL. . A

heavy fine is imposed if the person holding a celebration is late in informing

the sinoman about it. If a member commits a serious crime, he is expelled

from the association and subsequently isolated from the group.

In case of a special event in the village, such as sedeksh bumi (a

religious rite held ta honour the guardian spirits of the village) or

bersih dena (an annual village feast including a petformance of a play from?

the animistiL cyae), all chiefs of sinoman are assemhled by the village

7
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chief for the purpose of collecting funds and organizing the activity.

In various areas, ainoman has been known for generations. In J4t1r

(Tuban), it has existed since 1893; in'Pasuruan, since 1873. It has also

existed for a long time at Gresik, Lemongan, Sidayu and Sidoarjo.

go

That the ji_arcrootolyoLgi aystem has existed as a manifestation of deep-

rooted solidarity in a village community has been clearly proven by the

spontaneous emergence of this system in a new area, such as a transmigration

area.
9

In these new settlements (e.g. South Sumatra) where manpower is

limited and plenty of land must be tilled, new groups called regu (team) have

emerged, each with more than ten members. They work together in plowing

each member's lahd but also hire themselves out as a 'group to work on

others land.

The term used in this area is sambatan (neighbors helping ea,h uther).

There are several types of sambatan:

Village constiuction projects involving the mobilization of all villagers

- e.g. the building of health care centres, markets, roads, etc.

Generally, they get no food nor pay. One is exempted from this duty

only when there is death or birth in his family.

Building an individual's house involving ,c participation of 5 to 15

9. From Lap.pran_Survey Desa Transmigrasi Belitang (A Report on A Survey of

Belitang Transmigration Village), 1977. "iransmigration" is the

Indonesian term for a government programme to resettle peasants from
heavily populated areas of Java in sparsely populated areas in other
parts of the archipelago.
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people, norcally only neighbours and/or relatives. The host provides

food and drinks, but 1--1 payment; carpenters, however, are paid for their

services. The nuaber of people mobilized depends on the phase of the

construction; for example, 20 people are needed for carrying building

materials, usually for one or half a day only.

Agricultural tasks such as -clearing o forest and procesaing land. The

time needed for forest clearing is indefinite. The help is needed only

at the beginning, and when the work can be done by the land-holder

himself, the sambatan is discontinued. Normally no food is provided,

and each brings his own. However, if the sambatan lasts two or three

days only, the man receiving the help must provide food. In a short

sambaran participants work the whol ay, but in a sambatan of long

duration they are expected to work only half a day each day.

There is a ilotonpi_-royona system called neba in which three people work

together on each ther's land. They start on the first man's land in the

morning, after lunch they work on the second man's land; the following

morning they start on the third man's land, and so on. Usually only drink

and no food is provided.

knother method of tilling land is called arisen. A member of regu

(team) asks for the help of the entire team to work on his land, usually far

half a day, by paying all who help. The money is not pocketed by the members

but contributed to a common fund used for buying things for common uae

(e.g. plowing equipment) to be loaned to members. A non-member may ask for

the help Uf the team, but has to pay. TIT is called perayaan.



In Ball gotong royong (known as krama or seka) has rater 'zed in

many for10ms:

Kraaa desa involves all heads of family in a
village, about 550 of them.

Kraaa bon ar involves a ward of a village called banjar which has

20 - 70 heads of family.

Kraal& aubak covers an area designated as subak which is about 100

hectares and has several hundreds of farm workers.

4$ A religious form of krama covers maintenance of temples and other village

property, and conduct of ceremonies.

Lumbung banjar involves cooperation in harvesting, tying, and storing

rice. One lumbung (rice barn) has 30 or more members, in accordance

with the capacity of the barn which can hold up to 3 tons'of rice.

Seka_gag, seka barong and aekajoged janger involve 'o-operation in

the field of the performing arts.

Matetulung involves collective help for people suffering from a disaster.

Ngajakang or silihulih involves collective assistance in the building

of houses or plowing of fields. It is custoaary to provide food and

drinks for uuch an occasion.

The boPt &mown form of mutual assistance in Bali is krama aubak.

Subak is an associntion of farmers who get water from a common dam or water

10. Data drawn from Laporan Survey Deli Timpag di Bali (A Report on a

Survey of Timpag Village, Bali), 1977.

'7 4
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channel. They work together in damming a river, regulating the distribution

of water, maintaining security in the fields, tind fixing the time for

planting. Ali violators ate punishable by fine. The fine goes to the funds

of the subak. Many expensen are paid for with these funds. Each subalt has a

board and conduLts ,:arious ceremonies, such as balik sumpah when the rice

plants are 42 days old.

It is clear from this description of the Balinese equivalent of 2,212121

royong that almost every aspect of life in the villages is covered by some

form of mutual assistance. The common religion in Bali is a major factor

reinforcing this solidarity.

GOTONG ROY G FOR VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT

Durlag the Third Five-Year Plan many development programmes are being

carried out at the village level, all of which require active participation

of the villagers. Participation is through traditio.lal or modern inatittalone.

Modern institutions are meant to provide modern associational tics so that

village solidarity can he preserved.

A survey of Central and East Java in 1979 showea that there is full

partLipatiun in development programmes Larried oat through goung-royong,

i.e. the so-calied swadaya masyarakat.II All villagers participated

irrespective of wealth, status, or education. This result contrasts with

those of family planning programmes in which participation varies according

11. Research Report._ Evaluation of Rural Development Program, Rural .5

Regional Studies Centre, Cadja Hada University, 1979, Vol. III.
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to wealth and education.

From this we,can conclude that gotong-rozong
is still operating in many

villages and constitutes a valuable asset in implerenting development

programwes. We have also seen from previous analytis that gotong royonR

is capable of adapting itself to changing socio-economic circumstances.

THE WATER USERS ASSOCIATION IN NGADILUWIli (KEDIRI, JAVA)

Between 1969 and 1972 the Groundwater
Development Project (CDV) of the

Public Works Departmellt undertook an exploration to provide irrigation

water for an area of 187 hectares. For each pump-w.11 a Water Users

Association (Perkumpulan Petani Pemakai Air - P3A) was et up. At the time

of the survey (1979) there were 77 pumpwells in operation irrigating 3,000

hectares out of which 17 have been operated autonomously by the P3A's.

Ngadiluwih is one of the villages where the GDP set up two pumpwells

which were afterwards run by autonomous P3A. Its population is 4,5b2, out

ot which 745 are farmers. Land use consists of gardens (156,065 hectares),

irrigated rice-fields (112, 725 hectares) and dry cultivated land (8,420

hectares). The pumpwell irrigation system
brought about apparent changes in

crop patterns, crop systems and productivity, since groundwater was made

available to supplement the surface water
especially in the dry season.

The rate of illiteracy is high; 2,401 people are illiterate. A large

proportion of the labour force are
employed in the nearby town of Kediri.

Host of the people are Mu8lim4. In the course of the seventies various

developsent programmes and organizations were set up, e.g. Lebaga Social Desa

76
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(Village Social Association), the Koperasi Unit Desa (Village Unit Cooperative),

Kredit Candak Kulak (Small Credit System), etc.

Between 1974 and 1976, two puepwells were set up and operated by the GDP.

In 1976 they were officially transferred to the P3A. By that time the P3A

had already chasen its 2ommittee, freely elected by the menthers and consisting

of ordinary farmers, and had adopted a number of regulations. With the transfer

of the pumpwells from the GDP to the P3A the Ngadiluwith P3A was formally

established through a resolution by the Regent. The Regent was given the

Ipwotatus of 'protector' of the association, the subdistrict head was appointed

controller, and the village head was chosen to be the suPervisor of daily

operations. Government agencies in the area were asked to support the P3A

in any way they !.ould, e.g. the Regency Irrigation Committee, the Groundwater

Development Project, and the Subdistrict Executive.Supervisor, etc. The

Executive Agency responsible for the P3A's daily operations consisted of the

village secre&lry, the Jogotirto as the distributor of water, the operator,

the treasurer, and the chairman of the blok (a sub-village irrigation unit).

In 1978 a second meeting of P3A members vas convened and a new committee

Was formed chosen by Resolution of the Regent. This new committee took

the day-to-day responsibility for the operation of the P3A out of the hands

of ordinary farmers, placing this responsibility mainly with the village

authorities. Only the chairmanship of the blok and membership in the WVA

were left open to the common farmer.

Farmers who need irrigation water have to submit a request to the

chairman of the bluk to which they belong. The lattec notifies the distributor

fr./
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ans daily executives who then instruct the operator to provide the water.

The farmer pays for the water through the chairman of the blot.

Once a week a meeting ia held between chairmen of bloke and the P3A

committee, in which the former submit a weekly report of activities and the

money collected from Oater users. Various problems are discussed (e.g. rise

in the price of petrol, pay raise for the operator, etc.) and solutions

agreed on.

The cost of obtaining water per hour/per hectare is Rp 250,- which

includes compulsory saving (Rp 30,-), cost of energy (Rp 100,-), payment of

the operator (Rp 50.-), fee for the committee (Rp 30,-), and other expenses.

In addition, each member also has to pay an annual subscription fee of

Rp 300,- per G.25 hectare. This can be paid in Installments every harvest

season. It has been found that many members do not fulfill their obligation

in paying the annual contribution.

As mentioned above it took two years for the GDP to introduce and

popularize the pumpwell system before the whole operation and management could

be transfered to the local P3A. During the two Introductory years all

operational costs were born by the GDP while the farmers get the water for

free. GDP staff members frequently visited the villages in order to explain

to the farmers the aims of the project, its implementation end the expected

benefits. The village authorities were involved in this briefing process

and trained for the tasks of organizing and managing the system. The farmers

also took part in these deliberations. When the scheme was explained, the

majority of the fartcrs (45 to 72.5 percent; n 40) were quite willing to
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'donate some land to the irrigation system, while a smalIer number (17.5 to

ta5 percent) demanded 801174 restitntion.

When the P3A stood on its own feet its existence was known by almost

everybody (95 - 100 percent; 1140), while the rate of participation in blok

meetings varied between 60 - 75 percent (n.,40). Attendance at P3A meetings

averaged 57.5 permit. 72.5 percent attended blok meetings for electing

the blok chairman whereas only 52.5 percent attended meetings for electing

the P3A comaittee.

From the interviews of water us'ers it is apparent that almost all of

them (95 - 100 percent; n,.40) are determined to continue their pa- cipation

in the programme. The few who dropped out explained that they had stopped

tilling the land or that their land did not need irrigation. A few others

hesitated in continuing their membership because the water could not reach

their land or because thdy could not afford the costs.

In most cases P3A members fulfill the obligations and commitmento of

the scheme. Only in one village (Rejosari) was it found that members

failed to pay the monthly contribution and to participate in cleaning

irrigation canals. Participation in co'lactive work on village infra-

structural projects (e.g. repairing roads, cleaning canals, etc.) according

to a survey of six Kediri villages was found to Le very high, ranging from

65 to 92.5 percent (n.40). This can be explained by the strong tradition of

communal solidarity in the villages, i.e. gotong royong or sambatiin.
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\

CONCLUSIONS

\

1.111s historical description has hqwn the nature, forms, and capacity

for adaptation of gotong royong:

-

I., Am S manifestation of social solidarity, istons_ royon exiets in a

villege community where structural
integration is dominant and functional

integration has not yet reached that of an industrial community. With

the changes In soclo-economic circumstances
gotong romnit has made a

nusher'of adjustsunta, marking its shift from structural to functional

integration. Its great potential lies in this capacity for adapting

itself to various conditions.

2. The fine-imposing system in the gntong-royong system and in the, community

in generaL is an indication of a more organic form of solidarity being

developed through a retributive law and this marks a shift from structural

to functional integration.

3. A key elemen in gotong royonR is the principle of equality - the

equitable diiitribution of obligations without discrimination or exception,

especially wiuln the effort is directed at village interests. Strict

sanctions serve to control all kinds of deviations.

4. Some forma of gotong royong have a structure
resembling cilia of a modern

organizational structure and all its functions are carried out more

effectively and\efficiently. Arisan, for example, in which:members are

paid for their labour contribution, is an adjustment to a monetized

ecoaomy.
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At Lilts time of transition when the village community is.undergoing

changes, both ss the result of development efforts and of the monetization

and commercialization process, the morality of a village community plays

an important role, especially in curbing the individualism inherent in

monetization and commercialization. Collective consciousnes, can.moderate

the groying gap between rich and poor peasants. The concensua which still

lives ln the village cormounity today ahould be used as a base for formulating

new forms of solidarity. The apirit of gotong royosK which is deep rooted

in that tradition can be given new functiona so that village solidarity.can

continue to exist and be used as the basis for improving the lives of

villahers.
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AYNI RUWAY: INDIGENOUS INSTITITTIONS

AND NATIVE DEVELOPMENT

IN BOLIVIA

by

Lula Rojas Aspiazu

TUE NATIVE BOLIVLSN CONTEXT .

Ayni Reway ia a programme designed for the native cultures'of Latin '09

Aaerics. In Be,',via, native cultures make up about 70X of a total population

of 5 million. These include both the Aymara and Quechua peoples, who

togethec Lonatitute the largest proportion of the population. In addition

there are the native workers of the mines and factorles of 6olivin and

manority forest peoples like the Tupl-guaraniea, among others.

Ayni Ruway haa mainly worked and spread throughout the Quechua world,

whidi Includes about two million people. The population of the Aymara is

1-111 million, the forest people 200,000, and the urban.populatiuu with a

wehtern-Spanlsh culture, around 1-111 million.

Inside the Aymara culture, Ayni limey has been preparing the ground,

stimulating and revitalizing actions for the emergence of an indigenous

process of education and development based on its own Lultural patterns.

The native population living in the territory which today belongs to

Bolivia were victims of Spanimh colonization from the 16th century on. In

the seLond half of the 18th century, there were popular uprisings against the
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,olouial tryst..m, the main one being led by Tupac Katari. Later on, the

rev.Iur.t,in of independence from Spain which started in 1,809 favoured the

urban Spanish des,endenta (the urban and feudal middle classes) rather than

the subjugated native peoples.

Further hictory recorda other major events which, however, did not, .

change the saiWition of slavery and oppression suffered by the native

population who vere continually harassed and exploited. r.

Only in 1952, did the "National Revolution" produce basic reforms: the

abolition of the legal institution of peasant serfdom and the redistribution

of the land formerly owned by the feudal landlords to the peasants. Despite

these teforma as the gradual disappearance of the landowning oligarchies,

the situation of the natlie majority continues unchanged. They remain in

extreme poverty, their survival based on a subsistence economy and indigenous

eultui.iT values.

The development and education plans and progress Ire created in the

cities. The major investmehts for development and edu,ation, amounting to

millicns of dollars in international credits and grants, practically disappear

in the hands of bureaecrats and national and international technocracies

without ever reaching the intended recipieats, mu,h less promoting instances

ef genuine and selfauatained development.

There is a wide gap between the city and the countryside, economic,

sial and ,ultural; the per capita national income Is about 500 dollars.

The poorest peasant population, however, has to survive with a per capita
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"tneyse.of lass than 60 dollars. It is in this context that Ayni Ruway

started its activities about ten years sgo with very scarce resources: that

is to say, simultaneously having to get basic resources, to conceive the'

theoretical framework, to experiment with methodologies and procedures, and

to train an efficient team of field workers.

RACKCROUND ON NON-FORMAL EDUCATION IN BOLIVIA

During the last fifteen years in Bolivia, there'have been experiments

in non-fermal education whirl) asve given priority to conomic development,

cultural affirmation, and the 21beration of the native and exploited classes.

Success has be«-n rare, owihg to the difficulty of moving beyond traditional

C,

methods and goals. The most notorious case has been "CEHA" (Accelerated

Secondary Educa..ion) which started as a nod-formal education project

(dependent on the Ministry of Xducation) but which has, later on, turned into

a uay of re-introducing adults into schooled practices and goals. Another

constraint has been the laeological or religious motivation of those persons

or institutions involved.

The major non-traditional programs are the radio programs transmitted

by "ERBOL" ("Escuelas Radiofonicau Bolivianas") with radio-transmitters in

different points of the country, and using netive languages: Aymara and

Quechua. These non-formal education programs have tended to start under non-

official auspices and have originated inside the Aymara and Quechua ommunities.

The.Ministry of Education was at that time receptive to these initiatives

since it had created its own department of non-formal education,

8,1
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In the Aymara sector, the Tiwanaku educational movement emerged as a major .

innovative experience. In the beginning it needed aluntary support from

outside the community. Once it was on its own feet, it organized experiments

and meetings on indigenous medicine, revitalizing the pre-co1umbian ceramics,

and the use of written material in the Aymara language. The educational

movements rooted in the native communities are distinguirhed by an absence

af bureaucraties or top-down actions. There is also a healthy self-reliant

attitude and a refusal to subordinate their objectives, principles and

methods to economic support coming from state, private or_international

institutions.

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL ROOTS OF THE AYNI RUWAY MOVEMENT

The remotest precedent one can find belongs to the beginning of the

Republican Era. Simon Rodriguez Carreno designed at the time a plan of

ptyolar edutation wilith was vetoed by the creole aristocracy and the nascent

bourgeoisie; Rodriguez was subsequently expelled. Elizardo Perez founded the

"Ayllu sthool movement based on the Aymara institutiona, tulture, and language.

These schools lost their original essence and spirit, taking on a bureaucratic

%

charatcer ante international aid organizations and the government bureaucracy

int?rfered. Later on they gave bi,,th to the schooling system of education

for the rural areas.

The Ayllu (Community)

The Oimary indigenous institution is the Ayllu whith is the foundation
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of the other institutions. The growth of the Ayllu from the "gen" or

primitive tribe up to the hamlet and the Quechua state has given rise to

other institutions and structures. In this study we are focusing on those

institutions or structures which favour social communication around produc-

tive uork and social conviviality.

The spirit of Ayllu,and its material expression nave been substantially

Preserved. The evolution might have come as a development of the family

and the consequent loosening up of family relationships. The rules of social

behaviour replacing those relationships soon became stronger and turned into

major social.organIzations and rules of ethics. These are the Ayni,

Kawildo and other systems of cooperative work governed by rules of reciprocity

and mutual care. The Ayni has the greatest potential for self-reliant

educational action, capable of dealing with large numbers and of fostering

integrated economic social, and cudtural development. The practice of the

Ayni, as educational fact, is the entrance in the rising spiral of social

reciprocity; it means tbe repetition of the pyllu. Gne starts his education

In the family and then goes on to the community, to inter-community action,

and even to embrace the whole of one's owm culture and inter-cultural relations.

Besides, it is not a development of abstract knowledge and abilities but a

growing exchange of goods among conmunities; it is a collective enrichment,

a permanent gift-exchange, a real development, a vital process. The Kawildo

' is a socio-political structure
formed by a Council made up of the major

communi0 or Ayllu authorities. Tbese wry from eight to twenty-four members

meeting once every month. The gawildo favours and helps the educational

process through mobilization and multiplication.
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Native Languages

If one t.ants to discuss the native means of communication still

prevalent, first menticn should be the iodirrnous language, the basic

element for the sense of identity and the medium of communication unich

makes possible the survival of the 4ative cultures. Owing to its vitality,

it has extended its Influence even to the urban environments. Its survival,

revitalization, and widening influence is the most reliable indicator of the

failure of traditional sChooling which has tried to doWngrade native cult%re

and replace it with western culture. Now educators are reevaluating and

resurrecting native culture to the point of proposing, in the new order of

priorities, the teaching of reading and writing in the indigenous languages.

Popular Festivals

Then we have to mention the "fiesta popular",(popular festival) which

constitutes an unending world of motivation and meaning for educational

communication. In the "fiesta ropular", with its substratum of rituals and

symbo16, we find the roots and beginning of the most diverse forms of social

communiCation: drama, songs, dance, games. The "native fiesta" follows the

agricultural calendar and i$ conditioned by regional customs. It has to do

with rituals of invocation for a good harvest and sometimes even rituals of

propitiat'on; these help tcl reinforce social solidarity between and within

cOmmunities. It also involves rituals to mark the beginning of distinct

periods of life and existential situations; with change and aanztioning of

new authorities; with the initiation and culmination of different phases of
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work; with the protection of cattle, the house, the fruits of the earth. The

"fiesta" is a fountain of inspiratios to encourage the educator to develop

native forms of educational communication.

The Market

Another forum for popular mobilization, motivation and education is

the "feria" or native market. Peasant groups of various regions and ages

come together in one place wearing their diverse clothing, bringing their

products, crafts, etc. In the "feria", where native values come to play,

exchange implies the weighting of felt and proposed needs, In order to

regulate the equivaMnt value of products.

Theatre

Developed as an educational medium by Ayni Ruway., the native theatre

does noc use pre-conceived scripts; it is created as a spontaneous reaction

,o the present situatlon yet molded by aged rituals. Each performance

trigg-rs discussion, which culminates not in a rigid scripted scenario but

in a new and enriched performance. The various themes seem to express a

single content and motivation: the individual's affirmation in the roles of

his own culture and values. This theatre never uses its emotional and

perceptive openness to pass on advice or moral lessons; rather, it paints

characters affirming themselves in conflict-situations: rural-urban, rich-

poor, individual-community, young-old, leader-masses. In fart, it develops

skills of lommunication and coping ability and it unties knots qz$ emotional

life, helping to affirm the cultural identity of the participants while
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illuminating the ,ontradictions experienced in their daily lives. This

theatre, which is a by-product of the "fiesta", is not an elitist art;

everyone and anyone has the right or Obligation to act when the situation

demands it. It is not a theatre for consum;tion; it 16 a theatre of partici-

pation and communication.

Song and Dance

As the theatre, the song stimulates the creation and recreation of

verae, the "collective dialogue"; it is a challenge and a prompting to

creativity. In the same manner, the dance is the culmination, the climax

of the vital experience of living, it. is a means of building an_ reinforcing

social solidarity between communities.

Recspitulation

The above are examples of native structures, institutions and socia

proiesses which have not changed in their vital aspects since pre-columbian

times. These are the basis upon which a non-formal popular education can be

brought about without losing its indigenous character.

The native social means of communication, inseparably linked to the

native institutions and structures, offer non-formal education resources

which are now icarie in urban culture. Their use gives education a new

center of gravity different from the empty verbalism, the transfer of dead

knowledge, and the fabrication of artificial environments, of "m3dern"

education. Education becomes a dynamic development of culture.
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Non-formal education based upon these cultural patterns and with this

methodology easily gains the support of official institutions in spite of

its opposition to current educational and
development trmnds and its having

started as a marginal and unnoticed endeavour.

AYNI RUWAY: BEGINNINGS OF AN ORGANIZATION AND HOVEliENT

Aynl Ruway started about ten years ago in the context just described.

Its promoters started discarding all the traditional models of development

and education extrapolated from western development and the so-called

developed countries. The starting point was the search for a method which

was nothing more than a critical attitude
toward communication and a re-

encounter with the native cultures, their values, their technology, their

more urgent needs, their forma of expression. At the beginning we were only

two persons; soon it involved many others. The decisive group far the actual

functioning of the system has been approximately fifteen persons with inter-

changeable functions. Our initial and continLing goal has been to unchain,

inuide the native cultures, a self-sustaining dynamic of education and

development, free from external conditioning.
Outside resources have included

technology, diverse wills and skills such as those offered by the fifteen

popular educators meocioned above.

To promote the improvement of the peasant economy implies the develop-

ment of indigenovs productive techne4ogies; this was recogoized as the most

urgent need. In addition, the moilvement revitalized the native cultural

a u
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traditions and values from the way of eating, dressing, etc., to aesthetic

and religioula expression.

Nowadays the Ayni Ruway system has established relatIcos with the

Ministry of Education; it serves as a pilot experience for organizing non-

forma.. education in rural areas. Its principles and methods are spread

through-seminArss_meetings and informal exchanges with others in Bolivia

interested in non-formal education and development. However, the broad

scope of the Ayni Ruway system and its capacity to generate its own resources

and diverse support makes it possible to assert that it does not depend on

a single specific source of financial support. The tapping of a wide range

of sources implies 4 capacity for self-maintenance independent of external

conditioning. It has its own system of craftwork and agricultural production

and many shops to sell this surplus production. It establishes agreements

on technical assistarte and it gets, occasionally, loans and grants which are

directed to new areas where the system extends.

Ayni Ruway, as it developed, is close to a self-governing system, with

(tide decentralization in making decisions and carrying out responsibilities.

The role of the external team, which is composed of the most experienced and

mature members, is precisely to facilitate the making of decentralized

decisions and actions within a global vision.

The Ayni Ruway system started with no institutional help of any kind.

It startqd as an experimental search for adequate methods and theory by the

director of Ayni Ruway and the run/ dead Argentina philosopher Rodolfo Kusch.
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It involved short trips to various regions of the Quechua and Aymara

world: establishing informal 'relationships and friendly communication;

participating in."fiestas" and domestic or special situations; assuming

some compromises and making an effort to get the resources needed%

In this way, small programmes developed without resources, without a

preebtablished design; the organizers concentrated on the development of

an appropriate method. The only starting point was a deep and sincere

communication with the peasant communities. Even^after kyni Ruway developed

the contacts to be able to tap major resources, the practice has been to act

as if no resources were available. The object is to maintain the communication

ind cultural potential of the community as the foundation for the education

and development programmes.

The groups whih partiLipate in the educational programme are groups of

diverse age, sex, and social class, including the poorest communities.

Around 18,000 persons participate in the Ayni Ruway system, either directly

or indirectly, through an organization integrated into the normal life of

. native institution.' and structures. klat Ayni Ruway does /5 to strengthen

and to affirm these native institutions,

Ayni Ruway does not organize groups or institutions other than those

which should have.existed where the cultures hod not been Interfered with

in their development. It strengthens the functionIng of institutions which

alremdy exist as part of communal life. It develops native technology which

has been obstructed by the aggressiveness of modern technology. It 1 s an
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indigenoum technology, to be saved from extinction for its awn sake and as

a means of helping those most hit by modernity. The latter brings crisis

to the peasant community causing an exodus. Tile development of native tech-

nology has the purpose of improving the subsistence economy and the cohesion

of the community.

It is clear that the greatest incentive is the possibility of partici-

pating in social life and production, to be able to participate or express

oneself in the life of culture.

THE MOVEMENT IN ACTION"

Participants

In those ceses where the programme responds to the needs of a particular

sector or group in the community, it is watched, evaluated and aupported by

the whole community. Even if it seems to favour only a small group, the

community as a whole feels favoured and with the right to evaluate the meaning

and usefulness of the programme.

It is important that the natural leaders and authorities participate

in the educational activity. They are skilled animateurs and can inspire

their people. Normally they do not participate in specialized edncational

activity but they undertake tasks of major importance and responsibility.

Since these authorities and nAtural leaders play a major role in running the

programmes, they stimulate the continuing renewal and extension of leadership.
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Another aspect that merits our attention is the exchange of educational

experiences bttueen communities, regions and cultures. An example of the

latter can be round in the exchange and cooperation between Aymaras and

Quechua. It takes various forms: sometimes,it is a delegation of visiting

educators who communaste through their own wayn: theatre, dance, otc. The

delegation is composed of all those capable of playing a role: linguist-

edo, ator, physician-educator, economdst, etc. Finally, there are agreements

and totaon programmes with other communities always trying to complement and

atrengthen each other.

There are no predetermined programmes for sexes or age, or subjects:

the first contacts and educational activities decide the nature of the

programme, whith is often a reflection of,the ecological and socio-cultural

charatAeristics of the area. In one Inca where an educationalyrogramme was

designed around craft production, the older women who dominated this activity

also monopolized the educational programme. Later education was extended to

other activities and to other social groups:

Often certain ages or sexes dominate. For instance, in weavios communi-

ties in the valleys the progranmes involve mainly womenin some communities

old, in some tommunities young women. In the mountain communities, however,

the programmes largely involve the men. This is due to the fact that in theae

communities the climate is difficult, agriculture is hard, and there is little

sense of a cummunity--which really only consists,of isolated hamlets. In all

cases, ae the programme unfolds, the various age groups and sexea begin to

participate more actively.

(1
4-4
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The Ayni Ruway system stimulates the involvement of all age groups,

sexes, cultures, occupations. It never starts with its own preconceived

"target population". Its basic strategy Ls to start with remote native

communities leas influenced by urban culture. Starting there, it unites

the community, integrates its culture, and neutralizes extlerna1 pressures

(e.g., the draft, school, consumer economy, stc.). It discourages migration

and victimization by intermediaries (merchants). It also tries to bridge

the gap.between generations.

Aynl Resay coordinates its efforts with those of private and public

institutions. It obtainsland gives support, channeling resources to native

communities where necessary.. From its philosophical and methodological point

of view, t't does not depend on any institution even though it is open to

exLhange, comparison and discussion of principles, proLedures, achievements

and experiences. It is particularly interested in sharing its ideas with

other public or private institutions. Recently the Ministry of Education's

Non-Formal Education Divlsion openlsd the way for an educntional programme
i

along the lines developeli by Ayni Ruway. In 1979, Ayni Ruwsy was invited to

start the first Center 47;f Integrated Education for Adults in the Quechus

rural area.

Native Psychology and ilorld View

In order to percei4e and utilize indigenous media and structures to

the fullest extent, it ii necessary to understand native psychology or\world

view, distinguishing it iron urban and modern psychology. In the native.

,

I
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psychology there are dialectically united oposites, each implying the other;

theilrban psychology, on the other hand, presents them as real opposites to

the point that there are major ideological or organizational effoits trying
1

to unite them. The postulates of collectivism are a citse in point:

11acicialistr, cooperativism; etc. A dialectic of these o posites could be

arranged is: community - individual; solidarity - comtletition; life - death;

totality - particularity; and wealth - poverty.

The effective esi of educational communication can be achieved only byri

,

) /

respecting the tension
,f

and dynamdc determined by the simultaneous presence

of oppoeites. It tat' pressive to see, during festival time, the coming

together of groups belonging co different communities and Ayllus of the

region. The war rhythms and clothes suggeot a battle which in fact o,cors

after the introductory rituals. The fight is so serious that it frequently

leovea someone dead but always ends in a fraternal embrace and solution among

contenders. In other regions, the fight it: symbolic, with bundles of flowers.

This Le the most impertant day of the year; the tension of all opposites has

been lived at once. Evcry day, in lesser degree, Quechuas and Aymaras live

this continuing tension of opposites reaol ed in an equilibrium, a harmony

hardly ever understood by the urban and modern mentality.

People's EdUcators

The external team of

Otteen members, however,

since they are permanentry

organizer-educators is composed of no more than

the indigenous organizer-educators are innumerable,

emerging from the communities covered by the
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Ayri Ruway system. In 1980 there were about 100 native or people's educators.

They participate in the spontaneous life of the community, showing a great

Interesi and vitality. They assume responsibilities entrusted to them by the

families, the authorities, or the community assembly. Simultaneously, they

participate in the meeting and life of Ayni, Ruway. They attend the Aynt

Ruway meetings In which the work Is evaluated, plans are made, theory is

developed, and methods and procedures are adjusted.

Through this educational praxis the native educator begins to understand

the workings of his own culture. He also begins to get a deeper understanding

of urban culture in order to protect himself from it or else, to utilize and

adapt it. The native educators are the first to benefit,from this educational
NJ

action. Then they promote the participation of the rest of the community,

In the cultural process released, through the creation of proper situations

and environments.

The training of native educators takes place in life itself. Special-

zed Information and skills involves a search for the wisIm and memory of

the community whtch are sometimes lost or forgotten because of the invasion

of western culture. The popular educators will promote natural educational

processes, drawing on the skills of the elders,rauthorities, mothers, native

healers, artisans, farmerswho are the natural agents of culture.

\ In Ayni Ruway there are no volunteers, since the Ara and the cultural

normsply the concept of reciprocity. This Is clearly expressed by the

maxim: "today for you, tomorrow for me". However, reciprocal payments are
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neither measurable nur immediate; they imply qualified and postponed elements;

the material aspect gives support to the cultural and spiritual ones.

The participation of external profeesionals, technicians, and univer,

sity students is restricted to a minimum. The popular educators are expected

to capture the outsiders' knowledge, skills, and technical expertise. The

professionals stay only for a while, staying out of decision-making matters.

On the whole they tend to be bad educators because of their narrow-

mindedness, their inclination to bureaucracy, their permanent searcl for

status, and their tenden4 to complicate situations in which they intervene.

The native eduLators are trained to capture this specialized knowledge

which is traditionally monopolized by expensive professionals. At the same

time, they develop their OWD skills and methodologies in certain specialized

areas, without losing a global perspeGtive. Among the native educators,

there are linguists responsible for the promotion of native languages and

also for the teaching of Spanish; others are specialized in health,

administration, etc.

Native Media

There is archeological evidence showing that the indigenous native

culture produLed dummies made of ceramics which were supposedly handled as

are contemporary puppets. However, Ayni Ruway has used and adapted.the

puppet technique from the outside, that is, the glove puppet. in the begin-

ning of its operation, puppets proved izo be the most effective medium of

communication with the communities.
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The puppets were accepted by the communities with certain modifications,

the most important one being a bigger stage area and the provision of a

larger number of puppets, since it is inconceivable to stage a playNwith only

two or three characters.

The puppet show starts vith dialogue but &Joh invites the whole family,

neighbourhood, and community to participate. The domestic stage soon turns

into the vast stage of the 3cluare. There should be a handy prwision of

dozens and dozens of puppets. In our initial performance a pre-fabricated

puppet booth was used. But now this booth has been replaced by a curtain

between trees or an open door, window, etc., which gives more room for the

puppeteers behind the stage.

The puppets grew in importance by fully adapting native forms, content,

and structure. Having unchained a greater interest in theatre itself, they

were soon relegated to secondary status. The puppets would not only dialogue

with people in the audience but would encourage the audience to come forward

and operate the puppets themselves. Soon, they were all participating and

the puppets had to step buck. The puppet booth or curtain was soon an

obstacle to be discarded and the puppet show would turn into a play with

actors and theme originating in the public itself.

The preeminance of theatre in relation to puppets is partially explained

by the fact that dance is a major element in nacive communication. If you

asked the Quechua or Aymara to perform a fictitious dance, he would rather

abandon the puppets and perform a rear dance, This dance provokes the

9
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participation of the public and the emergence of songs. Of course, by

pointing to this preeminence of theatre, we do not mean to say puppets are

not necessary or have lost their place.

The-Educational Message

A question arises here: What about the educational message? In

native culture content is inseparable from form; the opposite thing would

mean intellectualism and deceit such as that evidenced by the development

agencies' puppets of the past decade, who died of congenital rickets while

being born. These were puppets vith forms, themes and techniques neatly

elaborated, and were meant to t ch peasants how they should preaerve their

products, kill roaches, plough their fields, eic. They underestimated the

peasants' intelligence to the point of wanting to teach them how to be good

workers or fathers. In fact, urban culture can only offer this as an educa-

tional message and as a Frojection of its own conflicts: themes about

techniques and domeutic morals.

For the movement, the educational meslage moves at a different level.

lhe themes of techalques, morality, health, and many others cannot be ignored,

just as the school, the military draft, the factory, the city, the developed

countries, and so on cannot be ignored either. But they are reduced to a

\cultural attitude rooted in the world-view mentioned above. The question of

+

technology, frem the perspective of the non-formal education set forth here,

Le not a question of prescriptions as
those elaborated by the development

agencies. Rather, it is a question of the courageous will to survive as

(pj
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always before--with elementary technology. It in a question of authenticity

and the creativity to reencounter and develop the wise technology ot the

ancient; it is also a queation of ingenuity and strategy to seize modern

tecnnology without being exploited by technicians and alienated by consumer

ideologies.

Wherever Ayni Ruway arrives, the native culture is reasserted. The

6

educational message moves on the plane of contradictions and existential

harmonica such as life and death, community and individuh, etc It is from

this perspective of vital indigenous development that the historical condi-

tioned contradictions inherent in a process of development and education

must be faced (countryside - city, native culture - modernity,and tradition -

progress).

Crafts as Educazional Content and Media

Another form of educational action is the recovery and promotion of

craft work. This has to do, in the first instance, with the value placed

upon community-produced clothing. It also has to do with the individual's

self-assertions, his personality as a group expression. Indigenous clothing

Is a differentiating assertion but else a medium of commniication with

other communities.° In addition, it promotes a critical attitude toward

atandardized industrial products and modern values. Indigenous craft produc-

tion also sustains the possibility of finding alLernative forms of industrial

production more hUmane than present ones.,
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Largely promoted by Ayni Ruway, the crafts serve educational as well

as economic purposes
through the exchange of products from different regions

and places. Sometimes, they show symbols portraying particular customs,

plants, or animals. They also include written symbols in the native languages.

To stimulate interest and
learning, each garment has attached to it a tag

with the aame of the producer, his or her community, and a wish or purpose.

In a similar way the crafts
communicate the voices of the ancients and of

contemporary man to members ot the community.

Education as Part of Life

As it has been suggested
throughout this paper, Ayni Ruway encourages

an education which is truly in, for and emerging from life. The means of

educatioi is not isolated from the people nor is it an alien technical

product. It do.as include elements of formal didactic communication but these

are iotegated within the cultural framework.

For instance, we do not reject the use of chalk and blackboard nor do

we reject the role relationship of teacher and pupils. What we object to is

when environments with
blackboa.-0s, chalk, etc., are restric,ed to those

with formal education.
Teachers, of course, are not the oNly ones with

information and knowledge.

ne community assembly, which is attended by all members of the communi.

ty, is a meeting of special educational significance. It is there that basic

precepts are catablitded and reClised, an6 relations forgcd between
authorities .

of the same community and others. It is also the place of decision-msktng
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where agreement is reached on productive techniques and the organization of

special celebrations. Often these community assemblies deal with immediate

production or other 'problems; knowledge is sh..red snd techniques developed

which translate into practical applications of work and other action.

Only in abstraction can we really aeparate the on-going spontaneous

life of the,community from the educational aspect. In reality, they are

intertwined. This non-formaliiy is determined by the following:

$ the absence of a specisl status fr.r the educator;

the presence of opecialista only in certain circumstances;

the refusal to separate theoretical from practical questions.

Consequently, we are far from postulating a formal educational system.

On the contrary,,education must adjust and adapt itself to the commuaity's

ca-going experience and cultural life.

The Educational Role of Ayni Ruway as Facilitator and Catalyst

Up to this point emphasis has been placed on spontaneous educational

processes of the communities. What is the part played by Ayni Ruway in the

educational process?

The educational role of Ayni Ruway has been to integrate, develop, and

promote the various aspects of community life: production, social exchange/

conliviality, and ritual and artistic communication. Our educational

activity contributed to:

organizing healthy environments,
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developing production and its techniques;

restoring the native ways of distribution and redistribution of

production by eliminating
oricircumventing dip intermediaries

(merchants) and the formation of privileged strata;

optimizing food, clothing, shelter and health care;

communicating with other communities, regions and cultures;

defending native culture from the
aggressiveness of urban culture

and at the same time preparing it to cope with urban culture

without losing'its own cultural identity;

promoting indigenous structures and institutions: indigenous

authorities, native educators, native schools, administration

and technology of production, etc.

promoting the use and development of the native language and'

alphabet;

encouraging artistic expression and social communication;

promoting the learning of other tongues and harmonizing them

with the native tongue;

teaching the use of modern technology and the skills for handling,

restoring, adapting, and using this technology for the purpose

of developing their own technology and culture (in, for example

iroduction, transport and social communication).

1

These programmes are in no way
developed,gotside community life or

favour persons external to the,combunities. They are drawn out of discussions
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at the community assembly. The decisions agreed on are left in the hands

of native educators who design.the progratmse and implement it.

Often the native educators are forced by necessity to learn new skills

or knowledge in the course of implementing a programme. It is the same with

the provision of tools, organization of learning environments, or the inter-
,-

vention of an urban specialist.

Evaluation

The evaluations of Ayni Ruway are continuing self-evaluations which

help in adjusting its principles and methods,

The evaluations gather social, cultural, and economic information in

a systematic way. But we do not believe in mechanical objectivity; we do

not establish a special phase for evaluation, gathering of data, investiga-

tion. As experience and educational activity accumulates, so does data, out

of which interpretations are advanced and conclusions Jre drawn for new

experiences and actions.

The principles which guide our evaluations are as follows:

The success or failure of educational activity mst be neen as

part of the whole web of achievements and reached objectives of

a community.

Evaluation of rhe,results of educational action is only possigle

through communication and perceptions achieved in the course of

such actions.
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The mistakes, failures, or delaye of action perceived in the evaluations

are those of the Ayni Ruway team. Often communities hnve been,frustrated

- by the contributions of professionals and technicians to the development of

a native technology; this has made it necessary to elaborate a strategy for

the "seizing" of modern technology byletive edpcatora, so aa to use it in

Ahe development of their own technology.

\
h programmes in health, international marketing, and pottery develop-

ment ha 7 not progressed because, in the first phase of Ayni Ruway, we had

relted exclusively on the professionals and technicians:
doctors, pottery-

mokerp, economiats, etc. In eaeh case, rather than obtainim contributions,

we had problems and delays. Now we have changed our strategy to that of

harnessing the useful aspects of modern technology to contribute to the

enhancement of the native one.

I.

For the Ayni Ruway team, rather than problems and failurea to overcoPe,

it is a quearion of confronting difficult and important situotiona; so

difficult that all the rccesaful actions or all achievements con be said to

have limitations, to have aomething of a failure. But from the point of view

of the whole, each success or achievement,
however limited, contributes to the

further growth of the procesa.

'A case in point is the auccassful organization of production and market-

ing of woven crofts in the volley of Cochafumba. The fa& that we have not
)

yet opened external markets for these cra-t774thich wodld increase production

nd income for a large number of families, constitutes a "weakness''. Another
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weakness has been our failure so far to'design a means for "quality control"

(which would slso have raised sales). But from the point 9f view of the

total goals And the principles
of Ayni Ruriay, these two "failures" have

their positive.a5
>cts1-17re ing foreign markets would have produced an

imbalanced production of woo1p crafta, the lstter being tangential to

social development and expression (art, cultursl:patterns).,

It is possible that the Slow but firm expansion in the organization of

woolen garment production has
contributed to its solidness, in contrast with

similar organizations which
experience severe problem and conflicts due to

the critical situation of the national economy. /n this very same atmosphere,

the Ayni Ruway programme
'for woolen crafts is prosperous, due to its respect

for the weaver's r14thm of life which is conditioned by the agricultural

calendar. The development of craft production has not been the total pro-

gramme but has gone hand in hand with the learning of organizational rind

communication skills and the development of other productdve activities.

The formation of a department for design and "quality control" mdght

serve to destroy indigenoun cultgrAl expression, unless carefully handled.

These two ohjectives--foreign
markets and a denign departmentwill be

pursued in the present phase upon solid foundations.

A different significance ean
be attached to the difficulty in creating

a system for the markering of agricultural surplus.
Although our attempts

have been unsuccessful, we
have been able to see the elements blocking the

way and which must be handled effectively:
transport, prices, storage. and

others.

1M
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CONCLUSION

\

The economic benefits, accruing to Ayni Ruway, are inseparably linked

to socio-cultural benefits. The system ia organized so as to be able to

channel maximum economic benefits to the peasant communities through the

the exchange of products between countryside and city, or among,

peasant communities, reinstating and supporting native circuliltion

of products, thus zetaining the communitien and the benefits

normally taken by the merchants;

te-valuing the peasant ourpluses by adapting them ro the market,

diminishing the cost of production, and opehing new marketb;

calming production by a better selection of'seeds, irrfgation

workp, roads, etc. (made posalble by the organized intervention

of the communities with theta own resources and techniques).

The educational valae of Ayni Ruway_ls in the individdal-group dynamic.

11.-is meant to make the individual play.differe0t, roles for the benefit. of
r,

the social group, and the group to protect and promote the individual and

his family. In $um,,it. is an affirmation of cultural identity.

We have already noted that those who benefit are the most oppressed

communities and social groups, those whose situation did not improve even

in the agrarian reform. One of,the frequent pioblems in zones with great

_

income dIfferencea is the control and manipulation of programmes by the most

privileged. In order to neutralize these tendencies, experience has shown ua
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that it is sufficient to strengthen the native institutions and patterns of

culture. s

The native inatitut!.,ns and structures--both economic and social--have

proved to be decisive factors for education and development. Production
4

ensures self-reliance and social protection; gift-exchange or the non-

monetarized exchange of products between communities and zones.

The Ayni as an institution of reciprocity means protection, labour,

cooperation. A3 an educational institution it precludes a "banking" rela-

tionship; it is, rather, an educational action involving mutual education.

1)

Finally, drama and dance muat be regardedias a pouerful form of commun-

ication within a community and'between communitia These are the native

form's and institutioRLwhich provide a strong base for nonformal education.

The experience with these institutions generate principlah.methods, and a

philosophy of education and development. What is not to be forgotten, how-

ever, is that it is not a mechanical manipulation of all these rich native

elements but rather an approach from within. Therefore the methodologicbl

attitude of the Ayni Ruway team is decisive. It consists of permanently

attempting to improve its Lapacity for Lommunienting with the native world;

its capacity for searching for and dealing with the world-views and categories

belonging to native thought; and its capacity ;or re-encountering onelir own

cultural origins.

li , J
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CULTIVATING 'INDIGENOUS' IRRIGATION INSTITUTIONS IN RURAL JAVA:

A STUDY OF THE DHARMA TIRTA WATER USERS ASSOCIATION MODEL.

IN CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA

by

John Duewel

INTRODUCTION BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

fhe itIland of Java has hsd a long und variegated history or peasant

irrigated agriculture. Its irrigation systems vary in technologies, size,

ages, agricultural cropping pattelos, institutions, extent of local autonomy

and relative water availability. A key irrigation policy question, which

this paper indirectly att.t.mpts to address, concerns the'capacity of ipasant
k

communities to develop, manage. and maintain irrigation at the commu ity
\

1
.

level.

This paper considers current irrigation development stratc ies in Java,

!lighlights the rich institutioual/eultural heritage of Int irrigation

and proposes a conceptual framework for considering rural institutional

change; examines the evolution and essential features of Central Java's

Dharma Tirta water user association mod 1; takes a selective look at two

prize-winning Dharma Tirta studies in the field; And lays out 'lessons for

.L.I.HRELVIL,

1. This paper draws from research in process in the Solo regency of

Java, being carried out under the auspices of a two-year Cornell

Universtty study entitled "Deterninnnts of Irrigation Performance".

Section I also draws from two otLer papers prepared by the author.
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Review of Community Level Irri2stion
Development Strategies in Java

There have been twa major patterns of irrigation development in lava.

During the pre-colonial and early colonial eras, the development of irrigation

systems was a community initiative; such systems continue to thrive in Java's

mountainous interior.
2 In the late colonial and contemporary era, the state

took primary responsibility for constructing the major infrastructure for

irrigation systems - down to the secondary canal level. These latter

technologically sophisticated systems often span numerous villages and

administrative districts, and tend to be concentrated in Java's coastal

lowlands.

Irrespective of the pattern of development, whether by local and/or state

initiative, individual communities (and cultivators) have remained responsible

for constructing and operating tertiary portions of systems. During the

recent rehabilitation of Java's large lowland systems, this two-fold delega-

tion of responsibility was followed.3 It wss assumed that the Javanese

2. In and near to the inner core regions of the Javanese early inland

kingdoms, the state took responsibility for constructing and

coordinating major irrigation facilities.

3. In selected areas the government established pilot teltiaty units to

serve au demonstration sites. In these pilot locations contractors

built tertiary nod quarternary canals. The irrigation bureaucracy

made special efforts tohannei water to these favoured locations.
Frequently, however, af er operational subaidies were withdrawn,
field level structures d teriorated due to lack of mair,tenanec. if

not deliberate destruct( n. Moreover, the hoped fot 'spread effects'

largely uid not materialize, Since cultivators viewed these
19cations as being specially favoured, their 'demonstra,1,1, value

was limited.
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peasantry's legendary capacity to cooperate for group tasks (known as gotong

royong) would ensure physical upgrading of community-level technologi+.

Substantial advances in agricultural production did take place. Government

irrigation planners, however, have become impatient with the 'slow pace' of

improvements in field technologies and irrigation management.

Some observers argue that a2192.L.E2y2u, And community leadership have

declined. Others note that Javanese peasants are too strapped financially

to provide the Lash inputs needed for construction efforts. Socio-economic

and structaral.changes in the rural s!ctor, including high levels of population

density anJ lend shortage have accompanied differentiation of the rural

populace, hindering an eftective community response. Some critics point to

the state sector itself, noting the rehabilitation efforts and irrigation

management by the government are improperly carried out. In some districts

a newly ecerglng rural elite - consisting of bureaucrats, holders of capital

and village officiala - invest in favoured portions of land only, neglecting

if not blocking Improvements in other locations.

The reabons for the 'Inadequate' local response to tertiary development

clearly vary among locales. Significantly, the government has abandoned its

former 'hands-off' approach in favour of a more interventionist community

level strategy. In theory the new strategy focusses on two interrelated and

concurrent fronts - technological and organizational. Water users associations'

(or Perkumpulan Petani Pemakai Air - P3A) are viewed as tile organizational

III

answer to local problems. In practice, under the.Irrigation Department's

,

.

crash tertiary canal construction programme, ft is an 'Infrastructure.first,

organize later'. strategy. The crash approach, a product of engineers and

.

...
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economic planners, emphasizes
consolidating economic gains as rapidly au

possible by relying on stsndardized
administrative procedures and technologies.

The government pays for the program,
contractors execute it and the P3A are

expected to take over subsequent local management.

This paper considers a variant of the 'technology-organlzation'

strategy undertaken by the Department of Agriculture (DIPERTA) in Central Java,

which substantially predate the Irrigation Department's crash approach. In

promoting the development of Mama Tirta water users associations, DIPERTA has

consciously encouraged slower, moze diverse and participatory pat:erns of organiz-

ational development which have drewn on community institutional, cultural and

technological resources and knowledge. The Solo regency Dharms Tirta have

consistently out-performed Irrigation Department
promoted locations in bi-

annual, provincial wide competitiors.

Conceptual Framework: Cultivating Institutions

In a peasant society it may not be very useful tnalytically, or even

possible to distinguish institutions and :oncepts
that are 'indigenous' in a

pure form from those that may have evolved in association with outside influence.

The process of instItutional adaptation and
evolution, to the extent that it

N

substantially arises from and incorporates peasant
experiences, practices and

perspectives,,may be maid to have an indigenous contymt.
Accordingly, the

term 'indigenous' will be applied to cultural forms and iaatitutional practices -

that date from earlyr periods as well as to local adaptations of externally

introduced ideas (such as water
usersibssOciatiins) that incorporaeb as well
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as draw from focal knowledge and practice.4

In the context of this paper
'cultivation' is meant tO suggest flowering,

coupled with respect for the integrity
and autonomy of the original form.

5

Indigenous social structures and customs deserve support and attention in their

own right, irrespective of any 'development' ends to
which they may be encouraged

to flow. This is not to argue for a
hands-off policy to indigenous institutions.

In rural Java they are being buffeted by a variety of forces. External assist-

ance and intervention may be helpful, provided that the net result is an enhanced

rather than reduced community
capozity to act in its out interest. The concept

of 'cultivation' may be an appropriate framework for exploring the relationship

between the external actor as
cultivator and the community institution as plant,

in the process ot flowering and growth.

We can liken the role of the outside acter in 'cultivating' community

institutions to the role of a Javanese peasant cultivating rice. At appropriate

times water and fertilizer are
provided to nurture the development of the plant'

(in this case a water users association).
Experimentation takes place, within

broad guidelines, to adapt cultivation
practices to differences in soil, topograph

water availahility, financial
resources, etc. Pest and plant disease control

4. In the case of the Dharma TiTta, I would include only thc.ae locations

where substantial local modifications
or adjustments have been made in

'filling in' the general model--so as
to accommodate local tasks, needs and

traditions. This local adaptation and
incorporation of existing practices

is a common trait of most successful Dharma Tirta.

S. I am indebted to a friend, Gregory Churchill, fo'..7 the broad outlines of

this 'cultivation' concept.
Churchill elaborated this concept in a

presentation to a Human/Legal Rights Seminar held in Washington, D.C., in

late 1980. He currently is developing
these ideas in a paper dealing with

his experiences with legal
rights programs in Indonesia.

11
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measures may be introduced, where needed, to provide protection. Ultimately,

however, the process and timing of growth is contained
in the seeds (read:

indigenous experiences, practices, concepts). In cultivation, the role of tlie

peasant is to assist the process of growth and flowering, not dominate ii.

The state's major initial function in 'cultivating' community institutions

(in this case water users
association) would be to provide a supportive, protective

framework (through legislation, methods ofossistance,
policies) that promotes

relatively autonomous, participatory patterns of,growth. The framework should

give breathing space, rather than restrict pod overprescribe. It should attempt

to create supportive
conditions and to provide alternative options and guide-

lines, so as to encourage
diversity and adaptability.

A protective strategy has roots in funCtIons performed by peasant community

instltutions,, Joel Migial has argued that peasent institutions
evolved 'social

survival' or 'buffer' type functions to reduce pressures and uncertainties

which might threaten community
identity and existence.

6 Threats to community

welfare might nrIse from natural
factors, such as vagaries in weather patterns

and floods. Or they might arise from man-made causes--includingrerdependence,

6. Joel S. Mildal, Peasants,
Politics und Revolution:

Pressures Toward

Political and Social Change in the Third World.
(Princeton, H. J.: Princeron,

University Press, 1974), Chapter IV, "Mechanisms of Survival".

Migdal notes that such 'buffer' or 'aocial survival' institutions represented

peasant community adaptations to various forces and pressures. Among other

things-these institutions (1)
placed a floor to limit downward mobility,

(2) a ceiling to set bounds on upward mobility, and (3) also attempted to

minimize the outbreak of overt
internal conflict so as to reduce the

chances of outside interference and involvement in village affairs.

11 6
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upon and integration intu external market economies and pulitleo-administrative

networks.
7
By establishing local priorities and controls over behaviour, the

institutional framework of the peasant community often has operated to reduce

levels of external dependency and to preserve internal autonomy and capacity

far action. In similar fashion, Central Java's Mama Tirta combine technology

and organization to structure aetion in irrigation.

A seeund major role for the governmert (or external actor) in 'cultivating'

water users associations concerns the generation and sharing If knowledge--

speelfieally, the provision of alternative technological and organizational

options far community-level irrigation development. Frequently, however,

governments are hampered by the faet tha knowledge generation in the organize-

clonal sphere takes place most effectively in 'live' peasant communities rather

than iu teehnology-filled laboratories. The latter lend themselves more easily

to the kinds uf experimental, eontrolled conditions preferred by scient1sts.
8

7. Joel S. Migdal, 1974, Chapter I. While products were sold in external
markets, attempts were made to isolate the factors of production from
control by market economy mechanisms.

8. Water users associations represent living peasant 'labornturies' that du
not lend themselves easily to experimental manipulation. Associations
have to artleulate between pensant cultivators (who have di(ferinb soli,
cropping. and sozio-economic needs) on the one hand, and group interests
on the other. Given such diversity, the tasks of irrigation management
are often very complex. Government bureaucrats and engineers simply do
not have the time, capacity or knowledge to adequately design and manage
community level irrigation in a way that promotes efficiency and equity--
unless sulstantial inputs come from eullivators and communities themselves.
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There arc, however, interesting
parallels that can be drawn between the

'cultivation' strategy being advanced here and the experimental research

techniqktes of plant breeders and,peasantsboth of whom cultivate plant varieties,

experimenting with differing methods under differing conditions.

In the field of forestry management there is growing recognition of the

value of promoting species diversity as a cultivation technique. A similar

strategy of encouraging institutional diversity among water users associations

could have important institutional
experimentation and knowledge generation

functions. To the extent that Mama Tirta (or the more tradiiional village

irrigator/ulu-nlu systems) evolve under differing conditions, they might bo

vinwed as constituting an organizational gene pool. Encouraging local divetsity

also increases the chances that peasant customs and traditions, which represent

a vast treasure of accumulated experience, can be incorOgrated into the newer

'associational' modes of organizationthereby
perpetuating and expanding local

knowledge and insight. An institutional cultivation strategy, thus, also

functions to diversify, develop and expand organizational options.

The Institutional Resource Base: Traditional
Agricultural Culti4tion and

ILELetion_himAggment Practices

The following brief review is intended to illustrate the rich cultural

institutional heritage of many Javanese communities in agriculture; and

irrigation. Thi9 heritage constitutes the
original 'gene pool' from which the

Dbarma Tirta model has evolved.

From numerous sources it is clear that Javanese cultivators had evolved'
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sophisticated agricultural production practices and indigenous irrigation tech-

nologies prior to the colonial era. In the 'natural' rice zones of Java's

mountainous interior, cultivators developed hill-terracing technologies which

were ecologically adapted to local conditions, and derived from experimentation

and knowledge accumulated over centuries.
In significant measure this knowhow

in agriculture and irrigation was locally based and perpetuated. Each village

had a local 'expert' who functioned in the dual role (from our vantage point)

of agricultural advisor and priest.9

A second feature of agricultural production during this period was the

popularity of an elaborate culture associated with rice productien Agricultural'

and religious/mystical knowledge were perceived as inter-connected. The 'rice-

culture' incorporated indigenous Javanese beliefs and animistic practices as

well as legends and characters from the Uindu 'high' culture. Agricultural

and irrigation rituals, centering around (1) the belief in Devi Sri, the rice

goddess, who perpetually is teincarnated in rice plants and (2) local place

spirits, continue to be practiced widely to this day--chiefly in the form of

sclamatan cerrmonies which itvolve the communal partaking of food."

9. Thomas Stamford Raffles, aistory of Java, Vol. I (London, 1817).

10. For a description of the role of selatatan in Java, see Clifford Ceertz,

The Religion of Java (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960),

Chapter I and Chipter III to VII.
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A third, interrelated feature concerns
socio-cultural values which emphasized

the close linkage between
natural/physical, social.and cosmological processes.

Disturbances ln one sphere, such an conflict over water, could lead to distuh-

ances in another, such as the destruCtlon of a village dam by i sudden flash

flood. Javanese cultural values, there5ozo, placed a premium on maintaining

!

harmony in social relations in order to perpetuate equilibriums with the Immediate

environment and the cosmos.

Javanese peasant Institutions, which
regulated behaviour ln interrelated

economic, social and cultural sphkres, incorporated these values emphasizing

mntual tnter-dependency, balance and cooperation in social relations. Such

values wire well adapted to the organizational
petogatives associated with rick

production and irrigation,management, which
historically have involved co-

oiterative pitterns of labor exthange 4nd mobilization.
the term gotoag reyong

is the single phrase most often used to characterize those institutional dynamics

of village communities which emphasized commnnal solidarity. In a narrow sense

etong_rolatts or saobqton) refers to free plovlston of labor tti assist neighbors

in the per!ormance of tutti.3 reqttiring extra labor., in a bronder sem,e, gsttqaa

royong (wr kelp bakci) applies to tasks in the public domain where labor is

mobilized collectively without
compensation-,-sLh as constructing, maintaining

anerepalring irrigation facilities.

Given the close inter-connections between social structure, economy and

culture in the pensant courtunity context, it ia not surprising that a combination

of irrigntion specific as well as more general (or diffuse) institutions attdA,,,

1 u
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roles were associated with thc performance of irrigation tasks. Host villages

appear to have had a village irrigator (ulu-ulu) whose primary duty was to

supervise water distribution. The ulu-ulu also undertook minor maintenance and

repair of canals, and assisted in supervisidg labor gangs mobilized for major

construction and maintepapce tasks by the kebaYaq (messenLer). Village religious

officials helped to decide on.the timing of agricultural activities and officiated

and other agricultural celebrations. Finally, a formal orJ

informal council of elders held ultimate authority over irrigation affairs.

T1lb DRAMA TIRTs WATER USERS ASSOCIATION MODEL: ITS EVOLUTION AND BASIC FEATURES

The F.A.S. Model as Forerunner to the Dharma Tirta Model,11

Central Java's watet users association model, or Dharma Tirta, did not start

trom scratch at the time that it was legally incorporated in 1971, but rather

underwent a period of evolution over time. This evolutionary process is intereat-

ing for several reasons. First, it illustrates the experimental approach taken

by government agencies involved in introducing technolegical and Organizat(onni

changes to village level irrigation--in particular the effort to learn from the

field by incorporating a wide spectrum of local ideas and practices. Second

it shows how the dual emphasis on organization and technology, including the

impact of the one on the other, became a central component of ,!ommunity level

irrigation improvements.

11. The following comments on F.A.S. are drawn primarily from an anonymous

article written in the early 1950's, and subsequently printZd by the

Department of Agriculture in Sragen in a collection of articles entitled

Pengairan Pedesaan Dharma Tirtd?, 1974-75. The article is supplzmented by

field interviews.



The Dharma TirAt's predecessor, or P.A.S. (Peraturan Air Sukowati) had its

inception in the early 1950's and reaChed its highest degree of development in

the relatively water-short district of Sragen. P.A,S. came' about.as a direct

response to a perceived need--open conflict over wat&r. derh;g the dry,season

between villages. From the start, district authorities took a pragmatic 'feet

on the ground' approach. Maay of ibe district leaders, including.the head of the

Agrikaltaral Extension Screice, were,young, Well educatanad dedfLated sell,

having upeat se4ral years dodging the Dutch in Sragen's villages during

Iodonetlia's fight for Independence. They had a more direct personal understanding

of rural problecms aad capacities than do Many bureaucrats today. In addition,

the fledgling.administrations had greater room for initiating their own programs

than does the more highly structured buillueraey of today.

Several of the major figures involved in formulating the P.A.S. model mndc

to gall to observe the living subelk model first hand. From these visits,

they selected ideas to introduce in two villages, on a pilot basis, which they

later expanded to 50 villages. There was a deliberate attempt to keep P,A.S.

proceduies flexible so as to accommodate local conditiens and needs. The

regulations set up in each localicommunitA were the product of a dialogue between

local technocrats, government and the community's entire assembly of cultivators.

The changes introduced through P.A.S. varied among communities. Several

basic featu'res, however, stand out. First, most villages upgrdeal the technical

quality of their irrigation facilltlea by
straightening canals and adding field

level channels. Second, all communities created new irrigation rc;les by adding
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personnel to assist the village irrigators (ulu-ulu) in distrIbuting water.

The Inaba of additionsl'staff added, the extentl which they occupied permanent

or temporary positions and the manner in which they were paid varied among

communities according to local need and preference. Most of these assistants

were assigned to specific physical units oithin the irrigation systems. Third,

drawing from local custom, all communities formally stipulated irrigation in-

fractions (such as theft of water, damage to irrigation structures and absence

from obligatory keria bakti work assigaments) and appropriate punishmerts.

Finally, reflecting the spirit of the times, democratic, participatory featuies

which vested sovereignty in the hands of the rakyat (or more narrowly, water

users) were viewed as the underlying principle of P:A..

In sum, the 'cultivation' approach taken by involved outside agencfes

during this early Dharma Tirta 'germination' stage encouraged local institutional

experimentation, drawing from community resources, practices and wisdom.

The Evolution of the Dharma Tirta Model.

In the later 1960's the governor of Central Java came to the conclusion that

a more activist approach to promoting farm level improvements in water manage-

ment was needed. The governor requested the Provincial Agricultural Extension

Service (DIPERTA), and in particular its 'Village Irrigation Division', to look

into the matter and to
r4,
home up with a plan of action--citing one stipulation.

This stipulation requested that the transfer of water from the public sector

level (primary and secondary canals) to the village irrigation network (peogairan

pedesaan) be done via the desa village complex as a territorial unit.
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In 1967 Central Java's DIPERTA
started the first of now regularly scheduled

hi-annual farm-level water management
competitions (currently called Dharma

Tirta cospekitions). Compel'itions begin at the district (kabupaten) level,

expand to the regency level, from which the first two winners precede to a final

provincial round. The top 6 winners of the 12 finalists from 6 regencies are

ranked, and an award ceremony is held at the winning village. It is usually

presided over by the provincial governor, and attended by representatives of the

12 finalists aud their ebspective sub-district and district governments.

The bi-annual competitions stimulate intense organizational and technical

development efforts in selected villages, and serve as a 'consciousness raising

device' and organizational spur to the bureaucracy. Via documentation, field

checks and interviews each association is judged on five criteria: administration

and organization, water management, technical development, financial procedures

finally ag.ricultural production practices. Special priority goes.to thome

1=

accomplishments which cJme from local initiative and self help (swadaya rakyat)

by the communities themselves. The top winning locations at the provincial level

are designated as pilot demonstration sites, aneare provided an annual $120 to

$170 subsidy for physical development,
conditional upon inputs and progress by

the local association itself.

In 1969 the Department of Agriculture's Village Irrigation Division staged

a national field conference on tura irrigation in the village of Celep,

Sragen--which had been the winner of Central Java's first competition Just

described. Among other topics, participants
discussed the Dharma Tirta model on
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a preliminary basim--drewing from the P.A.S. experience and the first 1967

competition. Conference participants, accompanied by a number of village head-

men, then proceeded tc Bali for a 10-day post conference tour to study the

legendary subaks first hand.

A second, 5-day conference was held at Celep for the district of Sragen

in 1970 to present the Dharma Tirta model to gathered village representatives,

and to get feedback. The conference participants included about 20 village

headmen and their ulu-ulu (village irrigators) who previousli bad experience with

P.A.S. The seminar broke-up into 3 committees, each of which came up with

recommendations on a-specific component of the proposed model. One committee

considered organizational structure--including membership, leadership positions,

duration of office and rights and responsibilities. A second formulated sanctions

and penalties. A third considered finances, including fee collections and sub-

sequent allocations. These recommendations were incorporated am guidel Jles for

the local Dharma Tirta--leaving specific features of local Dharmm Tirta statutes

to the communities themselves.

In sum, the process of formulating the Dharma Tirta model took plece over

time, and involved discussions on a variety of levels. Host important, efforts

were made to secure inputs from village officials (headmen and ulu-nlu) who had

experience with the earlier P.A.S. model.

The Dharma Tirta Operating Guidelines and General Statutes

The Dharma Tirta 'Operating Guidelines' and accompanying 'General Statutes'

(called Anggaran Dasar) were introduced vis provincial decree in 1971, and then
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revised in 1975. The purpose of these general regulations is to establish broad

operating principles and a general legal framework for organizational development.

Membership and leadership criteria are defined on the one hand, and general duties

and rights of members, officers and the government's 'sponsoring' agencies

(pembina) are laid out on the other. .The decree also adopts a 'wait and see'

approach, stipulating that ehihges may be made in the future to add or delete

items as needs arise. The general statutes wisely steer away from more detailed

coverage of organizational methods and operating procedures, permitting local

organizational variations in matters of detail. The Central Java approach, thus,

does not fall into the trap of over-prescription. Rather, it approximates the

proteLtive/cultivation strategy outlined in*the introductory section.

fhe operating principle of the Dharma Tirta is stated to be gotoUP

)
--implying mutual cooperation and self-ald in the phrsuit of the welfare of

the community in general, and the farmer (pecan° in particular. In the eyes

of its apansors the Dharma Tirta is viewed as a 'social' organization, not an

'..conomic' one. 'Business' related activities such as marketing and credit

supply fanctions were deleted from the 1975 version. Its scope of activities

encompat;ksis all aspects of the Control, exploitation, management,
utilization

and safeguarding of water and it9 sources which are defined as falling within

the category 'farm level irrigation network',

Dharma Tirta members consist of all cultivators who directly receive water

within the territorial area encompassed by the organization.
Rights and duties

fall equally an all members, including the oDligation to assist in construction
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and maintenance, to pay fees, to obey regulations, and the right to express

opinions and vote. Essentially those rights and duties are defined in democratic

terns.

All members have the right to be elected as officera, provided they command

respect and have leaderahip coalities. Tte 1975 revised version dropped an

earlier literacy criteria, but added a qualification. "Dharma Tirta officers

could not come from the ranks of the desa (village comPlex) officials. In theory

this restriction gives the Dharma Tirta some independence of the village's

official authority structure. In practice the requirement is not strictly

enforced. Hany desa follow the bureaucratic practice of appointing headmen as

protectors or sponsors. This practice is in accord with 'traditional' views of

the village headman as the father of the community.

The Disarms Tirta general rules make no attempt to specify leadership

positions. The general duties of officers, however, are outlined. They include

managing administration, overseeing an equitable distribution of water and

planningall in line with the Dharma Tirta's 'development' orientation. In

line with custom, where Dharma Tirta interests overlap with those of the dean,

the rembug (or desa-wide assembly) holds ultimate authority.

The Dharua Tirta regulations emphasize the importance of establishing

viable local financial procedures, and grant individual associations the right

to collect fees from members. Specific revenue sources are left to individual

Dharma Tirta to decide. They include membership fees, special cash levies,

provision of labor and materials by cultivators (called
gotong royong) and fines.
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Additional Technological and
Organizational Features of the Dharma Tirta.

- In addition to the legal framework's protective functionswhich give breathing

space to local, indigenously
adapted patterns of institutional developmentthere

are common technological and organizational features
found in most Dharma Tirta.

(For greater detail, see the case studies cited in the next section).

One of the major objectives
of Blum= Tirta is to institutionalize norms

regarding appropriate irrigation behaviour. While some of the rules may be new, '

the principles behind them are not--being rooted in indigenous peasant concepts

and cultural values.
Institutionalizing norms on a desa-widm basis is complicated,

by the fact that contemporary
Central Javanese desa often are administrative

amalgams of more 'natural'' communities (hamlets), where
face-to-face interactions

dominate. Over time,,however, the
administrative authority and functions per-

formed by dews have expanded as
'development' programa have

proliferated at the

community level. By hitching the Dharma firta to the deoa administrative unit,

Central Java has attempted to strengthen the association's
authority and capacity

to regulate water-user behaviour. This approach is preferred to creating compet-

ing spheres of influence. Although the desa administrative
community may not

be a 'natural' social one, the
principle of matching the unit of irrigation

authority with that of the community has indigenous roots.

Javanese desa vary widely in patterns
of overlap between the physical lay-

outs of their irrigation networks and their tiered administrativt demarcations.

What is clear is that the process
of creating fornal and informal :sganizational

units, and of enforcing norms
and rules'regarding water user behaviour and
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maintenance duties, cannot be
undertaken without attention to physical technolog-

lea'and layouts. Technological and organizational
processes are intricately

intertwined. Technological mechanisms often function as the organizational

'teeth' to este the task of social control. Since technological and'organizat-

ional development frequently go hand in hand, cemmunitles
deprived of their

right to undertake the former are
disadvantaged in the effort to evolve an

organizational identity.

The interaction between
technology, physical layout and organization is

evident in Central Java's efforts to
physically demarcate irrigation bounds

between desa. Where desa share Irrigation
canals, each has lts own separate

gate, or turnout structure--thereby
increasing its oun autonomy and capacity

to control water distribution.

From ita inception the Dharma
Tirta model also has incorporated additional

specialists (or pembantu ulu-ulu) who primarily assist in water distrilation, but

who may also undertake routine maintenance and collect fees. In contrast to the

pengurus (officers) who have desa-wide functional
responsibilities, the pembantu

ulu-ulu usually are responsible for specific portions of die irrigation system.

Tbe role of the pembantu
ulu-ulu also ha$ roots in the indigenous practice of

providing temporary assistants to the ulu-ulu--although their
functions are more

formally spelled out under the Dharma Tirta format.

Finally, moat Manua Tirta form
small water user groups (or kelompok), rang-

ing in size from 10 to 15
hectares and from 10 to 40 cultivators. In theory
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the kelospoks constitute the
organizational buildibg blocks of individual

Marva Tirta, even though their,existence
and functions are not specified in

the Dbarma Tirta's general regulations. In practice yelompoks vary considerably

in the way they are organized and operated, and in the functions they path/rm.

The Dharma Tirta in Cultural Context--Symbols and Meanings

11.

Zhe Indonesian government and public pay close attention to the symbolic

frameworks and forms associated with organizational innovations.12 This

fascination with symbolic meanings, although not unique, is a living legacy of

the Javanese cultural traditionfound both among the aristocratic elite

(priyayi) as well aa the rural peasantry. It ia not surprising, therefLre, that

the original sponsors of the Dharma Tirta took considerable care to formulate an

appropriate title and symbol for the organization..
Their aim was to create a

symbol that could link Javanese culturalJmeanings to a new organizational

"fornto- serve as a cultural, conceptual bridge.

The Javanese cultural tradition was selected as the most appropriate

medium for the symbol under the following justifications. First, the original

'irrigation ancestors' were culturally Javaneae.
Second, the subaks of Bali

serve as a living model. Under the popular conceptions, contemporary Balinesian

12. The importance of symbolism and numerology can be seen in Indonesia's

aational constitution, which is divided into 17 najor sections, wiih

8 subsections, and 45 smaller unita--to represent the Indonesian

Independence day--1718/'45.

u
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culture id viewed as being similar to ancient Javanese culture. Third, the

Central Javanese locations that made the most progress in community irrigation

mummgement were abangan (culturally Javanese) communities." Finally, the

underlying conceptual values of the Dharma Tirta are quinteseentially Javanese.

'The term Dharma Tirta combines two Javanese words with Sanskrit linguistic

roots. As interpreted by one of the organization's founders,14 the emphasis in

Dharna ls upon social interdependency and service to the community. The term

lrirta implies sacred water, as the gift of Cod, the management of which is under-

iaken for pure and nOble purppses. Many of the original irrigation systems in_

Jaw were located in mountainous regions. their water sources frequently comprised

sacred mountain springs and streams. Since the Javanese have always viewed

etWountains as mystical (angker) regionsas the abode of gods, spirits and mystical

ancestors, the sacred associations of mountain water have been linked to the

Manna Tirta title. In short, Dharma Tirta suggects 'provision of sacred water,,

via human effort and labor, in service to community and society'. As its major

sponsor notes, the title deliberately has 'magical and philosophical' connotat-

ions, designed to appeal to the peasant imagination.

13. Clifford Ceertz has popularized the distinction between the abangan

cultural tradition (or primarily village level, folk Javanese cultural

variant, combining animism, Hinduism, Islas and other elements) and the

santri (more orthodox Islam) variant. See Clifford Ceertz, Religion ln Java.

14. The comments in this sub-section are drawn primarily from correspondence

by Sukotjo Marconi, head of the Land Conservation and Water Management

Section (formerly Pengairan Pedesaan) of Central Java's Agricultural Extenaion

Service to Effendie Pasandaran of the Department of Agriculture, Jakarta in

March 1974. Theae are reprinted in Pengairan Pedesaan Dharma Tirta, 1974.75--

prepared by Sragen's Agricultural Extenaion Service.

13 v.)
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In similar fashion the indigenously crafted Marna Tirta symbol incorporates

'magical, historical, sociological, philosophic, economic and technical' elements.

The meanings of the symbol's component pirts are as follows:

(1) The symbol's overall shape is that of a pacul, or Javanese di:mint

device in widespread use, which represents traditiongl technologies for

agricultural cultivation.

(2) The five pointed star at the top signifies belief.in Cod, the first

item of Indonesia's state philosophy (Pancasila).

(3) The rice and cotton stalks on the two sides of the symbol represent

prosperity and the spirit of freedom.

(4) The flame-type shape (or yahyu) in the middle of the symbol represents

the source of the Serayu river, the largest river self-contained in Central

Java. Ita source lies at 2,000 meters altitude in a sacred, mist-shrouded

mountain plateau, adjacent to the Meng complex of temples. The magical 'wahyu'

is called Biwa Lukar (literally 'Bima naked'), and signifies the penis of Elms,

one of the five Pendawa mythical knight warriors. According to popular Javanesi

legends, the Serayu river was formed by Rime's vital organ which dragged as he

walked through Central Java's mountainous interior.

(5) The elongated structure which leads to the Siam Luker represents

drainage channels (known as urung-urung AsworoMe) which dry the Diens complex

of temples. These drainage channels were build in the 8th and 9th centuries.

They represent early irrigation activities undertaken by Javanese ancestors.

(6) The water falling down from the drainage channel represents aacred

water used for agricultural purposee, via irrigation.
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(7) The technical device at the bottom of the symbol portrays a concrete

Thomson weir commonly constructed,in Dharma Tim' at the plot inlets to cultivator

sawahs. It represents a new, simple and appropriate form of technology designed

to improve water ditribution efficiency and equity.

(8) The inscription at the bottom of the symbol spells out 'Dharma Tina'

in Javanese Sanskrit seript--a script with mystical associations.

In sum, the Dharma Tirta symbol is designed to portray values and concepts

in a form culturtilly understandable and appealing to peasant water users.

SELECTSD iEATURES OF DRAMA TIRTA IN ACTION

We will now turn to.examples of the use of technology and organization

drawn primarily from two Dhla Tirta studia intensively in the field. Bit04

(in the district of Sukoharjo) and Tayuban (in Sragen) are prize-winning Dharma

Tir,a--although both differ substantially along a variety of craits..They share

in common the capacity to weld local experience and knowledge to new technolog-

ical and orgamizational modes.

Local Agricultural Rnowledm

Both Bima and Tayuban turn out three rice cropu a year in over 50% of their

irrigated sawabs--a feat in part made poasible by the usage of high-yielding

varieties and other advanced cultivation and water management techniques:

Interestingly, they also resort to traditional cultivation techniques to

mdnimime risks and to increase the speed of turnover between cultivation sequences.

15. Bima and Tayuban arc pseudonyms for two villages being studied.

13 4
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.Under the kretekan seed preparation
method, Tayuban cultivators start seedbeds

in advance of the wet season rains, when water
supplies may still be scarce,

to get a 'head-start'. Under the walik iurame land preparation method, soils

are turned over after the first wet season crop using hand-held digging devices

(cangkul), litheue plowing. Both of these traditfronal methods function to

advance the time when the third rice crop can be transplanted, thereby lessen-

ing the risk of crop failure or yield reduction during the cr.:tic:al, water-short

dry season. In the process these methods increase the efficiency of water use.

In both Bima and Tayuban, derailed knowledge of variations in soila,

in tuding their water-carrying capacity, Is a key element of community irrigat-,

itn management strategies during the dry season. Some pembnntu ulu,ulu In

1 yubau have had 30 years experience in delivering water to rice plants under

iffering conditions--dating back to P.A.S. The village headman and ulu-ulu in

!ma can discuss soil differendes down to 3 hectare units. Without this knOw-

ledge, the persons occupying various irrigation roles In the Mama Tirta

structure would not be able to secure the confidence of cultivators, much less

achieve the levels of water use efficiency that they attain.

i

Leadership Roles and Criteria

MBoth Bima and Tayuban have formal leadership positions In their ama

Tirta structure geared to specific functions. These formal functions, however,

do not always approximate the roles played by the association officials--which

tend to have a morn 'traditional' bent. In Bina, for instance, the Mama

Tirta pengurus (otficlals) arc 'nominated' by the headman (in consultation with
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other desa pamong), from pècani
(progressive farmers) who are also aela

kuat (influential persona). It appears that their chief function Is to represent

all geographical locations (hamlets) within the irrigation systems. They-thus

provide the lurah (headman) with
influential cultivators who can be called on

when needed, and who ean function in traditional roles as opiniowleaders. The

lurah, himself, is a man dedicated to his commonity who can comfortably straddle .

tvo worlds--the world of the development-oriented, 'modernizing' bureaucracy and

the worla of the rural village. The lurah hns travelled overseas, is highly

respected by provincial authorities and can
discuss balance of trade theory in

s/Mple terms when explaining why.the petani arc
being asked to cultivate tobacco.

At the same time he can also perform such traditional fuNlons as arbitrating

family division of 'property and advising peasants on propitious cultivation

times derived from Javanese agricultura-1 numerology.

A major element in the irrigation management achievements attained by Bima

and Tayuban bas been the fact that the community has largely controlled the

processes of determining and filling local irrigation positions. Since irrig-

ation sysams are also agricultural systems,
critical roles are primarily filled

by peraons familiar with adriculture, as a minimum criteria. Villages also

appear to have an indigenous concept of internal leadership mobility based on

service to the community, called
'perjuangan' (literally, to struggle)... These

coumunity routes to higher positions are,like apprenticeships--enabling specific

individuals-to gain requisite local knowledge,
develop leadership abilities, and

accumulate respect and authority before assuming major responsibilities. The

capacity to institutionalize new roles and operational norms In Dharma Tirta in
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significant pleasure depends on the quality of personnel initially filling

those positions.

Technology and Organization: Cooler:laity Stratekits.

Both communities attempt Iv match technology and organization taaccomnodate

differences in soil, tOpography and changing water supply conditions. In Bima

the kelompok unita, which average 13 hectares and 40 to 50 cultivators in size,

have been broken down into aub-units 2 to 4 hectares in size and with 8 to 15

petani. Each sub-unit has its own distinct quarternary canal, including turn-

out._,This sub-compartmentalization of techno-organizational units enables Bima

to disaggregate rotational r-oupings when tight water supply conditions so

demand, and aggregate them when water constraints ease.

Bima also follows the interesting practice of lining (with cement) only

those sides of tertiary and quarternary canals which border cultivator plots.

Doing so approximately halves construction costs. The purpose is not so much

to reduce water loss from seepage as to control the access points (conCrett

V-shaped Thomson mini-weirs) where water enters cultivator plots.

Both communities have pursued a phased approad: in upgrading their irrigat-

ion technologies--instituting systems of annual incremental improvements. This

long range phased technological develo.pment strategy takes into account cash

availability, relative need, cultivator capacity and mest important--the need

to secure consensus iWdecision-making from cultivators in locations slated for ,

improvement. Consensus usually precedes rather than follows action (in contrast

to the Irrigation Department's approaih), thereby helping to insure that

1 444e
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,subsequent commitment to the change will be forthcoming. This phased approach

also encouraged petard, inputs based .on working knowledge of field conditions

and social boundaries, thereby
incorpOrating an qndigenous' content and improv-

ing chances that technical changes can be operationalized. Often villages

initially establish pilot locations when
introducing new concepts so as to ease

the task of acceptance and to permit exper1,-wmation. Quarternary canals, for

instance, ordinarily employ earthen embankments when initially constructed.

Lining in concrete takes place normally only after the 'bugs' have been worked

out, so as to minimize error and increase acceptability.

In each of the examples cited one can
discern efforts to evolve local

solutions to technological-organizational
problems which incorporate a high

'indigenous' content.

, Institutional Flexibility

In both Bina and Tayuban there are
organizational differences in the manage-

ment of water distribution between wet and dry seasons linked to changing relative

supplies of water. Both comMunities institute tight controls over water allocat-

ion during periods of water shortage and relax them when water supplies increase.

In B1M4 under the Marna Tirta, strict rules go into force during the dry season,

which forbid petani from opening or closing their plot intakes. These intakes

(tulakan) in effect become Dharma Tirta
public property, and are operated solely

by the pembantu ulu-ulu. The Dharma Tirta manages demand by practicing simult-

aneous planting wtthin sub-rotational units, and staggered planting between such

units. When water supplies increase relative to
demand, the putout regain the
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right to handle water entering their plots in accord with individual preferences.

In short, the Dharma Tirta imposes tight social control over water distribution

which requires more labor intensive modes of management by the pengurus and

pesbantu ulu-ulu) only when the Eeed for such controls is evident. This pragmatic

policy makes it easier for petani to accept the,imposition of regulation, and

therefore the legitimacy of Dharma Tirta operating procedures and norms.

The flexibility Of organizational arrangements is evident,in the way

Tayuban maintains its canals (which has roots in traditional practices).

Primary and secondary canals are viewed as belonging to the government,

tertiary canals-to the desa and quarternary canalsto the cultivators who

receive water from them. Since tertiary canals fall under the public domain,

all households--be they cultivators or not--contribute male labor on request

in the form,of keria bakti. The bayan continue responsibility for mobilizing

manpower under supervision by the utu-ulu.

At the quarternary level, by contrast, individual pptani maintain canals

at their own initiative--with periodic prods by the ulu-ulu. Each cultivator

is responsible for cleaning the section of the quarternary channel whiSh passes

the end portion of the plot immediately upatream from his/her own. In this

way the group interest in ensuring that quarternary canals are cleaned of weeds

and debris is matched with the individual pstani's private intercst In seeing

that water reaches his/her own plot without being unduly delayed, or sidetracked.

Both examples cited here illustrate the institutional flexibility and

organizational tine-tuning whiLli enable individual Dharmo Tirta to accommodate

changing conditions, and to balance private incentives with the social good.
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Financlal Procedures The financial resources used to support technolo-

gical development and ongoing operation of Dharma Tirta come from a variety of

sources. These include government subsidies, village treasury funds, membership

fees, 'greening' efforts and special assessments. Several basic features are

noteworthy.

First, the size of membership fees collected seasonally to support

ongoing Dharma Tirta operations usually refleas the difficulty of tasks to

be pertormed. Fees tend to be higher during water short periods. Such fees

are collected only from cultivators (either owners or tenant operators) who

directly benefit from organizational activities. The Kmbantu ulu-ulu, Who

function as the Dharma Tirta's field leg-men, receive the lion's share of

funds collected. The proportional share frequently i8 higher in locations

where work is heavier. Second, special financial levies assessed to suppore

long term technological investments and upgrading fall on the owners of plots

in units undergoing improvements. In acco;d with custom, owners also often

contribute labor and materials.

In sum, the distinction between operational activities and those of a

longer term, more permanent charactor--including the breakdown of financial

responsibilities between owners and cultivators--illustrates the principle

that those who pay should be those who benefit moat: We again see the

pragmatic attempt by individual Mama Tirta to formulate workinh definitions

that can accommodate specific local needs and conditions:-rather than lay out

rules on an 'a priori'basis. Undergirding these local solutic4;s to organizational

tasks:ye encounter 'indigenous' conceptions of what is fair and workable. For

'institutional cultivation to flourish, individual Dharms Tirta should
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continue o have the right to evolve their own associations In accord with

al custom and tradition.

Irrigation Related Rituals and Cultural Practices Given the peasant's

perception of interdependency between ecological, social and cosmological

processes, it is no sUrprising that elements of Java's 'rice culture'

continue to be practiced. The belief in Devi Sri, as goddess and incarnation

of the rice spirit, constantly going through cycles of regeneration in

Individual rice plants, has a particularly strong fascination in the Javanese

peasant mind. In mountain communities a substantial majority of cultivators

perform rice related ceremonies at their tulakan (sawah inlets) during seedbed
/

add land preparation, transplanting, flowering and just prior to harveating.

In Bima and Tayuban such petani-initiated ceremonies continue to be widespread

--coexisting with improvad agricultural practices and technologies.

The beliefs associated with the 'rice cult' have beneficial functions

which extend beyond mere 'cultural preservation'. This is exemplifiid by

the small ani-ani, the dominant harvesting technology in !lima and Tayub'an,

whicli is cupped in the palm of a Jingle hand and used to cut individual rice

stalks, one by one. According to traditional beliefs, by sodding the intent

of the female harvester is disguised, thereby not frightening Pewl Sri, and

thus encouraging her to return to the field again. Since the ani-uni method

of harvesting'is a laior-intensive one, its perpetuation in land crowded Jnva

is linked to social norms which cmphasi-e concern fur the group, anu responsibill.ty

for preserving employment opportunities.

1 4
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In contrast to rice ceremonies performed by cultivators themselves,

group initiated ceremonies usually demand leadership and informal organization.

Among group ceremonies that contiaue to be practiced in lowland communities,

the annual bersih desa (literally 'clean the village') and hamlet sacred

shrine ceremonies stand out. Once or twice a year all male members get

together for a selamatan ceremony (usually involving communal sharing of food)

at the hamlet's sacred shrine (or tempat keramat) where the dhanyang (or

original hamlet founding spirit/ancestor) is believed to reside. By,linking

the hamlet to its ancestral core, the moral and mystical underpinnings of

social instixotions and norms which emphasize hamlet solidarity are strengthened.

Many of the hamlet rhrinas are located near sacred waringin trees and

natural springs. Cultural norms and sanctions frequently prohibit tree-cutting

near the tempat keramat. One frequently sees thick groves of bamboo and trees

surrounding mountain springg, where mountainsides otherwise have been denuded

of trees. These beliefs, thus, help to preserve water sources (mata air) which

irrigate rice terraces and gardens and which provide drinking and bathing uater.

In such cases, 'indigenous'..mystical beliefs derived from aaimistic practices

function to prescrve ecological balances and protect sacred water supplies.

Finally, while group rclated irrigation reremonies havc largely disappeared

in luwland communities, they continue to survive in the mountains. The kiiim

dawuhan (or dam) ceremon!es take place once a year on a special day early in

the rainy season. They involve communal repair of the stone mountain dams,

sharing of food, prayers and bathing of a sacred ruck. The ',Ewan, ulu-ulu and

village religious officials all participate. Brief discussions of cultivation
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plans and petani pbligations in irrigatiog tasks often take place. The whole

affair proceeds in a somewhat free-flowing informal fashion. The emphasis is

on wucual inter-dependency and equalityin sharing irrigation tasks (symbolized

by the communal partaking of food) and upon the mystical/moral roots of

agriculture and social union.

LESSONS FOR TRANSFER

In this section we will briefly outline selected aspects of the Dharma

Tirta experience which may have implications for other jottings.

General Administrative Strategies

The 'protective' strategy pursued by Central Java's provincial government

(in promoting Dharma Tirta) guaranteed the association's legal right to exist,

broadly defined the Dhsrma Tirta's relationship to higher level bureaucratic

hierarchies, established procedures for channeling feeder funds to communities,

and laid out general operating principles. Nest important: by not over-

prescribing organizational and legal provisions, provincial policies encouraged

local diversity and experimentation. A number of lessons can be derived from

this experience.

1) In the early stagea of any program to promote the development of

community institutions, external agencies (including government) need to

formulate working procedures that function to stimulate rather than to

smother local initiative.

2) When administrative and legal procedures are established, they should

be viewed as provisional and subject to amendment. Invtitutional develcpmept,

both at community and higher administrative levels, occurs more effectively in

an evolutionary rather than pre-ordained fashion.

1 ei
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3) Counter-part agencies which function as sponsor/trainers should ha've

not only technical Anis to offer, but also field-level working experience

(as was the case with the Department of Agriculture in Central Java).

4) The locus for programs te support community tastitutional development

should usually be centered at provincial and district, rather than national

levels (other than national, co-ordinating, feeder roles). There is often

more roc). for bureaucratic crestiviti and innovativemess at lower administra-

tive levels'f coupled with sensitivity to local/zegional characteristics and

traditions. Administrative decentralization is conaistent with the 'gene

peel', 'promotion of diversity' strat'egy.

5) Local/regional governments ahould be given financial/administralive

flexibility (or operating leeway) to initiate and experiment with 'inetitutional

change at the community level, rather than automatically follow national models.

6) In the early stages pf a program, a pilot approach to selecting

and working with prospective sites should be pursued, consiatent with the

experimentel strategy outlined earlier. To encOurage the applied research

value of pilot activities, sites should be selected to represent differing

ecological, technological, institutional and agricultural features.

7) Assuming that agenLies/government have financial/persennel conetraints,'

feeder funds and techno-organizatienal assistance could be targetted4o

selected diatriLts and sites in early pregraw phases. Criteria for selecting

'target' locations sheuld take into account (a) demonstrated 'teed and interest

at the community level, (b) previous experience and/er achievements and (c)

loLal administrative backing and teeknies1 proficiency. As eritieal masa-of

1 4.
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local organizations develop, there will be improved prospects for spread

effects to neighboring communitiea.
16

8) The bi-annual Marva Tirta competition format is a useful model.

The competitions have been valuable forums for raising the 'consciousness'

0 of village leaders, technical personnel and governnent authorities regarding

the Dharma Tirta's merits.

9) Selecting 'demonstration' sites from competition winners and other

coacunities, should provide geographical, socio-cultural, ecological and

technological variation. An individual Dharma Tirta's-'demonstration' marth

is higher if it is a product of local endeayour under 'normal' conditions--

rather than a specially favored site developed through 1001 subsidies.
17

10) Community institutional development does not lend itself well to

the packaged, fairly rigidly structured agricultural extension models currently

in vogue'among international organizations.

11) Systematic programa of grounded research could help generate case

studies from sucLessful community adaptations of institution'al models. Research

should nut be limited to sites which are consciously undertaking organizational

change, but also include communities using more 'traditional' organizational

methods.

12) There is u major need to incorporate such field level case atudies

into extension materials to illustrate alternative techno-organizational

16. Such spread effecta have taken place in two districts In the Solo
regency, which have consistently turned up the 1st and 2nd place
winners in the 7 bi-annual runnings of the province-wide Dhatum Tirta
competitions.

17. See footnote No. 3.
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options. Prbmoting such horizontal, 'nuts-snd-bolts'
cross-fertilization among

communities should help bridge the gap between techno-adminiatrative concepts

of how water users associations
function in theory, and the reality on the

-

ground.
Communities'can more easily take the step of drawing from their own

practices and custom once they have seen how other communities have done so

in a concrete, detailed fa;hion.

Community.Level Strategies
-s

The following comments zonsider community level strategies to develop

technologies and organization rules. They apply also to the approaches used

by external actors who want to assist this process of techno-institutional

change.

1) At the community level, technological and organizational development'

take place inter-dependently over an extended period of time. external

participants should learn to adjust to local rhythms and pace, rather than

imposing their own bureaucratic time-frames.

2) The phased local development approach is In part dictated by financial

constraints. Just as important, it reflects the need to secure social consensus

before, rather than aiter, actiors take place. It encourages cultivator

participation in early decision-making and In construction, nnd helps to secure

subsequent commitment to upkeep (both technological and organizational). This

link between early participation and
subsequent commitment is a critical

component of any strategies to encourage rural change.
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3) As a strategy to ease the task of securing consensua, and to 'work

the bugs out of techno-organizational innovations, communities commonly

confine such changes to pilot irrigation sub-units. This pilot, experimental

approach encourages discussion, helps tap local knowledge, practice and

custom, improvea cultivator inputs and the rtsulting product, and operates

as a 'sa(ety valve'.

4) If external aCtors want to encourage laating and participatory

approaches to techno-institutional change, and to develop good working rela-

tionships with the local populace, they need to plan longer-range, more phased

patterns of involvement. 7ii^Se is a time lag between the planting of ideals

and their subsequent germination and growth.

5) Outside programs of, assistance to wdter users associations could

initially start at pilot locations within communities, and then later expand

as introduced changes take root. As a strategy this approach may be slower

and more labor intensive in the short run, hut clearly more productive over

the long haul.

6) In land crowded rural Java, community financial constraints often

act as barriers to improvements in institutions and technologies. In nuch

situationn, governments should attempt tci improve the finandal capacity of

communities to act independently of external initiatives.

7) Policies which give communities greater discretionary control over

resources should lead to more productive usage of funds in the long run.

Tayuban can mobilize operational funds because these fupds are handled internal

to the community, are for services rendered and are flexibly administered.

1.4:1
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Ddtivators can see the direct link between their inputs (cash) and outputs

(efficient and equitable water distributio.

8) When considering the potential role of local custom and practice

In techno-organizational developaent, it is necessary to probe thesocio-

cultural values which undergird institutional forms (including the extent to

which they can be adapted'to alternative usages without being undermined).

9) All succossf Dharma Tirta steer a cautious course between balancing

Illkt

4 . -

Individual interester tutonomf with group interests and control. Tight

social control Ls imposed only when conditions, such as water shortage, so

demand. Cultivators will submit to group control when it is viewed no

necessary, and fairly admdnistered. Organizational modifications which do

not take into account such pragmatic and flexible features of 'indigenous'

peasant Institutions, run the risk of being rejected.

1%

10) Traditional cultural rituals'and ceremonies (such as the rice field

seitimatan) often coexist bide-by-side with advanced agricultural techniquea.

Such indigenous peactices reaffirm the 'spirit' or Inner-core of relations

between fellow community members and t environment. They often facilitate

rather than block local adaptation to
rchanging conditions and needs.

11) The 'tanner in which communities match organization with technology

under the Dharaa Tirta format illustrates_their 'common-sense' approach to

social control. While appeals are made to the 'Ixotong royong' ideal uf

harmonious intrawasunity relations, in practice commonities must re into

account differing interests between upstream and downstream cultivdtors, and

between landlords and tennants. The calculated use of technology and layout

1.48
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functions to provide the physical means to implement organizational rules.

12) The process of selecting persons to fill new or modified roles which

accompany organizalional change should be left in community hands. Institution-

alization of new rules and roles takes time and can occur more efftctiVely if

the peKsons who initially fill those roles command respect and authority.

'Persons selected according to 'traditional' criteria often can more effectively

'break-in'new roles than those selected by more 'modern' criteria, such as

educational background.

13) In sum, communities should be encouraged to make their own institu-

tional and technological adaptations to general organizational models being

extended. In this way local traditions are lest; likely to be 6O-optcd for

externally defined ends but rather strengthened to take on new tmeks. Tapping

indigenous knowledge increases the chances that 'cultivation' will take place,

and that institutional ('genetic') diversity will be promoted.

14,1
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TRADITIONAL MODALITIES OF

PARTICIPATION AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT

The Utilization of Indigenous Age-Set Croups to Promote

Rural Development in Upper Vplta

by

Bernard L4dea Ougdraogo and William'M. Rideout, Jr.

SOdIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT

Roughly 150 mi5rs-south of the great northward bulge of the Niger River,

Upper Volta encompasses 274,200 square kilometers of rolling savanna type

terrain. With Mall to the north and Niger to the cast, Upper Volta ia cut

off from the ocean to the uouth by Ivory Coaat, Ghana, Togo and Benin.

Given a per capita iitT,,of US$130 in 1977, Upper Volta ks one of the poo,eet

countries in Africa andas been classified by the United Nations an one of

the 25 "leant developed couutries"./1 Over 90% of the population live in ,

the rural sector and their livelihood depends upod agriculture and livestoc.

Conacrdiets to Ovelopment of the agricultural sector include extreme

variability of rainfall, generally poor soils, limited infrastructure, a

shortage of Allied manpower, and a population, presently estimated at

5,500,000, increasing at about 2.22 annually which is unevenly distributed

with regard to available land resourcee.
llm adverse impact of the drought

/1 Society for International Development. Suri+eY Of International Development,

-Vol. VII, No. 6, June, 1971. Sec U.N. Repbrt (Document E/4990, prepated

by the Committee for Development Planning, 1971

.1.3u
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from 1968-74 reduced real COP to approximately 2.52 per year and since the

drought per capita income has practically stagnated. From the most southern

,ortion of the country the average rainfall of 1000-1400mm gradually decreases

tn 300-700mm in the extreme north. Nearly two-thirds of the population is

concentrated on the Mossi Plateau in the west central part of the country

over an area comprising about one-third of the arable land.

The resulting population pressure on the land has prompted, accoiding

to World Bank estimates, some 250,000 or roughtly 202 of the ma16 labor

force, to migrate to neighbortng countries for seasonal or long-term employ-

ment. It has been officially estimated in the Ivory Coast that there are

about 500,000 Voltaics settled in the economically booming coastal region

but unofficially lvorian officials have earimated the total may be over

1,000,000.
/2 This excludes migration estimates southward into Chana and

Togo.

Voltaics are in general extremely proud of their history. Mossi

kingdoms began to be establibhed during the 12th Century nnd reached their

peak in the 15th and 16th centuries. Their internal organization, their

political stability and their military superiority enabled them to resist

subsequent'invssions by 1.4rriors -f Songhai, the Fulani and the Tuaregs.

Attached in 1904 to the French colony of Upper Senegal-Niger, Upper

Volta becamz a separate colony in 1919, was divided between Mali, Niger and

12 Intervieus held in Abidjan during November, 1979, by William Rideout.

1 5
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the Ivory Coast in 1932 and became autonomous again with basically its

present frontiers in 1947. The Republic of Upper Volta was established

as an independent nation on August 5, 1960. Major groups include the Hose!,

with slightly less than half of the population, and of the remaining 160

subgroups, the Gourounsi, Bobos, Lobia, Mandl and Fulani number between

100,000 and 400,000 each. Most of the people follow traditional religious

practices although Islam and Christianity have achieved a significant

following.

The Yatenga region, which is the site of this study, is in Ole north-

western part of the country and its principal city of Ounhigouya is some

185 km. from the national capital of Ouagadougoa. Historically Yatenga waa

established as a kingdom in the 16th Century by Naaba Yadega. Yatenga'a

politi,al strength assured sc...urity. permitted signifiLant population growth

(it is presently the most densely populated region in Upper Volta with 51

inhabitants per square kilometer), and expansion to what are today the

boundaries of the Nurthern Department and the Yatenga ORD (one uf the eleven

ur anlsmes Reglonasx de DEvelo,aement - Regional Development Organizations -

intu which the country has been divided as a part of the national strategy

fur development). iatenga lies in tht Sudano-Sahelian region with an annual

larnfall haw...in 400-60C mm. unequally distributed through the area. Soils

are poor and the vegetation stunted. The underground water level varies

between 10 meters of depth in low lying areas to 60 meters in the north.

Liveato,k suffer int,rmittently from drought since pasturage is meagre. It

is not surprising, therefure, that a survey conducted in 1973 found that on
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the average 60X of the men in Yatenga between 15 and 34 years of age were

absent.
/1 Demographic pressures, the caprices of climate and the poverty

of the soil have reduced the chances of obtaining suitable returns from farm-

ing and livestock. Industry hardly exists and there is little handicraft

work done. This situation tends to orient children who have recclved

chooling, whether they have graduated or not, toward administrative

employment.

The traditional kingdoms of Upper Volta were not only highly structured

but, as their historical record indicates, they were also highly successful.

Through the enturies these traditional patterns permitted the Voltaic to

survive and to maintain their poli-Aeal independence and cultural identity

in a harsh environment. Even though traditional political and social

structures weakened and atrophied during the colonial period, they did,

neverthelesii, also continue to function althc.ugh new, and in some cases

parallel, eulonial administrativesstrueeures and urban/modern social patterns

began to evolve and challenge them. While political power in independent

Uppur oIti hds been vested by the national constitution in a president,

a council oi ministers and a national assembly, and while it is one of five

tuaetioning democracle. in all of Africa, the traditional kingdoms with

their royal courts, ministers, vassals and pages continue to exist. At the

/1 Convention 06tudes. Mibidtere du Travail et de lajonction Publique

- ORSTOM, En:29;4e sur les migrations de pozulation a_partir du Tam

mossi, 1972 - 1974.

1'5 J
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village level the traditional administra:iye and social structures are

significant and easily identifiable.

In brief, Yatenga, like most of Upper Volta and much of West_Africa,

is plagued by the same problem--too much water and too little water. The

,Sudano-Sahelian climate is characterized by violent rainfalls over a short

period of time. This intense rainfall reduces the effective time rainwater

is available and increases erosion and stream siltation. Extreme fluctua-

tions in water availability, low soil fertility and detrimental diseases

combined with rapid population growth pose acute probleus to achieving the

kind of accelerated development which becomes more critically imperative

everyday.
/4

EDUC4TIONAL BACKGROUND

Upper Volta has, in effect, two educational systemsa formal system

in which the primary and secondary schools operate under the Ministry of

Education and Culture while the university Ls under a newly created Ministry

of Higher Education aqd Research and a separate system of rural education

which wa's transferred to the Ministry of Rural Development in 1975. The

tormal primary system which follows a six year cycle consists of roughly

700 public aud 60 private schools with some
160,000 pupils and 3,200 teachers

14 AgenLy for International Development,
Development_Assistance Progranl,

FY 1975 _Upper Volta and Niger. Washington, D.C. : Department of

State, March, 1975, pp. 090-91.
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for a student teacher ratio of about 50 to 1, The secondary system includes

23 public and 24 private schools, enrolls approximately 16,000 students and

has about 650 teachers; an estimated 4,000 atudenta are in technical education

and vocational training courses (about 17% of secondary school enrollment).

The secondary system is divided into a four year lower and a three year upper

cycle. The university has some 90 faculty membera and over 1,200 pupils.

The entire formal system is structurally similar to formal educational

systems tound in most of Francophone West Africa.

Given their inaccessibility and non-functional curricula, formal schools

invariably lead children away from the rural sector. The formal primary

system. which admits &Waren at age seven, enrolls only abuut 15% of those

eligible in the age Lohort group. len townships representing 7% of the total

population contain about 60% ot the enrollment. Where children are able to

advance up the educational ladder, and only about 10% of primary school

graduates enter public secondary schools, they are, year by year, promoted

and as a result iransferrcd to larger and larger population ccnters. Families

must, thereforc, help their children to move away from home even before they

are te,nagers so that the children can advance academically; they re,

conscquently, effectively uprooted fre.r. their homes, families and rural

environments. Atter yiars away attending s.hool, it btLocles luireasingly

difficult for them to rcturn to their original ways of life which have becume

alien. LaLls of ACLess to formal education has contributed substantially to

the tact that only 37% of thosc enrolled in schools are girls and they are

heavily concentrated at the lowef grade levels.

1
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The content of the formal school, taught in-French from the first

grade, bears little intended relationship to functional needs for rural living.

If the formal system is not foreign, it is at least urban oriented and dir_cted

toward placing children in that milieu where, as noted previously, there 's

very little chance of employment,

In 1961, only one year after independence, the Government of Upper Volta,

concerned about the ecouomic and social dysfunctionalism of the formal schools,

first established a aeparate system to serve the needs of rural youths between

15 and 18 years of age who had had no opportunity to attend primary school.

The Rural Education Center (Centre d'Education Rurale-CKR) system had an

enrollment of 26,364 students, 10% of whom were females, by 1969/70 with a

total of 435 hectares under cultivation--roughly 3 hectares per CER. The

crops being raised included cotton, groundnuts, sorghum and rice. However,

by 1972/73 enrollment had dropped to 24,164 from a previous high of 30,006

in 19711/2, and the government realized that the system had to be refotmed

since the program was not being bnplemented as designed and since CER's were

intreattingly being considered as inferior formal schools.

Therefore, in 1975 the government, with donor assistance, launched a

reform to correct abuses of those CER components which would be retained and

to give the syst m a more production-oriented emphasis, Responsibility was

transferred to the ilnistry of Rural Development Which established a Rural

Youth Training (FJA) Directorate, The FJA Directorate has an administrative

and financial aervice through which foreign assistance to the project has

been channeled, and a Rural Pedagogical Service to operate two instiuctor
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training centers (Centre de Formation des Haitres de 1:Education Rural--CF)R)

and tn be responsible for research and evaluation.

The CER's have become the Centres de Formation des Jeunes Agriculteurs

(CFJA's--Training Centers for Young Farmers) and while they also last for

three years and e. ,11 unpchooled rural youths between 15 and 18 years of age,

almost 501 of the curricula is now devoted to agriculture and related produc-

tion activities while the remainder is concerned with functional,literacy,

numeracy appropriate to farming and studies related to the milieu. Unlike

the formal primary schools, the local language is initially used and French

is gradually introduced--unlike the former, in the CFJA if a student were to

fail in French he or she would not automatically fail in all else.15 While

only 9X of the formal primary schools are located in the rural areas where

90% of the population arc, the CFJA's are completely devoted to Perving

rural needs in rural areas. By late 1979 there were roughly 750 CFJA's with

an instructional staff of 780 and a student enrollment of about 22,000.

An additional component of the reformed rural education system is a

kommitment b, the FJA Directorate of the Ministry of Rural Development to

provide support (ur the revival of traditional rurdl age-set groups into

uroupements dea Jeunes Agri'culteurs (GJA--Young Farmers GrOups). These

groups could provide a link betwcen the CFJA "s.houl" expLrien.e and productive

^
/5 Josrph Ki-Lerbo. "Education and Development", in J. Champion Ward (ed.),

Wucation aad Development Reconsidered: The Bellagio Conference Papers.
New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1974, p. 96.
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adult lite in the villages by helping to orient youth toward income-producing

activities, work opportunities and continuing relevant education and training.

The FJA system is Airectly linked through village councils to local

needs and development priorities. Likewise, GJA's must receive land alloca-

tions trom village elders and support for their agricultural activities

before they can function effectively.

"For this expenditure on the formal education system, out of 1,000 who

enter only 600 pass into the third grade and of those only 120 pass the

'entrance examination into the sixth grade. "In general, 20% of those who

start primary school finish it and 12% of those who begin secondary school

complete ic successfully".16 In addition to the costs incurred by wastage,

one-fourth of all students have repeated grades. It is not difficult to

un"derstand why the national literacy rate remains below 10% and hat; shown

little improvement over the past decade in spite of impressive educational

efforts.

THE CULTURAL CONTEXT

Faced with massive development needs but constrained by very limited

resources and convinced that self-helpmust be a major component for improving

standards of living an analysis of traditional atructures which had hibtori-

eally nourished and preserved Voltaic society in Yatengn appeared logical.

/b l!AA. pp. 103-107. Ki-Zerbo comaents poignantly on the language problem

in Upper Voita's tormal schools.
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Among those which continued to function at the village level and which were

based on self-help, mutual cooperation, and volunteerism were some six

structures deserving careful consideration: the Neam, the Sosoega, the

S5ngs8ngtaaba (including the Songtaaba), the Care, the Kin-Naam, and the

Borando.

Theae structures held promise of permitting development without

deatruction by starting out with an understanding of who the peasant is,

how he lives, what he knows, what he does and what he wants.

The Haam

The Naas, the traditional age-set structure among the Masai, was the

largest, most sophisticated and promising indigenous social organization

which appeared to have the potential for serving as a conduit for ideaa,

information and practices which would assist the rural population to improve

life. The age-set structure, wh!^11 is not uncommon in slack Africa, has

been described as:

The division into classes and fraternities according to age which
tends to structure the entire social body, including the world of

young people, and endows each echelon with its own traditions. Its

purpose is to promote smong contemporaries and peers a spirit of
equality and commitment, resulting from comron training, and above
all to manifest itself through mutual confidence and the obligation to

assist each.
//

and, again, as:

/7 P. Erny, L'Enfant et son milieu en Afrique Noire essais sur l'educatioq

traditionelle. Paris: Payot, 1972, p, 85. The translation from French

of this quote and all others is by the co-author, William Hideout.
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...structured which draw together mon of similar ages; they are

almost always spinoff of initistion societies and each initiation

cycle corresponds to a new graduation, a new class. The age

classes play s considerable aocial role: they undertake works

of public interest, provide training for young warriors,
participate in collective agricultural works, provide access to

political re9ponsibilities.

These general deucriptions of age groups tit those functioning in

Yatenga except that in Yatenga there are age-set groups for women as well 38

men. In generat the structure that these associations are a miniature model of is

the political structure of traditional Must sociecyonce one understands

the organizational structure of the Naam and the functions of its officers

and its modusoperandi, one understands these phenomena for traditional

Masai society from the King's court down. It has traditionally been an

incredibly functional and effective method of socialization.

Youths, 17 to 25 years of age for men and 13 to 20 for women, from the

same village or clusters of quarters agree together to organize the Nadal.

.The group receives permission from village elders and it then proceeds to elect

Naam officials according to traditional prescription: the village likewise

prepares itself to deal with the Naam and determines those in the adult

population who will occupy traditional positions whose functions are to assist

the Npap and provide linkages between its structure and that of the village.

Socially the Naams organize meetings, participate in festivals, learn

about traditions, folklore and culture; occupationally and economically

/8 J.C. Froenlich, Animismes. Faris: Ed. de l'Orante, 1964, p. 37.

1 0
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members not only participate in regular work on ihe family plots but the Naam

as a group receives an allocation of land from the Chief of the Land which

they work together to obtain resources to undertake it,tivities the Naaai

decides on and to make a contribution for improving tne village. Broadly

speaking, the men learn the adult male roles while the women learn the adult

female roles. Kale and female Naams work both together and separately but

relationships between them are severely regulated by tradition and are highly

circumspect.

Because a substantial amount of what Naams decide to do is determined

by each of them in consultation with the village elders, Naams are adaptable

to serve non-formal educational purposes and their substantial membership,

usually 15 or more, insures the critical mass necessary to make a significant

impression on village life. Given the traditional guidelines they must

follow and their relationship with village elders, the traditional Naam

association in not readily cooptable by any political force which does not

fit the political will of the village.

The Sosoaga

The Sosoaa is a traditional practice which Is used by peasants in

order to obtain for just one day additional help in their fields. Thus the

Sobosid, unlike the Naam, exists without statutes, regulaticas and discipline

and when a Sosoaga is announced, It is generally parents, friends and neighbours

who respond to the call. The participants are not paid but they are customar-

ily well fed during the specified day of work. It ill an important means

1 6,
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for soliciting help to accomplish heavy work difficult for one or twe men to

handle alone like clearing-brush, weeding, plowing, harvesting or trans-

porting goods a considerable distance.

Tho Sosoaga's organizar, called the Sosoaga-Saba, attempts to have a

prestigious triend in the village recruit the participants either by going

from door to door or by (Wng a town crier, the appeal is made. While

women do not engage in the work per se, they do help prepare the food and"

drink and might also engage in activities such as plastering hut walls with

new mud.

os

People respond to the Sosolga summons basically for three reasons:

(a) they do not wish to be coosidered unsoctable; (b) they expect that there

will be reciprocity and the individual helped this time will return the favor

next time: and (c) participants wnnt to help friends, relativea and parentb.

In all of these cases, and traditionally, the Sonoaga was cooperative and

voluntary and its major haportance today It largely !t1 that It Pllustrates

that voluntary cooperative parttcipation has played an important role in

rural society--the concept existed and wau traditionally aanctioned. While

this continues, it is also increasingly common tor well-to-do peasants, chiefs,

pot. :clan:: and eivil servants to organize d Sosoaga and to pay in cash for

the labour provided.

The Sangsbngtaaba and Songtaaba

Both the SangsOngtaaba and the Sonp,taaba are similar to the §12,22,13, in

terms of duration and purpose but they exist for different reps'ons. While

1 6,
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both are done cooperatively and voluntarily, the Songtaaba is organized as a

collective effort either for the common:good, like clearing an area for a

public meeting place, or providing a mervice for an individual in the

community who is either sick or inf...rm.

The SangsOngtaaba is organized in order to establish predetermiaell

mutual assistance relationships between individuals. Two or.three families,

often in the same soCio-economic position, will arrange among themselvea to

manage their fields in common. This mutual assistance is especially important

in order to accompliah heavy labar or to complete tasks more efficiently

during periods of labor shortage (harvesting, weeding, etc.). Those SOining

together in d SOngsUngtaaba generally work harder and more diligently and
1

althoubh the relatiunshii. is informal, comraderie develop; not only between

the men but betwedn their wives and children as well so that SOngsBnaraaba

relationaLips become second only to those of the clan and the family. The

relationship is not only tolerated and encouraged by the eldera, but its

acknowledged and respected by.the community in geneial.

This special fricndship, althuugh originally based un economic need,

gradually extends tw most other aspects of life as well. Such inter-familial

relationshipa, especially between dif".rent aexes, are treated much as they

wuuld be within kinship context in order to prevent groups from deteriora-

ting.

1

1

1 6,
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The Gard

The Care is a practice which peradts a peasant who is deprived (perhaps

short of food prior to the harvest) or faced with an unexpected catastrophe

(theft, fire, death of a parent, etc.) to ask a coll'eague who is better off

than he for help "in bridging the gap". The peasant in need will provide one

or several days of labor at weeding or plowing In exchange for what lt is he

needs. There is no salary involved; the Card is a social mechanism for

providing help to those temporarily in need.

The Kin-Naav

In Yatenga there are two types of female associations, in addition to

the age-set Naas outlined above, one of which is the Kip-Naam for young girls

and the other the Borpndo for married wemen. The Kin-Naam is organized during

the dry season uniquely to promote an environment in which the women get

together in the afternoons or evenings to spin cotton. One'or two days in

advance of the session, the time and place are arranged so that all those who

wish to participate can organize their
schedules accordiagly and each coup

with her own spinning equipment and cotton.
The,sessions normnlly last six

to eight hours and as soon as .the girls arrive the eldest determines when the

mqadi.4166 (which means mute) period begins et which point ics rules sre in

force.

Kin-Naam members then observe the rule of silence (It is forbidden tn

speak or to laugh) and immobility (only the arms are permitted to move) until

the leader declares the mugdiCd' erided and then there is singing, talking and

-1 6
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laughing as well as moving about. Once the "break period" is over, the

mugdieed is again impoaed And this procedure continues through the meeting.

Those who disobey the rules of the mugdied6 are fined; traditionally these

fines were paid in food or cowrie shells but today they are more often paid

ln currency. The fines collected are used to prepare food and drink for the

feast (Na-yisgu) which ends the Kin-Naam. Reinforced by group pressure,

severe self-control is achieved.

Community relations and interaction are, nevertheless, strongly promoted

and the output from this shared Kin-Naam experience ht,, quite remarkable.

There is an effort not only to reinforce th2a within the youngest existing

age group, but also to establish strong bonds wlth members of the previous

age group who are also asked to participate in the Kin-Npm. When a close

friendship develops between a younger and an older Kin-Nc.am member the elder

in a sense becomes a "social mother" of the younger and the elder is designated

as the Ragh-mli (rbgh meaning ease and ma meaning mother) of the younger

qe:th-Bilga.--Biiga meaning child). The twu confide in each other, exehange

gilts, participate in riteals, and often work together in gatdening, carrying

eater, milling grain, etc. nie elder member supporta and assists the younger

with problems and activities the latter eneounters in browing to full maturity

-in understanding what is exp...ted of her and how to bebop. This relation-

ship in ehich the elder teaches the younger practical, civic, and social

behavior, in addition to helping her with personal problems, i. not only an

institotionaAized social eonstruct but also results In riendships which last
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for life. The Kin-Nsam is, in fact, a further elaboration of the traditional

age-set Naam for women and can be linked to its activities and purposes.

The Borando

Unlike the Kin-Kaam, the BorSndo ia not institutionalized but Is informal.

Women of the same age group, most of whom have been married for several years,

live close to each other who have similar kinds of lives, problems and aspira-

tions, support, protect and confide in each other. One sometimes recognizes

membere of the group by the nicknames which they give to each other. The

relationships are coaplex and often secret but form a web of security and

support for the lloriindo members.

Members use the Bor6ndo to promote social and economic activities which

have,some promise of contributing to the general well-being of all. There is

an assurance that help is readily available to accomplish those-tJSks diffi-

cult or impossible to do alone and there is support during those critical,

sad or joyous times tu life.

lhe Kin-Na:tm and the Borando are both communitary and cooperative and

provide opportunities for communion among members--for more enriching and

fulfilling lives.

A :lumber ot Africans have boo, warning of the need to pret(xt organize-

Lions such as the six reviewed above, As J. Ki-2erbo noted:

Human relations mutt remain sacred in our eyes, the hospitality

and the solidarity which characterize our society must be protected

and new ways must be found for expressing them and putting them into

practice./9

/9' J. KI-Zerbo, quoted by B. OuCcIreogo in "Le cas des Groupements Naam

au Yatenv en Haute p. 26.

f)
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

As already indicated, the Ream originated long ago as one of the

traditional social patterns of rural life. Its purpose has been to guide

the transition of village youths from adolescence to adulthood, aid it has

functioned as a miniature mode/ of traditional Moss' society. As such the

Kama has provided youths with an apprenticeship experience in the economic,

social and cultural facts of life and durin,, the Naam they demonstrate to

their elders within the context of the traditional structure that they can

work together as fully responsible citizens adhering to customary roles nnd

practices.

To meet such a broad mandate, the Naam has been endowed with an

Impressive structure. The Chief of the Youths (Kombi-lbtaba) is elected by

his Hawn peers, as a( e all other officials in the Num, in an open democratic

election. The Chicf of the Youths is generally the most outstanding indivi-

dual morally as well as physically in hi., age-set group and as the leader he

must also possess tolerance and sensitivity toward the others. The spokesman

fer the kombi7Naaba is in efiect the v1Le-prestdu1 e Toogo-Naaba) and he

alsc serves as the coordinator with the women's Naam and as the technical

director of agricultural activities. Thc treasurer was traditionally called

thv Rasam-Naaba, and there s,ere three positions (listed by rank: the Hogho-

Naaba, the Tansoba and the yako-Naab,a) established which were designed to

prepare Naam members to be warriors. Horal education has been the responsi-

bility of tht Haan m'yam-Naaba, whIlc adjudicating charges of misbehavior has
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rested with the Tilb-Naaba. Verdicts pronounced against delinquents have

been enforced by the Basf-Naaba and all boy-girl assuclations which result in

any problems for the Naams have been handled by a Rasamba-Naaha for the boys

and a pugaadb-Naaba for the girls.

The structure which the girls have for their Naam is similar to that of

boys with differences obvivusly occuring where activitids differ because of

sex role determinations. The male and female Naams work together or

separately according to functions. These and other positions and roles indi-

cate the sophistication of the Nsam structure and there is every effort made

to have each Nano member working in that position for which he or she is best

suited.
/10

The Naam rejects discriminAtion or sectarianism while promoting cohesion

among the youths first then between the youths and the elders. While the

selection of Naam officials is Aemocratic, the structure itself is hierar-

chical and regimented; even though it is based upon the consent of its members,

it adheres to strict discipline and authority. Providing moral, technical

and clvi, training with rigorous discipline freely agreed to by their "peer

culture", one has the impression that the youths are pleased with this

rigidity organized by, for and against themse1ves.1 11

-----------

/10 lidd'a Bernard Ouearaogo, Le groupement pri:cooperatif du Yantenga (Haute

Volta)", Dakar: BREDA/PLAN1POP/06/75, Mars, 1975. This articic provides

greater detail on the titles and duties of the extensive Ilst of officials

in the Naam.

/11 Outldraogo, op. cit., 1980, p. 16.
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As conceptualized, the Naam could provide followup for the special

rural education program designed to try to respond to the new social, economic

and cultural demands which have become increasingly acute since independence.

This educational system seeks to provide three years of schooling for children

between the ages of 12 to 18 whO have not had the chance to attend primary

school. As stated by Article 2 of the decree establishing the rural education

program:

"Its purpose is to assure to all children who have not been in school
elementary instruction and rural and civic training.

"/12

This has resultm. in a curriculum designed to provide basic Instruction In

French, (although since 1975 the local language is the language of instruction

and French is introduced gradually), math, civics, hygiene, history, geography

and the fundamentals of climate and soil sciences but limited to the tools and

tinancial resources available for their use. At least 50% of instruction is

practical and oriented toward agricultural production which is immediately

profitable. Programs for girls differ somewhat in that farming stresses

gardening, livestock management focuses on smaller animals and poultry and

there are special courses in home economics. Whereas the normal age of entry

into primary school is 7, in the reformed rural education center the average age

of entry is 15.

Completion of the 3 year FJA program coincides well with the traditional

age at which youths organize their Naams. Having acquired the new skills and

practices made available through the FJA, the former students could, during

/12 Ibid., p. 5, quoted in French from the decree
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the following growing section, apply their agricultural skills within the

context of their litiam organizations.
While members of a Naam are identified

for life as its constituents,
the Naam functions as a separate and fully

operational entity normally for four or five months--roughly the period of

one complete growing season. In order to preserve and exploit this affilia-

tion for the greater benefit of all, the idea has been promoted by Dr.

Ouedrnogo and his colleagues to assist the Naam to adapt subsequently into a

pre-cooperative organization which would build upon and enhai.ce the Naam

experience. Until the reform of the rural primary school system In 1975)

when the CER's became the CFJA's, the precooperative organizations were known

as Croupements Pont-Scolaire
(CPS-Post School Croups). and as a revised and

reformed entity they are now Croupements des Jeunes Agriculteurs (CJA-Rural

Youth or Young Farmer Groups). Recognizing and appreciating the critical

importance of linkages to the village elders, such as are found in the Naam-

village relationship, the CFJA's and CJA's were constituted so as to Integrate

village councils into the supervision of their programs.

Approximately 25% of the financing for rural development programs has

come from the central government and the remainder from foreign donors. These

combinA funds are made available to the 11 ORD's into which the country is

dividt;(1 and from the regional ORD centera financial
and technical asslatance

are infused into the rural sector. In addition to development activities

which are directed toward the entire
country, each ORD also has one or two

major donor sponsors tor aetivities limited to that ORD. During the last
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15 years, France and the World Bank have sponsored three, the largest number,

of ORD's, while the European Development Fund (FED) has supported two and the

Canadian Development Agency one. rhe United States has co.-sponsored iwo in

conjunction with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). It should be

noted that the Yatenga ORD, which is FED sponsored, was rated "very poor" In

terms of its development potential by the United States Agency for Internation-

al DeVelopment (USAID) and this was the lowest rating given to any ORD.
/13

Several ot the Arab states have begun to assist Upper Volta in addition to

the principal foreign donors (France, European Development Fund, Canada,

(,ermany, the USA, the IHRD, and the UNDP) and assistance has been overwhelm-

ingly in the form of grants. Each ORD sponsor also has its own management

organization operating in the region(s) for which it has assumed special

responsibility.

While French technical assistance was a major source of support tor

the initiation of the GER programs, the IBRD became actively involved in 1973

with a US$2.85 million credit for 3 of the ORD's designed to construct and

equip .0 new centers (renamed CFJA's), equip 80 existing ones, organize, equip

and service 150 post school.groups for young farmers over 18 years of age,

c;eate three rural development training centers (Centre de Promotion Rurale -

tPR), plus the provision of science laboratoties fur 21 secondary schools

and technical assistance support to implement the project.
/14

The IBRD

-,-,

/13 A.I.D., op. cit. p. 9-32.

/14 IBRD Report, Appraisal of an Educational Project, Upper Volta, June 5,

1973, Report No. 102a-UV. Hereafter referred to as IIIRD Report, 1973.
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announced on October 25, 1979, that it was recommending a proposed c;edit to

Upper Volta for a second education project for US$14.0 million which would be

roughly matched by other contributions. The purpose ef this project is to

consolidate the achievements of the first educatioa project and to assist

the Government of Upper Volta to provide increased access to education for

rural youths who had not received a primary education as well as provide

teacher training facilities for instructors in the rural system. Training

wouldalso be pruvided for project managers, building constructiog super-

visors and road and equipment maintenance personnel. The project seeks to

Increase enrollment in CFJA's by 7,000 and to establish GJA's for 15,000
/15

.

However, the Bank fully reaugnizes that the CFJA's do not yet have the status

of the formal school system aud tha the success of CFJA's rests upon the

quality of their instruction, upon their ability to demonstrate their income-

earning potential and upon the creation of career opportunitiet in agricul-

turaliextension. The Naam, what it was, is and might become, will be a

pouerful determinant uf sutce,s in this national and international rural

development undertaking.

TUENAAM AS A NONFORMAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IN OPERATION

The First Efforts to_Recruit Naam Participation

As the GER program was expanding and students were completing their

_

/15 World Bank, "IDA Approves $14 Million Credit for Second Education Project
in Upper Volta",.IDA News Release No. 80/10. Washington, D.C.: October

25, 19/9.
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programs, it became apparent that one of the greatest problems these youths

faced was actually getting started as producers in their own society. The

CEA itself was another foreign institution which had no place in traditional

rural life and whose graduates, unlike those from formal schools, were not

being diplomaed or certified to find employment in the modern urban sector

but were expected to remain in the rural sector following traditional kinds

of employment. In 1967, Bernard Laa Ouddraogo approached a Naam group in

Dam, Kongoussi, which contained graduates from the Bam CER. In discussions

with the Mama, he offered to help them increase their agricultural output

and Improve their stAidards of living. First, however, the Naam would have

to Jemonstrate that it was serious and committed by planting, harvesting and

effectively utilizing the earnings from a Naam field. As an ORD advisor,

Ouedraogo and other t,Lhnicians from the ORD could provide guidance to Naam

membtrs in support uf, and perhaps in addition to, those learned in the CER

on how to 1...crease productivity without Aay aignificant capital investment.

The Naam was visited from time to time to determine how the effort waa

prngrcasing and apprupriatt members wete provided with information aud sugges-

tions about their crops. After the Naam had met the challenge, the ORD would

them with inputs needed fa, more ctfective aud prcfitable cultivation

the uext year by providing them with credit, fertilizer, inaecticide, advice,

ett. However, this would be done as a loan not as a gift and the group

gradually ev,jived into a self-sufficient enterpcise requiring no additional

ORD pasistance. This procebs, repeated with few failures and many successes,

holdq tremendous promise for the future of rural development and as these

1 7
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groups evolved, Dr. OuSdraogo began to record evolutionary changes In the

post Naas structme.

Modification of Characteristics and Rolee from du Nsam to Precooperative

RUA
The democratic pattern established by the Naam for electing its officials

Is followed without difficulty in the new GJA structure. The officers are

selected not only for reasons which were traditionally relevant but also for

how they behaved and were perceived by their comrades during the CFJA (formerly

CER) training period. The evolution from Namm to precooperative association

has proceeded with tile general assent of the village eldere and it has

happened gradually and with careful deliberation so that there are no political

or religious repercussions and no member suffers as a result.

Fhe Kombl:Naaba must, In addition to leading and coordinating the Naam,

now establish relations with the administrative and judicial authorities in

the region. lie continues to speak for the group and his responsibility

grows as he begins to be called President. The second most powerful position,

that of the Toogo-Hasba becomes Increasingly involved in planning and memory

no lonaer serves adequatel; for recording detailed arrangements and deter-

mining schedulescommitments are made beyond the village environment and

written records must be kept. The Toogo7Naaba quite appropriately becomes

the Secretary General, The Rasam-Neaba, the guardian of the treasury, becomes

Whnager of three active accounte: small expenditures (petty cash), inveetments

and bank accounts. He also deals with receipts, balancing accounts, loans,
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etc. If the existing Rasam-Naaba cannot handle the expanded accounting and

financial management responsibilities,he receives special training and

assistance from the local extension agent or he is replaced by another who

is capable of managing the increasingly complex demands of the position,

The Haan reyam-Nasba, responsible for merai education in the liaam, receives

training from the Counsellor of Rural Education in the ORD and becomes an

,ORD Animateur. Since the training of warriors is no longer required, the

Chief of Uar and his staff become involved in organizing team and other

sporting activiNes and in theatrical ands folkloric productions, these adap-

tations have worked well. The new management committee of the President, the

Secretary Treasurer and th, Chief Accountant are a continuation of the

...oun,i1 of thc Kombi-Naaba, the yoogo-Naaba and the Pasam-Naaba and there is

no question about the new roles, tteir responsibilities and where they helong

in village life.

The internal organization of the former Naam also changes through the

need to establish new roles for which there is an obvious need but no pre-

vious Naam precedent. Materials acquired must be prop,rly accounted for,

stored and maintained. Tools, materials and loans made to different members

must be re,orded and a,counted for; touts lost or damaged must be repaired or

replaced by those who used them.

To support the new reaponsibilities of revised traditional positions

and to spe,ify those of new positions, ea,h evolving precooperative group

gradually elaborates, defines and adopts its own internal rules and statutes.
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These,laws of governance develop, grow and change through the discussions,

, debate and exPeriences of the members themselves; they are uot predetermined

and aut statically distributed to all groups.

Itrzandog Functions and Activities

In addition to more intensive and improved agriculture being practiced

during the'wet seasons in conjunction with the expansion of roles rand functiona

of group metsbers described above, new activities are also being undertaken

during the rOst of the year. Obviously eome of these are directly related to

in.crearting agricultural productivity, but others are not.

During the winter GJA members woe: In the fields of their parente every

day except Fridaythe day left for the cultivation of their collective fields.

This type of pattern follows the one set by the Harm, and in the same way

parents often permit, one or two additional days each week to be allocated

to the group fields especially if it is obviouu that the youths are serious

and the results prporising.

All collcctip fields are workea before seeding so as to break up the

sell and efforts aro, rade to maintain moisture so as to moderate the effects

of the dry season. 1'lants are protected where possible, products are prepared

for sale and transported to markets, and increasing attention is given to

utilizing new techniques to protect the previous harvests In storage. There

has been a tremendous xpansion in efforts to control, trap and preserve water

in order to make wet season agriculture more productive and in order to extend

productivity well into the dry season through irrigation, The preparation of

I
,

1 7 u
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channels, culverts, reservoirs and dams is the kind of undertnking whlch re-

quires substantial manpower, long-term commitment to maintenance:and modifi-

cations, procedures for control and utiflzation of irrigated land and water

and organizational structures in which the entire village participates and

has confidence that the interests of all are being protectedt these attri-

butes exitt in the Nana and in subsequent precoopera;..ive groups %sanating from

them.

Au winter phases into the dry season there Is continued attention given

to gardening but the groups become intjeasingly involved in sports activities,

in theatrical productions and in making cotton cloth, bricks and baskets.

Creater attention is being given to attempting to exploit the urban non-

agricultural market by promoting handicraft production fur Lommercial purposes

which is basically a new area of rural productivity and income.

Based on the literacy and numeracy obtained at the CFJA's, increasing

numbers of rural youth are also subst.rabing to correspondence coursee offered

by the Afric.an Institute fur Economic and Social Development (Institut

Africainluur le Developpement Economique et Social - MAUS) which is head-

quartered in Abidjan.

All of the activities of the groups are recorded in a series of note-

books which they are encouraged to maintain.

a) The Notebook of Practical Work contains rough sketches of the

fields and the dates of all agriculturally related activities.
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b) The AccountimiLedger records all financial transactions under-

taken by the group.

c) A ShoOping hibebooh keeps track of all purchases and sales made

at the group liscani-store" which stocks basic items of necelsity for the

members (soap, eugar, petroleum, sett etc.).

d) A Notebook of Meetings for minutes of sessions held by the group

alone as 'jell as those which occasionally are held in konjunction with

neighboring groups.

e) The Group Journal keeps a ,record of all visits made Go the group

by experts, political officials, ORD officials, the CFJA Counsellors, trainees,

Aninateurs end Encadreurs, and any other important visitors.

f) A Register of Materiels on Loan is kept by the Stuck Manager to

record all borrowing, the borrower, the date returned and the condition in

which items were returned. (As noted, items lost or damaged must be replaced,

repaired or paid fcr.)

All of these records contribute to each'groupls self governance end to

fts internal rules raid statutes.

The Structure of the GJA Movement

The general otrocture of local GJi and the relationship this organi-

zational model has to that of the traditional Naam was reviewed earlier. It

was noted that while thete were basic similarities, the GJAIs were also free

to modify their structures in order to serve their own unique environmental

and human conditions better,
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The local GJA's arc federated at the level of the Sous-Prefecture or

Arrondissement from which they elect a Council of Departmental Administrption

which establishes an office in the capital city of the Department. The

Departmental offices in turn have established a confederation of WA's, the

Union of Federations of Rural Youth Groups (Union des Federations des Groupe-
/

ments des Jeunes Agriculteurs UFGJA) which coordinates credit and comer-

cialization operations of the 344 recognized GJA's in the nation. UFGJA

activitiea ane programs cover the entire Yatenga ORD. Under the Second

Education Project from the IBRD 600 new GJA's are to be established which,

projecting the average GJA membership at 25, would serve some 15,000 youths.

Advice and Services from Government and Other Agencies

Once a Naam or post-Naam group has demonstrated its commitment, h5s the

support azid recognition of village elders and hap functioned effectively for

at least one year, it is eligible to receive national and international

support. As a first step, the local CFJA can make available to 'he GJA an

inttti glfL from the cutter acr.ount of from CFAF 2,000 to 10,000 (approximately

US$10 to US$50).

The GJA's receive advice and guidance from the instructor of the CFJA

ond from the animateur and/or animatrice employed by the govvrnment to

sensitize and motivate the youths by visiting villages and making them aware.

(1) of what they can achieve by working together and (2) of the kinds cif

support available if they sincerely try to Improve their productivity and their

lives. From government miniattien and ORD's, agricultural extension agents
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from purcbasing seeds to harvesting, storage, marketing and management.

Since lack of capital limits possibilities for rapid rural development

even when the rural pcipulation is mobilized and ready, as in the case of

the Naam/CJA, additional sources of materials and equipment have beensought.

The Government of Upper Volta has requested NonCovernmental Organizations

(Organisations non GuRvernementales--ONC) to equip those groups which are most

dynamic. ruts assistance has pe'rmitted (1) the recruitmeni and training of

precooperatIve anlmateurs at CESAO (Centre d'Etudes Economiques et Sociales

de PAirique de 120ueat--Center of West African Economic and Soclal Studies)

and INADES, (2) the provision of agricultural tools, and (3) the prov don of

kerosene lanterns tor evening meetings and recreational activities. However,

even though ONC donors considered those contributions as gifts, the lIFCJA

office asked receiving GJA's for repayment sc that a rotating fund could be

established to assist othcr poorer GJA's to obtain the same kind of equipment

assistancti. The system has worked.

rtom funds made ,vailable by foreign donOrs it is also possible lor the

CJA's through the ORD's to obtain loans from the National Development Bank

(Banue_Natiopale de Ddveloppement--BND). With this money they can purchase

wagons. draught animals, livestoric, plows, poultry and small animals, (vat

trees) etc. These loans become a group responsibility and In effect are a

part of a BND rotating fund. The UFGJA as well as village elders emphasize

.aud accentuate the obligation that the local GJA's have to honor their debts

for their own futures as well as for those of their villages and other CJAls.
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Under the proposed IBRD Second Education Project, GJAls would be eligible to

obtain medium-tena credit for agriculture in the amount uf fx.,om US$300 to

US$900. These loans would be for a period of 4-5 year at about 5.5X per

annum. Administering these loans becomes the'responsibility of the respective

ORD's.

On October 10, 1976, the UFGJA announced its intention to promote the

(1) 4-reation of a cereals bank, (2) establishment of mills, and (3) improvement

of organizations promoting agriculture. This is indicative of the trend to

move to increasingly sophisticated and relevant rural development activities.

It is elso worth noting that 5 mills have thus far been established.

The Rural. Education Reform dnd Its. Impact on the.N!tam

It irintriguing that in seeking to reform education, in part by recog-

nizing the potential contribution of Nadel and then atteMpting to use It as

a conduit fot the introduction of new components from the CFJA (fo-mer CER's).

ORD's, etc., to assist the rural population to improve their standards of

A major residt has been the strengthening of the traditional structure

while at the same time using it to transmit new content and building new

structures upon its foundations. While the Naam as a traditional institution

had tontinued to be nknowledged and at least intermittently active, it was

decreasingly effective as a means for assisting youths to make the transition

from adolescence to adulthood in the increasingly depressed village environment.

For many youths the real test, the more meaningful experience, occured in

making the Grip to the Ivory Coast or Ghana, In these more developed coastal

areas one could find much greater chances of employment and thus money,
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attractive klothes, less physically demanding jobs, and new forms of enter-

tainment (movies, theatres, "European" dances, etc.), One went to the coast

as a boy and returned as an adult carrying with him the prestige of being one

of the "bold ones" who had made the "trip". It was a test of maturity and it

proved one was nor "timid"--it verified his manhood when he came home with

money, material goods aud atories of great buildings, ihe endless blue ocean,

etc. Adolescents who did not make the trip ran the risk of rejection by their

comradea of"rhe same age.

Assisting the revitalization of the Naam, however, has achieved thtee

major purposes. (1) The Naam continues, as was traditionally intended, to

serve as a meelhallsm for yJeths to prove themselves responsible enough and

able enough to he productive civilized adults in their own environment.

(2) When they have soc(ecded, as a productive age-set group, they can qualify

for the kinds of assistance which will enable them to be employed and tu have

a chance not only of living a fulfilling life but of improving their life

styles. (3) It also maans the pre-Naam CFJA experience has immediate rele-

vance and makes a direct contribution to what is accomplished subsequently

in the Naam and then in the GJA. By using the traditional institutiOn as the

conduit, all actors know their roles, ftnctions, responsibilities and account-

abilities. Nuw content Ls placed in a familiar container (new wine in old

bottles), is infinitely more acceptable and innovative interventions arc

accomplished with incredibly enhanced speed and effectiveness. This in turn

contributes to cnange through structural evolution but in the process the
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reinforced traditional structure adds authenticity to its new structural

trcfsprings. And the probt,m of authenticitd is one of the more critical ones

facing conteaporary Africe.

Rural Education and the Precocperative Movement

Working first with the Naam and then moving from this foundation to the

precooperative GJA has sueceeded although numerous other efforts to establish

rural ooperatives tn Upper Volta have failed. It is suggested that there are

three major reasons fur this: (1) Peasants fear risks. Th4 distrust the

abstract; it Is far better to present them with the concrete. Changes in

orientation arc made only when it is felt necessary and they participate in

the processin planning as well as in Implementation. The Naap is concrete

and provides a basis for moving to the more abstract CJA; ft. encore, rural

Voltaics, loning their ehildren to the coast and the cities and suffering a

gross deterioration of their standards of living greatly aggravated by the

drought, understand that changes in orientation are now neeessary. (2) The

evolutionary and .00perative characterfrom CFJA to Naam to CJA--helps to

assure successful economie and soeial experience, which give cach individual

a psychological l!ft and a,sense of power and fate cc -1. Basically CJA

chances are detersined by village acceptance--by whether or not there is a

positive supportive or negattve environment. le this program village ihvolve-

ment in and commitment to the structures anu activities have been extended

from the Naam to the CPJA and the CJA. Not only is the village council

involv:d in the governance the local CJA's, but the CJA/s have, in keeping

with the Naam model, established speeial linkages to the village leadership by
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appointing generally two honorary presidents. Interestingly enough, those

so appointed are usually retired veterans from the French militaey forces who

have extensive knowledge of life beyond the village and Upper Volta, are fluent

in French and have the respect and admiration of the villagers. These honorary

presidents have been invaluable in supporting and promoting the CJA within the

village intellectual and leadership circles. (3) The people of Upper Volta

learn and live by imitation. Through the practical programs of this rural

education/training rrogram, the CJA learns, applies and provides a model to

promote multiplier effects for the rest of the village.

AceoidIng to a'Cencral Assembly of Croups meeting In OualtIgouya in 1969,

the tallowing tive criteria were needed for a successful precooperative group

movemut: "(.) the group must have its 'act together' with a solid commituent

.
by the members, group cohesion, and having among its members at least two

honorary presidents; (b) It must be accept.d by the village; this intludes

havive, cordial relations with the villagers (officials, parents, youths):

(k) It must have available+at least 4 hectares of land of acceptable quality;

(d) It must have from 10 to 15 active members with an average age of t least

20; and (e) It should have lasted at least two years so that it can state with

k.onviction the results it ha4 adlieved, the progress made in the (ooperative

training ot its members (in terms of management, group living, etc.) and the

faith al the members in the group."
/16

. _

/16 OuCdraogo, ep....,cit 1977, pp. 298-99, contains the quote taken from

the proces-yerbal of the meeting.
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It would appear from the growth of the GJA program in terms of numbers

of associations an4 members enrolled, of money Invested, of expanded organiza-

tional structure, and of increased rural production, that they have been

successful in achieving these criteria. In analyzing the impending CJA

portion of the Second Education Project, the World Bank noted that the.GJA's

have already demonstrated their ability to carry out production activities

with reasonable success and they show Impressive promise for the future.

The GJA faces a delicate problem, however, In that its existence and

activities must not he limited to benefitting only the members--the village

at large must also be enhanced by the CJA's efforts. Thia is a substantial

part of the reabv., why the Naam practices anti precedents provide such a

powerful benelicial model which is further reinforced by the fact that the

members themselves have just phased out of the Naam into the CJA,

However, there ate some four areas of general concern a6out the CJA's.

The first is that of achieving grcater direct, as opposed to vicarious,

participation by .emen. The Naam related structures such as the Kin-Naam

and Borbndo would lend themselves well to assisting in this effort and so,

in fact, co Id the SangsBagtaaba. Secondly, there has been a tendency on the

part of GJA's to spend far too much money on annual festivals and this

propensity is being directly addressed by Animatzurs and ORD officials.

Thirdly, is the need for greater and more concerted research on the evolving

impact of the CJA's on rural life. The World Bank will be supporting thia

effort in conjunctlou with the Government of Upper Volta and the ORD's as a
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part ot the Second Education Project and it will Include studying the practical

and commercial achievements of not ouly the GJA's but also their individual

members. The government is also committing itself to preparing annual GJA

evaluations. The final, and not the least serious point, relates to the

tendency of the WA's to restrict membership to those who have graduated

from CFJA's and/or to those who are literate. The precooperative movement

clanged its designation from Post School Group (CPS) to GJA in part to overcome

the prejudice against iestricting participation cc only those who had had

some "schooling". Again, Voltaic leaders arc seeking to overcome this new

orand oi "selicol prejudice" in the rural development program with, it appears,

some success.

Ii iS probably also fatr to say that the GJA has not yet fully deter-

alined and/or exploited the linkages beyond the paam with the other structured

and unstrin.tured volurtary and age-set related groups functioning in Voltaic

society as reviewed in The Cultural Context. The potential to be derived

fiora closer atfiliatlon with these social components would appear to be

impressive especially insofar as Ole women are concerned.

Nevertheless, there are already encouraging signs that the GIA movement

is indeed succeeding in extremely s1.ificant ways. Dr. Ouédraogc has reported

that the rural youth arc no longer leaving their homes In significant numbers

ia areas where GJA programs are functioning. This rural human hemorrhage to

the coas.al states, as well as to the citLes in Upper Volta, has abated. In

some cases >ouch who had left home have subsequently decided to return since

seeine the Impact the GJA's have been making on life back in their home
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villages. Moreover, inquiries among village adults and leach:rs show over-

whelming support for the GJA's and a conviction that they !111 succeed In

providing employment and improving life for rural youth.
ill

Analysis Of the CJA's Development

Assessing the status of the GJA's progress on the basis of Professor

Henri DesrO-ctit criteria for judging cooperatives (grafting, volunteering

cooperation, cooperative enterocise, cooperative democracy, coOperative

commitment, and cooperative culture), indicates how impressive the precoopers-

tivP's development has been!"

a. Grafting is readily apparent--first a Naam, a traditional associa-

tton of youth, tolerated and supported by the administration, religious

organizations, political parties, traditional chiefdoms becomes a hybrid

combination of the two and finally the GJA precooperative association. The

GJA structures itself so that it is in Fact the GJA hypen village.

b. Volunteering cooperation: One enters the GJA through the channel

of the Nam; there Ls equality and
lack of discrimination in the CJA just as

there was in the Naam--group members who had worked and played together in

the Naom continue to do so in the CJA. In addition, the cooperative rela-

tionship which existed between the Naam and the village is substantially and

intentionally replicated by the CJA. Associations have established close

/17 Ouedraogo, Ibid.

/18 H. Desroche, Le developpecent intercoopératif, ses modCles et ses

combinaisons. Sherbrooke (Quebec): Librairie de la Git6 Universitaire,

1969, p. 12
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relationships with each other and the system has e,tablished a national

democratic confederation of WA's. All of this haa been done voluntarily

and the traditional volunteerism which has alwaya exiated is beginning to

be mobilized and applied in the GJA content.

c. Cooperative Enterprise; The group members cultivate collective

fields and short in human and material inveatmentu. They operate a small

store for members, often a common kitchen supplied by food from a common

garden, raise livestock and poultry together, and buy, sell and manage agii-

coltutal and handicraft eouipment--all of this done democratically In open

forums and resulting in collective ownership, collective management and

collective distribution and division of outputs.

d. Cooperative Democracy: Decisions are made on the basis of one vote,

per member and there is a tradition carried on from the Naam of ascertaining

that organization offieials come from minority strata aa well. Therefore,

there is a strong integrative factor working in conjunction with democracy.

There is also a deliberate effort to try to make cert.in that each member

has tasks and responsibilities which fit hip character, his comportment ahd

tAs competence. The well-being of the individual is not to be sacrificed

or compromised on the grounds that it coaflicts with what is good for the

organization.

e. CooperatIve Conviction; Surveys conducted over the past three years

indicate that there is strong comaLtmeat to the CU effort expressed hy

members, parents, village leaders and youths. First of all this has been

reinforced by.their conviction that community life has been impreved by the
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CFA because (1) the majority of youths are no longer emigreting, (2) the

rappuct between youths and eldera, previously often near open confrontation,

has evolved to one of mutual assistance and solid understanding, and (3)

social activities, including assistance to the village and to needy villa-
..

gers, ,.reate the type of ambiance which enriches life, Second, the CJA's

ecoaomi, successes have in fact fired their self confidence and they are now

,onvinced that they can undertake water control, diversion and storage projecta;

establish grdin mills; take out loans and buy equipment and farm supplips to

increase produLtiun--all of which they never before believed could have been

done. llley have developed c9nfidence in themselves as a group and as indivi-

duals.

f. Cooperative Culture: In the cooperative environment there is a

balance between the individual and the group--there is concern for equality

and "tdking turns" in almost all tasks. The re1ation9hips promote motivation

and mobilization of the group'a membersthere is a conscientidatiOn occurinf,

--development of new roles, rights and relationships builds upon the old and

further enriches life. Learning is strongly promoted and the dry season

becomes a dynami, period for workshops, correspondence Lourses, taolL, educe- '

tion programs, and practical training rather than the more traditional "dead

perme. Most of all, there is an effort and a desire to share new knowledge

and skills with comrades.

In summary, based on the six cooperative criteria suggested above, the

coriparetive analysis of the CPA's' progress as a precooperative organization

is troth significant and promising.

4
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LESSONS FOR TRANSFER

Perhaps the single most important lesson to be derived from, this study

of the Naam age-set group in UPper Volta is the need to make certain that'

indigenous social structures are thoroughly understood eo that the basis for

making developmental analyses are fully appreciated, relevant und ac'curate

in terms of their broader ramifications--there would be danger in only focusing

on the Naam without knowing in turn the impact which the age-set structure

has on peoples' lives andhow it relates to other social structures. lhe

Naam was the critical structure - others would not have had the same pervasive

social impact.

This study has also indicated that reinforcement of a traditional

structure has, in fact, promoted developmen1 rather than inhibited it. In

far too many instances tho'se interested In development have almest-automa-

tically taken the position ttat indigenous structures were the first barrier

to overcome and the ,so facto they had to.be Ignored or destroyed. In

fact, the Nasm Inn served as'a channel through which to mobilize rural people

and resources and then not only as a means to introduce new training and

instruction but also a basc on which to build follow-up structures.

Rural developmcnt programs which could have taken much longer to Pmple-

tent were activated a great deal faster because an existing social structure

was utilizedpeople did not have to deal with boih a new institution and

new contentthey only had to be concerned with/the latter. The time saved,
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the levels of participation and the degree of program goal achievement have

been extremely impressive.

People when using an indigenous structure understand the roles and

responsibilities of all actors. The more integrated a society is, the more

difficult it is for that society to handle new inputs./19 Usitiz an indigenous

structure helps prevent the intervention from being, perhaps Indefinitely,

"foreign".

It should also be noted that the special rural education system began

to function such more effectively once it was moved out of the Ministry ot

Education an.: into the Minist4 of Rural Development. The educational system,

elitist and French oriented, gould not effectively integrate a special basic

practical and rural development orienteU component. Within the educational

system, a rural education system would always be a step-child and would

always be second class. The system could not flourish in that environment

and as long as the bulk of the education was in French, the system would be

substantially divorced from litt indigelibus environment within which it was

functioning.

There is obvious, but often overlaoked, need for the training school

or component to be concerned .71.th ultimate employment. It woLld appear that

both the CER and CFJA effortsi would have ultimstely failed wit'sout the

/19 George Kneller, Educatioisal Anthropolm.. New York: John Wiley and

Sons, 1965.

.
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development of the follow-up CPS",and 'CUA systems which in Upper Volta could

he phased in through the Naar!.

,
The phase-le of the GPVGJA systems was made possible through research

t .

and analysis by dedicated and competent VoltaiLs as will as a few foreigners

who helped save this major rural development effort. Thts type of formative

..

research is critiLal, as is continuous research to fol ow the evolving impact
1

of these new structureu un rural life and culture as well as on develop:nest.

?

Utilization o wI itnown indigenous structure has also meant that there

was a strongly affe.k,ave relationship between the people and the mechanisa

'`,,;

for incervention intrtheir liven. This affective rapport between people and
,

institution is, it is.suggested, critical.
/20

/20 William H. Rideout, Jr "Rural Education in Upper Volta: A Model

Utilizing an Indigenotis Sociat Inscitetion", presented to the

Comparative International Education Society meeting at Ann Albor,

Michigan, Harch, 1978.
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NOTES ON THE PESANTREN IN RURAL JAVA:

AN ISLAMIC INSTITUTION PROMOTING

NON-FORHAL COMNUNITY EDUCATION

by

Umar Kay=

THE INDONESIAN/ISLAMIC SETTING

Ninety-five percent of the population of Indonesia (145 million) formally

profess the Islamic religion. On the basis of sheer numbers, Indonesia is one

of the :nest populous Moslem countries in the world. However, Islam is a

rel{ilvely recent phenomenon, having penetrated Indonesia not earlier than the

13th century, long after the hegira of Mohamed In the year A.D. 622 and the

peak of the Islamic &spire in the 9th century.

The penetration was apparently through several trading incurqlons covering

a period ot several centuries before, in the 16th century, Islamic kingdoms

began to take ruut in Indonesia. Gujdrdti, Chinese and Arab traders were the

new religiun's carriers to the IndoneWn archipelago, ILb acceptance, how-

ever, was made possible because uf soclo-economic and political crises In

strategic trade kingdoms whose rulers were looking fur ways of breaking out

N....,

ot vassalage to the powerful Hindu Javanese kingdom of Majapdhit. Islam

provided the ally they needed to assert their lung-awaited independence. In

Islam they 'yund an opportunity to make a political as well as cultural break-
'1

through, thus establishing a new political and cultural order and breaking

jaaway fr the old, established Hindu Javanese order.
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lhe result of Islam's penetration was, however, far from homogeneous

integration. The archipelago's diversified oultures and histories produ,ed

widely varying responses to the arrival 'of Islam. In the coastal areas, which

have always been politically and Culturally more "cosmopolitan" than the

hinterlands, there wa, relatively little resistance. In the hinterlands (of

Central and East Java) where Buddhism and Hinduism had achieved a cultural

synthesis and equilibrium over many centuries, there was a much stronger

cultural barrier and it took much longer to adjust to the new religion. This

adjustment and accommodation Setween Islam and the Javanese cultural traditions

was not yet fully developed before the Dutch arrived in thc 18th century.

lhus in comparison with the relatively lvng stretch from thcl 7th tentut,

Buddhistic Sriwitaya to the 15th century Hindu-Javanese Haj4pah1t, I>Iam has

had a relatively short period for shaping a cultural format.

Clifford Ceertz's celebrated study on Islam in Java (lhe Rellgioh of

Java) distinguishes three categories of Islamic observation - the santrl, the

abangag and the priyayl.

1he saacri is, the stri,tly devoted Muslim who prays five times a day and

observes ali regulations obediently. The abangan is the ritual-oriented

animist who adopts certain Islamic practices such as reciting parts of the

goran in hts rituals. The priyayi adopts a pantheistic all-mbraciag m"sticism,

an Islamic variant espoused by Javanese caddie-class and bureaucrats. 'these

categories reflect the varying forms of accommodation between Islam and the

earlier Javanese eulturL1 traditions (i.e. Buddhism and Hinduism). The majority

of lktslims in Indonesia belong to the Sunni tradition and are orientated to
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the Shafi'ite law school. The Sunni adhere to the tradition of the Prophet

and regard the Koran, the Hadits (notes and codification yf t4e Prophet's

sayings), the 9,1yas (analogy) and the lima' (consensus of the Ulemas) as thee

main source of teaching about Islam. The Sunni are quite orthodox, having

adopted Asy'ari's theological system of the 9th century. Within the Sunni

tradition in Indonesia a number of local schisms have developed; two of the

most important are the Nahdathul Ulama and the Nuhamadiah.

The Nahdathul Ulama (the Rise of the Ulamas) was founded An 1926 in

Jombang, East Java, by Hasyim As'ari. Its purpose was to reform religious

practices; ehe vehicle for this was to be changes to the Islamic school

(nesantren). Rasyim As'ari started by making changes to his own pesantren

in Jombang. He introduced classe!.. and had the santriu instructed in separate

class-rooms. Before this innovation the santris had been individually tutored

by the kyphi (religious teacher) or his assistants. The purpose of the reform

was to strengthen the education system in the pesantren and make the pesantren

a more effective and efficient vehicle in educating the youth in the complete

knowledge of Islam.

The "curriculum", however, remained the same, ':oncentrating on the Koran,

the Hadits, the qiyas and the 1129'. For the Nahdathul Ulama *..hese sources of

knowledge are a major distinguishing feature of their sect. They believe

that true followers of the Prophet (ahlussunah wol-fama'ah) are those who

adhere to these four sources of Islamic knowledge. While adopting this

orthodox approach to Islamic teaching, they are flexible enough to admit

various cultural practices inherited from the earlier Hindu-Javanese traditions:
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The Nahdathul Ulama has vast support among the rural kyahis and santris -

their major source of support in Indonesia. When the Nahdathth Ulama also

operated as a political party in the 50's and during the Sukarno era, its

adherence to orthodoxy and flexibility to rural cultures were political:y

profitable assets. The Nahdathul Ulama emerged as one of the big four

victorious parties in the 1955 general election, and Sukarno (who was in

constant confrontation with the modernist Islam political party, the Masyumi)

found in Nahdathul Hama an ideal vehicle for his political strategies. Now,

after the Suharto regime has re-structured the Islamic political parties into

one political party, Nahdathul Ulamo remains powerful end influential in the

ney polltic21 body.

ihe Muhamadiah was founded in 1912 in Yogyakarta, Central Java, by Ahmad

Dahlan to stimulate religious education and to promota the religious life of

its members. Although involved In various forms of social development such

as the founding of medical clinics, orphanage houses, a poor-house, and

schools of various levels, it is primarily a reform movement within Islam,

adopting the teachings of an Fgyptian reformer of the 19th century, Muhammad

Abduh. Abduh called for a return to the Koran and the !Wits and a purification

of all teachings can Islam based on secondaty sources. The Muhamadiah inter-

preted this in an Indonesian context as a call for rooting out the Hindu-

Javanese non-Islamic) practices incorporated into Islamic religious life.

It Is not coiftidgtal that Ahmad Dahlan chose Yogyakarta as the launching site

Of the reform movement. Yogyakarta is one of the two most important Javanese

"cradles of culture" where the earlier Hindu-Javanese tradiCions are still a

190
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vital part of the local culture. By launching the reform movement in Yogyakarta

Dahlan and his associates demonstrated their resolve to purify Islam from

bid'ah (something that is newly added as religious rule originated from

uncertain sources) and Khurafat (superstition) practices. The Huhamadiah

accept the Koran and Hadits as the principle ifourcet= of knowledge on Islam

and pay less attention to the Qiyas and the lima'. They also stress the

importance of the Ijtihad (the serious search for religious troth, especially

through studies of /slam sources).

Bcth the Nahdathul Ulama and the Muliamadiah are viewed as reform movements.

The former is mote concerned with changing the educational system so that it

is more effectiVe in building an IdentIty among the followers of the Prophet

(ahlussanah waljamaah), the latter is more interested in changing the content

of the teaching. removing the Hindu-Javanese practices and maintaining only

Islamic sources. The former is criticized by the Huhamadiall as, tuo lenient

in accepting the Hindu-Javaaese practices of bidtah and khurufat; the latter

Is viewed by the Nahdathul Ulama as outside the ahlussanah wallamaah

because of their flexibility in treating the giyas and the lima' and their

Ptress on ehe litihad.

THE_GENERAL EDUCATION SETTING

Coward the end of the 19th century. the Dutch colonial administration

launched a vast public education aystem. The system was an aspect of the

Ethical folici, d policy launched by liberals and soci-l-detncrats in thc

Netherlands who called for greater autonomy for the DutO, expatriates in the

cclony (in particular the mercantile capitalists) and impiovements for the
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Indoneslar people through irrigation, health programmes in the rural areas,

migration of peo?le from Sverpopulated rural areas and more public education.

Public education was to be one Ingredient for building a prosperous and

profitable economy. However, as in other colonies, it was rigidly stratified.

in the rural areas there was a three-year "volkschool" for the lower class'

and a five-year school for the landlord class. In the urban areas there was

a five-year school for the working class, a seven-year school for middle-class

bureaucrats and aristocrats, an'd the Dutch elementary school for a few members

of the Indonesian aristocracy. In addition *there were vocational schools for

the training of elementary-school teachers, agricultural extension workers,

health offtcers and other bureaucrats.

This stratified educational system was clearly meant to sem. the n

of the colonial economy, reinforcing the existing class structure and providing

,

the middle and ilivr-ievel bureaucrats needed for the colunial administration.

But what about the rural Muslims? They had their pesantien. Muslim

peasants would send their children to the pesantren to ledrn 'to wi!tc and

speak Arabic and to recite the Koran. A few children continued on undo the

personal tutoring of the kyahl to make a detailed study of the teachings of

Islam.

ghen the Dutch introduced public edta.otion including the teaching of

"secular knowledge" and Latin and Roman characters, the malority of the

Muslim peasants reacted negalively. To them the new system was a waste of

time and money since It would alienate their children from the traditional

peasant environment. The kyahi and other orthodox rural Muslim leaders

L41114(I
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viewed this intervention by the Dutch - Christians and "infidels" - as a

means of under.mining faith irt Islam in the rural areas. Their resistance'

strengthened the pesantren not only as Islamic educational institutions but also

as bastions of the faith.

Changes, however, took place. The Dutch did not Make public education

compulsory but they did aCtively promote it through the village adminfstration.

Parents were persuaded to send their children to public-schools, in addition

to sending them to the pesantren. They were told that modern education would

improve their chances for upward social mobility in the cities as the priyayi

(arldtocrats) in the bureaucracy.

As the colonial economic seructures toOk root, more and more peasaats

became landless and unemployed and were forced to seek employment in the Cities.

Education in village public schools, no matter how minimal, was seen as a-

valuable economic asset for surviving in the cities. Nonetheless, it did

reinforce the existing class structure. After the War of Liberation when

new inira-structures had to be built and democratization in all fields had to

be implemented as a consequence of bccomIng an independent nation with

democrstic principles, the rural areas decidedly lost the status (to use

Redtieid's expression) of "little communities", the compact small "ecological

system". Relationships and cultural contact between town and village became

much more dynamic, with many villagers regularly commuting between the village

and town.

It is within this context that the tradition-bound pesantren is now being

challenged to bccome a source of non-formal education for rural developm-nit.

But what actually is a pesantren?

ti

allIllNI31111111111111
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THE PESANTREN

A typical pesantren is located in the middle of a village or hatalet

situated among viliagers' housing. Often there is very little to distinguish

it frem other houses in-the village. The pesantren (literally meaning the

place of the santri, the pupil) is a cluster of houses usually surrounding a

mosque. It consists of dormitories of the santria and houses of the kyaki

(che head religious teacher and spiritual leader of the ')esantren), his

ustad2 (a teacher and deputy to the kyahl) and his badal (teaching assistant).

In the traditional pesantren where there are no classrooms the instruetion

which is usually given through personal
tutoring by the kyahl or the ustadz is

done in,the kyahi's veranda, sometimes at the mosque, sometimes under the trees

In the,pesantren garden, in short at places where the kyahi sees fit. The

dormitories are usually very simple small houses constructed of bamboo and

wood following the traditional village architecture. The houae of the kyahl

Is usually slightly more fancy although it remains simple and is constructed

from bamboo an0 wood'and again is styled after the traditiunal village

architecture.

In some eases the pesantren is started by an initiative of a kyald whu

has Inherited land or houses from his family; he owns the pesantren and

designs its lay-out. In other cases, a pesantren is started through a

collective gift from the community and
the community decides on the plan of

the complex. in other situations 4 rich benefactor donates some buildings;

this was the case in the Pabelan pesantren
in central Java for which a set of

modern concrete buildings were recently built by a rich benefactor. This

2 u
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pesantren recen'tly won the Aga Khan Award for Architecture - for its Conscious

etfort In kee'ping the complex a comfortable habitat without being extravagant

or iuxuriods. It has managed to keep the image of rural housing. Neverthre-

,--

less ,Pabelan could not reject a "modern building" that was donated by a rich

benelactor and now is the uAly corner _of the brautiful but simple comprex.

New or modern pesantten have classroomesinc:C they have adopted the class-

instruction method.

lt has been mentioncil that in some cases the kyahl owns and manages thC

whole complex of the pesantren. He decides what kind of instruction should

be given and how the pesantren should be managed. But in many caset a

pesantren, usually atter a successful development, requires more than a single

person to manage its operation. Ubually a board of elders is selected from

the village Coimt ty to oversee its policies am' oneration;. ihe complexity

of the organization depends on the sizt. of the pehantien and the tpproach of

the founding-father and the board. The case of the Pabelan pebaotren could

serve as an illustration. Byahl Hamlum lba'far who is the founder - or at

least the reyltalizer of the long ch:tunct fabelan pccantren - is understandably

the aecepted leaar of Pabelan. Put in order to keep close rapport between

his pesantren and the Pabelan community the kyalli hnb set up two kinds of

boards to check him and the pcsantten. lhe first hoard is the "board of

trustees" consisting.of both formal and informal v tl1ac leaderS; this board

controls the kyalti's policies toward thC pesantren. The second board is the

community board "safeguieding the Islami, ot the communi.ty". ft

consists of the community religious leaders and teachers (ustadm) tit the

2 o
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pesantren; it discusses how the pesantren can assist rural goPernment in

promoving religious life in the community. The two bcirds have helRed to

strengthen the ties of the community to the pesantren.

The kind of InstructiJ or "curriculum"
that is Wren* to a pesantrdn

depends on the basic 01 ook of the kyahi or'of the kyahi and the community.

In traditional pesantren where
the kyahl, sees a peaantren as a place'to

prepare devoted orthodox Islamic leaders the "eurriculum" covers ail aspects

of Islamic studies:
for example, Oraat (the art of Fpran reading), trarbid

(the conviction of God's oneness), filh (14w), hadits (the codified sayings

of the Prophet), tarikh (histarty
of the Prophet and of Islam), cOs,_

(interpretation of the Koran), akhlaq (ethics), nahwu (grammar) . In some

cases, depending on the "specialty" of the kyahl, courses such as astronomy

and mysticism are given. The method of 'teaching is sorogan (personal tutoring

or even drilling). ane balagan (listening to the kyahi's oratory). The length

of study of 4 santri in a traditional pesantren is almost entirely at the

whim of the kyahi. If a kyalti considers that a particular
santrl would be

only gifted in mastering tile readings of the Koran and addltional courses

such as the hndits, the Arabic language
and some aspects ot the fifth, he

could terminate the santri's study after a few years stay in a pesantrn.

But It the kyahl recognizes a
special gif, or talent in a sahtri then the

kyabi could withold the santri for several years pore. And iffthe sautrl

shoqu even more talent for a specific
subject, the kyahi would sometimes

send the gifted snntri to another peaantren which speeializes in,this sabjoct

arca. Usually a santri of thls kind becomes an assistant or deputy or

eventually starts his own pesantren.
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///In new pesantrens the curriculum includes "secdlar courses". Th Pabelnn

pesantren for example only admits sanITNho have finished e4ment y sctobl

.n order to be able to follow the "secular courses" offered'at seeondary
.,

school level. The Pabelan pesantren, uhlike the traditial pesantren which

nev-er has a fixed length of study, offers a six-yeat prograzyne of study. The

first three years ate equivalent to a.junior high school pluS Islamic studies.

The second three years are equivalent to senior high school plus advanced

Islamic,studies. The "secular courses" concentrate on general knowledge snd

courses needed for teachers. This is due to kyalii Hammam Dja'far's conviction

that a santri tilin,has graduatsd from Pabelan shouldbe well-equipped and ready

to be a teacher and educator in the community. Apparently the kyahi is

convinced that to be an effective community leader a santri muht know how to

"teach" the community. And since the community is a rural community In a

changing society, the Pabelan pesantren also gives practical courses such as

agriculture, cooperative management, elementary techniques In electronics,

Community organization.
IAN

Another pesantren in the Bogor area In West Java, the Darul Falah,

concentrates un agriculture. Its objective is to educate santri who will'

beLume devoted, Islamic community leaders with expertise in agriculture.

\ the curriculue.is a miscue ef agricultural study and the standard courses

in Islamic studies. Tbc kyahl of this pesantren ha's unusual training for this

post, having graLated from Bogor's Institute of Agriculture.

Modern (reOihtren such as Pubelan and Darul Fatah work closely with Parlous

agencle's. Pabelan works viosely with LI-JEs (a leading research and training

21 ,)
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.institute in economkica and youth
organization) and the regional agricult,:ral

exten1iion office and consults ragularly with GadjAh Hada University. Dana

Falah has a 'close relationship with
the Institute of Agriculture in Bogor.

S.

An,intlrestiog difference in outlook between the tradiCional pesuntren

and the new ones are the way they look st the Arabic language and the modern

languages. In both kinds of pesantren Arabic is treated as an important

lahguage and the santris are expected to master it. Bat while at the

traditional
peauntr.en Arabic is only seen as ths langnage of the Koran, the

:Wits, and the mediaeval textbooks, the newer pesantren see
Arable also as

a contemporary living language. Secondly, in the newer pesantren Entlish is

considered as another important
language and the santris are expected to

master it. la Pabelan and Gontor, for example it is compulsory during school

haters that santris use either
Arabic or English as their means of cimmunication.

In traditional pesantrens, on
the other hand, Javanese is the language of

...

inskruction. This is the traditional
language in which the old and leading

posantrens in East Java have been run; many Of the kyahia in younger posantren

in ofErg.' 1 a of Java and Sumatra wore trained in East Java. The modern

pesantren 41a.s Indonesian
rather than Javan.se as the ldium of instruction,

In Pabelan, for instance, they have regular oral exercises in English, Arabic

and Indonesian; the three languages are treated as living langftages, the

languages of contemporary people.

(2)

A penantren ii:a busy place and has long'hours:
It spas at 4 a.m. with

the subuh community-prayer and
ends at 9 p.m. with the lap community-prayer.

In between thcy conduct their
studies interspersed with the dhuhur, ashar, and

saghrik prayers.
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CONCLUSIrl

There are now about 15,600 pesantren with a total student population of

about five million santris scattered throughout Java and parts of Sumatra.

According to Kwihi Hamm= Dja'far about 15% are "modern" pesantren, operating

independently from direct patronage or doctrinal influence of a particular

schism especially the Nahdathul Ulama. What is remarkable about the develop-

ment of the pesantren is that eveh the most modern is community-s4ported.

Their income i6 dependent on contributions from the community, alumni and

occasional benefactors from outside; thc santri are,allowed to decide on their

contribution to be pesantren (in Pabelan the agreed contribution is Bp. 6,500

a month ...eluding board and lodging); and the pesantren is closely linked

, -

with the community and oriented toits_needs-tind circurnitafft6a.

To pesantrens like Pabelan and Darul Falnh the community's condition is

not accepted as a static rural reali;y. It is viewed as a rapidly changing

situation and the pesantrens' curriculum taken this into acount. Both see

themselves as preparing Muslim community leaders who can nndcrstand not only

the local.reality but the broader changes and implications for the whole society.

In the face of these rapid changes in Indonesian society, the pesaniren

leaders are aware of the importance of retaining ip.tain traditional nspects

of the pesantren - the spiritual values, identity and self-confidence and

loyalty to the envirciment which ultimately lead to the goal of becoming

'muslim (he who submits., mukmin (he who is devoted but knows life), and

muchsin (he who is devoted but knows of his environment). The pesantren

provides a vital suurce of identity and continuity in a situation of heavy

21..1 j
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rural-urban migration and Increasing government control over rural life.

In spite of these "modernizing" pressures many pesantren graduates haVe

esehewed jobli In the government bureaucracy, preferring to become community'

leaders and teachers in small towns and villages. At the same time many urban

parents of the "priyayi" class are beginning to send their children to

pesantren.

The current trend among the pesantren, as indicated by the modern ones

like Gontor, Pabclan and Darul Falah, is towards a less non-formal approach.

However, If the pesantren are able to continue to recruit leadership like

those of the Pahelan and Darul Falah pesantren then the modern pesantren

will be able to maintain their traditional_spirit within a rural mtext

while becoming modern.

The danger might be if orthodox elements fall to inspire new orientations.

Then the pesantren might fall into the snme problem as that of Javanese

agriculture which Geertz described as having become "Lnvoluted" (i.e. reaching

a high level of technical development but constrained by severe socio-

economic problems).

If government, society and time (three elements that do not necessarily

cooperate) are'kind enough to pesantren like Pabelan and leaders like Hammam

Dja'far, the pcsantren might become a challenging model for rural education

in a Muslim community.

2H6
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OODI WEAVERS:

MATERIAL CULTURE, WORKERS ORGANIZATION AND

NONFORMAL EDUCATION IN BOTSWANA
1

by

Martin L. Byram

"Imagine Lentswe la Oodi Weavers to be a tapestry. Without

being pretentious, the factory would be a complex weave of both

obvious and subtle meaning, of vivid local colour and didactic

detail.

The factory tapestry, in many ways, is a unique industrial

experiment. It provides training and employment to about fifty

people, so that they may have a greater share in the economic

growth of their country. These people keep the factory econ-

omically viable through the manufacture of high quality woven

g-ods on a self-sustaining basis. But below the surface of the

weave, the factory attempts much more. It strives for basic

development goals for the individual aud within the community.
The factory project attempts to educate towards these broader

develppment goals, plus liberate people from the constraint af

poverty and ignorance." (D. Lewycky, 1977 Oii).

TilE BOTSWANA HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT

Botswana became independent some fourteen years ago, in 1966. Since

then there have beon many changes. Not least has been the transition from

a traditional, tribal leadership system to a 'modern' system of government.

A democratic system has been introduced that'teaches all levels of Botswana

1, The author would like to acknowledge his indebtedness to: Feder Cowenius

for his openness to questions and his willingness to share his experience;

YhInnis Lewycky for his excellent report Tapestry: Report on Oodi Weavers

from which this account was largely drawn, and; Ross Kidd for his editorial

help and for his work on the educational section.

.4%
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society: froa the Presidential level, through the elected National Assembly

and District Councils, down to the Village Development Committees. However,

important remnants of thz traditional tribal structure seill remain. The

major tribes are represented in the House of Chiefs, and each village has

an officially recognized headman. The Kgotlm, the village-meeting5place,Ir4

still dominates the social and political life of Botswana village society.

Whilst It Is argued that people no longer attend Kgotla meetings in the numbers

they used to, it is still a major focal point of activity in a village and

major issues affecting village life are discussed at the Kgotla. In a sense

It is the meeting point of both the traditional and the modern systems of

government. It is used by both the modern and traditional leaders as a forUm

for consulting people on new ideas and policies and getting local decisions

agreed upon.

The village headman presides at the Kgotla. Oficially his,authority

is now mainly concerned with exercising judicial duties. However, in many

villages the headman is still sufficiently important that he incept informed

of all new developments and proposed activities for his village. Even

though in most cases they no longer have the power to organize people to

partic:pate in village development projects, they are still sufficiently

reapected that unless a project has the endorsement of the headman and other

village elders it will not receive the support of the people.

On the whole, though,the introduction of the modern system of government

has led to the erosion of traditional authority and in turn to weakening of

2 !
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communal activities and social cohesivenesr wIthin the villages. In the past

many sctivitie in the village such as ploughing, harvesting, housebuilding,

were carried out on a communal basis (known as letsemit). Age-regiments

(wephato) - groups of young men of the same age - took on construction and

other projects for the village. Now there is very little left of communal

activity or collective work undertaken by age-regiments. In addition, the

hesdnan's declining authority makes it difficult to compel people to partia-

pate in village development projects.

In place of tribal compulsion, government has introduced the ideology

of "self-reliance" or "self-help". This has been .xplained as the need for

local participation in development projects (eg., the building of schools,

public latrines, etc.) in order to supplement governaent efforts. Many

villages, through their Village Development Committees, have successfully

undertaken self-help construction projects, such as building school classrooms

and teachers' quarters. However, in general self-help projects have tended to

vuffer from a lack of enthusiasm and support from the majority of villagers.

At the same time other factors and forces have discouraged self-help eftorta.

The individualism uf the Botswana - encouraged by the decline of the traditional

leadership, the provision of basic services by government and their increased

exposure to the capitalistic economic system of South Africa (and now Botswana)

- works against self-help activities in the villages. The proximity of South

Africa has also helped to intruduce into Botswana a perception of development

that Is strongly related to western standards - standards that are not always

appropriate to the country's current situation and which are further imposed
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by the large number of expatriates working in the country. This has resulted

in the rejection of many self-help projects on the grounds that they are of

an inferior quality. For example, in somm cases functional buildings con-

structed through village self-help efforts have been measured against western

building standards and criticised for being of an 'inferior' quality. Simi-

larly strict licensing and health regulations, modeled on western experience,

tend to discourage the small
entrepreneur from setting up

business. These regulations are fiat-tor controlling the business oi.,the

densely populated towns but do little to encourage eimomic developmeni, in

the rural areas.

Along with "self-reliance" Botswana is also committed to "rapid economic

and social development and promoting soc12'justice". (National Development

Plan,1973-1978). For rural development this has been expressed in terms of

increasing the productivity of the land and the wildlife; improving marketing

and credit facilities; and increasing employment opportunities. Much of the

economic growth that has taken place can be credlted to the cattle and mining

kerso-
industries. There are approximately 3 million head '15f cattle in the country,

and beef is a major export. Botswana is also rich ig various mineral resources.

Coal, copper-nickel and diamonds are mined and exported.

While government has succeeded in generating fairly rapid economic dev-

elopment, so far it has been less successful
in shatlng the benefits of this new

wealth. Gross inequities in income remain largely related to the inequitable

distribution of cattle. 5% of rural households oWn over 50% cf the cattle,

whilst 45% of households own no cattle. Those without cattle ale dependent

21u
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on subsistence agriculture, on wages as cattle-workers, or as migrant labourers

(to South Africa).

Work in the mines and industries of 'South Africa has for a long time

been one of the establiiqled life-lines for poor families. 'Almost one third of

the male labour force is absent from Botawana at any one time. Although for

mdny the South African labour market is ad important source of income, the

male exodus has a disruptive influence on family and.viIlage life in Botswana.

It means for mail families the women have, far a large part of the'year, the
o

sole responsibility of fending for the household on a4day-to-day basil;

bringing up the children, washing, cooking, fetching water and firewood, etc.

The women take on more and more responsibility for agricultural production;

traditionally, men were expected to do the ploughing but now this task along

with the other agricultural tasks ls carried out largely by women. Forithe

men working away, Botswana becomes a place they yisit.between labour contracts.

There is little time for them to get involved in village development activities.

Furthermore, the continual return to the South African labour market creates

a sense of dependency on that source of income, and a lack of interest in the

developments taking place in their own communities. Their attention becomes

focused on earning money and acquiring the symbols of western 'development -

transistor radios, expensive l'oatches, cars, etc., - rather than on contributing

to the development of their own village and'cogtry. 2

2 This dependent relationship on South Africa also operates at another

ideological level. Black people are conditioned by the media and'their

own experience in southern Africa to believe that they must be subaervient

to the whites. This has created a sense of apathy in the blacks: a feeling

that they are unable to do anything and that they are subject to the mere

dominant forces of society. In Botswana.this has been reinforced by the

presence of a civil service that has a large number of expatriates. The inter-

nalization of the ideology of the oppressor, i.e., that only whites can

organize things, is what Freire calls the "culture of silence".
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!atempts to promote rural industries and increase employment opportuni-

ties in Botswana have mainly been through the Brigades and the Botswana

Enterprises'Developsent Unit (BEDU). The Brigaies have operated for a much

longer period than BEDU and have a much more extensive operation with thirtepn

brigade,centers scattered throughout Botswnna. They were founded in 1965. at

Serowe, by Patrick van Rensberg. The original idea was to plovide post-

primary education for the vast majority of school leavers who could not find

places in aecondary schools. The emphasis was on 'practical training in skills

that could be used in rural areas (building, weaving, tanning, agriculture,

etc.). It was envisaged that the Brigades would cover their costs by combining

training with production activities. Few, if any, of the Brigade centres have

managed to cover all their costs, and the Ministry of Education now subsidizes

most Brigade training programmes. Recently, the Ministry has established

Brigade Development Centre to train Brigade staff, develop common curricula

for courses, and to provide other,forms of advice and :support. Many Brigades,

in fact, have developed into centres that combine commercial production unies

(employing full-time staff) and skill training programmes. Many centres, for

examp brick production yards employing full-time labourers alongside

buildin brigade trainees. Through this approach the Brigades have helped td

generate a variety of small-scale rural industries: the Kweneng Rural Develop-

meat Centre has a small textile workshop, the Maun Brigade provides a wketing

outlet for local basket-makers, and so on.

2 1
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However, skill training is still the main focus of the Brigades. In

moat cases the Brigades still combine on-the-job skill training with a sore

formal education programme. The formal education now given is generally

different from the development studies
curriculum Originally introduced by

van Rensberg. There has been m,shift from the 'all-round' educational cerri--

eulum of the earlier Brigade days to a more academically oriented curriculum.

Theemphasis is nowon teaching subjects complementary to the skill beingb

learned.

BEDU, the othai major organized effort to promote' industries and employ-

ment,was set up in 19'72 to provide advice. 8 uidance and training to,Botswana

entrepreneurs. As infrastructural support for thia programme lndusteial

, )

estates have been established in four major towns; the premises, mochinery,

equipment: and tools are leased to approved small scale businesses. These

estates house a variety of commercial enterprises, including leatherwork,

textile?, carpentry, jewellery, and building. Entrepreneurs are hired,

trained and supported with loan capital and advice to run these industries.

So far this programme has only benefitted the urban areas.

In es'sence both of these programmes, the Brigades and BEDU, take a

narrow view of development. While the original aim of the Brigades was to

develop a graduate with both practical skille and a deeper understanding

, of Botswana society, in practice the brigadei have concentrated on skill

training and neglected the development
of sociO-ecenomic and political aware-

ness. Both of these programmes tend to equate development with 'economic'

development - increased employment, and productivity. But the acquisition
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of technical skills alone are not'sufficient for development. They are

important, but so are people's outlooks- Their confidence and their ability

to understand their situation will affect their ability to cope with and

change their situation in any meaningful way. Reginald Green suggesta that:

"The first task of education is to create both an understanding

that change is possible and the knowledge of alternatives leading

to a desire for change. The second is to enable individuals and

communities to identify what types of change they wish to achieve

and how to set out to achieve them. The third - not the first -

is the training in particular skills and the provision of parti-

cular pieces of knowledge."

The starting point then is to challenge the prevailing re2ignation and

lack of self-confidence and mobilize people's interest and participayin in

changing theft own environment R introduce technical skills in isolation

from an understanding of the situation in which these skills arc to be used,*

merely reinforces people's apathy. Training for production needs to be

developed alongside and linked with a process of people themselOi:e analysing

their situation, deciding themselves what the key problems are and-what should

be done about them, and organizing together to change their situation.

OODI WEAVERS - A SHALL-SCALE INDUSTRIAL NONFOPAAL EDUCATION EXPERIMENT

a

Oodi is a small village of about 800 people. It is located abtut 20

miles north of Botswana's capital town, Gaborone, on the slopes of Lentswe-la

Oodi (the hill.of the 'tree bark'). The majority of households in the village

are engaged in subsistence agriculture. Virtually every family haa ploughing

land, and most maintain a second home thbre during the crop season. The

village haa basic government and commercial servisesii a primary school,
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clinic,-post office, reticulated water, retell store, and goyernment exten-

sion personnel.

Lentswe la Oodi Weavers is located on the edge of Oodi village. The

workers ere drawn from Oodi and the two nearby, smaller villages of Modipane

and Hatabele.
a

Lewycky's metaphor of the Oodl Wavers factory In Botswana as a tapestry
,/

is appxopriate . for the factory is U complex instftution. On the one hand it.

is an economic instittlion, operating under workers' control, producing high

quality goods, and concerned with making a profit. On the other hadd, it is

specifically concerned with developing the social awareness of those involved

and creating a spirit of cooperation amongst the workers that it is hoped will

lead to involvement in 80me of the broader community and economic development

Issues that affect the villages in which the workers live. But these two alms

are not mutually exclusive, for this industrial experiment has successfully

combined the production of high quality goods with an educational process

that has broadened the workers awareness and helped to stimulate other devel-

opment activities in the villages. After seven years of tiPeration the weaving

factory is under the complete control and owaership of the workers, and they

have made a significant contribution to other development activities in the

villages.

What has made this factory successful when many oth6r rural intstry

projects of a similar nature have failed? To what extent can the exilerience

of the Oodi Weavers be of use elsewhere? The original project proposal looked

21.6
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at the factory as a development hodel for establishing other rural industries:

".,..the experience and knowledge received throu0 this first

villiNge project could be developed into a training programme
through.which the benefits received could be spread to many others."

With these questions in mind, this paper examines the rural I 4n5trial

experiment Oodi Weavers in terse of how it was organised, both as an'

economic institution and as an educational process,tand considers the possi-

bilities for replicating the experience elsewhere.

The weaving factory at Oodi village offers a model of an alternative

approach to rural industries. It is based on an understanding of the impor-

tance of both:

social and political consciousness and

technical knowledge and skills.

The industrial experiment at Oodi was consciously organised to combine both

types of learning: skill training and consciousness-raising.

The original proposal for the weaving project was written in 1972 by

Peder Ceeenius, a Swedish artist and community organizer. He und his wife,

Ulla (a profeasional weaver) had been working in aouthern AfriLa for several

years and had organised a craft centre at Rorke's Drift in South Africa

(1962-i968), and at Thabuna Li mele in Lesotho (1968-1970). Based on these

experiermes Peder developed a proposal for a weaving factory that would:

"....train and giva employment to about 50 people in a small
weaving factory, who in turn by their work and capital accumula-
tion would give employment to at least another 150 people at this

factory and in variouir smaller production units accumulating
enough capital, to improve and increase the agricultural production
of the village which in turn would give the village and its people

2 1 1,
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a general broad experience and tha knowledge received through
this first village could be developed into a training programme
through which the bmnafits received could be spread to many
others." (Lewycky 1977, 06).

The rationale fof choosing weaving for the economic base of the factory

was largelyAlue to the skills of the aoweniuses, and the fact that a weaving

workshop does not require large sums of capital to tat:t. 'Furthermore, with

good market conditions it was felt that a high return on the initial capital

investment could be quickly generated.

Tte Goweniuses eventually became the project managers and started the

factory. They steered the factory.along a course guided by their own develop-

ment ideology. They argued that if real development was to take place in

Botawana then it should develop it34bwn resources, rather than depend on'those

from outside - particularly those of neighbouring South Africa. The flow of

migrant labour to South Africa has such a large influence on Botswana's

economy and society in general that Botawana'a ability to develop its own

induetries, rather than relying on the South African labour market to providC

its people with employment, wus seen as central to the country's overall

development, In this context, the Goweniuses argued that the country's most

,important development reaource is ita people:

"If you do not involve people in the (development] proccas, then
the country will not stand on its own for you have created all the
negative influences without any of the positive. Let'a not forget

that the person is the most important resource and development factor,
and that it should not be neglected because Of other development
factors." (Lewycky 1977, p 256).
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Thus developing the individual's ability andl6elf-confidence were seen

as being essential to development and to creating a sense of pride, nation-

hood, and a self.-rellant spirit wlthIn the country. The Individual was
4

considered as the starting point to the development ezocesis:

"It ls a matter of backing up the individual first, bekore trying

to stimulate the co-operative spirit, the community dpifit. It is a

matter of teaching the individual his capabilities ancligly,14 him the

self-confidence to break out of the restricted social ,,,yittsm he is le."

(Ibld, p246)

Developing the individual's ability ankself-confidcnce, within the

context of social development, was seen as fundamental t his particip;t1bn

in social change and the development process.
/)

The ideology en which the weaving factory is based is spilar to that

associated with Paulo Freire. Freire's approach, sometimes referre'd to as

.

the "psycho-social method", is concerned with developing a person's critical

A

consciousness, deepening the individual's awartnes

r

and understanding of him

envirouseac and developing his abillty.to critic ly examine hia altuatIon,

For Freire men are not

"....recipients, but as knowing subjects, mchieve a deepening

awareness both of the soclo-cultural. reallt which shape their lives,

and of their capacity to transform that re ity through action upon

it." (retire)

For Freire, development is synonymous with the liberation of the

individual; that la, helping the individual realipe his own identity and his

ability to be In charge of hls environment

"The object is to enable man to recover hie identity as the chief

agent of his own destiny. Education thus becomes the 'practice' of

freedom", (Silva 1973, p41)

2
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This liberation is realised through critical reflection and action -

praxis. Praxis coots about through a dialogical process with the people - the
4

oppressed, critically analysing each situation. This critical analyals leads

tO:

"....a proceed of change, and is ultimately Identified with change,

as the system of educationof social praxis: the awakening of conscious-

ness or, rather Instilling consciousness." (ibid, p44).

Similarly the factory was seen as an educational, as well as an economic,

projec. There was a deliberate attempt throughout the initial period of

the project to challenge the workers to carefully examine and 4iscuss their

social environment. ibis was not done in isolation but as an integral part 9.

U
of the produCtion process. Education and work were clofely linked.

But within the overall framework.of the factory's development there was .

also a ,lear recognition of the need to develop a strong economic base, on

which the wider social development objectives could be baled. The necessity

of satisfying thy workerslimmediate economic needs was conaidered very

important. It was the starting point for the development of the factory.

nese two aims of the projdCt - creatini eMployment opportuniti6a and

developing the workgrs'social'awareness - are closely related. Both are

reflected in the overall organisation of the factury: in its owners'ap and

management; in the production process, and In the village development fund.

WORKERS OWNERSHIP-AND CONTROL

The workera' ownership of the bictcry was fundamental to the overall

_

21-ti
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ideology on which the project was developed.. It was seen as the basis for

developing their self-confidence and social awareness, as well as being the

key to their,keeping control of the means of their economi: livelihood:

"Through ownership and workers' control, the workers' have tha- bart

chance to develop a co7Operat,Ive spirit, a spirit of self-reliance which

in my opinion is the only force capable of making this country economically

fndepenant." (Lewycky 1977, pl0).

To kapre that the ownership and control of the factory - the means of

production 7 remained in the hands of the workers they were not given the

shares outright (ie. on an individual basis). Ownership of the shares remains

with those working in the factory:

SS

"it is obvious that the workers should not be given the shares in

a factory, but that they should earn them in some way. I hope we agree

Ithst gifts and aid in itself can be repressive and as a result of this

only the people who work in the factory can own a part of it and have

a vote in the Trust". (Lewycky 1977, pl0).

Thus the possession of the shares retains with the workers in the factory

Ilective and do not become their personal posseaalons. If a weaver

stops.working for the factory she does not take the shares with her. Thus

there is no danger that over a period of time the shares, and therefore the

factory itself, might be controlled by a majority of people no longer directli

involved in Production.

Initially the ownership of the factory was vested in three agencies that

provided the necessary starting capital: Botswana Christian Council (BCC),

Botswana Development Corporation (BDC), and Canadian University Service

Overseas (Botswana). Representatives from these three bodies, the Rgatleng
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Oistrict Council, the workers, and the project managers made up the Board of

Trustees. Over the first 5 years of the factory the loans to start the

factory were gradually repaid and the ownership of the factory now rests in

the hands of the workers. It is a registered cooperative with membership

limited to those working in the factory.

hatially the day-to-day ianagement of the factory was very much a

'bosJ-workers' situation. Gowenius argued that this was what people expected:

that they had been conditioned to this type of relationship in Sonth Africa,

and that people had developed an attitude towards work that said 'do as little

as possible, for as much aa poisible'. Thus in the beginning it was necessary

to show firm leadership and show by example that the workers could benefit

by their efforts. However after the factory was established and running

Gowenius began to train selected workers in management skills. Thirteen

women (one quarter of the work force) were trained on a rotationpl basis in

the skills of book-kceping, wages, sdles, and ordering. Thus each of the

skills,necessary for the management of the factory was known by'more than one

worker, so that the actual management of the factory could be rotated amongst

the workers, without creating a small managerial elite. Workers' management

was eventually intreduced as part of the natural course of events. ,The

Goweniuses were due for a long leave, and as the time for this grew nearer

the workers began to express concern about what would happen to the factory

whilst they were away. In response Gowenius began management training for

the workers. The workers took on the responsibility of running the factory
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whilst the Goweniuses were away, and the Management Committee became a

permanent feature of the factory.

Worker management of the factory has helped to "ground" the conscient-

ization element of this project. It provides the context for praxis_ - action

linked with reflection. "Consciousness-raising" in the Codi project is cot

an abstract academic process (as it has been misused ln many2non-formal

education programmes) but is the reflective, analytical part of an on-going

struggle by the workers to take over and control the major institutions

affecting their lives. The process of getting more and moie say over what'

happens in the faciory, including how the profits are used, conditions the

whole attempt to deepen consciousness. One becomes critically aware, mit

through thinking in the abstract about problems, but through wrestling (in

both debate and "crying it out") with the real issues and problems.encounter-

ed in running a collective production process. It is this which really makes

a difterence in smashing the "culture of silence", in showing in action that

peasants and workers can manage their own productive enterprises successfully.

It is this which builds the self-cOpfidence and assertiveness which Freire is

talking about.

Management of the factory no longer operates on a rotational basis. This

was found to be impractical. Now a five member Management Committee Ims respon-

sibility for taking decisions on day-to-day matters and for arranging things

such as exhibitions and opening new Markets, and any major issues such as

wageS or changes in the management, are taken to all the workers for discussion

and decision.
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During the period when the factory was changing status from a company to

a cooperative (after the departure of the Coweniusea) there was a feeling of

uneasiness amongst the workers. Many of them were unsure what this change

would mean to them and how the factory would operate as a cooperative. There
0

were a lot of rumours, and tension amongst the workers. The main aource of

tension was dissatisfaction with the Management Committee. Many of them felt

that the Comalttee had become elitist (since the Gowenius departure) and that

.its members were trying to give themselves a higher position and more power

Jithin the factory. The workers had made up a song about this: "We're so

cold working in the factory but.the management are enjoying themselves sitting

outside in the warm sun." A group of workers took the initiative in trying to

deal with these problems. They put on a drama to help explain the cooperative

idea, and to bring the problem about worker-management relations out into the

open. The workers' song was included In 'the drama, which,also &Lowed the

workers holding secret meetings behin'd the weaving's. The workers were able

to laugh at themselves, but more importantly the drama mad.: the problem 'public'

and allowed everyone to discuss it together, thereby easing the way for the

change-over and helping to deal with the tension and fear.

THE PROLUCTION PROCESS

From tlhe very beginning It was considered necessary that the factory

should operate from a sound eLonomic babe; that it should be a self-sustaining

2
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and a profit-making enterprise. The need for economic viability was essential

to the larger development goals of the project. tIf the tuctory was not profit-

able it would not have the resources to encourage other economic and social

development activities within the villages. Nor would the workers have the

independence to direct their own operations and develop their 1Klf-eonfidence

to take decisions. Finally, one needed to demonstrate that a reasonable wage

ar income coUld be produced, one which was competitive with South African

wages, in order to attract potpie to stay in the villages (rather than commuting

to South Africa or Botswana's larger towns). In fact, the factorrshowed a

profit much earlier than had originally been expected. It was thought that it

would begin to show a profit in the third yeat of production to the tune of

about $1500, but by the end of the second financial year a profit of over

P24,000 had been made.

A variety of products are produced: bed spreads, wall hangings, carpets,

shoulder bags, jerseys and tapestries. They are all hand-made, woven articles

and the wool is spun and dyed at the factory. The products, therefore, are

both unique in design and colour. Of all its products, the factory is MOBC

noted for its tapestries. The tapestries have gained international fame

because of their concept. They reflect aspects of the weavers' lives, or

issues of general concern in Botswana. For example mady tapestries shok

village scenes: agricultural activities, house building, herding cattle, etc.

Other tapestries have focused on socio-economic and political issues such as

the exploitation of migrant labour, class conflict, the liberation struggle in,
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southern Africa, women's exploited situation, etc.

In the beginning, for the workers, the factory simply represented a place

to earn am income. The broader develewent aims were very much the initiative

of the organisers, and not clearly understood by the.workers. In straight,

economic terms if the factory was to attract a steady and committed working

force it had to pay wages that would be both comPetitive with those obtainable

in South Africa, and comparable with government wages paid in Botswana. Most

of the workers were paid on a piece rate system, with a few jobs paid on a

daily basis. Different races were paid according to the nature and quality

of the workland the time involved in the production proces's. For example,'a

large bedspread with a complicated design and of high quality weave would earn

a worker $10. A bedspread takea about two dayi; to weave. For a tapestry -

which takes much longer to weave - workers were paid on a daily rate, plus a

bonus according to the size and quality of the weave. The method of calculat-

ing wages, and the vario-us rates of pay, were designed so,that everyone could

earn about the same - approximately $80 per month. It was purposely done to"

avoid creating an economic elite within.the factory. With everyone earning

about the same, and no one group of workers ,.perating from a stronger economic

position, there was a firmer basis for co-operation and collective decision-

making amongst.the workeis.

. At one stage a piece rate system was introduced so that the workers would

be encouraged to take more interest in their work. Many of those who had

worked before, particularly in South Africa, had developed the attitude that

2 :-/0
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one tries to get the most money for the least effort. However, with the

factorY Gowenius wanied:

"....to show that the benefits of the jobs were linked to,their

individual efforts." (bewycky 1977, p26). s

0

The idea of showing people that the more effort they make the bigger

their return is again consistent with the overall aim of developing the

worker's self-Confidence and their sense of self-reliance.

Lewycky's evaluation showed that die workers preferred an equal wages

system rather than the piece rate system and the method of assessing die

quslity'of their work. AA part of the piece rate system groups of workere

assessed each others finished product. A bonus would be pald aceordini to

the quality rating given. However the workers felt that this process,

particularly assesaing each other's work, created friction' among them. At

one stage they decided to abandon the piece rate system on the grouhds that

4

it created unnecessary competitiveness end that their individual desire to make

beautiful things was auffiLient incentive to guarantee assustained, high

quality production. For sometime everyone was paid on a dnily rate, but when

production dropped the workers took the decision to return to a piece rate

system.

Returning once more to the overall Ideology and development alms of the

project, these me quite clearly reflected in tho production process. This

has already been discussed in terms of the wage system, but it ia perhaps even

more strongly reflected in the nature of the work. The production of high
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quality goods requiring high level technical skills and imagination from the

workers helps to build self-coafidence. This kind of work is not a mechanical,

mindless task: it involves creativity and lots of personal input and the end

product-is something they can take pride in. Over timc the workers have increased

their weaving skills, taken on more complicated designs and become'much more

analytical about their work:.

"... the weaver quickly learns the techniques, then after a while

there comes a time in every weavers development where she stamts_ko

become critical of herself or the work." (Lewycky, 1977, p234),

Thus the actual production of the goods was seen as being important in

helping to build a sense of nationhood and self-reliance. The fact, that the

factory was producing weavings was in a sense immaterial. What was important -*

was the fact that the workers were producing things that demanded effort and

care on their part, and that they could see that what they Ocre producing was

valued by others - and able to compete with the mass production of modern

industry. (Lewycky, p.236)

SETHUNYA SA DITLHABOLOLO (Flower of Development)

In the broader alms of the project the factory was seen as being a vehicle

for stimulating other social and economic development activities in the villages.

The original project memorandum specifically states that:

"....by their work and capital accumulation ahe weaving faetori)

would give employment to at least 150 people at this factory and in

various small production units accumulating enough capital, to -improve

and increase the agricultural production of the village which in turn

would give the village and lts people general broad development and an

increased standard of living...." (Lewycky 1977, p36).

2,=!'
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In real terms this has meaSt stimulating the growth of other sMall

production units in the villages with the help of loans from the profits of

the weaving factory. A development fund, 'Sethunya sa Ditlhabololo' was set

up in 1975 for this purpose. The factory contributes 25% of its annual profits

to the Sethunya fund and loans are made to individuals and groups in the

villages for specific, viable propoeals relating to economdc production.

Money from the fund has been used to atart a number of projecti. A $200

loan was given to start a carpentry workshop. Honey was borrowed to start a

mall 'tea and bun' service to t'.e factory workers. .Another project was a

vegetable garden. The largest project, however, was the Oodi Consumer
)

Cooperative. It was started with a $2,400 loan from the Sethunya fund and is

now a thriving commercial enterprise that has been able to pay its members a

bonus from the first year of operation.

In the past, however, there has generally been a low response to the

Sethunya fund. One reason seems to have been lack of information and under-

statMing. People could not understand why the factory should "give out this

money". This has been compounded by a general aPathy, an attitude of 'wait

and see'. The workers have responded to this lack of Interest by trying to

publicise the Sethunya fund through Kgotla meetings, tapestry exhibitions,

and more recently through village dramas. At the Independence celebrations

in 1918 a group of workers performed a play about the fund in each of the

three vilkages. Following the dramas a group of villagers applied for a loan

to start a small butchery in Oodi. Until.then there had been nowhere for people

to get fresh meat.

2
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As well as the_specific purpose of stimulating other economic activity

la the villages, the creation of 'Sethunya as Ditlhabololo' has significant

social and political implications. In a sense the presence of a factory is

creating an economic elite in the villages. The high wages mean that the

workers are much better aff than many people in the villages. 'The creation

of a new economic class in the villages is contrary to the general alms of

the project, Mnd Gowenius saw that,a levelling out effect was required. Thui

one reason for starting the Sethunys fund was:

"....so that the workers remained part, of the village structure and

contributed to it. It was a question of their awareness, that-theY could
contribute to the development of others, to the village and to the country.

A social awareness in order to balance the negative effects of backing up

the pdividual in order to create the confidence required at the early

stage. And then ot course why the hell should they be better off?? They

should'contribute to the village, but they could not appreg"ate this
until they understood and had some control over their own situation."

(Lewycky 1977, p246).

The purpose was to develop the social awareness of the workers and not

to create an economic elite.

THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS CONTENT AND METHODS

The factory is not just a work place; it is also a place of learning. The

workers learn their craft on the job, with additional skills being developed

as they get more experience. Each tapestry, When it.is completed, is collect

ively judged and this gives each weaver a powerful incentive to continue to

improve.

This craft or technical training la closely linked with the development
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of socio-economic and political understanding.
The weavings are the medtum

for this ongoing learning process, providing a focus for discussion before,

.during and after the production of each new weaving. The theme for each new

tspesCiy is discussed by the women before it is woven, with Gowenius serving

is animateur. Themes are drawn from real incidents in the women's lives,

current events in the newspaper or radio, traditional stories, arguments or

issues which come up in their daily work and topics of conversation in the
4.

village, For example, one weaving came out of s discussion on a self-help

project to buitd a drift across the Oodi river. When this work project was

organized, only the weavers and the poorer members of the community participated.

The richer villagers, who stood to benefit much wore from the project. refused

to help. This issue created a lot of discussion and inspired a weaving which

was later used to initiate public discussion
within the village as a whole.

An example of another source was a story in.the newspaper about Zimbabwean

chlldren_Reiug Smith's troops and crossing the border into Botswana. This

caught the women's Interest and inspired another weaving. A third example is

a question dne woman raised: "Mist is hBE1.1h07 Is it a football team?" This

led to a long discussion about the llberation
struggles in southern Africa and

several weavings on this theme. In discussing each issue or incident Gowenius

asks lots of questions, challenging
ptioverbinl.explanations (eg. laziness,

apathy, "it happens that way") and forcing people to look for root Caused. Then

the group discusses the way in which the issue can be reflected. Often it's

only a matter of identifying the essential parts of the story and getting a

sense of focus. One feature in the design of the Ood1 tapestries has been the



Atmaphole War %allure and
Alo.rire Moat:

WE HAVE ALSO BUILTA DRIFT
.OVER OUR RIVER

We have also managed to come

together to build a drift Over the
river. The drift has been helpful.
even if some people have opposed

it right from the start, saying that it
would kill the children and all
kinds of other rubbish. People arc
strange. Some talk and talk but do
nothing. o
More than 300 people turned up to
carry stones and help building the
drift, but not a single tractor
turned up. So, in the late after-
noon, they became angry and said:

"What good is it that we do all the ,

work when those eight who have
tractors refuse so help? They will

use the drift even more than we".
In the weave you can set that the

tractors are just standing there.
useless. The second day there were

only,about SO people who helped,
so finally we from the weaving mill

had to complete the drift.
The drift helps us to cross the river
when the river is in flood. Out,
what is more important, it has alio
given us a lot of water for our

animals.

'14
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use of two contrasting
situations in juxtaposition - for example, rich and

poor neighbourhoods, people ln prison and people on a demons:ration, rich

and poor classes, and the situation in the South African mines contrasted with

the situation in Botswana villages.

This helps to show fie relationships between things, providing

for structural understanding rather than
the conventional problem analysis in

isolation from the total context.

After the design is agreed on, it is produced on paper and two weavers

'start to transform,this drawing into a weaving. In the beginning Gowenius

took major respensibility.for the
drawings; however over time aa the weavers'

confidence und artistic skill grew they began to produce the drawings them-

selves and to take contiol over the whole creative process. in'thls sense

weaving has become an "indigenous" medium - the technology itself may be

imported, but the craft, the artistic aspects have become roeteu'in the

experiences and sensibilities of the Botswana weavers:

"All people curry a tradition, carrY culture of their own and

there are just no people without this tradition. Sometimes this

culture hty expressed itself In dancing or music or words and sometimes

pictures. Now in Botswana one can generally say that it has expressed'

itself in words, in the language and in song. But it has never come out

visually. Now if you give the medium to express this tradition, you

will only help express that culture more, it Is bound to happen that

you will express that tradition. You carry out a tradition In a way it

has never been put before, but it still comes from the people so it Is

a part of their culture. Using a new medium is part of their historical

development in expreasing their culture." (Peder Gowenius, as quoted in

Lewycky, p.214-235) 1

One of the unique things about the Oodi experiment is this,important

link.between production and culture. This is not a mechanical protess: the

232.
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weavers sre putting themselves - their history, their lives, their fears,

their hopes - into the weavings. As Gowenius says, it would have been a

totally different experience if they had been producing mousetraps. (Lewycky,.

p. 2361 Their production is a reflection of their total experience an4

it Is this feature which makes it so useful for learUing. Their type of

production, their craft requires them to think about their existence, their

life in the village, the experiences of their men who go away to the mines,

and everything going on around them. They reflect on this experience, put

this new awareness into a weaving and then use the new weaving to continue

their reflection. This process challenges them to think in fresh ways

about their environment and leado to a h oader understanding. This is

the forging of culture, of both rediscovering and making a new cultural

identity and developing a new self-confidence. If, however the weavers

are forced "to conform to commercial demands or to weave only for requests",

the creative element will die and along with it the cultural identity and

self-confldence. The weavings may continue to be technically proficient,

but they will no longer represent the weavers' own understanding and

concerns about their situation. (Lewycky, p.235)

Once each tapestry Is completed it ts displayed on the wall of the

meeting place and the two weavers who created the.tapestry start the

discussion by retelling the story. Then Gowenius intervenes and encourages

the workers to talk about the implications of the issue or incident port-

rayed. In Freirian style be uses a set of questions which get at the

relationships between various aspects of the picture. For example, in the



Errol Nk we end Mottle Ndaba:

A PLACE FULL OF TROUBLES

No, I do not understand it, because it is
a place full of troubles. The black man
doss all the work and the white man
just contr.:* that it is don't. You can see
the boss down in the left corner and all
the police.they need in order to keep us

down.
They are busy checking permits and
papers to make sure that the natives

work and work and work for nothing.
Many are in KI and many are killed by
the police just as it happened in Soweto

lately, Do you know thatlhey killed...
just shot down about 700 sehool
children. There will always be a
younger generation prepared to stand

up and fig.ht for freedom ... our own
freedom, and not the white man's
freedom for which we had to fight

during the second world war.
One day there will be a change. One day

there will be real freedom.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mmaphalm Kaboyasaiwene
end Mosfre Menke:

GAIII6RONE

There is some work in Gaborone, but
as we stir, have no real industry it b
hard to find good employment. This
weave shows how Gaborone is divided
into three sections.
At the top you see what en call "OW
England", the area where the experts
from overseas stay.
At the centre you can see ", White City".
I do not know why it is ailed that,
except for the fact that the buildings are
all white. It is mainly blacks who stay
there, and then some of the volunteers
from overseas.
At the bottom you can see Nidedi. Until
recently it was not even recognised as a
part of the town. You may call it a OM
AMC and a lot of really poor people.,
stay there.
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Soweto uprising weaving Gowenius would use the following type of questioning:

Whe im in the botteit left-band corner of the picture and what is he doing?

What are the policemen doing? Who is in the prison and why? Who are

standing together at the top of the picture? Why are they demonstrating?

What has been the response by the Vorater government to the Soweto uprising?

How hau this been resisted by black students and workers?

In the tapestry on Gaborone, Botswana's capital city Gowenius wonAd

draw out a cotOparison between "Old England" where the exPatriates live and

,"Naledi", a poor squatter area: What about the activity in each part of

the picture? What about the amount of space in each part of the picture?

-Why are there more vehitles in the top part and more policemen in the,

bottom? What are the relationships between people in "Old England" and

"Naledi"? Out of these discussions which take place before and after the

production of each tapestry, the workers develop a better sense of what

is going on around them. They start to see the relationships between their

own work and other activities im their village, government development

policies and programmes, the migrant labour system and other forma of South

African control. But this is no mere academic process; the deepening of

understanding involves not only the study of issues in the world around

them but also the resolution of immediate problems in the factory or village.

Nor is it a mechanical process requiring a weaving each time as a tool for

discussion. When issues come up - in factory meetings ot: during regular

work, they get discussed and resolved, ot_ q without any codification to

, structure discussion. Political reflection and learning goes on all the

2 3 6
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time in a totall integrated way largely because of the questioning

attic j4e1ti1led in the workers. They question new development policies,

-incidents in the village, vents in the news and even the leadership and

management of the factory. Oneexample of the women's boldness in a sale-

dosdnated society was their re ent response to an invitation to a wedding

in the village. Raving aaa ed the role of women in Botswana society and

the institution of marriage, they decided to perform a drama at the wedding

condemning the whole institution of marriage. Fortunately for the married

couple they were perauaded to abandon this idea at the last moment. ,

Gowenius cited another example of the women's growing assertiveness and

self-confidence in running their own affairs. One must remember that Oudi

is part of southern Africa, where

"people have been under the South African 'boss' system for so
long with the white boss protected by the police and the law and the
whole apartheid system backing him up...that Black people are
conditioned to playing a subservient, "back-seat" role."

Yet the Oodi women have shown they want to control their own affairs and

make their own decisions. In the incident described by Cowenius one

group of women in the factory,with Cowenius' support, proposed a daicare

facility for the factory. The majority,_however, vetoed the idea, not

because it wasn't a good idea meeting a real need but they wanted to

demonstrate they could make their own decision without Cowenins interfering.

In a way, says Covenitia, they wanted to teat bin, to see if he would

maintain hia non-directive approach. (Lewycky, p. 244)

Thus the wo-rkera are involved in both creating tht tapestries and in
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TIps Is HOW WE LOSTOUR FREEDOM

.Yss, tide weave shows how we then loat our

freedom. We had not been long in this
country boOrithe miminnarlea came and
preached to us about their God and Jesus his

son. Some of tee adopted the hew ideas, and

somehow our nation became divided into
those who believed in the white man's new
God and those who still believed in our own

old God.
in the next sectional' the weave you can see

the trader. H. carie win after-and brought,
many useless thinp tc; US which we undid
egilnat out: cattk and goats. And it seems that

the trader got rider, and wv got poorer.
So that we shoutd cot be eiten up by the
Transvaal we became a protectorate under the
English Queen. This was our colonial era and

when we had to start paying taxes. This wss
imposed upon us so that, in order to manage,

we had tor and work for the white man. We

had to carry him.
The last wction shows whit is happ )ins
now, after Independence. We ate not quite

sure whethir all these people really want to

help usor they want something in ret urn from

us. We are griteful for all the helpgiven to us,

hut there is such apt of whites in our country

today...
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THE STUPID
HOER I

Thh weave is about a stupidBoer. He wascrosibecause,

when he tried to feed his hens which were lying on their

eggs, all the others ate the grain instead. Up comes the

jackal and says to the Boer: " My boss. My boss, you know
that in our part,of the word we give the chickens names, and
so only the one i hat is called will conic when you feed

them". So the Boer was surprised and a nswered: "Is that
sonhen you must teach my chickens". To this the Jackal
replied: **Yes, my boss, lock me into a sonde vet with ha

*'

4111r

. BEST CM, AVAILABLE

your -chickens and don't let me out before the full moon4
and they will all inow their names". You pie. this Was a

really stupid Boer. so he did what AO* been told. So the

jackal, or the black man, ate all the chickens. And When the

farmer Opened the door, the jackal managed to slip out

before the farmer eould catch him.
So since that time the Boer runs behind the jackal shouting:
"I will still shoot you one day, you bloodyjsekal".
You see, ire many stories thejaekal, in face, is the black man.

23)
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discussing the issues reflected in them. It is a continuing cyclical

process of "codifying" and "decodifying". tion-foratl education is built

into production, with production serving as a vehicle for developing

people's artistic skills and their awareness.

The tapestries themselves represent a,powerful,set of 'codes'.

They deal with a range of themes'covering: the history of the colonial

invasion and nationalist resistance; the impact of migrant labour on the

Botswana family and village life; class tensions and male-female relation-

ships; and specific development issues in the village, among others.

History is a strong theme in the weavings,and is presented in revision-

ist terms rather than those of the etandard colonial history. The rediscovery

pf the real history of the Batswana is a major source of cultural revival

and a growing self-confidence.

Another feature is the use of traditional stories. Gowenius has

discovered a rich heritage of traditional stories which assert the bladk

man's continuing resistance to white oppression in South Africa. They

tell of the subtle ways that the blacks in South Africa outwit of' ridicule

the whites and uudermine the apartheid system. The value of these stories

lies in the way they subvert the "culture of silence", showing that the

oppressor's culture and mentality (which they have internalized) is bankrupt

and strengthening their self-confidende and will to resist.

In addition to this on-going more spontaneous form of learning, Gowenius

also ran for one year a study group programme, during working hours, to give

2 u
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all the workers a political and economic orientation to the weaving craft.

This included discussions on the history of textiles; the relationships

between raw materials and the processes leading to a final product, and

the evolution of clothing from skins to modern Synthetics. All this was

related to industrialisation, and the competition between mass-production

and hand-made materials. The workers were given a sense of history of the

textile industry (and alongside it a history of southern Africa), a context

in which they could place their own production unit and see its significance

in terms of the modern-day textile industry. These discussions helped to

show that inspite of the economic domination of South Africa, organized

,groups of workers in other parts of southern Africa could create their own

productive enterprises and keep them within their own control.

These discussions did not take place in luolation from their working

environment. They focussed on the key issues of their work - workers'

control, exploitation, co-operaiion, delf-management, social commitment,

etc. Of course, they were dealing with these concepts in practical terms

in their daily work in the factory, but these discussions helped to deepen

their understanding. In these study circles the workers were encouraged

to reflect on their experiences of running the factory.

On one occasion the factory workers used the tapestries as an

educational tool with people in the villages. Weavings were exhibited in

Oodi, Matsbele, and Modipane. People invited to come to see the tapestries,

were told of the stories and issues by the workers, and engagqd in discussionsA
/

24 L
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on these themes. However, this "extension" role of the factory workers

has, until receotly been a relatively minor activity. It has only been

with the creation of their own popular theatre group that they have started

to be more serious about sharing their new awareness and insights with

others in the village.

On reurning from a wOrkshop on theatre and development in June 1978,

two_ of the weavers set up a drama group. Their first play waa used to

publicize the Sethunya fund. Another play was created to bring out into

the open some of the tensions and misunderstandings related to the manage-

ment of the factory. The group has also used drama to promote discussion

on major problems in the village. They have, for example, performed one

drama on the poor relationships between the local primary school and

parents, and another relattng to the tension that had developed between

clinic staff and villagers. Both these dramas brought into the open

menaitive situations, and allowed people to challenge the local authorities

and air the1r grievances in a way that was not disruptive to village life.

Through their involvement in the factory the workers are more

socially and politically aware. They have developed a critical under-

standing of the social and political forces conditioning their lives, and

drama provides another means for them to involve themselves in the social

development of their villages.
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CONCLUSION

The factory has been a successful project. Wacsemmercial enter-

prise it is st.,1 thriving, and it has stimulated other economic-activities

in the villages. In terms of community development the workers are becoming

more and more involved In community affairs. Thus, it is worth returning

to the original question of bow far the experience at Oodi provides a model

for rural industrial development. Undoubtedly much of the initiative for

the factory and its growth came from the Coweniusea. With their practical

skills and their ideological base, they steered the factor; along a

particular course of development. But if one looks beyond their personal

input and examines the principles and organisational structures on which

they developed the project,then the feasibility of using it aa a model

for other projects becomes cleardr. The more significant points are:

1. The overiding aim of the project was to build the self-confidence

and social awareness of the people involved. All the major aocial and

economic organisational features of the factory reflected thIS aim.

2. Workers ownership was ensured by allowing only those who work in

the factory to own the shares. Workers control on a daily basis was

realized through a process of collective management, with major decisions

being made by all the workers.

1. Econopc parity was maintained amongst the workers by a wage

system that would allow everyone to earn approximately the saae each month.

2 t)
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This economic parity helped to provide a firm basis for collective

management and to avoid the development of an elite group within the

factory.

4. The production process was such that the workers were able to

develop their technical skills and develop a sense of pride in their work.

5% The factory was not sn Isolated entity from the rest of the

village: through the development fund and through its own educattonal

work (through the weavings and drama performances) it kept it. links with

the village and supported other deve14,ment activity.

6. Central to Ahe whole project was the political and social education

of the workers. Through a Freirian-type conacientisation process the

workers were encouraged to examine the social and ecOnomic forces affecting

their lives,- including those of the factory. This education was directly

.linked to production.
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TNDICENOUS CHANCE AGENTS AND

NON-FORHAL EDUCATION IN INDIA

by

H. K. Ranganuth

THE CONTEXT

India is a country of hoary antiquity, with a civilization of its own

which emerged four thousand years ago. It is a land of many races, ethnic

groups, religions, languages with 'innumerable' dialects and variegated

traditions, superstitions and deep-rooted varue systems. At the grass roolts

level, the Lndian society is a "complex aystem of varied classes, clans and

aboriginal tribes, with caste and creed based barriers, cultural complexity

and illiteracy".

Basically, India is an agricultural country, notwithstanding the

positive steps taken towards industrialization. After long and agonising

periods of foreign domination, the country regained its freedom 33 years ago

from the British, as a result of a non-violept masa-revolution. Candhiji

spearheaded the movement, and by his achievement, he is regarded aa one of

the greatest men of this Century.

Challenges faced by the country are gamy and varied; adult education,

rural upliftment, health and sanitation, modernisation end expansion of Agri-

'culture, equitable distribution of food and other esso.ntial commodities,

housing the homeless millions. Here frustrating than these is the question

of the multiplying population which depletes the resources of the country
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and asike its future bleak. The country's population hat reached the

staggering number of 690 millions, the majority of whom are village-based

and below the poverty line.

During the past three decades, however, the country has set itself to

educate the "ural masses, often through non-formal education. A major aspect''

of this task Is to Induce their voluntary participation In the national '

development effort.

The current mass adult literacy campaign Is a national, multi-agency

programme involving voluntary organizations and central and state governments.

It has high level political support
ahd'adequate resources for a national

effort. It has increased the literacy rate from 29.3 per cent In 1971, to

almost 40 percent In 1980.

CHANGE AGENTS AMONG RURAL COMMUNITIES

Background

Message, Medium and Masses are the three major factors in the context

of communication, whether it is formal or Informal. Failure of effective

;communication In India has been'traced to Improper use of the message or

imediom and/or inadequate understanding of the wants and needs ot the masses.

!Other problems have included time-lags between, (a) the media service,

(b) inter-petsonal action/reaction, and (,c) the availability of essential and

effective service (medical in the case of health and family planning, Implements

and fertilisers in agriculture). The gaps needed to be pluggcd.
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Even when these gaps were plugged and 'package-deals' offered, communication

has sometimes been counterproductive. The cause for such failures has been

the in "ectiveness of the change-agent in influencing the target community

(group, couple, individual) to alter their traditional ideas and

values. The villager suspected the communication since the promised benefits

were neither immediate nor spectacular. A promise of 'the ultimate good'

held no lure for the rural Indian. Conditioned by tradition, he feared that

any nuggested change would destroy his traditional beliefs and values. In

the .ase of family planning, hC questioned why other people should be inter-

fering in his personal affairs.

Communication in India tended to be "top-down", flowing like rain-water

down 4 vyrnmid, neither reaching the gruund nor maintaining its own purity.

Mass media channels were no doubt Alamorous but lacked .redibility with the

rural masses. They were too impersonal to trust. The situation warranted

the creation of a group ot workers who would be able to diacuss the issues on

J 11-2SONAL level and cunvinLe the vill er. noese workers vete to be trusted

change agents.

It became necessary to choose the prospective change-agent with the

utmost .are and to change the top-down vertical mode of communication into

a hyr.truntal mode. This would bring a btqaw of equality hetw.en the communi-

cator and the receiver of the message. This sense of equalnena would forge

an intimacy which made communi.ation informal, personal and meaningful.

There was resistance to the change-agent when he was brought 'from out-

side' thelcommunity. Villagers telt that the 'outsider' was being imposed,on
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them, to shake the foundations of their traditional beliefs and community

life. In the case of a highly sensitive and personal theme like Family

Planning, they resented the impo-ition of young female college-educated

field workers. "The fashionable young woman who ls totally inexperienced

in the joys of bringing up a family has no business to insult my wife and

meddle with my family affairs", said the villagers. The Government Doctor,

Nid-wife and even the Health-Worker, were viewed with suspicion, when tbey

tried to explain the advantages of family planning. The use of finantial

and other incentives deepened the villagers' suspicions. They came to view

the family planning programme as a Government programme, and not theirs

and lout confidence in the government-appointed change agent. Thc 0,1110-

agent himself was uncomfortable as an outsider ignorant of the Iota!

ltuntIon.

The traditional folk performer and other ,hange-agents who arc blyt of

the village structure.

In an ettort to deal with some of the above problems the folk performer

was identified as a local tummunkator with enormous popularity among the

villagers. He 'enlivened' communicatiOn with entertainment; he was capable

of c.onvetting a theme Into 'sung commtalicatiol.' or 'enacted information'; he

could create a face-to-face situation in the field between the message giver

and the message receiver. More than all, he Unconsciously used traditional

methods of informal education.

In India, espe,lally South India, early education for the child ls

2
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informal. From the age of four, he is taught by a method of repetition to

memorize the name* of days in the week, months of the year, seations and stars,

addition, subtraction, division and multiplication, songs, sayings and

stories from the classics on moral themes, etc. His teacher is his own

grand-father or elder uncle and the time of learning is early in the

mornng. The foundation thus laid stands him in good stead when he goes to

school, and in fact, throughoUt his life.

The traditional performing arts are extensions of the deeprooted and

strong institution of informal learning and the performer is taken as a

guru or teacher. The villager responds enthusiastically to these performances

and holds the performer in high estet.z.

Un hia part, unce convinced of the importance of a development theme,

the folk pertormer is always effeLtive both on and off the stage, He becomes

a successful Lhange-agent because he is whole-heartedlv accepttd by LI,*

villagers as one of their own. He is listened to with attention because he

is widely travelled and experienced. People do not ho.itate to argue with

him over a debatable point. ?lore often than not, they get convinced In the

bargain, to the point of total a,ceptanue of the mebsage and the follow-up

a,tion.

Apart trom the folk artist, there are other categories of potential

change agents within the village stru,ture. They are found in the villages

of south India and can be grouped on th basis uf their traditional status

and so,ial functions. Examples of such traditionally respected local

dignitaries are; head of religious institutiun, village purohit (who
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performs marriages and religious acts), priest of the village temple, the

old teacher of the village school, traditional interpreter of the classics,

leader of the village drama troupe, mumic teacher of the village, the old

woman who diapenses herbal medicines, 4nd the story-telling old lady oi the

village.

The other traditional roles which are unavoidable in the daily life

of a village and could also be effective cnange-agents are; mid-wife,

barber, mantravadi (witch-doctor), tailor, carpenter, moncy-changer, gold-

smith, blacksmith, mason, cobbler, and toddy seller.

Frequent visitors who also have communication potential are: postman,

bangle seller, hawker, and travelling trader of women's wear.

These loLal dignitaries and serviLe-providers spend a lot of time with

villagers on an indivi,lual or group basis. They are informal, are hcld in

high esteem because of their services to the village, and are influential

on personal matters. They can beLome effective change-agents once they are

convimed of the importance of a development theme. The Lommunicator's task

then is to involve these influential people, motivating them to accept

development messages which can then be passed on to the villagers. Having

provided the message it is deairable for the communicator to let the change-

agent work out hls or her awn methods to convince the villager of the

importance of a message and lead the villager towards its acceptance.

Recently, on a visit to a few villages in the state of Karnataka, I

met some of these prospective change-agents who are all but ignorei. I was
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convinced at the end of the visit that some of the persons who belonged to

one or the other of the three categories mentioned above, possessed the

talent and capacity to play the role of change-agents, despite the fact that

some of them had,reservations about family planning.

Traditional midwives deliver two-thirds of the babies in the world

aud are credible sources for communication about contraception, baby care,

sexual behaviour, etc. They are generally female, past middle age, illiter-

ate dnd have been taught midwifery by their grand-mother, mother or other

relatives. In India, traditional midwives have low social status, but

elsewhere in the Third World they have much more prestige, due to, (a) their

perivud trustworthiness coming from the same socio-e,onomic class as their

clients, and (b) their perceived competence, atemming from their advanced

age, religious devotion and special knowledge and skills. Because of their

extensive contact with fertile women and their high credibility, traditional

mid-wives are a potentially important part of national family Planning

programmas in most devel,ping countries as auxiliary workers. lraditional

midwives have been used in this way in India, Indonesia and Pakistan.

Traditional miduivcs may be uniquely poaitioned to communicate to thc

most hard to reach audience; parents who are rutal, low income ead relatively

traditional.

Formerly, in the Indian village, 'a mother of many children' automati-

cally assumed the rule of a midwife and often proved effective in this job.

her torte INS her own expecieute and not any teclulical training and she was
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fairly ignorant of hygienic practices. In the village, she played an

important role because of the dearth of trained midwives. During the last

five yoars (1976-1980) government has started to upgrade the skills of

traditional midwives, giving them intensive training for a month on an

attractive stipend. The successful ones received a certificate, a midwife's

kit and an ongoing incentive for each successful child birth conducted. In

my home state - Karnataka - in central-southern India which has 26,826

villages, 52b6 traditional midwives have been trained. The majority have

become accepted as effective communicators and change-agents in family

planning.

GI the three categories of potential change agents, heads of Religious

institutions, Village Puruhits and Priests in the village temples command the

greatest respect. Once convinced, these men are capable of influencing the

masses and involving their followers in welfare projects. The Imam, a

Muslim religious leader of Dagovadi and Shiva Ktonara Swamiji of Sirigere,

Head of the Lingayat math are men of indomitable courage; they deviated from

the dictates of tradition and made their followers accept family planning.

Such action on their part was not at the Government's request but based on

their own assessment of the benefits of famil) planning. These are authori-

tarian leaders whose word is not questioned but implftitly obeyed. There are

literally hundreds of Imams Ind Swamis in India among uhom the progressive

ones could be identified and consciously involved in development programmes

as communicators o- change-agents.
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Other 'traditionial personalities' - the aged teacher of the village

school, the interpreter of the classics (Camaki/Puranika), the leader of

the drama troupe, the music teacher, the medicine woman and the story-

tclling old lady - also have local influence without being authoritarian.

Each plays an important rolP in the cultural, social and economic life of

the village and is considered 'wise' because of his or her knowledge and

experience in a particular field. Villagers engage them in dialogue on

issues of personal doubts and family difficulties, looking for solutions.

Party feuds are patched up, marital alliances forged, natural resources

conserved and idling children sent to school at their instance. Some of

them like the teacher and Interpreter of classics are already involved in

village welfare projecta on a voluntary basis. However, so far there has

been no discernible effort on the p...tt of government to utilize this potential

source.

Those in the second category of functionaries - e.g. the barber,

witLa-doctor, tailor, carpenter, gold-smith, etc., have a committed clientele,

who sit and listen while the service is being pruvided. Each is a friendly

professional with lots oAime to discuss any subject of interest, private

or public. A dialogue will naturallf ensue in such situations leading to

discussions and sometimes, to conviLtion and a tion. The village barber,

in particular if, a fascinating character with considerable potential as a

change-agent beLause of his capacity to carry on a dialogue with any and

every one. He listens to many clients, serves,as a consoler, match-maker

inf trustvd adviser, and often moves among .car-by villages and gathers newq

2:-:,,
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and iapre5sio6s while at work. The traditional Indian barber is Itinerant.

He travels with a small kit, and is a great performing artist. His razor

is not always sharp, so he often leaves indelible marks on your scalp, and

if the cute bleed, he may use his saliva to stop the wounds. But the barber

is Important because he also patches up quarrels between people. He deals

with people on an individual basis. He is,abour 50 years old, and people

listen to him. He takes 45 minutes to shave a head, and he is constantly

talking. He could be useful in conveying family-planning messages to rural

people.

It is true that the institution of the itinerant barber is vanishing -

hair-kuttIng saloons are being established even in remote villages - but the

dialogue remains a part of the barber's operation and gives him a remarkable

opportunity to influence his clientele about development. lhe village

nwitch-doctoi" is another highly regarded village personality. He has been

trained in reading the sacred verses which control the stars and spirits.

He 13 looked an with awe and respect by the villagers who bring their problems

to him. H finds the cause of the problem and gives orders for appropriate

penances. He may give talisman with Mantras inscribed on them or sacred ash

As an effective agent to counteract other magical problems as well as to

protect the individual from various unpleasant situationa. Elahorate

ceremoniea may be conducted in which the witch doctor Visita homes and performs

pooja (worship) in a variety of wayp to promote health.

The institution of the traditional healer is very strong in India as

in Africa and in South-East Asia. Village people prefer a person who knows
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their disease in a way known to them. Instead of hearing medical jargon,

they know that when they visit a traditional healer the illness is due to

evil gpirits, disturbed humours or impure blood. Many believe that tile

healer's Mantras are as good as the doctor's medicines and feel that both

are required for rapid and complete recovery. Healers establish personal

rapport and a personal influence on the patient. In fact they involve the

whole family and society in the healing programme which has a high thera-

peutic value. They cere by faith.

Surveys indicate that between 30 and 40 million Indians suffer

psychiatric problems, serious enough to require urgent attention. Mowever,

there are only 500 psychiatrists, 400 clinical psychologists and 100

psychiatric social workers to provide them cosmopolitan health care. Most

of the mentally ill are cared for by indigenous healers. On the village

scene, possession, violation of taboo, intrusion of disease objects, black

magic, meditation, etc., are common. Haunting by evil spirits is signifi-

cant. Treatment methods Loneist of exorcism, the physical extraction of

disease objects, counter-magic, talisman, chanted rings, sacred ash, prayers,

offerings to temples and institutions, etc. The traditional healer spends

time discussing personal issues with his clients. Efforta are now being

made to involve the traditional healers in health programmes. Collaboration

ot traditional healers with psychiatrists has already yielded very encouraging

results.

The village priest and the village purohit who performs marriages

and other religious rituals are also held in high esteem. They are always
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consulted in decision making and are considered wiser than the majority,

with the exception of the achool teacher. Protection of the community from

evil forces is one of their important duties. They aro informal and

intimate with the villagers and wield considerable influence. For example,

Hr. Sesha Shestri, a well-informed purohit of Haddur in Karnataka covers

many surrounding villages and is held in high regard. He is progressive in

his attitude and la completely convinced about the value of family planning.

He is not commissioned by government, but totally, on his owninitiative has

persuaded over 120 families to accept family planning methods.

Other craftsmen of the village like the tailor, carpenter, goldsmith,

blacksmith, mason and cobbler have a committed clientele and are in a good

position to put across development messages.
These craftsmen are hired to

do a particular job. Once the assignment is through, they are surrounded

by stray people and conversation ensues. If the group has even one enlight-

ened person, he can play a pivotal role in turning the tide against blind

faith and superstitiom. If the craftsman himself can be convinced, given

training and assured af ongoing incentives, he can also play a positive role

as a communicator in the village.

The toddy seller has an advantage over the village tea shop, for his

clients linger on for longer periods in the evenings, and discuss any topic

under the sun in a leisurely manner.
The situation is ideal for effective

cocmunication when handled with considerle care.

Those in the third category -
travelling salesmen and village postmen

(who usually cover 6 to 8 villages in a week) - are eagerly waited and
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welcomed by villagers. They serve an important role as inter-village

communicators of news and views. They carry different experiences from

village to village and are capable of generating goodwill among the villagers

and assisting in development programmes. Tbe postman 19 a government servant

and holds out a great Ootentlal as a persuasive communicator, if trained for

the job. No effort has so far been made to use this inter-village communica-

tion capacity for promoting development messages.

Conclusion

The hiring, training and deployment of these Indigenous change-agents

-------and-eommunicators_is a_challenge to nonformal education. Of the three
_

categories of potential communicators
who are part of the village structure

the traditionally respected
local dignitaries like the heads of religious

institutions, purohit, priest, the old teacher, interpretora of classics, ,

leader of performing arts, the
medicine women and the story teller can not be

hired, for this would offend them. They should, in the fitst instance, be

convinced of the new theme (e.g., family planning) and encouraged to advocate

support for it among their followers. Though authority-based, these leaders

should remain casual in their approach. In the ultimate analysis, they are

the adviaers of the village community on issues where they are unquestioned,

e.g., religion, education and behaviour patterns,
Their goodwill and active

involvement would mean smooth sailing for the development programme.

In the second category of
functionaries, the traditional midwife has

been identified, trained and involved in the family planning programme, with

2 ,
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successful results. Efforts are now afoot to earn the goodwill of the witch

doctor of the village carrying out health and sanitary programmes. He could

be extremely effective in changing villagers' attitudes and behaviour patterns.

It is risky to tr y. to hire him, for he may become idpulstve and turn against

the programme. It is the importance given to hintrather than a little money

that can tempt him to involve himself in positive plans of rural upliftment.

Other functionaries like the tailor, carpenter, goldsmith, blacksmith, mason

and cobbler can tteLonvinced and then hired for the programme. A fully

motivated postman can be an effective change-agent when trained and incentives

given.

In the Indian rural context a successful change-agent is one who

converts a 'Government programme' into a 'People's programme' in the eye of

the villager. This means that, the indigenous communicator, to remain effec-

tive, must not become identified as a Government-agent. He or she must

remain a villager in order to command the confidence of the villagers. He

shoutd be Involved in useful work and have enough 'functional leisure' to

speak to his clientele with conviction, while at work. There is a host of

such func.tionaries in every Indian village, crying to be harnessed for anti-

traditional development programmes. It is only recently that their existence

has been noticed and their potential recognized for communication and educa-

tional work. The situation is promising and calls for further experiments to

identify the positive ones and train people for effective utilization. Once

a methodology la evolved, the result:; would pave the way for massive work

along these lines in developing countries.

2 ."-;
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THE BANJAR SYSTEM:

TRADITIONAL BALINESE COMMUNITY ORGANILTION

AS A VEHICLE FOR FAMILY PLANNING AND NUTRITION EDUCATION

by

I.B. Astawa

INDONESIAN SETTIM

Indonesia is the largest cveLtry in Southeast Asia, both in population and

in area, it is an archipelago consisting of about 13,000 islands stretched

along the equator 3,400 miles (5,500 km) from the western tip of North Sumatra

to the eastern tip of West Irian.

The total population of Indonesia la more than 140 million people, making

it the fifth most populated country In tne world after China, India, the USSR

and the lh ted Statea. This large population is very unevenly distributed.

About b5% of the people are rowded into the islands of Java and Madura, whigli

make up 72 of the country' total land area. Some areas of Java have the

highest ru 1 population hensities in the world, with 2,000 Or more per square

mile ,squarcikm). In contrast, Sumatra, whia (orms 251 of the nation's

total land area, has only 162 of the total population, and Kalimantan

(lud4nesian Borneo), which forms 282 of the total lam! area, Isis only 4% of

total population.

The inland of Ball is one of the 27 provinces of the Republic of Indonesia.

It oct.upies an arca ot 2,147 square miles (5,561 square km), lies east of Java

separated by a narrow strait less than 2 miles (3 km) wide.

2
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The estimated population of Bali in 1979 is 2.3 million people, making

the density about 400 per square gm and the most densely populated island in

Indonesia after Java and Madura.

Adniniatratively, the island is divided into eight regentiep (Kabupatens),

the boundaries of which date back to the eight kingdoms that existed prior to

the Dutch conquest of 1907. Each regency is divided into kecarsatans (sub-

districts) and each kecematan is divided into villages. Mere are.50 k,'amatans

and 564 villages. Each village is further subdivided into healers (community

organization or ward) and there are 3727 banjars in the whole of Bali. A

banjar consists of about 50 to 100 households. It is the banjar organization

which has been one of the keys to sua.cessful family planning in Bali..

16 1971 census revealed that educational att.ainment was low among

Balinese women, 64.81 hawing no formal schooling, 18.11 lens than six years,

and with only 13.2% having Lempleted the six year elementary school programme.

Less than 42 had progressed beyond elementary school. In 1971, 73.3% of tn..

economically active male population were farmers. 16.8% did manual work and

9.9% were In sales, clerical or higher status positions. Of the female

population aged 15 - 44, only 31% were economically active and, of those, half

were employed in agri'culture. Thus in terms of urbanization, Income, education

and employment, Ball might appear rathez ill-culted to the successful promotion

of family planning.

The total fertility rate (TFR) in 1965-1970 was 5.8, the crude birth rate

(CDR) 43.9, and the crude death rate aboo.t 19 per thousand. 'Bali's recent

high growth rate (Z.6 to 2.8% in 1970) has left a young population with'43%

2 u
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below age 15. Of a Balinese population of 2.1 million, 460,306 (27.7%) were

women aged 15-44, but because of the relatively late age of marriage only

308,1146 were currently married. Therefore, In 1971 the number of couples

eligible for family planning services (as indicated by the number of marrien

women aged 15-44) constituted 14.5% of the total population.

FAMILY PLANNING ORGANIZATION

The Indonesian Planned Parenthood AssoLiation (IPPA) was established in

1957 in Jakarta as a voluntary organization linked to the InternatIonAl

Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF). However, the political situation at

that time was untavourable and the spread of the idea of family planning was

very slow. 6overnment accepted a pronatalist policy but initial family

planning promotion was reutriLted to the educated elite and medical personnel.

In 1967 the ne4 government of Indonesia under General Soeharto adopted

family planning as a major priority in their development programme, working

closely with the IPPA. They set up a government-controlled co-ordinating

body, the National Family Planning Co-ordinating Board (BKKBN), which co-

ordinates the work of eight implementing agencies - four government agencies

(Army, Ministries of Health, Education, and Information) and four private

agemtes (IPPA and three national aurth urganizationa rilt,resenting the Hindu,

Christian, and Moslem religions).

The initial objectives of BKKBN were: (1) rl make a 50% decrease in

the fertility rate ot Indonesian women by the year 2000; (2) to -ecruit in

the first rive year plan (1970-1974) six million new a,,eptors with the goal
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of averting 1.7 million births; and (3) td,lower the growth rate of Indonesia

by 0.8X over the same five-year period.

In the first five-year plan, the family planning programme was concentrated

on the siX provinces of Jays and Bali which is the most densely populated area

of Indonesia. In the second five-year plan (1974-1978) 10 additional provinces

Joined the programme, and in the third five year plan (1979-1983) the programme

was expanded to the remaining eleven provinces, thereby covering the whole

country.

The family planning programme has an unusually strong governmental

endoruement; however BKKBP operates as an independent body outside the control

of any specific Ministry. Its national director reports directly to the

President and Ole provincial directors directly to the Provincial Governors.

This power and official backing has given BKKBN the capacity to make links

and work with a wide range of non-government agcl government organizations.

In addltton,'Its authority through two iresidential Decrees and high priority

in government's development programme, gives it considerable support from

politicians an advantage not available to the heads ot regulal government

departments.

The Ball family planning programme ,:casists of three parts: motivation

and education; contraceptive services; and back-up services training, finance,

logistics and adminintration.

The motliation and education programme is an extension programme using

featly planning field workers who bo from house to house and talk with eligible

couples. Ile field workers are recruited from the villages and must have a
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minimum of junior secondary education. There are 231 field workers for the

whole of Bali, roughly one field worker for 10,000 people.

In addition to an extension network, IIKION uses mass media, e.g. mobile

film units, television, radio, newspapers and traditional media like shadow

puppets (wsyang) or traditional drama (aria).

contraceptive services are provided by a network of 150 family planning

clinics and six hospitals. Each clinic is staffed by one trained midwife, one

assistant midwife and one clerk, and is supervised by a medical doctor who

covers three clinics each. Since the number of doctors is limited, midwives

have been trained to Insert the loops and to give advice on family planning

contraception.

THE BANJAk SYSTEM

The Banjar System is a key organizational base for family planning in

Bali. A banjar is a "wird" or a sub-unit of a village covering a certain

geographic area and consisting of about 50 CO 100 households. (There are

3121 banjars in Bali). Members of a banjar are obligated to assist each other

in marriages, home festivals, and funerals. Banjar members al_o work together

in building houses for members, repairing the temples and organizing village

festivals.

Each baajar has a meeting hall which is used for monthly meetings,

religious celebrations, weddings, funerals, ttc. Monthly meetings are well

attended because of a system of banjar fines: household heads who miss

meetings without explanation are fined 4.200 (50 cents US); those who send a
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message about their absence, Rp.100; those Who arrive one hour late, lip.50.

Members al.. summoned by the ringing of a bell. Meetings deal with community

and religious affairs and are chaired by the kelian (banjar head).

The banjar meeting hall is also a place of leisure recreation for the men.

They upend most of their time there gossiping, training their fighting cocks,

watching rehearsals of plays or of the orchestra, or just sitting. If the

banjat is prosperous, it organizes elaborate banquets with music and

entertainment.

Loch banjar has a common fund which is used for banquets and for loans to

needy membe14. The .ommon fund comes from fines and from the produce of the

banjar rice fields which are worked communally. The bantar also owns the

village orchestra and the daaeing properties - (usiumes, masks, and head-

dresses - which are stored in a special room in the banjar hall.

The kellan lbanjar head) is electee at five-year intervals. Originally a

traditional institution, the kelian has been incorporated trio the local

. government structure as a base-level government representative. Before 19b9

this position was honorary. the kelian received only token remuneration in

the form of extra.rtLe at banquets, a percentage of the tines, and gifts froM

members tor services rendered. Since 1969 kellans have been receiving

monthly honoraria (Rp. 10,000 or at US$16) from the provincial government

as compensation for this work. Their main income, however, continues to come

from farming.
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WHY USE THE BANJAR SYSTEM

The Banjar system was chosen for three purposes in introducing family

planning in Bali. Firstly, it is used as a forum for discussing family planning

and overcoming resistant attitudes within the community. Secondly, ii is used

to accumulate the statistics needed in planning and to record acceptors.

iman has a centralized repotting and recording system to monitot new acceptors

based on data sent by each clinic twice a month cc; Jakarta and procesaed on a

computer. This systom makes it possible to follow the cumulative tqtal of new

acceptors and, as the continuation rate for each method is known it is possible

to calculate the current use or prevalence rate. The banjar system, however,

offers the possioillty of providing more detailed information. ,

Thirdly, the banjar system is used to extend the community-based family

planning system. 150 clinics for the rural area of Bali are not enough to

serve 564 villages and 3727 banjars scattered all over the island. By linking

the clinics with the banjar system it is possible to bring information and

services about family planning as close to,the community as possible. The

kellan can act as a depot holdel for oral contra:eptives, condoms and vaginal

tablets.

dOW TNE BANJAR SYSYEM IS INVOLVED

The kelian and field worker work together in using the banjar as a

vehicle for family planning, Information, !nd services. With help from the

fieldvorker, the kelian registers all eligible couples in the community

and records them on a map of the community. On the Map a different colour Is

2e)
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used for IUD acceptors (blue), pill acceptors (red), condom acceptors (green)

and a blank box is left for those who have not yet accepted family planning.

Each month the family planning situation in the village is reviewed, using the

map. In order to do family planning work, the kelian'is trained on a three..

day course in BKIUNIs Provincial Training Center in Denpasar.

In the monthly banjar meeting various development issues - including family

planning - are introduced along with matters relating to the development of

the banjar. The family planning fieldworker attends these meetings. These

discussions provide community support for and encouragement of the use of

family planning by banjar members.

The prevalence of contraceptive use in the island has risen every year

and a.cording to the banjar report of December 1979, 285,066 eligible couples,

or 12.32 percent of the total number of the population (2,314,465) are now

registered In the banjar system. Of this number 212,961 are using family

planning - or 73.54 percent of the eligible couples. The IUD is the predomi-

nant method (table 2).

Table 2. Contraceptive use (Bali, 199)

Method Number Percentage

Pill
34,026 15.98

IUD 143,495 67.38

Condoms 24,737 11.62

Spermicides
397 0.19

Tubectomy 8,059 3.78

Vasectomy 1,308 0.61

Injectable contraceptive 939 0.44
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESS OF THE BANJAR SYSTEM

The Bali experience shows that, in the absence of industrialization, the

idea ot family planning can spread, adoption of effective contraception can

reach a high rate, and the crude birth rate can decline substantially. Bali

Lacks the conditions conventionally regarded as conducive to widespread

adoption .11 family planning. Incomes are low, largely based on agiiculture,

people are poorly educated, health standards are low, and attitudes are

largely traditional, shaped by Hindu beliefs and practices. In spite of all

this, the Ball programme has achieved an cceptor rate as high as that

obtained only in a few developing countries (e.g. Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

and South Korea) where there has been profound economic development and

conditions are more conducive to the widespread adoption of family planning.

According to the data from the World Fertility Survey (1976) the total

fertility rate (TFR) in Ball wan 3.8. This is a major reduction from the

rate (A 4.6 in 1974 and that of 5.8 in 1970. The overall decline in fertility

in the years 19/0 tu 1976 was 34.5%. The reasons for this success arc given

below.

Most BKKBN officials are young (thirties and forties) and have maintained

their links with the villages in which they grew up. They actively participate

in the Balinese traditional syhtems, returning to their owu villages for

periodic ceremonial activities.

This continuing Informal cant er. keeps them luforme: about village

reality and hel, them plan programmes that are genuinely responsive to the

needs and behavioural patterns of the people. Because they value Balinese
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ideals and behaviour, they can freely draw on traditional Institutions and

know how to enlist the cooperation and help of local leaders - respecting

their leadership and understanding the value of their contribution.

Another contributing factor has been the ability to show the compatibility

of family planning with Ball's Hindu religion. At first it was felt. that

aindu beliefs (eg. that every baby brings its own benefit from heaven, and

the Balinese belief in reincarnation) might discourage participation in the

family planning programme. Fortunately, however, the Balinese religion

proved tolerant of family planning. Family planning promoters drew on

mythological stoiles (eg. Hahabarata) to demonstrate the value of a small

family norm - eg. the victorious battle of the five Pandawa brotherh over the

Kurawa brothers was interpreted to show that quality is better than

quantity.

Another cultural tradition that has proven useful in promoting a reduced

family size is the method of naming children. A Balinese child Is usually

given a name consisting of three or four parts, an optional marker indit_ating

sex and a name identifying the given name by which the person will be tormally

addressed. It is the birth order name that is of particular interest here.

The most common names for the first four births in a family are as follows:

First born: Wayan, Cde, Putu (literally 'the oldest')

Second : Hade, Negah ('isiddle')

Third : Nyoman ('youngest')

Fourth : Retut ('unplanned')

For fifth and later children, either the cycle is repeated or each child is
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named Ketut. Clearly, the system of naming supports a traditional ideal

family size of three or four.

In one survey of balinese women in 1973 the most commonly mentioned ideal

family size (four children) was attributed to this naming system. Family

planning personnel have used the naming system in explaining why couples

ahould limit their childbearing to three children.

INTEGRATED FAMILY PLANNING AND NUTRITION PROGRAMME

In 1980 a family planning ami nutrition programme was launched as a

co-operative effort of RKK8N, the Department of Health, and the Department

of Uriculture. It was set up to overcome resistance to family planning

based on people's reaction to the high infant mortality rate (125 per 1,000

population), Many women who accepted family planning in principle were

reluctant to stop at two children because of fears about the survival of their

infant children. High infant mortality vies attributed to low levels of

nutrition. By improving the nutrition of under-five children, MEN felt

that couples would be more secure about the health of their children and

therefore more willing to limit their family. They decided that this programme

required a collaborative approach together with the Departments of Health

and Agriculture.

The respective roles of the three partners in this scheme are:

a) motivation of the community through the network of fieldworkers and

banjors (BWN):

b) prov,mion of health services - medicines, iron tabbets, Vitamin A.
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oralit, immunization and health information (Department of Health);

c) advice on plants and vegetables which can be cultivated in home gardens

as a source of nutrition (Department of Agriculture).

A new voluntary cadre of village women has been created for this programme,

selected by the kelians. The number of nutrition cadres recruited is based

on a ratio of one cadre per twenty under-five children. Each banjar has from

two to ten cadres. Their job DI to weigh the children monthly, fill out

health record cards, write monthly reports, give cooking demonstrations, and

refer acutely malnoulis ed Lhildren to the Health Centre. The 11KKBN

a

field-

worker monitor this ac ivity. collect the reports, and provide basic

supplies (Vitamin A, ora '1'1. t, iron tablets, etc.).

The weighing activity is heJd in the banjar hall. With the help of the

motheia, the nutrition tradres weigh the children, record their weights, give

them medicines (Vitamin A, iron, etc.) and where necessary, immunizations.

Then a cooking demonstration id given to the mothers and the children have

hatch together.

This programme at present ,ovets only 231 banjars but over a five-year

period will be extended to all of the 3727 bnntars in Ball.

INLi6ENERATIN6 ACTIVITIB IN SUPPORT OF FAMILY PLAINC AND NUTRITION

PROGRAMMES

BURN has also started a programme of income-generating activities as a

means of improving the general health of the family. Women who have accepted

family planning are given courses in making handicrafts, cakes, candies, soap,
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etc. which car be used by the family or sold in the market. MON has also

negotiated a loan scheme with the banks so that the women can purchase pigs

for breeding.* Each woman rete( as a loan of Rp. 90,000 (or $150 US) which

is enough to buy about six pigle... The lean is expected to be repaid over

three years with I% interest per month. In order to organize the credits,

groups of 20 "acceptor." women are formed In each banjar. The BRUN field-

worker acts as the leader of the group and is responsible for paying the

monthly interest and tne final payments. For this service the fieldworker

takes a 5Z commission of the sale price of the pigs. This pig-raising scheme

not onlyJncreases the incomes of family planning acceptors but also acts as

an incentive for those who have not yet accepted family planning.

CONCLUSION

This case study has shown how an Indigenous cormunity institution - the

Iminjar - has beeh used successfully as a vehicle for family planning education,

services, programme monitoring and a support programme of nutrition education

and income-generating activities.

A Balinese women raise pigs in house-yards but this is normally done on a

"share-breeding" basis, i.c, a rich peraon gives her a piglet to be raised
and after one year of breeding the pig is told, half the money goes to the

piglet-owner and half to the bieeder.

2
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INDIGENOUS MENTAL STRUCTURES:

THEIR FUNCTIONS AND LIMITS IN

14014-10K1AL EDMCATIONAL PIMICISSES FOR DEVELOPMENT

by

C. Bonanni

When a briefing on "communication" is offered to a non-formal educator

who wIll be reapOrlible for socio-educational activities in a community-

based development project, generally he is asked to be very'eauttous in

communicating ionco'rative messages to the people. He must choose with

attention the words which he will utilize: they hnVe to be the same as those

commonly used by the,people and, in the cane of new words, he must pedagog-

ically grade their presentation. He Is also requested to be very careful

1

In transferring messages through visual images: they have to leflect local
,

representations of the reality, they have to be pretested, refined, etc.

All kinds of buggeations are indeed given to him, but very rarely is

he advised on how to avoid mistakes in dealing with the inner epistemolog-

ical processes of hib interlocutors. He is never asked to make an inventory'

of the logical patrimony ffieessed by the people with whom he works so thmt

he could know, respect, use as far as possible, in hie educational action,

their syntactical structurT i.e. the mental frames in which their thoughts

are organized and interrelated.

We feel, on the contrary, that whoever is Involved in educational

development, has to pay grent\attention to the above mentioned aspects. ,To

support this affirmation we would like to share with the reader, in the '
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following lines, some self-explanatory examples drawn from direct field

experiences.

An agriCulrural extensionist explained once to a group of farmers

th4t: if they had had in the preceding rainy season so many mm of rain

chey should have put in the soil so many kilos of fertilizers but if they

had not had a sufficient quantity of rain then they should not have put

so much...but...etc. At the end he realized that the farmers dld not get

the message he vas trying to transfer tcothem. Were they incapable of

understanding the meaning of each one of his words? Surely not, because

they were expressed in their own mother tongue; the way in which he was

framing those words in phrases wore only foreign to them and for that

reason they were unable to understana them. He should have searched in

advance, through group discussions, for the syntactical forms adopted by

that rural population in framing hypothetical phraaes and past-future

temporal relationships and adopted them. For example, in the case of

money borrowed in the past and to be paid in the futsre that population

was utilizing the following expression: "The money I got three months ago

is still lying on my chest, but very soon, I hope, it will lie on my back."

Other farmers attending a literacy course were showing high capacities

in mental calculations while their achievements in written arithmetic were

very poor. The reason for this appeared to reside in a dic.hotomy between,

the procedures adopted by rhe teacher on the blackboard and those followed

by the farmers' minds. Encouraging results were achieved when, finally,
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method for teaching basic ariLotic was founded oa the farmers' mental

approaches., iss shown by the following tablas

279 +
183

1. Read aloud

"Two hundred and seventy-aine plus, one hundred and eighty-three"

2. Write down as said

200 70 9

100 80 3

3. Add the parts In the order which Is simplest to you. (this will

vary from person to person)

e.g. (0 200 + 100 300

70 + 80 - ISO

+ 3 12

(ii) 300 + 150 450

450 12 462

365 -

128.

I. Hake up from the lower to the higher number. as when counting

out change. ,

e.g. 128 to 130 2

110 to 150 20

230 to 280 50

200 to 300 100

300 to 365 65

2. Now proceed with addition: read aloud and write as said:

100

2

20
50

60 5
100 130 7 .0 237
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To underline the udcertainty of a marketing operation, a non-formai

educator, while discussing with a group of poor blacksmiths, decided to

utilize in his speech verbs in their subjunctive and conditional modes,

but the unknown sound of their endings caused humorous reactions from the

group. Why? The audlence_was composed of people using, in their daili

life's conversations, only one verbal mode: the indicative, Their "present",

indeed, was so aleatory that there was no need for the subjunctive or

conditional. They knew, of course, the future tense but it was utilized

only for the Divinity: By making use, in his specch, of their comprehensive

indicative the social workers could have received mere attention and his

uords produced more impdct.

It should be emphasized, however, that in certain cases, the trans-

formational process requires the mastery and the use of concepts, an well

as of logical structures and relationships which are not present In the

rich and articulate mental patrimony of traditional rural groups, because

the experLences from which these logicdi elementa generate have not yet

been gained by them. These new mental tools have to be considered'as neces-

sary preconditions for the success ot an educational action leading towards

behavioural, cultural, and docial zhanges. Some of them are inherent in

the microliie of the soil and the water, in the time/output, time/control,

cost/benefit and are relevant for a farmer who has adopted advanced agri-

cultural practices. Others are Init.-rent in the rate of growth, In the

biologics) causes of endemic diseases, in the organic functiona of the

270
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human body, in the nutritional value of food and are indeed relevant for

a family life education programme. They cannot be taught by indoctrination

but must be induced from 4 eries of propaedeutic experiences ad hoc put

in motioa at the very inceOtion of Cae socio-educational process.

To be more specific let us introduce sone examples. How is it possible-,

to request bush farmer to dig m ditch in an abaolutely straight line if

ha does not possess the respective concept? They are in fact human groups

who smarter the concirc of a circle, which is physically very present in

their environmett, as well as the practi.ol skills for drawing, shaping,

and building circular forms, objects, and houses, Lac not tht concept of

the straight line. Therefore, before telling them to dig a straight ditch,

they have to be,led towards.the formulation uf the concept of the straight

line through pragmati, exercises and demonstrative working experiences.

A teacher of nomadic groopb who wishes, at a given moment, to transfer

to Che latter some vlaoal messages utilizing the law of the persptctive

without givingtthem pceviuus experiences about it, after many efforts will

be obliged co give up. The cor.ept of perspective, indeed, does not exist

in thtir minds. If he sh.ows taem a drawing presenting two cunstructions:

tha smaller in the background and the bigger in the front, they will

tcaaider the bigger one as superior in value vis-a-via the smaller one.

This latter conatruction in fact, will for them be the house of the slaves

or of the animals, but rarely that which ic mare distant from them than

the other.

2 7
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rhobe who have worked in field level health education programmes know

that it is impossible to trans-fer a message on the interrelationship

between the germs present in the polluted water and the intestinal diseases

of the children, if the concept of mdcrobe, i.e. of a living being, so

small that it cannot be seen by our eyes has not been acquired in advance

by the people to whom the message is addressed.

Similarly it is impossible, when operating in a society where the

words "right" and "duty" have the same significance (as in the case of

southern Italy), to instill habits related to duties and rights until

the moment when the logical preconditions for their differentiation are

created in the minds of the members of that society.

In reading the above lines one could be induced to think that only

the members of deprived or poor rural Lummunities need to reinforce their

logical patrimony with new conceptual acquisitions. This is not true.

In reality it is a two-way process. It goes also from them to the members

of the so-called learned society, as illustrated by the following story.

In 1870 the Baron vontion Decken - as told by himself in his diary

- was navigating upitroam the Juba River in the Horn of Africa, hoping

to find its source. Each evening he stopped and camped until dawn on

the river bank. One eveninf the guards of his encort sla-Led to light

a fire with wet branches, making a lot of smoke. The Baron or.iired them

to stop, but they explained to him that 44th the help of the smoke they

were trying to prevent fever. The Baron could not understand what they

2?,
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were telling him and requested them to make more comprehensible their

words. They repeated to him that by making -smoke they were driving away

the mosquitoes which were bringing them fever. The Baron could not accept

their justification because in his hdhan experience that time the relation-

ship between mosquitoes and malaria fever did not exist. Thus, he ordered

them to put out the fire. The chief of the escort before lighting the fire

should have explained to him by which experience the interrelationship

oetween mosquitoes and fever came to their mind and only after he could

have hoped that the Baron had approved and abated the benefits of their

preventive action.

Something similar happened to a western seaman sailing in the

Pacific. He was not able, in fact, to understand and acccpt what his

local counterpart was telling him about the utilization of a navigation

plan based on directions suggested by the net of inf/uences and forces

which binds the constellations. Hig refusal, however, did not last

eternally: it disappeared when he absorbed the cosmological experience of

his new eftvir(nment.

FinaAy, we can bay that those responsible for non-formal education

activities for development ahould

a) elsborate their wissages, respecting and using as much as possiblc,

the participatory groups' lexical, grammatical, and syntactical

structures as well as their semantic values;

27,
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b) Pragmatically contribute to the formation of the new logical

laments which are compulaorily required by the transformational

process.

If %we will be permitted to paraphrase the words p.anounced by C. Attlee,

the day on which UNESCO was created, we could say that since reality starts

in the minds of men, it ia in the minds of men that we have tO establish

the basis for its development.
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PART II: INTRODUCTION

FOLK /*ZIA, POPULAR THEATRE, AND CONFLICTING STRATEGIES FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

IN THE THIRD WMLD by Ross Kidd

The popular performing arts are being Increasingly used in education

and social action in the Third World. In ilraill the national literacy organ-

ization, labour unions, fertilizer companies, the church, and political

parties are commiasioning public performances and booklets of folk aoetry

promoting their respective interests. (Bordenave) In Sierra Leone develop-

ment researchers are turning'to indigenous expression, including proverbs

and drama, not as a meana'of pushing any particular meat:age, but as an

indicate: of the contiadictions of the development,process itself. (Johnny

and Richards) In China amateur drama groups in each village provide regular

entertainment, propagate party themes, and help people to redefine themselves

in relation to massive structural changes. (Judd) In India the Ministry

of Information ant Broadcasting ha: a permanent drauu division employing

full-time and part-time troupes engaged in government propaganda work; a

private mime troupt totrs the slutsu, of Delhi with sketches on community

development, health, clvic and othor themes. (Kidd)

In southern India and in Mexico popular
educators working with a land-

less labourers' movement and an urban slum-dwellers organization respect-

ively ldve become performers, producing
dramas along with community members

as one aspect of their educational and organizing work. (Kidd, NuTiez)
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In Jamaica and Nigeria the'reverse has happened: theatre workers have

become popular educators, learning-these skills and applying them along with

their theatre skills in organizing workshops and community-based programmes

with women's groups, farmers, and othc.r community groups. In Bolivia And

Botswana, with very little outside intervention, a Native movement and a

women's weaving co-op respectively have created their own dramas as a form

of popular expression, self-education and a means of building and consolidat-

ing their organization. iltojas, Byram)

The most frequently employed labels for this wide range of activity

are "folk media" and "popular theatre". While often usr interchangably

they-represent two distinct approaches. Folk media is the attempt by

development communicators to use "people's media" for propagating the ideas

of modernizatio: popular theatre" is applied to cultural/educational'

activities in which the popular classes present and critique their own

understanding of the world in relation to a broader aim of structural

transformation.

While there are m thodological differences between these two approaches,

the essential differences are not tedlnical. They are not methodological

* In Nigeria, Zambia and Kenya theatre wurkers and adult educators 'lave

worked together on programmes of community education. The most tote-

worthy example is the teamwork of a Kenyan literacy teacher and Kenya's

most prominent writer and playwright Ngugi Wa Thiong'o in a community

education theatre programme Involving hundreds of landless rural squatters

as a follow-up to a literacy programme. (Ngugi wa Kith, 1980)

2 b,
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options open to technoLratic choice; they represent distinct political-

economic views of the world and contradicLry material interests.

These differences can only be understood in the context of the history

and political economy of the Third World. Each of the case studies in this

section provides a description and analysis of its own national context but

the ommon denominator is s history of a) colonialism and imperialism and

struggle. against foreign political, economic and cultural domination, and

b) attempts by the dominant indigenons classes to consolidate their economic,

social and politieal power - met with resistance by movements of the lressed

classes.

People's culture has been one of the battlegrounds In the struggle

between the dominant and subordinate classes for centuries. For example in

the early days of co1on1.1Ism the church used syncretic drama (their own

imported drama struetur, mixed with indigenous cultural expression) to

propagite the faith, dennunec Islam, and legitimize the colonial invasion.

Even earlier Islam consolidated its hold over parts of South East Asia, using

Wa!ang shadow-puppeLry as one medium of proselytizatioi. indigenous Lultural

expression sparked Jome of the earliest revolts against zoloninl rule, the

most notable being the slave rebellion in Haiti, (which was triumphint in

1804) in which evening drumming acted as a cover fur the preparatiois and

planning. (James, 1963) The colonial authorities recognized the potential

of indigenous culture in building and stiffening resistance to their domin-

ation and used various approaches to control it - banning drumming and
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destroying drums on the slave plantations in the Caribbean. replacing

indigenous dance-dramas with colonizer's drama in the Philippines and Latin

America, trying to suppress traditional dancing in Africt, etc. Indigenous

cultural expression vas also affected indirectly but powerfully through

the changes in political-economic structures: migration the towns, new

modes of productithe shift' from subsistence to cash crop production,

etc. changed the nature of village "drama", gave rise to new syncretic

forms for the urban proletariat, and comaoditized some of the indigenous

theatre gaups. More recently cultural work played an importnnt role in

national-arraggle-s for independence, building an indigenous or national

identity, arousing a spirit of revolt, and raising morale during the

1 iberat ion war.

Mass Government-sponsored Theatre

After independence many of the new governments organized a national

programme of government-sponsored theatre to promote their own ideas and

programmes. This took essentially two appx.Jaches - a) one a mobile approach

using paid trowes (represented by the case study on the Indian Song and

Drama Division) ; the other a mass mobilizatOn approach (represented by

* The other Third World cwantries which have run mass government-sponsored

mobile theatre programmes are Indonesia, Malaysia, Char.', and Mexico.

Recently Lady Marcels of the Philippines started to organize a mass
propaganda programme through theatre but this was scotched at the last

minute by her husband who recognized its potential use by the anti-Marcos

movement.
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the Chinese case study).

The, mobilo approach was in many cases the continuation of the colonial

mobile propaganda campaigns involving cinema vans and occasionally performr

ing troupes and was often run by the information wing of government - the

*Ministry responsible for mass media. It was seen as a tuce-to-face supple-

ment for the mass media and played a similar role, ie. putting across the

development messages of centralized planners. Its coverage was sparse

(restricted by the financial resources to pay the troupes) and the narrow use

of financial incentives together with the top-down, bureaucrat-controlled

structure made for limited commitment by the performers.

In tontrast the mobilization approach, used most notably in China,

created a mass movement of village-based amateur drama groups supplemented

**

by the existing network of traditional performers. The intervening factor

in this case was not a mobile theatre troupe, but a middle-class animateur

who worked in an area for a period of time, forming and training groups,

and building organizational links between them. Distinguishing features

ol this approach included: a) the active participation of villagers in

* *

The most notable use of the Indigenous performing arts by colonial or

foreign authorities wan a) in war-time recruitment propaganda (eg.

India, East Africa) and b) counter-insurgency operations in Malaysia,

Laos, and Vietnam. (Brandon, 1967; Mahoney, 1975)

The Federal Lend Development Agency (FELDA) in Malaysia adopted a much

smaller-scale mobilization programme, creating a drama group in each

of Its new settlements.

26
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creating their own culture (rather than depending on the occasional visit of

an outside professional troupe); b) its largely voluntary nature: it is a

people's movement rather than a government department; c) the close identif-

ication of the largely working,class performers and audiences with the themes

being promoted and performer involvement ia play production (rather than

relying on externally imposed messages and scripts).

A critical difference, though, is the overall political purpose. The

Indian programme served to legitimize and reproduce the existing structures.

The Chinese programme was organized.

a) within the context of major structural changes as a reinforcement

for class struggle, and

b) later on as a means of helping people to redefine themselves in

relation to the new structures.

The Chinese programme, however, should not be seen as an exercise in

"conscientization"; it was concerned with persuasion, with changing attitudes

and not with a wide-rangirg analysis of the issues or the contradictions

produced by these changes

Both the Chinese and Indian programmes worked wUll the folk perforMing

* Unlike the Indian programme which started five years after Independence,
the alinese cultural programme grew out of the Communist struggles
against the Japanese and Kuomintang and played a vital role in the land

reform movements.
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arts but their methods differed. The Indian programme defined this trans-

action in "modern-traditional." tel.= and developed a working knowledge of

which types of traditional drama wouldl permit modern messages and how to

insert them. The Chinese transformed both the contents and ,the form.

Unlike the Indian programme where the feudal values were left largely intact

(except where they directly contradicted a modernization message - eg. pro-

natalist sentiments) the Chinese rooted out' reactionary feudal values and

thia required a transformation of the form itself. .

Folk Media

While these early experiments with the folk performing arts were carried

out in the 50's and 60s, the concept "folk media" only gained currency In

development circles In the 70s. By this time the original "top-down"

communicat ion model had taken a beating and various alternat ives were being

**
examined. Folk media was proposed as a supplement to the mass media, making

up for the latter's remoteness, vertical structure, ,and urbanized language

with "face-to-face", "bottom-up", "dialogue" in the "language and idiom of

the people".

-- ---

A Their experience has provided a good deal of the Folk Media theory

adopted by UNESCO, IPPE, and other international agencies.

(Ranganath, 1981)

This shift in communication paradigm represented two divergent interestn

the "efficiency" group simply wanled media to be more persuasive - in

its existing format It could only provide "general awareness", rather

than "conviction"; the other group argued on democratic grounds for a

more participatory approach.

* *

286



This interest in folk media, though, wac not a mere shift in the taste

of development,comounIcators. It coincided with critical changes in the

political economic strategy of the ruling classes. During the previous two

decades (1965-1970) there was no material reason for a mass communication

and education programme directed to the rural poor - the marginal farsel's

and landless labourers. Development was a mattor of "betting on the rich"

and was aimed at the la ge capitalist farmers, especially during the Green

Revolution when the new capital inputs were directed to and appropriated

by the rich landowning class. Mass media did its job of suppoiting this

type of development, getting informatijn out to the rich farmers about

fairatle seeds, loans, irrigation, etc,1 But by the 70's the contradictions

of this monopoly capitalist development programme - increasing landlessness,

unemployment, Impoverishment, and urban migration of rural peasants -

requied a means of sdealing with the tensions and conflicts. McNamara's

Vetle Green Revolution prescribed a stratngy for directing development

reapuices and welfare servizeu La theirural poc4, as a means of containing

sociai discontent. It included no major structural reforms (eg. land

reform). (Feder, 1976) f

This new strategy, in corxr...icat'!on terms, required ways of a) getting

to the rural, poor, many of whom were initside the influence o: the mass media

and b) persuading them to,accept the ew domdnant class solutions for

poverty (birth control pills, loans, fodernization ideas, mini-Green

Revolution technology, etc.) . Folk m4dia was one approach that suited
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this purpose: the traditional performers (eg. an estimated 150,000 in India)

were out in the villages, not tuck in the central officea or radio stations,

and had day-to-day contact with the people; as a familiar an? popular

cultural form, folk media could be more convinctrig than the Modern mass media.

Folk media were to be tools for putting across information, hanging attitudes

and habits, and legitimizing and mobilizing participation in ['government

development programmes, wi hi? an informal contLxt of entettalnelent and a

1

community get-together. I
/

, r

I

The Indian case studyUows that, in spite of the way in which "folk

0
media" is described, there 4! no real dialogue, local participation and

bottom-up communication: folk media are simply used in the same vertical

structure as mass media. The Imposition of centkilly determined information

and the lack of engagement in critical analysis and collectifve action,

produces more passivity and dependence and a feeling of technical and

-

cultural inferiority, all of which can be exploited by the dominant clasbes

to reinforce their position.

The 'people's perfocmezs" become simply ihe uourhpiece for the dominant

cl,ois and their credibility as a ganuine folk expression of the peoFle is

lestroyed. People's cultural resources hre appropriated to express ideas

and viewpoints which are against their interests. Under the rubric of

"participation" folk media is used to "involve (Marginal farmers, landless

labourers, avd slum-dwellera3 in their own domestication" - a more effective

means for socializing tb 4, to aCcept their situation without critical

2
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reflection. (Williams, 1971) They are simply integrated more effectively

'int.o,the system, diverted from radical change, and persuaded to accept the

blase for their situation (the result of their own "self-inflicted",

"traditional" culture) and remedial, technical measures to alleviate a bit

of the misery:

Dodernization] culture can only offer themes about

techniques and domestic morals as an educational
message. (Rojas)

As Bordenave points out in his paper, tlie purpose of folk media lc not

to persuade people "to vaccinate, to implant IUDs, to fight parasites, or

to eat vegetables". -By turning the folk performers into mercenary propagand-

ists, folk media experts undermine their credibility and destroy people's

culture.

Popular Theatre, Popular Education, Popular Communication, and

Structural Transformation

The increasing extractive demands of national and multi-national capital

lead to contradictions and crises which give rise to their dialectical

opposite: struggles by agricultt\i'Fal labouters, marginal farmers, urban

squatters, margina1i4ed tribal groups, and othcr exploited groups to defend

themselves against the pressures uf surplus appropriation and to fight for

land, better working conditions, and structural changes. In these struggles

the peasants and workers are often joined by middle-class activists who

have been alienated by the dominant structure and some of their skills are
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often useful in the educational and organizing process.

A new form of education, communication, and cultural expression has

emerged in this counter-effort as a means of supporting rhe organizing, em-

powering, conscientlzlhg, and structural transformation process. Its object,

is not to legitimize the existing social structures and exert social control,

but to encourage people to question and challenge the structures. Rather

than "banking" people with modernizing information and techniques and rein-

forcing dependence on the outside expert, it encourages the growth of

people's own analysis, self-confidence, and fighting spirit. Unlike con-

ventional development communication which posits a self-inflicted "culture

of poverty" to explain poverty and justify an approach which pours'new

(modernization) wine in,o old (traditional) bottles% the popular educators

start with a structural view of poverty that it 16 political economic

structures not people's habits and traditional attitudes which keep poor

people in debt, without land, lowly paid, etc. They recognize that pGpular

education should lead to challenges against the oppresstve structures and

acllenging oppression cannot be done in a passive way. The starting point

then is developing active challenges to the structures and this must start

with the oppressed reevaluating their own understnding of reality over-

coming their fears, their view of oppressors as allpowerful, of themselves

as passive objects of fate and recoEnizing the possibility of structural

change. This in turn represents a growth in confidence and self-esteem - a

major step towards class conskiousness. It also means taking action
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against victimization and exploitation in an organized way. The Jamaican,

Nigerian, Mexican, and Indian (ACM) case studies exemplify various aspects

of tLis counter-approach.

The common starting point is the validation of the culture of the popular

classqs. (White, 1980) The folk poetry of North-East Brazil, the testaments

of Jamaican women, and the indigenous dances of Mexico are all cited as

genuine expres;ions of the popular classes - a means of communication which

has survived through the centuries as a seemingly autonomous form of

expression, protest, "relationship, communion, escape, fantasy, beauty,

pletrr, worship". (Bordenave) The recognition and balvaging of people's

culturP is a key aspect of rebuilding people's confidence.

People's culture, however, is more than folk songs and dances. Ttu!

popular classes not only express their own concerns, but they also generate

their own knowledge and analysis. (Johnny and R'chards) Examples of a

people's science ere given from Sierra Leone and these are used to counter

the stereotype of "development as modernization" which ascribes conservatism,

traditionalism, lack of science, etc. to the peasantry,(Johnny. and Richards

show that this so-called "traditionalism" i9 not the result of isolation

from the modern world but is socially produced by the monopoly capitalist

system Into which the 'traditional' village Is Integrated). People'h

perapectivep on their situation, expressed in the form of proverbs, can

provide a dialectical point of compariaon with and critique of development

orthodoxy.
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While not disp:cing the existence of people's knowledge, the Sierra

Leone, Brazil and Mexico case studies show that people's cultural expression

reflects the dependency relations of the society in which it functions.*

This leads to Nuaez important distinction between a) people's culture - the

aatonomous expression, values, customs, etc. of the i.eople which has imbedded

.within it ruling Llass ideology and b) popular culture - th.t which is built

out of selective aspetts of people's culture that reflect their true interests,

eg. elements of protest'and resistance against the structures of domination.

This leads in turn to popular education - th ,-.! process of "rediscovering"

these genuine popular elements and "returning them systematically to the

people". Nulie4)

* Johnny and Richards part company with the rest of the authors after this

point. While agreeing that people's cultural expression Is riddled with
ruling class assumptions, they are not convinced of the value of
"conscientizing" the peasantry; they are more Interested in using
peasant perspectives (expressed in various folk forms) to reeducate '

blinkered developmeLt technocrats. Bordenave makes a similar argument:

don't commission the writing of folk poetry to be used as 'conscient-

itation codes' - start with the existing folhetos which contain within

them the contradictions needed to provoke discussion and analysis of

the hegemonic process. However, he actively encourages their use for

analysis purposes by popular education groups. Crow and Etherton, on

the other hand, show how these two persp,ctivei tan be brought together

Linto the same workshop - attended by both farmers and development
workers - in urder to deepen the understanding of both parties through
a different dialectical process in which people act out various courses

of action and pose the contradictions in a dramatic way.

The framework in Bordenave's paper developed by Fausto Netto is not
--only useful in analyzing the content of folk culture (eg. the folheto)
but it is also a 1.,ery useful tool in analysing the content of much

development communication work.
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The Jamaican ane Nigerian case studies show one way of organizing

popular education. They both represent attempts by theatre workers to convert

their art into a conlcientization medium. Till's is not theatre for the

people - an outside group performing a "well-made play" and then getting the

audience to talk about it. The "audience" or participants become the actors

and theatre becomes the medium through which they express themselves. Self-

expression Ls _vital in developing self-confidence and participation. In the

Third World 'creativity is seen as d subversive activity - as a result people

have been conditioned to feel they have no talent, no creativity' (a Columbian

popular theatre worker). Through demmstrating peasants' and workers'

capacity for creativity, participatory drama helps in transforming them

from their traditional role ,f passive observation to one of active engage-

ment in dramati,! action - as analogue for the same transformation (the

Freiriar goal) in real life from fatalistic passivity to af,scrtive action.*

Expression itself thougn is not enough. Drawing out people's griev-

ances dnd sense of dissatisfaction is an important step in building class

Augusto lioal whose experience in Peru inspired much of this work dis-
covered the,importanre of petting Peruviaii campesinos to express
themselves through a dramatic means only aftcr tailing to spark an

active response with a verbal dialogue:

Silence for them was a weapos.

For me that was exasperating:
I talked and talked and zhey Just
stared ac me Finally, I. said

'If you don't want to speak, at least

show something, show an image'
(Michalski, 1980)

2 '1
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consciousncss but the process must go fur,her, encouraging people to get a

more critical understanding of the source of their oppression and working

*
out concrete strategies and tactics for action. In this stage of the process

the participants act out s,arious ways of transforming reality and discuss

the implications of each 'rehearsal'. Through dramatization, analysis and

re-dramatization people discover the real constraints and cOntradietions

which inhibit change and possibilities for overcoming these obstacles.

Drama in this case is not the finished "well-made play" of a professional

folk media troupe prescribing a fixed and narrow understanding of reality; ,

drama is the "play-which-is-never-finished" performed by the popular classes

and providing an ever-deepening analysis of their situation, the possibilities

for action, and the implications of each course of action. Discussion is

4..net-the artif icial ritual of conventional political theatre tacked on at

the end. (If people are left out of tht action and dialogue in the play,

it's di Him) t to turn them on 1 ike a tap when it a all over.) The discussion

is woven into the process - both in the rehearsal (eg. arguing one's case

with a bureaucrat) and Ir. each post-rehearsal analysis. The discussion,

the thinking, is not a scparate activity - it is the scenario-making process

itself. (Crow and Etherton)

A

* This is the problem with many of the "Lenguaje Total" experiments in
Latin America which represent a form of "sponge theatre", drawing out
people's grievances and frustrations but not using that energy and
anger to do something about the source of the discontent.
(Cutarrez, 1974)

i?
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This is a process controlled and shaped by the particinants to "write"

their analysis of their situation and their version of Otte future. Instead

of receiving the finisited texts on theatre of the dominant class in their

role AS pAsSiVA ObAerVA,S, they are making their own theatre and using it

as a means of developing their own ideas and trying out various strategies

for overcoming oppression. In this sense it is a much more dynamic form of

participation - people are not only discussing images of reality but they

are also creating them and changing them to suit their analysid'of reality.

It is no mere discussion of possibilities; it is a rehearsal of those

possibilities, a means of testing out their appropriateness and implications

before actually doing them in real life.*

Ideas in this field have evolved over time; a perfect formula did not

spring into being right from the beginning. Etherton and Crow trace the

various stages in the development of popular theatre in Africa - showing

how the analysis of the contradictions of the work At each Stage gave rise

to succeeding improved stages.

* The Jamaican, Nigerian, and Mexican experiences build on the work of

Augusto Boal, a Brazilian popular theatre practitioner who deserves

to be better known by adult educators. As a close colleague of

Prulo Preire Boal developed an interest in conscientizat'on and the

possibility of using theatre for popular education in Brazil. Nowever,

his main experience came after he had been exiled from Brazil, in Peru

where he worked on the national literacy campaign. Eschewing the con-

ventional recruitment and motivational role assigned to theatre, he

experimented with ways of using theatre within the literacy classroom

- as a medium of expression, analysis, and trying out various strategies

for structural trancformation. (Boal, 1978)

2
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The Mexican case study shows how this dialectical process of a constantly

evolving methodology and analysis takes place within one organization. In

the beginning IMDEC became locked into a role of broker of services and con-

ventional extension work rather than a catalyst for popular aLtion and

struggle. However, through constantly evaluating its work, it recognized

these limitatlons, changed its strategy, and helped create a popular move-

ment organized around a core group of community leaders. Theatre playud a

powerful role, in this movement in maintaining communication
with the residents

of the barrio, developing understanding of the issues for struggle, and rally-

ing support for struggle.

The IMDEC (Mexico) and ACPC (India) ease studies represent a more

advanced stage of the process - in comparison, for example, with the Ulgetlyn

yolk. The Nigerian workshepg spark a lot of discussion, participation, and

critical insight, but they have not yet found an organizational vehicle to

move beyond the one-off event. They represent what Encalada (1979) has ca,led

"convocatory" communication - communication which simply "calls people

together" but doesn't follow the communication (or in this Case learning)

experience up with organizing and action. The action that is planned on the

Nigerian stage has not yet lead for example to the creation of a farmers'

organization to take up the isouct on a sustained basis. (In contrast the

rehearaal of a struggle in ACPC's case is a concrete planning exercise for

a real struggle.) Heightened political consciousness on its own does not

create a strong organization nor the conditions for a successful political

2 00
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struggle. As the ACPC case allows, people come to a critical class cohscious-

ness in the process of building an Orga.nization and struggling for their

rights.

The ACM and IHDEC cultural work is built into an oe-going process of

education, leadership'training, organizing, and struggle. They not only call

people together; they also create an organizational framework and a common

underbtanding und purpose in which pqople can work together. Drams in their.

case 19 not the primary mobilizing agent nor the main source of learning; It

fs drama-ultbin7tbe-process - one of a number of activities which serve a

broader also of building a popular movement and struggling against oppression.

In ACPC's organizing process drama plays a wide range of roles - bringing

people together and building solidarity; celebrating important victories and

building confidence in popular power; deepening community discussion end

understanding of the major issues; voicing proceot, poking fun at the land-

lords, overcoming poeplt's fears and stirring their emotions; clarifying the

target_ for a specitic struggle and assuring massive support; and planning

ad agreeing on die strategies for struggle. This wide rmnge of functions,

however, is only because of the buscalned or4;anizing process and other

activities for which drama plays a supportive role.

The ACPC case study also shows how drama can be used to fulfill different

needs at different stages of the organizing process - from the initial stage..

of overcoming fear and the internalized myths to the later stfiges of organiz-

ing support tor mass strikes against the landlords or mass ceinfrontations with

2,3 (
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the authorities to demand that "paper" reforms be implemented. Another

important element in the AUC cultural work is the high level of community

participation - ACPC hp evolved a dramatic structure in which everyone gets

invol.,ed, discussing the issues, debating the merldlof a specific struggle

or its proposed tactic;,,argUing fiercely with the 'landlord' character,

protesting against injustices being portrayed on the stage....in SOME Cases

the 'audience' literally take over the drama. As in the Nigerian and Jamalcon

community theatre work, discussion is woven into the drama rather than being

a contrived 'extra' at the end.

Of course this kind of work doesn't go on without a reaction from the

dominant class. The Mexican case shows how uutside political tarties destroyed

the unity of the slum-dwollers' organization. In India ACPC and similar

organizations face phyJical violence from tin. landlords and persecutton from

the authorities. In Jamaica the women's theatre group (Sistren) and other

workers have been laid 'stiff the Impact employment programme as one outcome of

the stringent conditions ot the new IMF loan.

One issue which all of the case studies address is the role ot the out-

side animateur - ie. how to avoid Lilo detinating or paternalistic approach

of conventional development work. In IHDEC's work In the barrios of Guadalajara

they transformed their role from that of an extension agent providing informat-

ion and services and making all the initiatives to that of a "back-seat"

advisory role, supporting a community-controlled organization. In the Chinese

and ACPC programmes the middle-class animateurs live in the villages, have a

2 (4
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very modest income, and assume a supportive but not pminating role. In the

Indian, Jamaican, Mexican, irnd Chinese cases Zhere s aotellberate aloft to I

train and hand over Inhiarives to local leaders.

One Interesting aspect of moat of the studies is their, insights on

literacy umrk. The Chinese and the ACPC progiamme use drama as a form of

recreation and learning In their respective literacy programmes and In the

chlnese case the newly Produced scripts often oerved as literacy texts.

(801m, 1980) The Jamaican women'u theatre group, many of whom are Illiterate,

create their oun scripts th-ough an 'improvisation process and once they are

taped and transcribed, they become the text for literacy learning. As others

have diacOvered.learning tu read une's own words, representing one's deeply

felt eat6s i:nd experiences, lo a powerful incentive for literacy. In the

Brazilian case stddy Bordenave showo in a similar way how the popular cordel

poetry Inapires many puple to learn to read and to continue to read, The

folhetos arc rerid, reread and p,:ssed among neighbours and friends. lt,lo

unlurtundte that this informal literacy learning is either unrecogni:ed Or

its potential is misused. Instead of subsidizing (yet not. Ilitervening in)

the production of cordel literature au thl basis for a literacy Infrastructure

- an incentive for learning to read and maintaining thu literacy akin - the

Brazilian national 11teracy organization (MOBRAL) hao attempted to "Instrument-

alize" thls medium for their uwn purpooes, commlosioning "functional"

readers on agriculture, health, and other topics. As Bordenave shows chit)

latter approach may kill the golden gc_Ase - destroying both the popular classed

intereot in cordel and their habit of reading cordel, Finally, Johnny and

2 t
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Richards show chat the practice of literacy amd numeracy is not necessarily

a Western innovation and give examples of a syllabary and a more functional

form of computation, challenging thO notion that-indigenpus aCcounting

media are underdeveloped..

Conclusion

Popular theatre then iS a totally different approach than folk =Alia.

The latter uses the people's channels, the people's "media" but not their

ideas - it simply uses the people's mouthpiece as a more persuasive channel

for thif propaganda of the-ruling classes.
Popular theatre, on the other

hand, i not only the people's voice, it is thtir ideas and expresses their .4f

interesta. 3ot more than this it makes people question the deeper structures

which shape their situa-tion and the possible outcomes of various courses of

action. At beet it is buideinto a procels of organization and struggle

which leads to structural transformation.
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PEOPLE'S LITERATURE, RURAL WORKERS. AND DOMESTICATION

IN BRAZIL1

by

Juan Dfaz Bordenave
4:41

This case study deals with the
nature and utilization of a traditional

form of people's literature, the
folhetos of the Brazilian Northeast,

common(y known as Cordel Literature.
Beginning with their historical, socio-

economic and political context, the paper then desCribes the folhetos'

production, distribution, use by rural workers, and their themes. In the

final sections of the paper the
autar analyzes the ideological content and

current instrumentalist uses of the folhetos.

The Brazilian Northeast

The Brazilian Northeast covers an area of more than 750,000 square

kilometres (i.e. three times the surface area of West Germany) and has more

than 30 million inhabitants. It has three major climatic zones: 1) the

Zona da Hata, with its hot climate with two well-defined seasons, one rainy

and the other dry; 2) the Sertio, also hot but dry and subject to periodic

droughts that kill vegetation, weaken
the cattle and force men to migrate;

and 3) the Agreste, a transitional zone
with parts as humid as in Zona da

Hata and others as dry as in the SertWo.

1. The author wishes to acknowledge the help of Jogo Bosco Pinto,

Ammis Escobisr, Antonio Fausto Netto and Jean Louis Van Til/burg

in gathering material for this paper.
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This climatic diversity explains the emergence of the two major systems of

agricultural exploitation: sugAr cane in Zona da Hata and cattle in the

SertNo; in between there is the mixed agriculture of the Agreste.

Historically, the Northeast was the region where Portuguese colonization

atarted in Brazil, in the early l500s. Initially the Portuguese

exploited a tree called pau brasil but sugar-cane rapidly took the leading

role as the wealth-producing good. The Portuguese Crown distributed

sesmarias and capitanias, large tracts of land, to the colonialists and for

many years the initial pattern of land-distribution set the mode of production

for the region, largely based on the cultivation of sugar-cane and the

produLtion of sugar. The indigenous Indiana were difficult to manage as a

labour force and so slaves were imported from Africa.

Each engenho (plantation) was a self-sufficient economic unit with a

large number of people. Besides the senhor de engenho or master landlord,

there were the chaplain, the sugar-master, the banker, the sugar technicians,

the head of field production and the white farmers. There were also 50 to

6U slaves. tventually, many of the landlords and the farmers bought military

patents and became colonels, majors, captains, etc., with full authority over

the lives and properties of their workers.

The size of the estates and the authority structure established iR

colonial times characterized the feudal system prevailing in the Brazilian

Northeast until the present. Concentration of the land in a few hands, the

latifundia system, marks the land tenure pattern in the Northeast. The
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'
following table ahows clearly the dominance of latifundia: 1.7% of the

number of farms occupied, 502 of the total arable land.

Subregion Hinifundia atifundia

% of numLer
of farms

% of total
farm area

2 of number
of farms

%Itf total
farm area

Hata 90.8 17.0 2.3 55.6

Agreste 96.5 32.1 0.6 47.6

Serthe 80.2 27.3 2.3 45.5

Average 91.4 25.4 1.7 49.6

The people who work the land in the Northeast are either landowners,

managers, sharecroppers, renters, hired workers, or a combination of these

categories. Some of them work full-time in agriculture, aome also have a job

or office outside agriculture.

1. Landowners: The Brazilian constitution defends the right of private

property; therefore the government cannot confiente land unless it is

declared of public utility by Congress and paid for in cash. Landownership

in the Northeast is nor only a right protected by the law, but a deeply-

rooted value - at least until recently - in the hearts of the rural people.

The peasants do not easily accept the breaking of a historically powerful

institution such as private property. Leftist organizers face an uphill task

in trying to convince the peasants that the land of their patrZes (bosses)

is theirs (the workers) by justice, that it can be taken by them.

The landcdeors have tremendous power. Until recently the landlord had
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the culturally accepted right to punish a worker physically, either himself

or through his eapangas (bodyguards); he had the right to fire any worker any

time. He decides whether or not to give small pieces of land to the workers

for ,their subsistence crops and determines what crops are grown by share-

Croppers and renters. There are several kinds of landowners:

a) Usineiroa: These are the owners of usinas or sugar factories in the

field. These are usually absentee landowners, living in the capital

of the state, Rio de Janeiro or SNo Paulo, and also possessing interests

in assorted industries or occupying high political offices.

The usinas produce part of the cane they grind, but more often

they buy raw material from fornecedores de cana (suppliers). Many

wanes own several engenhos, or smaller plantations which formerly

produced a non-refined sugar called bangUe. in primitive sugar-mills.

Some of the usinas have a truly enormous capacity for ougar production,

like Catende, the largest usina in Pernambuco, which in the 1955-56

harvest ,roduced 900,277 bags of 80 kilos (132 lbs.) each. The largest

usinas control a tremendous amount of land, on average 35000 hectares

(more than 70,000 acres).2

b) Senhores de Engenho: owners of erulenhos or plantations. Some keep their

sugar-production mills active despite the presoure from the usinas to

2. There is an increaoing tendency for the usinas to cultivate their own

lands, eliminating the fornecedores. They wont both the industrial

and the agricultural profit. They buy out a large number of engenhos,

link them with truck and railroads, divide thl land into various

organizational units and use their own men to Nirect them.

. 305
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buy them out; most, however, have become only cane suppliers, and their

mills are inactive.

c) Proprietarios: although this is a generic denomination, meaning landowner,

in Pernambuco, it is generally applied to the owner of a farm whicn is not

an engenho or a usina. It may be a small farm devoted to general

agriculture.

2. Sharecroppers and reaters: these are farmecs who in general do not

own land and therefore work the land of a landowner. are many ways to

pay for the,use of the land:

a) In products: at the time of harvest, the sharecroppers put aside one

thIrd, or one half, of this crop for the landowner. This system is

called parceria which may be tercia (one third) or meth (one half)

according to the proportion given to the landowner. The men are called

Ileleiro or terceiros. The Vitguelros take care of the herd nnd keep a

half or a third of the offspring from cows, goats, pigs, etc.

b) In cash: In this region the cash rent paid to the landowner is oalled

foro and the people who pay it foTeiros. The amount of the foro is

usually established by the landowner.

c) In personal labor: a man works at the landowner's operations some days

of the week, at a certain rate per day, and works at his own operations

the rest of the week. This system is called sulciao or condkOs and

the men subject to it conceiros.

There may be all kinds of combinations of these three payment systems.

3 06
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In the majority of the cases, a renter owns hia work tools and-is free

to sell the products of his plot to anyone he pleases. He usually takes them

to the nearest fair. Economically, the renters are in a better position

than the hired workers and legally they have the right to be reimbursed,

when they leave, for the improvement they have introduced in the rented

land, such as the house, the fefices, the cleaned-up cropland, the well and

corrals, etc. In general they cannot be expelled by the landowner before

the expiration of their contract. The renter can obtairi bank credit, for

which they need the landowner's approval (the collateral is not the land,

but the products). Many renters end up buying some land either from their

owu Rata() or from other landowners.

3. Hired workers: These constitute the majority of the rural workers

in the sugar-cane area. According to the degree in which they are tied to

the land and the landlord, they can be grouped into three categories: the

moradores who reside in the property where they work, the trabalhadores de

fora who live in the towns or villages, making up the bulk of their population,

and the corumbas catingueiros (migrant labourers) who live In the Agreste or

the Serao but travel every year to the sugar-cane areas during harvest to

work in it. (Andrade, 1963)

The moradorea are given a place to live if they are single or a houue

if they are married. Often they are also given a small plot to grow food

crops. Coffee and banana are not permitted because, being permanent plants,

the morador may ask for compensation when leaving. Frequently the landowner

requests a reduction of the workers' plots so he can plant more cane.
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The hire& worker receives a daily wage for his work aVOthe plantation.

Although the government has established a minimum wage, few landowners pay it.

Also, the landowners have many ways to pay a lower real wage.- In the first

place, the workers are not paid in cash, but in vales do barraglo, i.e.,

pieces of paper on which the amount they have earned is written. These vales

are only good at the barreao, or small store in which the landowner sells
%

groceries, breed, rum, clothes and medicines. At the barraclo prices are

generally higher than at regular merchant shops. But the system forces

the workers to buy in the landlord's store. Taking advantage of the ignorance

of the workers, the bodegyeiros (men who run the barre0o) write inflated

figures on the wokeIs' record of expenditures at the barraclo, or on the

record of the loans they got frpm the store. This trick is called engano-de-

lapis (pencil's mIstake). So the worker is always in debt to the paten and

thl.s debt ties him to the property. If he tries to escape without paying

back his debt, the police will surely chase him back. Some workers, who

want to move to another engenho but who are in debt, "sell themselves" to the

new landowner, i.e., they borro from him enough money to pay up the previouo

,debt. Punishment for not paying can be drastic; Andrade (1963) reports the

case of a morador who was branded with a red hot iron, like a horae, by the

indignant landowner.

Another trick used to pay low wages is to use a doctured stick to

meaaure the amount of work done by the workers. Work on the fields is

usually measured'by contas or a certain number of yards. The stick used to

measure the yards in the contas is longer than it should be.
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The worker seldom notices the extra size.

The hired workers in general own few or no agricultural tools. They

are seldom allowed to raiee work animals. Somere forced to sell their own

small produce to the barracao, at prices set by the patao. Absolute obedience

to the landowner and his cabos (overseers) is required.

The hired workers arc generally deprived of access to education.

Although according to the law any landowner with more than 100 workers must

build a school and pay the salary of a teacher for the workers' children,

fe:i comply with the law and even in these cases only a small ZIr of

workersl'children are able to benefit. Because of their poverty, the

workers' children have to start working at a vervearly age and cannot go

to school. This explains the high level of illiteracy (over 50%) awn

plantation workers.

Introduction to Folhetos

Folhetos (booklets) are a traditional form of people's literature in

the Brazilian Northeast, commonly known as Cordel litetl'ature.

The name folhetos de cordel applies to small publications, 12 x 16

centimeter
3 , written generally in sextillion 2r groups of six verses, where

each verse usually haa aavan syllables. Within the aextilho verses are

rhymed in the pattern ABCBDB.

3. Although the word folheto is the generic name for this medium, its true

popular name varies with the number of pages. The folheto proper hns d

pages; a romance has 16 or 24 pages; a historia (story) has 32 or 48

pages. The number of pages is an economic imposition of the standard paper-

cutting pradtices.
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Cordel, meaning "string", refers to the custom of exposing folhetos

for ale hanging from strings.

Folhetos are printed on cheap paper in primitive presses and their

cover usually carries a crude block print made by the author himself and

representing the main subject of the publication. More recently covers may

show a photograph or even a full-colour design, revealing dle influence of

other media. Renato Campos Carneiro comments:

"The Influence of North American comic strips is considerable to

the point that many folhetos have their cover illustrated with

pictures of the strips' heroes. Photos of movie stars are also

being used, takingsthe place of the old love postcards so

commonly preferred in the old times."

, Autor Guriata do Norte -

,© A.M2VIVARKVO DA
RAPOZA 2- A MENU.

as ....4............
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CASA DAS CRIAKAS DE OLINDA
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In the past, folhetos were printed ia small quantities by handset type;

nowadays some commercial off-set printers produce large quantities of them

(200,000 copies or nom). Originally only the author's name, address, and

the distribution address appeared on the back cover; now advertisements appear

In this Fpace. Folhetos are now registered and copyrighted. This became

necessary after a number of plagia,lzations shocked a previously honest ana

non-competitive fle10.

Folhetos are sold regularly at specific points in the main cities of

the Northeast, by authorized representatives of the publishers. But they

are al;n sold at the weekly fairs that take place in the rural towns of the

Northeastern states of Bahia, Pernambuco, Ceara, and Sergipe. In many cnses

folhetos are sold.by the same men who sell medicinal roots and herbs.

In most cases the folhetos are advertised by the author, who sings the

verses, sometimes with the accompaniment of a guitar, occasionally using a

loudspeaker to overcome the noise of the fair. The seller repeats the most

exciting parts of the folheto and invites the crOwd to buy his product:

"In some fairs, for example, the folheto salesmen put their products

on a straw-mat and start reciting some verses loudly. Passers-by

gather and, when the speaker reaches the climax of a story, he

stops. After a short pause, he aays: 'My friends, should you

like to know the rest, buy the folheto. It costs 3 cruzeiros.' "

(Araujo, 1971)

The extraordinary thi,g about all this is that the mejority ol the

purchasers are illiterate. Many of them buy olhetos and take them home,

where they ask a son, a daughter or a friend, to read the folhoto aloud

Several times, until they memorize the content. Many know eight or ten
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folhetom by heart. This massive "uncultured" audience of factory workers,

soldiers, daily-paid urban workers, small farmers, cowboys, artisans, and

peasants is a much larger market than that for bourgeois literature -

"tile habit of reading folhetos is deeply rooted in the lives u:

the people of the Northeast. We have seen pilee of them in some

homes. It is easily perceivable that the falhetos have been

perused, read, re-read and frepuently paesed around among

neighbours and fricadn. Vavaind Caldino, the first a farm-

worker mad the second a fitheraan, always buy folhetos but each

tries to purchase a different one so that after teddies them they

can swap them." (Araujo,-1971)

Most folhato writers are able to earn a living from their writing.

Nevertheless, the rising cost of living has lately forced some of them to

take on other jobs. Many popular poets make extra cruzeiros by appearing

in radio and TV shows or by writing folhetos for political or commercial

propaganda.

Folhetos' thematic content

Folhetos cover a range of themea4;

1. Animal stories or fables

Animals are given human characteristics, virtues and vices. They

talk and compete with each other,, like the fox and the dog do in the folheto

entitled, lhe daring of the fox and the defeat of the dog, written by

Curiata do Norte.

4. These categorirations are based on the classifications made by Araujo

(1971), Campos (1959), and Koshiyama (1972).
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2. Pataolva. Poor Worker

In many folhetos, the struggle of the poor knights against the

powerfulieudal king, which was a favorite subject in the Middle Ages, is

replaced by the struggle between the poor sertanejos (cowboys from the

Serao) and the senhores de engenhe. Often tha brave aertsne o conquers the

landlord's daughter, a thing that is totally impossible in reality. The

oppressed rural workers channel their social protest into these meet).

At the same time, they reveal the hidden aspiration of the poor to

become rich and talc.: the place of the patrao. Thus, the happy ending of

most folhetos depicting [4mi:10-worker struggle conaisto of tht latter marrying

the former's daughter_and taking over his land and wealth. For example, one

of these stories goes like this:

"A rich landlord bets a large sum with his friends that one of his

cowboys never lies. To win the bet he asks his daughter to try

to seduce the cowboy into killing the Ox LeitVo, a prized animal

in the landlord's herd.

The ctwboy overcomes the strong temptation and tells the truth

to the landlord. As a reward he marries the girl and inherits

the farm."

3. The ahrewd popular character

Most culturee and societies have a shrewd resourceful popular

characterswho steals from the rich and gives to the poor - e.g., Quevedo in

Spain, Cartouche,in France, Robin Hood in England, Pedro Nalasartes and

Conn? in Portugal,,etc. Many f:lytas deal with a similar character - an

underdog who wins more by ingenuity and bluff than exertion of power. One

such chi:recur in many folhetoo is Jollo Cello, described as a plantation

3 1 3
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labourer, always skinny and hungry but proud and intelligent. One of the

folhatos, "The Deeds of JoWo Cabo", by popular poet Jac) Jose Silva, is

considered the "king of the folhetos" for having sold rore than 100,000

copies. Its popularity is due,

"not only to the hero's phYsical resemblance to the plantation

workers, but also to the success of his adventures, conquering

all obstacles and fooling the powerful, Another Crensoqi. is

that the plantation or 1111 workers prefer stories about sugar

workers to those of brave eertanejos (cowboys). They have

been conditioned for generations to accept their subordination

to the landowners and don't-balieve that the stories in the

folhetos about 'coutageous sertanejos' insulting the landlords,

getting around their stroogmen, marrying their daughters, by

force and fearlesanees, could ever happen." (Campos, 1959)

They identify more easily with Jae) Crib°, a sugarIsorker like themselves

who win74y shrewdness, rather than force. When he wins. Eftey win: "they

have lived and felt psychologically the hero's success." (Campos, 1959)

A. itgligionand morality,

The people of the Northeast are deeply, ifAuperstitiuusly,

religious. thirty folhetos deal with morality or with historical religious

figures such as Father Cicero of Crato who defended the poor against

'injustice or Frei Demi& who prophesied punishment for those who led sinful

lives. The devil also appears in some folhetos.

5. Social criticism

Afihough folhetos never criticize society from the point of view

of its structure (Fausto Netto, 1977) they frequently.comment, analyze or

criticise the social evils as perceived by the popular poets.

0
Examples of social issues dealt with\in folhetos are: the high
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cost of living; the divorce law; the working conditions of taxi drivers;

the Government decree on political amnesty; the ecological destruction of the

Amazon Region due to ulti-national coapanies; Brazil's ituation and the

student revolt; the expulsion of eettlers by real estate,companies.

6. Banditry and violence

t.401V The Northeast of Brazil is a region with a history of violence, and

certainly in the past banditry and repression caused much bloodshed.

Antonio Silvino, better known as bampi3o, is the most famous of these bandits;

stories about his exploits, of taking from the rich and giving to the poor,

recorded In folhetoe, have reached mythical proportions. Besides Lamiago,

lifowever, many other smaller Pancho 1-Ala types acquired legendary status

-' and deserved to have their names entered In cordeegler4ure.

7. General events

Insofar as illiterates do not read newspapers,-and p eople do

not own radio sets, folhetos have become for many inhabitants of t d North-

east the only source of information on general events happening outthe

Matte of the rural villages and towns. It is through folhetos awls in the

weekly fairs that the peaeants get to know about the first man on the moon;

the death of former President Kubitshalek in a car accident; the construction

of Braailla, the nue,capital city of Brazil; the scandal involving a

regional politician who tried to brae an industrialist; the aasassination

ofjwo taxi drivers by three thieles. etc.
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8. Challenges and counterpoint'

As in other parts of the world, the rural people of the Northeast

celebrate and admire a singer who caul hold his own when singing face to face

with another singer\ in a duel of incredible inteltual and poetic skill

called desafio (challenge) or peleJa (fight). The'challenge usually starts

with each ainger boasting about his unbeatable talent and power of imagination.

The most fantastic metaphors are freely used for this boasting:

"Hu IA suspendi um raio
e flz o vento para
Jg fiz estrela correr
JA fiz o sol esfriar
J6 segurei mma onsa
pars um moleque mamar..."

I stopped a lightning once
and made wind come to a stop -

I made a star start ruaning
end made the sun become cold.
I held once a tiger tight
so that a child could suck milk.

(Josuj Romano, famous minstrel of old times)

Another poet, Preto Azul5o, boasted that:

"Quando me faltá repente
Falta a tuber& no ma,
Falta padre nes igreja
?alto santo nos altd,
Falta trade nos convento
e secs no Cearg."

When I lack a good reply
The sea has sharks no longer.
There arc no priests at the churches.
There are no aaints at the altars.
The convents don't have monks
and CearA has no more droughts.

Frequently the challenger presents a question to the other singer,

who must respond singing in verse (Campos, 1959). Example:

Challenger -
Eu tambgm sou preparado
conheso a fllosofia,
vou fazer-lhe uma pergunta
S O SCASO tem teoria
responds no som da viola,

o que mitologia".

Response -
Sio os contos febulosos
dos deuces da antiguldade,
don tempos do paganismo

I am also well prepared,
I know my philosophy,
a question I'm going to make

if you do have theory,
respond sounding your guitar

what is mythology.

It is those fabulous stories
of the gods of antiquity,

of paganism
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fala de coda entidade
originario do grego,
nasceu usa primeira idade.

Challenger -
Tut resposta me agrads
gums Babe ago se esbarays.
se acaso me dg licenia
que outra pergunta lhe foie,
pot obsiquio me digs
quem foi a deuce da coca?

*

Response -
Eu sei quo a sus pergunta

n8o t pare soltar chicane,
por isso vou responder-lhe
se o espfrito lac) me engana

uma irmg de Apolo
'tem o nome.de Diana.
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it tells of all entities
originating in Greece
having their birth in old ages.

I am pleased with your answer,
vho knows is not to be ashase0,
if you give me your petition
I'll give you another question:
Would you be so kind.to tell me
who was the hunters' own goddess?

I know that your irterrogatton
is not to ask foolish questions
aad thus I'm willing to answer
if the apirit does not fool me:
it is god Apollo's aister
and Diana is her name.

9. Stories of Imagination and Fantasy

The lives of peasants in the North East are far from eaay and

pleasant. They work hard, they are poor, they are frequently and chronically

hungry, they are exploited and oppressed, they have no reason to be hopeful

of a better future. Because of this situation, they often seek comfort in

escapist fantasies. Folhetos satisfy this deeply felt need for impossible

stories which sublimate the everyday frustrations of millians of people

limited by climate and the social system tO a precarious struggle for survival.

The need for fantasy explains, for instance, the tremendous success

of the folheto, 0 Pavgb Misterloso (The Mysterious Peacock), which ia about

ewo brothers who inherit their father's wealth. One uses his inheritance I

prudently but the other spenda the money in mad adventures. One of his wild

ideas is to build a sort of airplane, in the form of a peacock, to fly above

hills and rivers. Eventually he falls in love with the daughter of a rich
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lord who owns a castle where he imprisons his daughter. With the help of

hls "mysterious peacock" the young man elopes with the girl and they live

happily ever after.

Wbo would think that this story is the plot of the best-seller

&song all the folhetos in Brazil!

Folhetos: An Instrument of Liberation or of Domestication?

as This review of folheto themes shows that this is a powerful communrcation

medium, reaching out to large numbers Of people with information, entertain-

ment, and an aesthetic experience. The folheto is both the newspaper and

novel of the rural worker. It is more than news or information - it conveys

"stories which break the loneliness of the rural worker,
helping him at the

same time to stand up to his present misery through a projection mechanism

which identifies hi e. with the hero of the narrative." (Campos, 1959)

But what is the over-all effect of thiu medium? Its audience Is clearly

the popular claaseabut does it serve their interests? Does it express

protest and popular aspirations for liberation or does it contribute to tht

maintenance of the dominant ideology, reinforcing the structures of

oppressionl-This question will be addressed in this section.

Diaz Bordenave (1979) has popularized in his writingu a simplistic

representation of the relatiouship existing among communication media,

social ntructure, ideology and system maintenance:
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Society's
mode of
production

System maintenance

The scheme'says the following:

COMMUNICATION POPULATION

DIA ----1

(1) A given society may have a mode of production based on private

property (capitalism), state property (communism) or communitary

property (various socialist schemes).

(2) The mode of produciion adopted by society.determines the formation,

through history, of a given eocial structure. Generally, this

social c.ructure consists of a small ruling "elite", a relatively

large middle stratum and a very numerous popular mass in the lower

stratum. The criteria to constitute the elite vary according to

the system: in a feudal or capitalist system, elite membership is

based on family, wealth, land ownership, etc.; in other systems

one belongs to the elite for reasons of political power. But all

systems have a stratification mechanism.

cl

(3) In developing countries, above the national elite we still have

the foreign groups which impose their desires, interests, values

.,
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and strategies on their national partners and, through them,

to the rest of the population.1

(4) In any case, the elite is considered, within its oun system, the

goal to which all the other strata dream to arrive. The lower

strata make efforts to identify themselves with the elite,

adopting their ways of perceiving the world and the good life,

of valuing things cnd pera./fts, and of relating themselves'to

others. We will call this set of perceptions, values and

relationships, "ideology". This ideology is, then, a product of

the eocial structure historically established, which it legitimates

and defends because thla ideology originates in the dominant elites.

(5) In order to survive and prosper within the system, tbe communication

media must act as vehicles of.this ideology. Content analysis of

newspapers and magazines, comic stories, TV soap operas, photo novels,

advertisements, etc., will quickly reveal the perceptions, values

and relations that these media present as desirable and l.gitimate

to the population.

(6) The consumer population does not perceive that, together with the

substantive message content (news, technical information, enter-

tainment, etc.), it is also absorbing the ideology of the dominant

elites. The lower strata in all naivete internaliIes beliefs and

values, even those antagonistic to their own interests.

(2) Consequently, the population acquires a "mentality" and behaviourai

habits which contribute to the consolidation and perpetuation of
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the mercenary media, of the dominant ideology, of the social structure

dominated by the elites, and of the pXoduction mode which generated

everything else. Thts is what we may call "communication at the service

of system maintenance" and it donsists of a vicious circle that only

the development of critical consciousness in the masses of the population

can eventually break. 4

We may say that felhetos should not be an exception to this general

pattern and ask to what extent they contribute to the internalization of the

Ideology of the dominant classes in the Northeast. Fatiegto Netto (1977) made

this analysis of the ideolugical content of folhetosl

"Cordel literature, although in fact a cultural practice produced

at the level of the dominated segments of society, is a cultural

production permeated by aspects of the dominant culture. In the

fiaal analysis, the discursive power of the dominant culture plays

a fundamental role in the definition, organization and hierarchization

of the marginalized people's symbolic practices. In other words,

cordel literature, although a text of the subordinate classes, is

subjected to the circumstances and communication possibilities

existing in class society. This meane that, in a socially

differentiated society, certain laws are at work whose hidden

influence is exerted through the violence applied to the symbolic

work with the purpose.of covering up true reality."

The mechanisms employed by folhetos to distort and cover up true reality,

called by Pausto Netto "the cultural practice of symbolic domination", are

quite complex and multiform. The following typology of mechanisms for

handling discourse, articulated in two "plane", was proposed by Fausto NettO

based on cootent analysis of numerous tolhetos;

A CONTINUITY PLAN

The goal of the continuity plan is to assimilate the struggle of the

dominated classes, their criteria for value judgments, etc., to the normative
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framework of the dominant structure, thus neutralizing the emergence of

genuine rapresentationa of the subaltern classes:

"Such reaource supporta the illusion of integration among individuals

through the establishment of universal and atemporal categorita

whose concepts never appear loaded with a given intentionality."

The following code mechanisms are utilized to implement the continuity

plan:

Mechanism 1 - Individualization

The survival atrategiea of the subaltern classes are represented by

actions and situationa individualized and not collectivized. Social

representations focus attention on the deeds of one given person, a "character".

Mechanism 2 - Decontextualization

The individualization of actions and situationa removes the social

phenomena from their context in the real aocial structure. Facts arc aeen

in isolation, separated from the social Betting in which thuy are normally

generated.

Mechanism 3 - Valorative designation

Because of the two previous nechanisma, a-!tions and situationa do not

have a social referential context with which to be Judged and valued and,

therefore a moralistic criterion is applied to them. The agenta of action

are ordered and evaluated according to an abstract ideal acheme with the

consequence that the problemm involving the subaltern classea are perceived

as natural, without socio-historical causes attributed to them.

Mechanism 4 - Naturalization

Aa a result of the mechaniams of individualization, decontexLuall,,ation
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and valoratiye designation, the dynamics of reality are explained through

the appeal to myths, such as luck or fate or through tha intervention of

supernatural entities.

Machanimm 5 - Ambiguity

Because the contextual social structure and order are not considered,

the dominated classes and persons are ambiguously characterized in sordel.

literature. A bandit such as Iaapao appears as s criminal in one folheto

and as a champion of the people in another. A rebellious worker is presented

at the same tine as a courageous little man and as a violator of the sacred

laws of authority and private property..

Therefore, the ambiguity mechanism pervades all previous mechanisms

and its consequence is the perpetuation of the normative criteria and values

of the dominant class.

- SUESTITUTION PLAN

The goal of the subst'itution plan is to cover up the contradictions and

conflicts Inherent in a stratified ;ocial system, through explaining them in

a distorted form, wlth the help of the following mechanisms:

Mechanism 6 - Substitution of the moral order for the social order

Insofar as the moral order is defined by the eliteo and by tradition, it

provides a safer explanatory channel than the social order. Thua one can

forgive the paternalistic landlord the fact that he oWns all the land in the

region and can uphold his right to command hard labor from its workers because

discipline and work are traditional moral values.
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Mechanism 7 - Sdbatitution of the consequences for the causes

The substitution of the moral order for thc social order as an

explanatory device makes it possible to interpret the causes of oppression

in terms of the deficiencies and ahortcomiags of the oppreazed themselves.

Their poverty sad misery are taus interpreted as the cause for the inferior

situation ia which they find themselveo. The causes are explaieed by what

would be the coasequeaces.

Mechanism 8 - Substitution of the imaginary for tho real

The low explanatory power of the moral order, and of the consequences of

the problems, forces cordel literature to appeal to imaginary solutions.

The contradiction between opposite social groups, for example, ia solved by .

locating the conflict in heaven or in hell, as metaphors for the outcome of

the conflict.

Mechanism 9 - Substitution of harony for antagoaism

Situations in which the contradictory positions of the characters are

based on their antagonistic ituatioa in tha social structure are mediated

by appealing to the affective or "Christian" s.ultiments of the people, while

in reality the cortradictions are structural and nut personal. In this way

actions, situations and positions of actors who live in opposed camps are

homogenized and neutralized.

`"

A graphic synthesis of the cover up ideology was proposed by Xuuto Netto:
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COVER UP IDEOLOGY
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Collective Contekt SocAl oiaer Causes R61 Contralection

I

of characters

and situations

1 . 1

REAL INDICATORS

In order to test this theoretical framework, Fausto Netto analyzed a

4orpus of folhetos in regard to four dimensions of the dominated classes'

struggle for survival, namely:

a) characterization of the excluded sector (the dominated classes):

b) the work processes for survival;

c) the collective struggle (social movements) fa.: survival:

d) the struggle for Justice and liberation from deprivation

and misery.

The analysis confirmed his hypotheses and Fausto Netto concluded that,

"The discourse of cordel literature casists of a description of

society built upon a logic whiCh purports to act as an explanatory

system of reality but whose fundamental characteristic Is the

resistance it opposes to the revelation of the true meaning of that

reality. As a result, a distance is established between the reality

and the narrative offered in place of-reality."

The discourse of cordel literature becomes therefore, "a system of

rationalization, built upon reality only to get awsy from it."
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This seems to be one more case of the dominated classes internalizing

.

the ideology of the dominant classes, so deep:4 and widely, that a cultural

product that appears so spontaneous Wchannel for the expression of protest

and revolt turas out to be an important support for the established order.

Let us aow mo*,,e to the analysis of another important question: to

what extent folhetos say serve as an instrument for non-formal eduCation and

developmeat?

The instrumental use of folhetos

0

The hidden instrumentality of cordel literature, as revealed by Fausto

!4
Netto, Is currently giving way to an explicit instrumentality practiced on

behalf of education and masa persuasion for development. Popular poets who

In the past wrote whet ehey felt inspired to write, today are being paid by

all kinds of agencies and individuals interested in conveying messages

promoting the adoption of ideas and behaviors of different types.

The instrumental use of folhetos is not totally new. Back in 1962,

Francisco JullIo, the leader of the Peasant LLaguen, discovered the potential

of folhetos for peasant political awareness and indoctrination. He wrote:

"Looking in those firat years for the moat effective medium to diffuse

the idea of the Leaguea within the peasant masses, we tried the

communication and participation potential of popu/-x poetry. He

sensed at the start, by a quick analysis of the different themes,

that, in spite of that literature not including political content,

it did contain a strong ideological character. Indeed, almost all

of the themes employed are based on the struggle of the weak against

the powerful, of the poor against the rich, of the workers against

the land-owners.

In sumnary, the folhetinista and the cantador (singer) are

notable cultural elementa thanks to their closeness and permanent
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contact with the rural sasses. Bemis, of this, we did not hesitate

to use thes for the work of the Peasant Leagues. With the help of

these professionals we broke the fence, the isolation, the silence

built aroundous by the press."

It is noticeable that Francisco Junto was not aware of the hidden

ideological conservatiss of folbetos. In that sense it would be interesting

to know what would be Francisco Julao's reaction in regard to the instru-

mental use to which folhettos are being put today.

"Didactic" folhetos have been produced on the subjects of,

crop production and animal husbandry (HOBRAL);

the rights of sharecroppers (Federntion of Social and Educational

Assistance Organizations);

the encyclical of Pope Paul IV and the lives of saints and missionaries;

the deteriorating situation of the Potiguara Indians in Paraiba State,

North-East Brazil (Pastoral for the Indians of the Archdiocese.

Paraiba);

co-operative organization (Asaociation for the Orientation of

co-operatives of the North-East)

Folhetos are also used by some political parties. All of these groups

take advantage of the well-known folheto format and assme that the readers

will transfer the prestige of the popular and more spontsneotio folhetos to

the sore instrusentalized ones.

The instrumental use of folk media hss been approved and recommended

by writers like Everett Rogers and Henry Ingle:
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The traulitional media have a great potential in achieving development

goa s because they have a wide audience and high credibility in

the eyes of ihe villagers." (gagers, 1977)

"Highlighting whet is known frota-nany communication studies - that

is. that in order to convey a sessage with effect, one hem to use

the language, symbols and styles familiar to the audience - the' ,
use of folk puppetry, oilers, comedy and the shadow puppet play are

cited as'trusted sources for conveying new ideas to peOple who are

t illiterate and unfamiliar with the process of percekiing and

interpreting symbols and messages from other types of media."

(/ngle, 1974)

. 1.'or this writer, however, the instKmental use of folhetos is a

dan4erous and shortsighted instance of developmentalist pragmatism:
.'

"I see in this discovery a lot of goodoclot of evil. The good ia

that the folk media are legitimate possessions of the people, en

idtrinsic part of their culture, and so, they have the right to be

respected, supported and used. However, and this is the evil part,

the development thinkers' obsession with goal achievement and not

with human growth may take up these folk smile as another set of

instruments for changing people's way of thinking, feeling and

behaving. And thls is not the purpose and the function ot the

traditional communication media: Their purpose is expression,

relationship, communion, escape, fantasy, beedty, 'poetry, worship.

Never persuasion of people to vaccinate, tO implant IUD's, to fight

parasites or to eat vegetables.

I ae afraid that as soon as people realize that their folk songs,

poems and art are being used for sublimilal propaganda, they will

let them die. Of course the contemporary forms of folk media

meet reflect the new preoccupations of a people in movement toward

developecat. New dreams and anxieties wIll appear naturally In the

songs and poems of the masses. But to use those channels for an

instrumental function of persuasion, in my view, is cultural

gpnocide and should never be included in development communication

projects." (Dent Bordenave, 1975)

General conclusions

The material analyzed leads to two im'portant conclusions n regard to

6

cordel literature:
a
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1. Despite their traditional and popular origin, through a number of

symbolic machaniXiMfolhetoe exert pressure for consensus and

acceptance of the present :social structure and the dominance of the

higher classes over peasants and workers. This happens despite

folhetos being frequently vehicles of specific complaints on social

injustice and people'a exploitation. ,

2. The multiple social functions of folhetos ae a popular communication

medium include information, entertainment, aesthetic and hrtistie

enjoyment, but doea not Include deliberate perauasion and instruction

for the adoption of utilicarian practices. In other words., the

medium simply 14 not created and maintained for pragmatic ends.

These two conclusions put us. in a serious dilemma: Should folhetos be

used in non-formal education or not?

Tbis author thinks that fo'hetos may be used in non-formal education

but should not be written for thie purpose. Their content should be read

and analyzed in group discusaion by the "students" so that they have a

corpus of material that, well analyzed, could lead them to understand the

problems of their society, as well as the influence of the dominant ideology

on the maintenance of the status quo. Folhetos can then be tools of

conacientization. But they 0.2m14 e deliberately written by external

agencies for conscientizstion purpos The agencies should use other.
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:methods for this goal, leaving the wrfting of spontaneous folhetos to the

popular poets, letting them decide whether or not to use their art to make

people aware of their life conditions and situation. The poets should contin e

doing what they have always done: to reflect what their people think and feel

in a moment of time as well as to dream their prophetic and often utopic

drea4s. They should not be turned into props^,Indists or teachers.

Popular poets should never be hired to write folhetos with intentionally

persuasive messages. They should, however, be made aware of the ideology

and the values they are spreading which may be serious obstacles for the

profound socio-structural ana-tultural changes needed by their society.

(Azcueta, 1978). .41

It is our task as professionals and citizens to change society through

political, social and technological means so that a new generation of poets

will be eventually born that will sing a new song of liberation and justice

for their people.
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PLAYING WITH FACTS

THE ARTICULATION OF "ALTUNATIVE" VIEWPOINTS

IN AFRICAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 0

by

Michael Johnny and Paul Richards

The old man is resting in his hammock after spending the day harvesting

rice. We wish to ask him some questions. The sheet of paper on the clipboard

I. headed 'Rural Needs Evaluation Survey' and lists five 'improvements'

designed to contribute to breaking the poverty cycle in rural Sierra Leone.

What would be his order of preference, assuming funds are restricted, and,

immediate help is possible with only one of the following: roads, water supply,

health centre, primary achool and electrification. Yes, he will co-operate;

but first he wants to set us a questioR - if he offered to build us a house,

would we choose the walla or the roof?

The answer is like a bucket of cold water - awakening us to an appreciat-

ion that his lived-in world is all of a piece; that a 'sectional' approach

nay be worse than nothing; and that 'we think in these fragmented terms only

because his problems are external, and Indeed peripheral, to our own lives:,
\\

A Farmers Training Centre in northern Sierra Leone is host to about a

hundred farmers undergoing a two-week course in the techniques appropriate to

a World-Bank agricultural development ix_ .eme they have just joined. The scheme

advances credit to develop cultivation of swamp rice under simple irrigation
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conditions. The farmers are learning how to lay out their swamps and organise

the necessary water control. The previous night pupils from the local secondary

school had visited the centre and performed theirend-of-term play. In the

morning a sroup of farmers aT ,roach the principal of the Centre and asked to

use the assembly hall for itmilar show. Rehearsals have taken up the whole

day and new amid mounting excitement, with the generator grumbling healthily

in'ThNackground, the show is about to begin.

The first piece is a short play composed especially for the occasion. It

concerns A farmer falling into ever-deepening impoverishment because he has to

borrow to feed his family during the pre-harvest huagry season. The local money

lender demands ten bushels of rice back for every bushel advanced. Not

surprisingly the poor farmer cannot sustain this rate of repayment for long

and he Is dragged, protesting, in front of the village chief. Every time a

shaft of satire strikes home appreciative members of the audience step up to

rattle lOc. pieces into a strategically located bucket, stage left. Am

accusation and counter accusatiun fly thick snd fast in the final scene in the

chief's court room the dialogue has to fight its way above the rattle of coins

into the bucket. At last-all is resolved by the chief advising the impoverished

farmer to seek a better source of credit - namely a loan from the World Bank

scheme. The curtain is rung down to a general chorus of praise in the name of

the International Development Association (the World Bank department funding the

project).

So far the performance is commendable, but hardly the ottiff from which
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Brechtian enlightenment is forged. Two' or three song-and-dance numbers follow

and keep the iudience happy. These are well-known pieces and the quality and

panache of their execution serve to estiblish the point that what school-

children do well, farmers do better.

The 'competitive' edge to the whole evening then euddenly comes into'

focus in a wickedly executed sketch entitled 'Village Schoolmaster'. Eight

of the largest, fittest, most un-primary-school-like
farmers on the course

have beea cast as primary school pupils, looking outrageously Overgrown in

tiny shirts, shorts and school caps. The schoolmaster, half their size struts

in, sttired in gunboots, and baggy 'District Officer' trousers, hitt face half

hidden beneath that ikon of colonial rule, a pith helmet. It Is at least two

sizes too big for him. We are left in no doubt that he is not its original

owner. The register is called amidst much militaristic leaping to attention,

saluting and abrupt sitting down. The day's first lesaon begins. 'Stand up

those boys who have not paid their sehool fees'. Three reluctant pupils

stumble to their feet and money changes hands. The thought of the beer this

money will buy begins to dominate the schoolmaster's mind Now he needs some

work to occupy his pupils while he slips out for an hour or ao to the nearest

bar. A meaningless alphabet song 'A na A na leta A; B na B na leta B' , soon

breaks down. Sonething with more intellectual bite is needed. A philosophical

problem, 'What Is geography?', suggests Itself.
Answers attempred vary from

blank silence to 'geography ii geography'. Impatiently, schoolmaster decides

to answer his own question. But in hisfrustration he can no longer diaguise
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the real point of the exercise, and upwelling from his subconscious comes

dhe solution 'geography is....itgtle of Heideken lager beer'. Waves of

comprehension and appreciation,well up from all parts of the hall, as a

delighted audience calls for more.

The 'Village Schoolmaster' sketch is especially significant in the context

of rural northern Sierra Leone because it directly confronts a major contra-

diction in the development programae the farmers are participating in. The

programae requires farmers to hire labour to develop their swamp farms. The

group most likely to provide the necessary labour - males in the age range

15 - 39 - is badly depleted by outmigration to the cities and diamond mining

areas. Instead of the expected rough equivalence of males and feMaICS SOMQ

chiefdoms In the project area have less than 50 malea for every 100 females

in the young adult ranges. School education facilitates this movement of young

sales out of farming, and because the rewards in the Sierra Leone economy are

distributed in favour of those participating in the mining sector or trade

rather than in farming, parents continue to reinvest profits fEats farming in

their children's education. The contradiction of the agriculturnl sector of'

the economy surviving and 'developing' in order to exploit itself is brought

out by the actors ambivalent portrayal of education as being a route to some

kind of 'mutcess. (even if onl) the succeas of a man who derives status from

the cast-off clothing of departed colonial officials and from drinking himaelf

to oblivion on bottled beer) while In itself lacking intrinsic value. The

alphabet song reminds us that the content of education may be meaningless but
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that its practice is powerful as ritual.

What are the arguments for the farmers themselves participating in a

programs of agricultural education?

The established paradigm to account for rural uriderdevelopment in

'Africa focuses attention on low agricultural output. Tbis in turn stems from

a series of problems which are 'located' within the rural community itself.

These problems can be grouped under three headings:

i) ...inadequate technology - lowyielding 'unimproved' seed varieties;

soil impoverishment due to shifting cultivation and lack of fertilizer;

and inadequate implements, storage facilities and processing equip-

ment are often-cited reasons for the failure of 'traditional'

agriculture to produce marketable surpluses.

ii) inadequate rural infrastructure - poor roads; ill-health (and a poor

labour input record) stemming from paluted water supplies; poorly-

developed market networks; and inadequate health and yucation facilities,

aie sten to be major factors in the maintenance of vicious'cycles of

poverty. Thus for example an unhealthy farmer in not able to cultivate

the additional land necessary to secure the profit which will pay for

facilities such as wells and dispensaries to suke him more healthy

and therefore more productive.

iii) inaufficiene.commercialization - farmers indebted to village money

3 3 6
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leaders; the failure of money to 'penetrate' important sectors within

the local economy; non-existent insurance arrangements; and the in-

ability of farmers to raise loans against the security of their land

due to 'communal' land-tenure arrangements, are prominent in the

list of commercial anti institutional factors cited to explain lack

of agricultural progress.

The conventional rural development planning paradigm than goes on to argue

that the absence of these features deemed necessary for agricultural develop-

went results from the jsolated, introverted 'ware of rural communities in

Africa. Minds are supposed closed and belief-systems 'pre-scientific' owing

to lack of contact with the 'outside world'. 'Traditionalism' in equated

with 'subsistence mentality' and both sten from the physical isolation of the

communities concerned. Agriculture experiences no progress until modern Ideas

and technological innovations begin to penetrate the rural periphery. Infra-

structural improvements, especially the building of farm access roads; an

'improved technology' input delivery system (as in the World Bank rural develop-

ment projects in Sierra Leone); and vigorous farmer training and extension

programmes are seen as ways of speeding up this process of diffusion of 'modern-

ization' into remote, 'backward', regions. This, then explains the present

participation in an agricultural training course of the farmers described above.

A different interpretation of agricultural underdevelopment is possible

In which it is argued the problem cannot be traced back to deficiencies in
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farmeaknowledge. The failure to innovate is not so much a question of know-

ledge as of opportunity and the factors which control opportunity are rarely if

=at all internal to the village, nor are they within the farmers' power to control.

Local patterns of behaviour are conditioned by national and international

economic structures. Throughout Africa the colonial period aow the,creation

of economies biased towarda international trade, in either tropical agricult-

ural produce or'in minerals. HAny independent African governments continue

to ftnd it easier to maintain themselves by taxing,international trade rather

than attempting to transform the production process, especially agricultural

production. Thia expressea Itself in the form of policies which continue to

promote urbanization and trade. As part of this process, rural areas lose

population by outmlgration. Local 'subsistence' systemw are then in the position

of having supported the reproduction of a labour force for international min-

ing and trading intereats without any prospect of meeting their own labour

Input requirements, except through the intensification of exploitation of

women and widespread ecological abuse. From this point of view it is possible

to hypothesise that the,marked 'traditionalism' of many contemporary African

villagca is not a product of isolation but of the over-strong relationship

between the village as a supplier, and molti-national company-dominated trad-

ing and mining interests, as employers of cheap labour. Northern Sierra Leone

is, according to the 'diffusion of modernization' model an area of archetypical

rural 'backwardness'. The uvidence for the nineteenth century calls this

interpretation into question. The importance of long-distance trade and the

production of rice surpluses to support both peopll engaged in this trade and
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the population of the Sierra Leone Colony (in effect Freetown), suggests that

'comMarcialization' of the forces of agricultural production and market orient-

ation were as well developed, if not more ao, than at the present day. Perhaps

the current 'baCkward', inward-looking, subsistenCe-dominated, agriculture

of many parte of the region is a recent phenomenon? "Traditional' society may

be a creation Of modern circumstances rather than an ethnographic reaidual.

We wish to comment upon these two polarised interpretations of the rural

underdevelopment problem (and on their policy implications) by means of a

dialectic in which the antithesia has been provided by individuals and groups

within rural Sierra Leone and conveyed via 'folk media'. Our argument ie that

such a dialectiL is essential to 'demyatify' the information-gathering process

which cohtributes to decisions in rural development planning. The ideas,

attitudes and Information projected through 'folk media' provide a necessary

challenge te the thesis of soclal-science positiviam, represented by question-

naire schedules designed to elicit numerical or attitudinal 'facts'. The

synthesis te emerge at the end of thin process is a new and effective under-

standing of the way in which 'facts' are 'produced' by social processes.

'Underdevelopment' As redefined as a process in which the 'science idiom' helps

legitimate new relationships between theory and praxis biased againat the

long-term interests of the rural poor. It is perhaps important te emphasise

the the 'folk media inputs to the dialectic we are about to describe do not

necessarily represent the viewpoint of the 'rural poor' as such. Indeed there

Is good reason to suppose that considered by themselves the antithetical rumarks
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could be judged to embodyLch of the 'false consciousness' fostered by aominant

power elites within the 'traditional' se4or. We question the validity of the

'ulternatite positivism' of so-called lethnoscionce' (and in so doing reject

some of the assumptions of our own curlier work, see Richards, 1975). What

is important Is that the challenges issued to social survey positivism through'

'folk media' enable urns ers of thesis and antithesis.to.upprehend the

social context of knowledge more clesrly, and to broek out of the pre-criticsl

slumbe; 4which both sides pursue destructive courses of action unaware that

their ideas continue to legitimate the reproduction of inhefantly unstable

and unjust social orders.
,

We proceed by taking four theses deri

1

ed from current rural development

9planning practice in Sierra LeodNor fro the social science orthodoxy which

underpins this practice). Folk-media resources (e.g. proverbs) are brought

into play in the course of constructing antitheses which encapsulate local

perspectives.

Thesis 1: It is to the farmer's benefit to participate In the modern,

market-orienCed.sector of Agriculture.

In conversation, one farmerwas asked what he thoAht of the new agricult-

ural development seilemes sponsored by the Wirld sank and Ministry of Agriculture.

His answer was in the form of a proverb to the Ofect that:

'yr

'If you ice an intelligent man running in broad daylight through
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his ticp-field, when it id ready for harvest, destroiing everything

-in his path, he is either chasing aomething or is hAself being chased'

(Table 1), i.c. These attempts cannot be f r the good of the farming

QINASpoputilaon; planners tske'an interest in fermi either because they

have to (due to national food shortages) or because tfiey want to

exploit rural communities. This comment was followed up with the

sharp reminder that all previous requests made from the,village for

outside help with farming had been turned down.

'Another farmer was asked since the country has a food shortage problem

due to the increase in the non-farming population why did he not expand his
%

production so that he would have moe to sell. The answer, again in the form

of a proverb challenged the assumption in the question that the growth of the

non-farming population was somehow an independent variable unconnected to

agricultural 'underdevelopment' - that the urban population we's only a problem

insofar as it represented de9ed opportunity for the farmer.

.

'A hill which does uot want people to step on it must never allow edible

suahrooms to grow on it!

In mhort, if people do not want food shortages they should not desert

farming.

The same theme was emphasised by the farmer who, when taxed with.the

question why did he not cultivate a larger farm, retorted that 'the monkey is

3 4
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not stupid for producing one child at a tima - it hai no grandmother to help

it'.

It may be beneficial to produce for an expanding market but if.that market

is made up of individuals Itho would have otherwise
constituted the family labour

force the aim of a greater output may not be possible or realistic. This is

an argument that cuts two ways. Repression and exploitation of young people

within the 'traditional' household economy under what has been termed the

'lineage mode of production' acts M.'s a Ipuahl factor to migration when a market

for labour be3insito emerge in the mining and urban sectors. Exploitation by

multi-national capital may have points in its favour when compared totraditionil

controls by heads of households ov6r the labour and marriage prospects of cadets.

Perhaps the main danger, however, is that of being stranded halfway between

'dynamic' cash-cropping andthe self-sufficiency of subsistence agriculture,

having the worst of both worlds. In 'rejecting the idea of using modern agricult:

uraf infiuts one farmer pithily remarked that he wouldn't increase the size of

his calf by plastering it,withtmud.

Thesis 2: Farmers are isolated and inward-looking, and need to be made more

aware of the possibilities available 4or agricultural improvement.

Surveys were carried out during fieldwork to find otit what villagers knew

about a variety.of Sierra Leonean
agri4Ultural development projects, and how

ow'

well the ahem of theae projects werefunderstood. Our initfal expectation was

thaeknowledge of projects would fall off sharply beyond a radius of 20 - 30 km,-- 1
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especially in those villages where there were few adopters of impioved cultivat-

ion pr-ecices. In two villages studied in Kpa-Mende country there is an almost

comple ...,ence of formal extension work and a 100Z adherence to traditional

ahifting cultivation methods of upland rice cultivation; yet awarenesa of and

accurate assessment of the aims of even remote projects (beyond 100 km) is

widespread, and in some cases nearly universal.

The same level of general awareneas concerning agricultural development

projects and their aims and objectives is found in the case of farmers within

the territory covered by the World Bank Northern Area scheme. Farmers were

asked about 8 projects (3 more than 100 km distdnt). Knowledge levela were

high and little difference was apparent between project participants and farmers

outside the scheme. Women farmers not participating in this scheme are as

aware of project aims as male farmers registered with the'project. The

results indicate broad familiarity with the innovations being introduced and'

their advantages. .Several farmers wet, provoked by our questions into vigorous

affirmation of the point that adoption was a matter of opportunity rather than

information.

Awarenesa of and interest in innovation was moat marked in the case of

rice seed. Thtd it an issue on which everyone is happy to talk at length.

In each vil:age there are of the order of 15 - 30 local rice varieties (including

some surviving varieties of the indigenous red-skinned Oryma glabberima) and

two or three introduced 'improved' strains. Knowledge of ROK 2, ROB 3 and

V LAC 23, the varieties distributed by the Northern Area project, was extensive
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among farmers not registered to the project. It Ls a farmer's business to be

informed about rico varieties and we found that there was little or no tendency

to specialization and secrecy in this field. On the contrary farmers make a

practice of sharing relevant information and actual seed. Realistic ideas

are widely held concerning the processes wItofeby indigenous varieties are

diffused. Apart from human agency - deliberate sharing of interesting seed

from village to village - it is surmised that 'accidental' introductiorq may

have been transmitted via bird and elephant droppings. Informatinn on source

areas for particular varieties Ls surprisingly detailed - even when the region

of origin_js far distant. Farmers are generally aware that the choice among

indigenous varieties is tending to diminish as many of the less attractive

types of rice become.locally extinct. This is a matter for their concern,

and some villagers are already Isperimenting with the notion of 'conservation'

of interesting planting material. In other cases it is readily conceded that

a variety not now grown locally may have a new relevance if climatic or soil

fertility conditions change (e.g. in a year of bad drought, or a village with

pressing soil erosion problems). Where this .ituation arises groups of farmers

may organise their own 'plant collection' expedition (villages are often known

by the varieties of rice they possess and some farmers interviewed could state

the nearest locality where it was still
possible to collect or buy seed for

a variety no longer grown in their own village).

Knowledge of indigenous rice varieties, where they can be located and

their responsiveness to different soil and climatic conditions, together with
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a commitment to collate and disseminate information on an interhousehold, inter-

village basis, is for us an important folk...medium deserving the label 'indigenous

extension network'. Its value is often recogniised by professional 'scientific'

plant-exploration teams (a recent plant exploration exercise in Sierra Leone

has identified 326 distinct rice varietieu). In the terms of the present

dialectic the existence of the 'indigenous extension network' calls into question

the assumption that agricultural underdevelopment stems from not being well-

connected to appropriate information dissemination media capable of trân-

scending village localism. A major weakness of 'indigenous extension' is the

tendency for some plant variety names to be highly localized. Nevertheless the

meaning of these names, and the question of which groups within a village 'own''

which name, if, as is sometimes the case, there are compeLing names for a single

variety, are both matters which convey valuable additional ingights.

The 'naming issue' is an important one. Villagers are sometimes acutely

aware of the misunderstandings that can arise from the localization of plant

varietal names. Dialectical synthesis is not so much concerned with 'rational-

izing' this situation, but in solving the problem of the exercise of power to

name elements in the agricultural universe. 'Horizontal' dispute over rice

names highlights the more acute 'vertical' problem of agricultural development,

namely that of the new language imposed on farming by the outside agencies

seeking to reorganise and control it. The village farming community must be

involved in efforts to demystify the language of agricultural development, and

thereby create a critical medium for genuine exchange of ideas. (This is a

point returned to in the final section of this Paper).
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Thesis 3: Village 'modes of thought' are closed systems and lack Anything

equivalent to the processes of discovery In Western science. In consequence

local technology is inadequate to the needs of the present and agricultural

Innovations have to be introduced from outside.

As noted above the rwo Kpa-Hende villages chosen for fielduork are outside

the scope of existing agricultural development schemes and there has been only

minimal contact with formal agricultural extension agencies. The 31 farmers

collaborating in our study were given two Improved upland rice varieties, ROK 2

and ROK 3, proving popular in schemes such as the Northern Area project.
1

ROK 3

is developed from the parent stock known to our
sample farmers as ngie-

ma yakei and widely reckoned to be one of the highest-yielding local rice

varieties. (Several tamers were quick to spot the parentage of ROK 3). The

seed was distributed in 0.8 kg packets and farmers were given no information

beyond that both varieties were intended for upland farming. The object of

the exercise was to monitor farmers' respwus_s. It is sometimes suggested

that 'traditional' farmers are insufficiently alert to the advantages of new

seeds, resulting in the mixing of improved seed and existing planting materials

or even their consumption as food. It is widely asonmed that peasant farmers

will not derive much benefit from Improved
planting material unless they are

given and hold to specific instructions about where and when to plant.

1. We would like to acknowledge the help of the Director of the Rice Research

Station at Rokupr and his staff in providing us with planting material

for this experiment.
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All 31 farmers In our sample preserVed their seed packs separate from

other planting material. All ut.ed their judgement to select a suitable part

of-the farm to plant out the new seed. Choice: of site varied. Some farmers

planted near the farm but in order to maintain a convenient check on progress,

e.g. to observe germination times, response to rainfall etc. Others chose sites,

e.g. drier or moister soil,according to experience with local varieties closest

in appearance to the new seed. Yet others appeared anxious to see whether the

new seed would 'plug' strategic gaps, e.g. thrive in areas of the farm known to

be difficult (by reason of slope, soil fertility etc.) for planting existing

varieties. In a number of cases farmers hoed two plots of equal area side by

sIde and planted their new varieties in one plot and an equivalent amount of

a suitable local variety In the other. The amount of rice seed planted was

noted by using a 'standard' volume measure, e. g. a cigarette cup, '3d pan'

or milk tin. There is no doubt that farmers would, left to themselves, have

continued the process by measuring their yields in the same standard units. In

thu ov2nt h.rvettring Jas 'supervised' in order to record results.

Farmers expressed general satisfaction with ROK 3 and planned to

continue planting it. ROK 2 was seen to be leas advantageous, but few

farmers were prepared to abandon it outright. Several announced plans to do
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4xperimenta in different parts of the farm. We are currently following up

responses in the two growing newtons since the initial release of seed, and

we are especially interested to try and discover to what extent the ncy

val7ieties have been subject to deliberate 'seed multiplication' efforts and

distributed to neighbours and relatives. Of 12 follow,-up interviews so fer

Lompleted three farmers have multiplied.enough seed to plant up to half a

hectare. Some farmers lost their seed due to various misfortunes and are

requesting further supplies. Five or six farmers can now cite estimates for

the relative yields of their new seed compared to other varieties planted.

The concept of a farm c.pertment - Mende hungue (indef.sing.) - 'trial'

or 'test' - Is widespread among farmers in our other sample village localities.

One farmer in the village chosen to represent
the cocoa/coffee zone of eastern

Sierra Leone took us around a part of his plantation where, due to a temporary

levelling out of the valley profile, he was uncertain whether cocoa or coffee

would thrive best. Farmers are aware of the soil moisture, textural and

fertility characteristics separating 'cocoa' and 'coffee' soils. Several

descriptions ot these ditferences, collected la the course of fieldwork, can

be matched, indication for indication, against the diagnostic characteristics

cited in agronomic consultants' reports to
the Ministry of Agriculture concern-

ing the potential for expinding cocoa and coffee cultivation in eastern

Sierra Leone. In the case of this particular plantation the farmer had planted

In cffeet a 6 x 4 trial of interspersed cocoa and coffee seedlings. Having

noted the response he was able to 'read off' the critical soil boundary he was
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curious about and planted the rest of chits part of his farm accordingly. Rice

farmers also make use of 'alternate' planting tor sample qualitative comparisons

of different seed types, and many farm huts are surrounded by little 'quality

control' experiments of thi., sort designed to determine the germination potentiad

of various batches of seed before they are planted on an extensive scale.

An experimental approach to farming appears to be a commonplace of village

life, and we see little reason to doubt that it has a long history in all parts

of Sierra Leone. A group of farmers in one of the villages of the Northern

Area project destrIbed learning about on-farm rice trials as part of their

project training course. Since information had already been -ollected concern-

ing indigenous experimental methodology which matched the results for the Mende

villages described above we were keen to know what additional knowledge had

been acquired in the training programme. We were told "IDA" experiments are

better than the villagers' own because instead of marking out the boundaries

of the trial plots by hoeing a boundary ridge project staff use wooden pegs

and string.

The existente of valid experimental methodologies at village level is

not a sufficient conditiot. to guarantee technological progress, but it does

suggest that local potentialities for invention and adjustment may have been

underestimated. This tendency has been reinforced by anthropological writing

which contiac..ts to pursue a false dichotomy between African 'traditional thought'

and 'western science'. The problem is that the comparison is frequently drawn
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between the moat abstruse, speculative areas of African cosmology and the

Mst obviously operational and utilitarian areas of Western scientific practiCe.

In addition there is a persistent tendency towards treating 'cosmologies' as

IA they were unified theories and shared by all members of a residential group

or ethnic unit. It is important to recognise, therefore, the point at which

practical reason gives way to the speculative and the way in which competing

individuals and groups in society may project
different 'versions' of a given

explanatory paradigm according to the day they and their interests fit into

the social process. It la now known for example, that traditional intercropping

practices have important objective advantages long neglected by orthodox

agronomy. Maximum utilization of sunlight, complebentarity of soil nutrient

requirements and minimization of soil erosion and the spread of weeds and pests

are among the factors which lead to higher aggregate yields and reduced vari-

ability of output from intercropped farms compared to similar hectarages of

monocrop cultivation. 1.1eldwork in the Kpa-Mende case-study villages revealed

farm plots with more then 20 crops, other
thai rice, accounting for 50 - 75%

of the total food value of the harvest, on some upland rice farms. Official

statistics treat 'intercrops' as of unascertainable but minor importance leading

to the conclusion that upland rice farm yields are'especially low in Sierra

Leone. Haw a farmer views intercropping
depends very much on how much he or

she commands, which in turn reflects position within the social nexus.

In general male heads of large households, able to articulate both size-

able family and co-operative labour groups find upland cultivation (which needs
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larie work parties each year) retains-its attractiveness and tend to 'legitimate'

their preference by invoking the advantages of intetcropping as a risk-minimizing,

food-variety-enhancing strategy. Thus, for example, the proverb 'if you are

poor you need to be cunning': if you make a cassava farm plant some pepper

near it' waa used to explain one farmer's continued preference for upland inter-

cropping. But there is a different kind of poverty, experienced by widows

and young farmers, namely that of being unable to attract enough labour to the

work parties needed for upland farmdng. In part this Is a question of uot

having, in the first place, the.amount and variety of food resources to keep

such a work party satisfied. Stith farmers may prefer the one-off effort of

organising hired labour to develop a swamp farm. They forgo the advantage of

harvesting a wide variety of crops in addition to rice but are able to manage

the labour in subsequent,years with a minim41 of outside help.

A 'forced-choice' question to farmers in three case-study villages

the Northern Area project concerning their preference for swamp rice and upland

rice cultivation if only,one type of farming was possible, showed 95% in favour

of the swamp option and 5% in favour of upland intercropping. These preferences

are more to do with farmers' abilities to attract labour than whether their

'world view' Includes an assessment of the advantages of swamp rice cultivation

which coincides with those listed in basic agronomy textbooks. The strongly

ideological character of such preference assessments was made clear during

fieldwork in the following way. Our objective waa to learn about harvesting by

participant observation. The owner of the farm was being chafed by his friends
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about the European in his party. Perhaps this was Kasila the Cod of Water cove

to capture the farmer's strength and Change his way of life. If so the owner

retorted then he would know by setting a test. If the visitor ate more from

the large midday rice bowl - a stew containing the full range of almost all

the crops growing in the rice field - than the other workers then he might

have cause to worry: Otherwise he would conclude that the visitor had no wish

to undermine that which the farser valued most - the chance to feed a large

family on the diverse produce from his upland intercropped rice farm. A dome-

what queasy visitor easily failed the test and the gods of traditional agricult-

ure were vindicated.

Perhaps only outsiders are confused about which explanations are intended

to be practical and which relate to the more theoretically speculative areas

of cosmological argumentation. The same group of farmers was in little doubt

that their worst agricultural pest, towel (def. sing.), a 'species of grey

monhey, could bn explained in terms of reduction of forest csver due to shift-

ing cultivation and the consequent destruction of the treea that provided its

favoured food. The villagers had carefully observed the monkey's behaviour

patterns and used this knowledge to strategic advantage in a series of dawn

hunting raids designed to trap monkeys still congregated in tiees used for

sleeping. On the other hand the second Most troublesome pest, the cane rat,

is less easy to explain, except in terms of the reduction in numbera of natural

enemies such as leopards. This fails to account for the marked variation in

cane-rat damage from year to year and from farm to farm. The animal's habits
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'are much less easy to monitor than the monkey. Faced with a genuine mystery

many farmers are prepared to seek advice from a diviner. This is far from

stereotypical pre-rational preference for mystical, mystified, explanation

posited as built-in cultural characteristic of 'traditional' life by some

less-perceptive outside commentators on African rural development.

Thesis 4; that agricultural change is inhibited by inadequate commercial

institutions (e.g. credit, market information and insurance) and low levels of

literacy and numeracy among farmers.

Gay and Cole (1967) describe how they asked groups of Peace Corps volunteers

and Liberian farmers to estimate the number of cupa of rice contained in a

large bowl of rice. The volunteers' estimates fluctuated by as much as

351 + of the true figure, whereas thej farmers' estimates were within range 9%

of the true figure. The conclusion Ja that farmers are competent at relevant

computation. Following this lead we developed during fieldwork a number of

simple games
1 to elucidate trade-offs beween different seed varieties under

conditions of fluctuating rainfall, competition for resources in weed and pest

control, and how farmers were prepared to trade off 'taste' against 'yield' in

different rice varieties. All helped confirm the farmers acuity and the results

sometimes indicated unexpected points of view. A good example of this is

1. Some of these games use local resources, e.g. the African board game

'mankala' (cf. Townshend, 1979; Barker, 1979).
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provided by the results of the trade-off 'game in which farmers were asked

to rank local and 'improved' rice varieties in terma of taste. In the simplest

Version (used in a questionnaire sUrvey) the most and least favoured varieties

were compared and farmers asked whether they would prefer 10.bags of the most

'tasty' or 12 bags of the least 'tasty' rico grown on their farms. The majo$

of farmers opted for the 10 bag solution. A reason frequently cited was that

Sias would mean 'more food for the family'. This suggests that i.he concept of

'taste' relatee to 'satisfaction' (rather than consumer 'preference' in the

way it might be understood,lin conventional economic analysis) and that 'satis-

fIction. in this instance is related to the food value of the rice. Several

farmers argued that they needed to cat less of.on when using preferred varieties.

This is an interesting point which is being explored further through analysis

of the food value and processing losses aseociated with 'traditional' rice

varieties. Preliminary results suggest that there may

be some 'improved' problems with ROK 3, a variety farmers generally describe

as high yielding but poor tasting. It is aJso worth noting that most farmers

argue the 'taste' of rico is adversely affected by fertilizer use.

Another game, this time concerning rice seed responae to drought conditions,

presented in effect the pay-off matrix of two-person zero-sum game between

farmer and climate. Stones were taken tq represent rice bags and farmers were

asked to state a preference_for_a variety 'A', yielding 60 bushels in a good

year and 20 bushila in a bad year, or a variety '13', yielding 40 bushels in a

gbod year and 30 bushels in.a bad year, from a one hacLre farm. Good and,bad

years occur with equal likelihood. A marked tendency to prefer 'A' to 'B' was
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Apparent in only one of the sample villages. Judged by annual cash sales of

farm produce and livestock ownershdp this was the wealthiest of the villages

ooncernod, commercial production of rice having been a feature of the economy

as long ago as the middle nineteenth century. Elsewhere, and espCcially among

women farmers and farmers not participating in the World Bank project, the

preference was for '8'. Farmers' comments frequently indicated realization

that '8' was ;Ass profitable but preferable on the grounds of risk minimiz-

ation, e.g.1

'I prefer 'B' because it ensures my family subsistence even in a

disaster year - the yield is less variable between good and bad years

than 'A'.'

'B' gives a more stable and reliable yield than 'A'.'

'
The risk of starvation of my people is ruch lower with variety '13'

than with 'A"

'
'B' is preferred because if there is a sequence ot bad years I

would still be able to cope with my family requirements.'

'
The risk level is lower with variety '10.

These and similar comments reveal an accurate awareness, on the part of

farmers, that their 'insurance' needs have to be built into the farming system.

Rural development planners show a disregardior this need when they.promote

agricultural innovations without taking steps to assess whether or not higher

355.
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ranges of variation are associated with highertaverage output. A rare except-

ion is the following Assage from an assessment report relating to an oxen

ploughing scheme in The Gambia:

Both ox and manual treatment yields had a higher variance around

the mean than the co:Vol compounds, highlighting the fact that

the intrdnction ot improved agricultural techniques drastically

increases .the rink and unchrtainity in a,farming system that

institutionally attempts to minimize both these elements.

(bunsmore et al 1976 p. 320.

The farmers In our sample opting for 'A', the higher profit, higher risk

variety, provided comments indicative of commitment to a different perspective

concerning the farm enterprise, e.g.

'I prefer a variety that will yteld me a quick profit since I feed

my people from other sources.'

'
I prefer 'A' because I am involved in making a quick profit which

I can then use to expand my business:

Here, then, is a paradox. Profit-hungry farmers - the innovative elite

of conventional rural development theory - are concerned to maximise profits

precisely because many are in the process of transferring resources into

trading and other urban-focused acttvltles.
Thus abandonment of liqutdation of

agricultural 'capital' (In this case farming-system resilience to climatic

hazard) is ltnked to growth of interest ia other sectors of the economy. The

dangers implictt in this tendency are '.ot yet adequately recognIsed by World
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Bank policy makers to judge by comments such as the following:

'The poor are poor because they have low incomes. Cash is important

to alleviate poverty' 'A cash economy is an opening to the cutside

world' 'Better health and education can only be achieved through

an economy of exchange'.

'Debt is a mark of growth. Developed-world agriculture has always

relied upon debt'.
(World Bank officials cited in Payer (1979)

One farmer we talked to about indebtedness had a different attitude,

citinq the proverb 'the dog would not sleep with its mother if it had l'wife'.

Ttst. wag in ralation to local sources of credit, but could be extended to Lover

pro)ect sources as aell, because his problem is not with high rates of interest

but with the causes of indebtedness in the fir.t instance. Considerable amounts

of borrowing in rural sierra Luone aro undcrtaken to covet the food shortages

of the pre-harvest 'hungry season'. This in turn is not so much a result of

low aggregate yields but of variability in output. Basks assoPiated with farm-

ing are numL,ous, and inLreabiny. A Major proLlem in Sierra Leone stems from

the uncertain nature of the family labour supply. Year by year families arc

reduced in size by outmigration of young males in particular, and as a result

sickness becomes a progressively oore severe problem among an ageing labour

force. stories abound of how farmers are unable to b.Fing a farm to harvest

because they become ill at ; crucial point in the year's work. In the old

days of large family work units such misfortune would not seriously affect the

family food supply. One farmer, out of a family labour unit of 71, breaking

a limb at tree-clearing time, means at worst a minor reduction in farm size.
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One farmer working alone, with part-time help from a wife and daughter but

commitments to contribute to the feeding of city-resident relatives, finds

an accident during the heavy work of clearing a catastrophe of major proport-

ions. As 'development' exacerbates the risks of rural life so borrowing is

increasingly resorted to as a means to survive. Because of this background

to rural credit provision many farmers were prepared to argue that 'local'

credit, with its high interest rates, might on occasion have advantages over

the World Bank scheme. Village money-lenders adopt a flexible approach to

advancing credit and re-scheduling loan repayment because they live with the

problems that cause debt, and understand their social roots. High interest

rates are the price that money-lenders extract for their intimate understanding

of these problems. 'Official credit has to operate in a much more anonymous

and rigid way, and loan recovery alienates many farmers-by its clumsiness

despite the obvious attraction of low interest rates.

Three years after the performance of the play discussed earlier in this

paper some farmers have the material for a tential second act, in which the

farmer in the story, having sought rescue frn the clutches of the villainous

village money-lender by taking an IDA loan, is now in eourt for the recovery

of his IDA loan. It is a harsh irony at in ordei to repay he has to turn to

the original villain of the play to ball him out. ln reality the true villain

of the piece is the system, not the individual within it. If farmers are falling

into debt because of the increased riskiness of their farming operations then

attempts to 'monetize' and 'capitalize' the rural economy through a cheap credit
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policy witnout first tackling the 'risk issue will serve only to intens.ify

their problems. Numerous project farmers we interviewed said thoy knew people
#

who were now more in debt than previously as a result of having to resort to

money-lenders to clear their outstanding debts to the World Bank project.

If we take the trouble, therefore, to listen to farmers, especially those

increasingly oppressed by debt, the argument that agricultural underdevelopment

steme from inadequate c:ommercial institutions begins to ippeal full of ambiguity.

To these farmers even existing merchant capitalist institution& are all too

adequate to the task of exploiting their vulnerability. On the principle that

if you cannot Join them then try and beat them there is evidence that some

farmers have striven to resist the undermining effects of 'monetization' and

capitalist penetration by tenalfying their reliance on the 'traditional',

pre-capitalist, institutiuLs of village life. The village hierarchy in one of

uur sample villagcs actually attempts to operate a ban on rice sales to dealers

from Freetown and the diamond areas. The rationale for this vi that the rice

dealers, by uffering credit in the 'hungry' season, expluit the farmer and

divert his po1iticd1 allegiance away from authority within thc vill ge. Evidence

for turning inwards towards 'traditional' pre-capitalist political economy is

ta be seen in the amount uf wealth which villagers still invest in various

ceremonial purposes tfuneral and Initiation ceremonies for example). These

'investments' are closely linked to the reproduction and maintenance of

'traditional' family and work-party organization, whith .11 turn permits
4

oontinuance of upland shifting cultivation. In one samPle an average of
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between :%0 and 40% of the family's disposable resources, apart from food for

stibsistence, appears to be devoted to these kinds of 'ceremonial' investments

each year. Nor is there any shortage of local 'cultural capital' and indigenous

intellectual confidence. The table below shows that the majority of non-

project farmers interviewed see a clear distinction between their own general

knowledge of agricuature - described as
'excellent or 'good' - and a knowledge

of extension agents, generally
only rated 'good' to 'fair'.

PROJECT
No. 19

Farmer

Extension agent

Farmer

DON-PROJECT
No. 17

Extension agent

Very GOod Fair Fairly Very Don't

ood poor poor know

10 9

2 9 8

11 5
1

4 9 4

TABLE Bumban farmers' evaluations of
their and extension agents general

knowledge concerning farming.

What is especially interesting is that even those farmers
participating in the

World Bank scheme, distinguish between
their own farming knowledge and that of

extension agents. This would seem to suggest that agricultural 'development'

has not yet undermined farmers'
self-confidence or produced ,nceptual

'dependency' in this part of Sierra Leone.
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On the other hand it is doubtful whether any greater percentage of farm

households succeed by playing the 'traditional strategy than succeed by

pursuing the petty capitalist route from commodity production into trade. Both

beget conflict and contradiction in the long run. Since the folk media being

drawn upon tc construct an antithesis to the theses of planning orthodoxy only

survive because they arc integral elements in the 'traditional' option it is

clear that they cannot be seen as representing progress by themselves.

crolzI 0 i

5

§c2 al .2W oLe

le a rl 0 (--c lei A,Y 44-4

A prime example of this is provided by lne case of the indigenous script

used to wixte the Mende language in one of our sample villages. Kikaku script

(above) challenges the notion that "backwardness in African societies is partly

the consequence of an inability to invent writing". Like the Vai script,

kikaku is based on a syllabary rather than an alphabet and owes little therefore,

except at the most general level, to the examples of Roman and Arabic scripts.

This provides ambiguous evidence for the belief that literacy invariably
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facilitates rural development.
Its principal use is to keep accounts of major

social functions such as marriage and burial ceremonies. These ceremonies

involve considerable transfers
of wealth and resources, and are a major reason

tor Indebtedness in tha first place. Larger ceremonies, with participants

from further afield, or more
complex bridewealth transactions over a longer

time period, are more readily
negotiable through the employment of a kikaku

clerk. The result is that the scale of wealth differentiation, accumulation,

and indebtedness is increased.

This is why throughout this paper
we have argued the need for dialectical

opposition to bring out the weaknesses of both 'modernization' orthodoxy and

its legitimation in terms of the 'science idiom', and of the 'traditionalist'

option legitimated by 'folk media' ttansactions.

The synthesis now required will result only from a renewed approach to

rural development unifying theory
and practice, and cannot be specified in

advance. It would be appropriate
however tc conclude with a comment on how

the dialectic outlined in this paper might be used to generate the kind of

creative tension essential for such renewal.

The practical implications of the arguments in this paper are unspectacular.

They do not concern projects to 'ra'se consciousness' (cf. Freire, 1978). That,

as we have shown, is already high by Any standards. They are not even aimed

at initiating 'dialogue'. In fact they are not about 'initiating' anything.

Rather they consist of suggestions for helping the analysis and critique already
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present at local level to flow a little more widely and freely. We focus

comments on work we envisage as being feasible with extension agents and

with farmers groups.

Per extension agents a key objective is to sharpen awareness of local

critiques of their activities, and to encourage the view that such Critiques

are both necessary and of constructive significance. Much of our fieldwork

methodology'- especially the 'gaming' aspects - could be readily adapted for

use by change agents interested to explore these issues. There is an initial

problem, however, in that the training of 'middle level manpower' in development

is so often bedevilled by a surfeit of vulgar positivism. Philosophical issues

relating to fieldwork are treated (IS an irrelevant luxury, and rigorously

text-book tied 'practicalism' offers little or I., scope for the development of

critical field method. Even the most up-to-date extension methods (e.g.

Training and Visit) are still primarily focused on managerial and organizational

issues, and little If any attention is paid to the wey extension workers are

actually engaged in the 'social construk.tion of reality'. It is unfa'ir to

expect a flexible response to the articulation of local viewpoints when extension

agents are so rigidly 'constructed' as technocrats. In strategic terms, there-

fore, there may be something to be said for using folk media as feedback

mechanisms in extension, e.g. the first of the two farmer-level environmental

monitoring models outlined in liarkeA, Oguntoyinbc and Richards (1977), in order

to pzepare the ground for more reflective and sociologically aware extension

curricula.
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In relation to possible work with and for farmers groups we have 4losen

to examane two notions, 'Improved accounting and 'people's science', as examples.

The oonventional argument is that media for better accounting - literacy and

numeracy - provide a basis for more 'rational' production. Goody (1977) claims

that literacy marks a major step forward in that it releases energy tied up in

the labour of memorization, permits a critical approach to sources and ultimately

helps c.reate an 'open' society. Against this, as suggested above, it can be

arqued that folk accounting media - both in terms of numeracy and literacy - are

not as underdeveloped as is often supposed, but that their deploynent will not

necessarily lead to Improved efficiency of production. The eighteenth century

enthusiast tor better farm accounting,
John Billingsley, conceded that the ordinary

working farmer often had a very good idea of what was or was not profitable with-

out the aid of figures. The real beneficiary from the introduction of book-

keeping was the 'gentleman farmer' who might
only personally supervise work in

his fields for an hour a day surrounded by 'servants united in one common league

of traud and deception' (quoted in Hudson, 1972) . )

Adoprical of formal accounting.proceduret .n
British farrang at the time of

the agricultural revolution, was thus specifically uf most benefit to the large

landownei. In other words, improved medium is onl; 'improved' in relation to

and from the point of view of the group whose interests it serves at a particular

historical JimIcture. This insight gives an answe' to the a[Tarent contradictions

outlined above. 'Better' farm 'accounting' in Sierra Leone must be specific to

the circamistan es of the groups ,oncerned. Conventional financial accounting,

wheihur double-el 'ro houk-keeping or local accounting in kikaku script, tends to
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serve money-lending interests best. Ordinary farmers become indebted to money-
.

lenders partly through the impact of risk factors, e.g. accidents, ill-health

and climatic hazards. It is possible to envisage therefore, the development

of an improved form of 'risk accounting (with or without the use of literaeY)

which concentrates on the assessments of innovations and technology alternatives

in terms of the risks involved.

There is a broader sense in which the term accounting applies, namely to

the process wtereby specific 'versions' of rural development problems and achieve-

ments are established in administrative and scientiii.: media. The above argument

applies to this wider eotion of accounting in that 'versions' of a problem re-

flect group interests. A dialectical assessment of 'he Urivilege and interest

built tnto such d,cuunts then suggests that deliberate steps should be taken

to generate alternative accounts acceptable to various disadvantaged ur neglected

groups, e.g 'subsistence' or women farmers, children and agricultural labourerS.

One way of achieving this is for social scientists to first attempt provisional

accounts of agricultural and mid 'development' from the perspectives of these

groups E.P. Thompson's (1963) The making of the English workiug class and William

Cobbet.t's (1d21) Cottage economy are in their different ways Instructive examples

of the genre). The challenge then is to produce such aucounts in a non-

authoritative manner, in such a way that they can be meaningfully 'revised' and

'corrected' by the groups concerned In the process of their practical struggles.

Such work must, as a minimum requirement, be produced in local languages.

The concept of 'people's science' has been elaborated elsewhere (e.g. Wisner,
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O'Keefe and Westjate, 1976).
Our intention here is to append a few notes on

practical aspects which are relevant in the Sierra Leone context. The process

of recording and formalizing
local.ecological knowledge, so that it is communicable

from group to group across linguistic divides, and convertible into the teras

used by 'established' science
is important if local knowledge systems are to

continue to develop from within and secure a iecognised standing in relation to

national and international 'knowledge bureaucracies'. This kind of work has been

gtvan a valuable start in Sierra Leone through Ceighton's (1957) Vernacular

Botanical Vocabulary, but needs Flow to be much extended. One direction worth

exploring would be to add to the rudimentary knowledge concerning farmers experi-

Mental method: reported in this paper. Local ideas concerning plant conservation

also have considerable potential significance. Building local knowledge into

school science curricula is another potential ltne of development (cf. recent, as

yet unpublished work by Gary Knamiller). Assisting in the organization of 'farmers'

committees' and 'village seminars' to explore and define research problems and

to design experiments in resource management and monitoring (cf. Barker et. al.

1977) is an important anpect of the
transition from 'folk ecology' to 'peoples

science'. Otherwise there is the danger that the formalization of local knowledge

will end in 'formalism' - the
deconstruction of folk media prior to their

acquisition as museum exhibits.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:

TOWARDS DIALECTICAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Much conventional rural development planning assumes village people lack

voice and competence. In this paper we have argued that both assumptions are

open to question. The typical village is the scene of a number of vigorous

critiques of the development Process. Proverbs, songs, games etc. provide

cemmentary upon, and challenges to, development orthodoxy, entering genuinely

new perspectives for
consideration at the level of 'discourse'. /iodize such as

those used by farmers to monitor their agricultural resource-base challenge the

development paradigm at the level of 'action' .by, in effect, nullifying important

aspects of the distinction conventionally drawn between 'traditional' and

'modern' agricultural practices. As 4 first step towards coping with the problem

of a tendency within rural development to reproduce 'inappropriateness' it is

suggested that development schemes should be tuned into relevant Sources of

critique of the kind described above. We reject the notion, however, that folk

media constitute a sot of convenient instruments for channelling 'local' in-

formation into the development process in order to legitimate that process and

facilitate acceptance of its decisions. Folk media have to be understood critically

in relation to their social contexts and analysis of these contexts reveals that

criticisms of the conventional development
paradigm are grounded in different

and often contradictory local vested interests. Appreciation oi the ways in

which these interests are Integral to a variety of technical competences and

cosmological viewpoints provides a stimulus to clarification of the way in which
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similar vested interests are 'embedd,d within apparently 'objective' sets of

\ procedures for arriving at planning decisions. Folk media are valuable, there-

fore, not because they convey
'information' but because they contribuAto the

\ (lemystification' of 'development' by challenging the hidden agenda of the

planner's decision processes. Folk media critique aSserts the rights of rural

\
people to enuar items upon those agenda. Rural change agents must develop their

c*eO critical skills to a much greater degree. At tho same time, it is vital

tha, folk media cgrittnue to operate and davelop. The proper role for those

interested in the field is to help create
suitable opportunities for such develop-

ments,, Some practical suggestions have been outlined.
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POLITICAL THEATER AHD DEVELOPRENT

IN CHINA1

by

Ellen Judd

China is a country whose
rapid:development ana whose creative approach

toward development 'has attracted confaderabole international
attention in recent

years. Ono significant aspect
ofis approach has been a strong emphasis on

political education directed at the entire population.
While the leading force

behind China's development, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), is committed to

ma,erialist philosophy, its
materialism is one which gives an important place

to the subjective element; "It is man's social being that determines his think-

ing. Once the correct ideas
characteristic of the advanced class are grasped

by the masdes, these ideas turn into a material force which changes society

and changes the world."2 It is this waderstanding which lies behind the CCP's

consistent emphasis on 314314 political education, of which its work in the per-

formang arts 13 one part.

The use of literature, art,
music, and drama for political purposes waa

not new to China in the
twentieth century, but had been an established element

in Chinese political culcure for many centuries. Ilere is, therefore, a continuity

with the past on a general level, but the twentieth century has also brought

some distinctly new elemtats into the situation.

At the turn of the century China was in one of its recurrent periods of
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dynastic decline, marked by economic difficulties and internal revolts. In

this case the decline was exacerbated by population explosion
3
and thr incursions

of foreign powers. China's defeat in war with Japan and her increasingly obvious

weakness tompared with other foreign countries prompted many Chinese to re-

examine the-ir cultural institutions and to borrow aspects of foreign cultures.

Initially this borrowing was limited to cience and technology, but later included

foreian ideas about social and political organisation, such as democracy and

socialism. The early part of the century saw a volatile and meative mix of

nationalist commitient and international stimulation.

The May Fourth Movement, which began with a demonstration against Japan on

that date in 1919, continued for several years as a naEionalist and caltural

moverent. Although the vernacular language had been used to some extent in

written literature before 1919, the Wel, Fourth Movement marked the threshold

after which the vernacular gained domanance over the literary (classical) language

previously used. At the same time, Western artistic genres and styles, such as

European-style spoken drama, were introduced into China. Cultural circles from

the 1920s on were largely nationalist and left-leaning, and at the same time

hearily influenced by Western culture, including European progressive literature.

A mayor trend in this peliod was that of works intended for the lmnefit of the

labouring people, but written in non-Chinese styles in a Westernised vernacular,

which only the literate products of Western or Western-influenced schools could

understand and appreciate. Efforts to bridge the gap between progressive Westernised

literature and the overwhelmingly'illiterato people who maintained a Chinese
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tradition in the arts wore made in the 1930s, in particular by such associations

as the League
of,Left-wing Writers and the League of Left-wing Dramatiists.

These efforis were only partially succossful because of the contradiction between

their political intentions and their artistic
methods, and because of govern-

mental opposition to their
activities which resulted in arrest and even execution

tor a nuMber of those involved.

The context in which these changes in the arts were taking place was one

of continual political
upheaval, and the arts wore highly politicised through-

out this period. The political conditions
of the period may be very briefly

summarised: In 1911 the Ong dynasty fell in a revolution led by Sbn Zhongshgn's

(Sun Yat-sen's)
Nationalist Partytwhich then failed to consolidate its power

oirer the nation.
The following period was one of conflict beti.cen regional

warlords. In the mid-1920s tho
Nationalist Party, in a united front with the

,Communist Party, succeeded in
defeating the northern warlords and establishing

la fragile national unity. In 1927 Jiang Jieshi (Chiang
Kai-shek) ILI the

Nationalist Party in an attack on tho Communi:t Party, after which the Communist

Party retreated to the nountryside and establiined a number of rural bases. A

civil war between the two parties continued until
1937 when they )ained in an

Imeasy wilted ('ront against the Japanese invaalon or China. )ining the war

against Japan, the Communist Party grow in strength compared with the National-

ist Party. Efforts at a peaceful rest.iiinn of their airferences after 1945

failed and tho civil war resumed. In 1949 the People's RopUblic of Cnina was

declared established under
Communist Party leadership and the Natioaalist
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Party thereafter retained control of only one province, that of Taiwan.

It should be noted that while the CCP considered itself the political

party of the proletariat, it was unable to maintain a substantial presence in

the cities after 1927. By the 19305 its main centres of activity were remote

areas of the countryside, and it was therefore largely involved in work with the

peasantry. Only in '94i did the CCP return to the cities in strength. In the

intervening_twenty years-rt-was-afEFEI=ETtia-Party.

This paper will be concerned with the use of xangie (a folk dramatic form)

in political education in the Communist-led tegions of northern China in the

19405. This topic has been'chooen because it focuses on the most creative

efforts in China to resolve problems which had beset the arts in China.for

several decades. how to unite revolutionary politics with folk culture and

how to unite artists 3f affluent, intellectual background with the working

people.

Among the Han people of China,4 a wide range of traditional media were in

existence in the 1940s, especially in the countryside. While foreign media

such 45 film, w:re making an appearance and beginning to influence Chinese

cultute, especially in tilt. ma)or coastal citie;, the Chintse cultural tradition

remained vigourous and continued to dominate. the cultural life of the country-

side, which is where most of the population lived. During, the early part of

the century, the traditional arts as well as other aspects of culture and society

suffered from almost continual warfare and severe economic hardship, but did
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persist despite these obstacles.

The traditional media
included: music (string, percussion, and wind

instiuments and voice), dance, opera
(as Chinese drama is usually described

in English), puppetry,
storytelling in numerous performing styles collectively

known as guyi, acrobatics, magic
acts, watercolour painting, paper-cutting,

and carving. The performing arts were
especially important and were generally

a ,.:ombination of different skills. Chinese opera is a combination of acting,

singing, instrumental music, dance, and acrobatics.
Storytelling in most forms

included musical elements.
s

Being highly diverse in both
form and content, a case could be made for

the traditional media
conve}ing a number o' different sets of attitudes. There

was some portrayal of
conventional Confucian morality (for example, loyalty to

the emperor and filial piety). There was also expression of the hardships

suffered by the common people,
although this was restricted by official dis2

approval. There were fictionalised talus
of emperors and heroes from the past

and many superstitious tales
about gods, ghoa-s, and demons. Prominent among

the folk forms of traditional
media were romantic items, often of a licentious

nature. The historical practice of the traditional media indicated that they

could be used either to
reinforce conservative ideas and existing cultural

patterns or as a vehicle of protest.
The nature of some of the performing arts

as brief items of dance, music, and stylised acting limited their atility to

serve as vehicles of complicated
ideas, unless it was a matter of reminding the

audience of the already familiar.
The extent of this limitation, too, was variable

;i 7 4
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Since it is difficult to generalise about such a varied cultural life,

and since this t.aper is concernool with one particular form, yangge, it would

seem useful to discuss the traditionai yogge. Yanggs, or rice-planting songs,

are a ma3or element in the traditional folk culture of northern China. They

exist in a wide range of local vailations throughout the ethnic Han regions r..f

China north of the Yaagtze River. Somewhat similar folk forms can be found in

the south,
6 but it is the yangge of nortbern China which are of interest in

relation to the yanggs movement of the 1940s. The name yangge (y.zu meaning

rice shoot and gs meaning song) is derived from the custom of singing such

songs while transplanting rice or doing other agricultural work.7 The yangge

to be discussed here, however, represent greater artistic elaboration and are

either dances or plays or a combination of both. In whatever form they take,

they include music as well.

Yangoe have a lengthy history of which there is some record in earlier

written documents. The nime yangge can be traced at least* as far back as the

Song dynasty (960-1279 A.D.). Over the centuries it has taken root throughout

the countryside and has been elaborated upon in many different ways.
8

TWo

variations of particular relevance in this context are those of Dingxian in

Rebel Province and those of Shaanxi Province. Dingxian yangge was comparatively

developed as a dramatic form and some efforts to 1,3form it had been made earlier.

People involved in that effort aent to Yan'an during the war against Japan and

their experience cont,ibuc.ed to reform work going on there.
9 Yan'an, in Shaanxi,

was then the cultural as well as the political centre of the berder regions.

.
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angqe movement began there and was largely based on the local, Shaanxi

variation of ysnggs, which is the variation of main concern here. An important

distinctton to keep in mind is that between yangge dances and yangge plays.

Although the two were often performed together and both were the ob2ect of

reform, they are different forms.
The yangge dance was a dancing procession

which would take place through the streets of the village, punctuated by

short plays. Twenty, thirty, or more dancers would slowly make their way through

t,te village streets performing a particul,I.dance unique to yangge. It was a

stylised and exagoerated rhythmic
walk, often consisting of two or three steps

forward and one step bacX, with all the
dancers following the lead of one dancer

at the front. This dance was accompanied by musicians on a variety of instruments,

with percussion dominating and
providing the rhythm for the dancing. The

dancers would not rimply proceed down the street but would trace more or less

intricate patterns while doing so. The dangers were costumed and some were

dressed as certain character-types, such as clown or monk. The leader would

often carry an open umbrella at the head of t'e procession. During the course

of the procession men and women danced in pairs, the "women" often being men

dressed as women. The couples would pertrorm risque dialogues during the pro-

cession. The yancue plays which took place at intervals during the processions

or in open places typically consisted of a smaller number of characters acting

in small plays consisting laigely of singing. Such plays tended to be loosely

structured internally and there was no connection between the various plays

uhich might be pc.rformed on any one occasion. The subject matter of the plays

was targely taken flout everyday life in the countryside and, as with the dances,
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featured romantic themes.
10

The artistic form of the yangge playa was one which shared many of the

haracteristics of traditional Chinese opera. It was a composite art form

consisting of dance, instrumental and sung music, and dialogue. It was a symbolic

art form relying on certain fixed character-types which could be readily identified

by their costumes. Theatrical properties were at a minimum and a combination

of mime and theatrical convention took their place. Compared with opera, yangge

plays were artistically simpler: there was a smaller number of character-types

in use, and fewer instruments; the make-up and range of acting conventions were

note limited; and the plays .ere snorter, with the them-3 often being developed

in a coarse or bawdy manner. Yangge usually lacked printed scripts and often

lacked stages or other theatrical buildings. The music was largely based on

fclksong styles.
11

The y±pgae plays were typically humorous and even farcical. They did not

develop complicated themes and sometimes even lacked story lines. They consisted

primarily of humorous exchanges, very often betweena female character-type (dan)

and a male clown character-type (chou).
Such exchanges had sexua/ connotaticns

and might be quite vulgar. Serious topics weze avoided as the art form did not

lend Itself to the expression of 4.omplex themes, and because the place Langge

occuEded in rural cultural life was that of providing entertainnent, especially

at festivals, and the demand then was for aserful erve,tainment.
12

Performances of yangg. took place during the agricultural off-seaeon and

0
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at the time of festivals,
especially at spring festival and to celebrate the

harvest in the tall. They also occured at the tire of religious festivals

and wery performed at temple fairs. They had a definite place in the yearly

calendar of the peasantry of northern China. The performers were mostly local

peasants who were amateur or, in sone cases, semi-professional, performing

.yangge during the agricultural off-season and woking on the land the rest of

the year. Consequently the artistic aspects of yangge were not highly rofined

the dance, for example, was simple enough to be learned in only a few days.

Oth.or aspects of yangge were also circumscribed by its largely non-professional

character -- its material aspects, such as costumes and stages, were poor or

lacking.
11

There is a lack of information on the number of such yangge troupes. One

available indication is a report that in 1944 in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia

Border Region there were 994 yangge troupes, or about one for every 1,500 people.

Over sixty percent of these troupes were performing traditional yang3e.
14

This

represents a fairly high density, although tl.e seasonal nature of the troupes

should be kept in mind.

It should be noted that these areas also had sow people professionally

engaged in folk arts. Many of these were blind or otherwise disabled so that

they were unable to make a living in agriculture. Their livelihood was precarious

and their social status very low. They served tle valuable social functions of

creating much of the foiA culture and of maintaining both repertoire and artistic

skills.
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The yangqe movement arose out of processes of fundamental change then taking

place in both the political sphere and the cultural sphere and is beet under-

stood within the context of those changes.

S

Culturally,the contradiction mentioned above between the political aims

of,;p1mrsIsive writers and artists and the inaccessibility of their works to

their intended audience among the working people had led .to a number of exper-

iments in the preceding decade. Foreign style spoken drama which had a

politically progressive history abroad within China and the "living newspaper"

of eerly post-1917 Soviet cmation were utilised to overcome the barrier of

Mds3 illiteracy. These forms were very strange to much of the Chinese working

population, so efforts were also made to use foiksong and opera styles, often

by simply leserting new political content into old forms -- for example, by putting

new words to well-known fulksongs. This was known as the method of putting

'new wine in old bottles." Early experiments in yangge reform grew out of this

wider cultural context.

Politically, the impetus for the movement and active proMotion of it came

fxom the CCP as a product of its rectification movement in 1942-1944. This was

a period in mich the CCP made a ma3or theoretical effort at sinicising Marxism-

Leninism and presenting a set of in.lependent policies on a range of issues. One

of these issues was literature and art. The °Talks at the Yenan Forum on

Litereture and Art"
15 given by Mao Zedong in May, 1942, and published the follow-

ing year with strong endorsement by the CCP, represented a formulation of CCP

policy on literature and art. while the CCP and many of its members had been
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active in artistic matters
previously, the CCP had not had a clear policy

before 1942. Prom the time of the "Talks,"
there was such a policy and it

was vigorously implemented.

The goal of the CCP in the cultural sphere was unambiguously expressed

by Mao in the "Talks:"

In our struggle for the liberation of the Chinese nation there

aro various fronts,
amenuohich there are tho fronts of the pen

and of the gun, the cultural and the military fronts. Tb defeat

the enemy we must rely primarily on the army with guns. But

this army alone is not enough: we must also have a cultural

army, which is absolutely indispensable
for uniting our own

ranks and defeating the enemy.
16

Within this general context, the yangge movement was intended to be the vehicle

for cultural influence upon
the peasantry of the border regions. Yang9e, was

more suitable for this purpose than the Western-influenced
forms more extensively

used by the CCP in the past.

The ylingge movement %as also seen as a step forward in China's cultural

development. Departing from a materialist
viewpoint, the CCP saw art as

reflection of, the economic base of the society. In the midst o, a revolution

engaged in fundamentally changing
this economic base, a new art would be needed.

Thiswould not just be a passive reflection of the new soclety comirg into being,

but would also act to promote this transformation. The CCP saw itself as leading

developments in all spheres of society and culture as well as in politics, and

one of Its activities was
the promotion of reform in the arts. In the yangge

movement, therefore, the CCP's concern was not only with supporting folk art
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and using it for political purposes, but also with reforming tha ar itself.

The prevaous practice of putting "new wino in old bottles" was rejected as

mechanical. The new approach was one based on the idea that the content and

the form of art were inherently connected. In changing the content, the form

would have to change. too.' The yangge movement was both a mass movement to

spread and utilise folk art and a movement to transform it into something new.

The new torn was not to be created out of thin air but was to be based on the

previous forms, which was the meaning of the slogan then raised: "weed through

the old to bring forth the new." The yengge promoted in the yangge movement

were yangge of the new v.,:aety.

The begintanq of the yalyme movement can be considered to have be, the

1943 spring fostival, although there 144S some previous work done with yangge.

That there had been some such experiments done at Dingxian has already been

noted. There had alSo been efforts made in this diretion in relation to the

yangge of Shaanxi. As early as 1937 efforts were being made to adapt the local,

performing arts popular in the northwest of China to the, new political content.
17

Research was also dono durang the late 1930s and early 1940s on the folksongs

of northern Shaanxi and north-western Shanxi,whit,h contributed to the reform of

the musiLal aspect of yangge. Sone study and adaptation Was alto begun on

o

yangge dances before 1942.
18 There were also a few rudimentary efforts made

in reforming yangge at this time, most notably by Liu Zhiren who was a peasant

and a renowned xanag troupe leader. He combined tho local yangge dance with

another local folk form known as "running stories" (paosushi), which were
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stories performed in mime either on horseback or on the ground. This produced

a now form (then called xin gushi) which introduced a
narrative element to

yanggc dance. He also eXperimented with new content and initiated innovations

in the singing and dancing of aingge.1? AMong ihe changes in yangge which took

place' in the late 1930s and early 1940s were the
further development of /

yangqe as 4 dramatic form; the replaceuent of the umbrella at the head of the

troupe with a sickle and an axe; the removal of the role of clown; the introduction

of the role of traitor; the reduction or elimdnation of sexual content; and the

introduction of anti-Japanese content.
20

The question of whether or not to make these to reform Legge was

a contentious one in the early 1940s. There was strong body of opinion which

considered yangge decadent and
unde'sirable and which doubted the value of adapt-

ing it.
21 The opposition tO using xsam as the basis tor a newart form- was

dominant tn the early 1940s, and as a result the reform of yangge did not make

much progress or become generally accepted until 1943.

Implementation of the Mos new policy on
itcrature and art showed its

first results at the spring festival of 1943. Sp.ing festival, marking the

beginning et the limit new year and
failinci in tho middle of the agricultural

oft-season, Is the traditional annual pea% of cultural activity ii the eolntry-

side. The 1943 spring festival was the first one after the estab"ishment of

the new policy. For the 1943 spring festval, several of the professional

Cultural units presented a range of cultural
offerings included yatagge and

other forms of drama, woodcuts and
paintings put up in the streets, and also
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fiction and poetry. Of all the prementations, the most successful were the

yang99 of the Lu Xun Acadeuy of Art, in particular the short yangge play,

Xiong Mei Xai huang (Brother Sister .22

Xiong Mei K. Huarig successfully captured acme of thelartistic character-

istics of traditional yeinve, such as the uso of local dialect and local tunes.

Moro; notably it adapted une of the traditional theatrical patterns -- that of

a joking confli,t between a male clown character and a female character -- to

a now political content. ilia sexual connotations were removed by the simple

device of makiny the char/curs brother and sister. The theme of conflict

over opening wasteland and in,reasing production required that one charactsr

be progreseive and the other bu backward. But, as one of the people involved

in the reform of yaegge pointed out, that would have made fifty percent of

the characters in thtb simple two-,haracter play backward, which was not con-

sidered an a,ceptable iepresentation uf the real situatiun in tha border region.
23

The problem was resolved,by haviny\the brother pretend to be sleeping in the

fielis when :4 should nale been workihg, giving the sister ample opportunity to

harauque him about the iMpurtan,e of upening more wasteland to in,xease ayr-cult-
;

ural production. The humorous conflic. between the two permittO the introduct-

ion of a substantial am4nt of pcliti,11 content without be,oming tendentiously

1

boring. The fact that the brother was only pretending to be backward, a fact

knawn to the,audience from the biginning, allowed

cheerful and humorous airli of traditional yangqe.

ing to its success when 6.rst performed in Yan'an

the play to maintain the

An additional factortcontribut-
\

in 1943 was the talent of the
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performers, which helped show that vangge could be reformed without losing its

artistic flavour.

Tho success of the new
yangge'of early 194i3 led to the creation of scores

of yangge treepes. The literati were
mobilised*to create more yangge and per-

formers wera sent into the
countryside to perfoyn yahgge in an organised fashion.

This was referred to as "sending yangge tc the countryside" (yanggo xiaxiang).

Every local 4%4
P
(fenqu) in the

Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxla Dorder Region was sent

I i

a special
draidtrouve in 1943 for the purpose

of spreading the new yangge.

\ I
% ,

This was wired the first step toward a more ambitious goal, "countryside

yanqqe" (xian4ia yanage), Chat is, yangge created and performed by the peasants

themselves. Due to the seasonal nature of cultural
activity, the next peak of

activity was the 1944 spring featival, at which point the yangqo movement had

reached other north China
border regions and aray units. As the movement spread,

selected yangge troupes, wore
identified as models to be emulated in their local-

Wel.. This served to spread the movement and to indicate, concretely what was

, I

being proposed.
24

As will be quite apparent
from the above, the dominant institution in

InitAsring Cho yangqe movement and fn making decisions
with respect to it was

the Ctlinose Cormeniat Party. ale Propaganda Department
of ths CCP Central

commxttee was zhe Whicle for this,and ita directives,
such es the one of

7 November 1943 on
carrying out the CCP's policy on

literater.) and art,
25

were

ipplewented in the Fcrder regions. Since the government of tne border regions

operated under
the leadership of the CCP, ite resources

(such as the educational st
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described above) were at the disposal of this policy. The iustitutes of higher

learning and the literati who were CCP members or who accepted CCP leadership

played an important role, especially at the beginning. Although there was

certainly intended to be active involvement on the part of the peasantry and

while they certainly did participate, it is less clear just what their involve-

ment was in the decision-making process, and this question must unfortunately

remain unanswered.
26

With respect to funding for personnel, the teachers, students, and other

literati working under instruction to create new yangqe plays, present model

performances, and organise the movement were recipients of governnent support,

albeit at the subsistence or near-subsistence level of all those supported on

public funds at that time. Amateurs constituted a large proportion of the

personnel involved. The material e.)ipenses were kept as;low as possible. Per-

formances were given in streets and open spaces. The new yangge on contemporary

themes about peasant life did not require special costumes tho peasants

could wear their own clothes. The members of most of the troupes received no

wages and did not charge for performances. The small unavoidable expenses, such

as oil for the lamps, might be provided by the government or by the village

itself. In some cases the members of the troupes would do some extra woik and

use the money thereby earned to meet the needs of the troupe. In cases where

th0 troupe performed for neighbouring villages, they might be given a small

amount of money or a simple meal for the members of the troupe. Frugality was

the guideline in cultural work as in all other work in the border regions and

liberated areas.
27

385
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The yangge movement of the middle and late 1940s was aimed at the rural,

predominantly peasant, population of the north China border regions or liberated

areas. Later it was sent south, as the CCP armed forces moved southward, and

there adapted to southern forms.
After 1947, as the liberated areas expanded

to include cities, new yanage were introduced to urban workers. These develop-

ments, however, were later ones based upon the rural northern experiences and

will not be the focus of concern here. In the focus of attention in cultural

work on ehe ordinary people in
the northern bases, there Were two main c:,tegories

involved: the peasants and the soldiers (peasants in uniform). While soldier3

were deeply involved in
cultural wort, in this period, the yangge movement did

not reach as deeply into the ranks as did other forms of entertainment or

education. The specialised cultural units f the armed forces performed it

and taught it to peasants
throughout the country, but soldiers in regular units

faced the obstacle of a lack of women. yangge required women performers or

men performers in female garb. The foimer were not available and the latter

were no longer acceptable.
Further, soldie.-s w,,re encouraged to perfoim items

about their military life
but there were no worn in the fighting units. One

way out ot this problem was the performance of items about theit relations with

civilians. Also, the yangge dance was thought to be insufticiently heroic,

although soMv adaptations were
carried out to deal with that ptoblem. In any

event, yanage did not become as significant for the
soldier,,,as it was for the

peasants.

The style of dramatics
which resulted in the greattst involvement by the
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peasants was one which called upon them to become involved on a mass scale in

particular dramatic events rather than to join organised troupes. One way in

which this was done was to dramatise recent local events and have the actual

participants play themselves on stage. This method also reduced problems

involved in writing and acting possibly unfamiliar material. as would be the

case with conventional scripts. Another way of involving large numbers of

people was the use of the yangge dance. While yangge plays involved limited

numbers or actors, the yangge dance could flexibly accommodate an indefinite

number of people,and was not difficult to learn. Even with the use of rural

drama troupes, IL was not considered sufficient to merely involve the limited

nuMber of people required by a troupe. Aside from the few more experienced

or talchted people reqaired to form a core group for the village troupes,

other villagers wore to be widely involved on a less demanding scale wherever

possible. The village troupes were to at least sore extent envisaged as

relatively open Jrganisations disposed towards having the broadest based part-

icipation possib1e.28

However, while the activities were to be open to mass involvcment, organ-

isation was also necessary in order to carry out an effective mass movement.

The primary organisation for mass cultural activity in the countryside at this

time appears to have been the village drama troupes (nongcun_jutuan). These

were village troupes Lomposed of local people doing dramatics in their spare

time, largely during the winter off-season when there was more time available

for non-agricultural activities. some of these troupes performed throughout

the year, but with g.cater frequency during the winter and with a peak of activity
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at the spring festival.29

In the course of organising
these troupes, it was necessary to find people

who were prepared to take some initiative at the beginning. This was easier

after agrarian reform had made
sOme progress and in areas where it was going

well. One method of promoting the drama movement was to rely on people who

had already been mobilised
in response to some other

issue, such as the war or

Jaicreasing production; the militia and labour heroes were consequently called

on to be active in dramatics.3°

The people most usually
involved in these troupes Were young men; older

men had family
demands on their time, and women were

less likely to be active

as drama in general and xangge in particuar ere not considerei respectable.

Some places had some success in organising women to participate as well. There

is at least one report of an area
where dramatic activity came to a halt when

too many of the young men left to join the army, but was revived by persuading

women and children to take their place.
Penuading women to win in these

activities not only broadened the movement bet at the same trAe, helped to

release women from the
traditianal restrictions placed upon them.31

It is difficult to estimate the number of people
involve,d, and I am aware

of no statistics on this question. Tbe geographical distribution
is an important

limiting factor.
The movement only took place in areas where the CCP had

established border regions or liberated areas. Areas on the fringe or where

military retreat
hadcaused the villages to change hands were surely not in
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the forefront of cultural developments. Thdse areas which were under CCP

.administration from an earlier date and which enjoyed a more stable military

situation had a greater degree of cultural activity. There were also regional

variations resulting from other causes, such as the quality of local leadership.

Soma reports indicate that the movement succeeded in reaching a large proportion

of the peasantry in the border regions an& liberated areas. In areas where

the movement was comparatively successful, every village had an amateur drana

troupe.
32 Given the size of the population involved, it can be assumed that

the people reached by this movement numbered in the several millions, even

before it spread southward and into the cities.

The incentives involved seem to have been minimal and to have been focused

more on encouraging the best troupes, although this would have an impact on

other troupes as well in encouraging them to improve. An effort was made to

increase the prestige.of erama, which was traditionally looked down upon, and

to give particular recognition to those troupes that were especially successful.

One method of doing this was to have officials join in drama ictivities, for

example, having the local district head or district CCP secretary take the lead

in yangye dances. Another methol was that of holding competitions and awarding

prizes to the better troupes. Prestige was also increased by the publication

of sone of the more successful works.
33

There were considerable numbers of traditional folk artists in these areas

practising.the various folk arts, such as local opera, storytelling, and music.

They were encouraged to join in the new cultural activities, includin

/
the yang9c
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movement, because thair skills as folk artists were highly valued, and because

they had an influence upon the peasantry. They do not seem to have been invelved

in the amateur organisations in the countryside, and, in fact, may have been

quite the apposite of supportive. If the amateur troupes performed Iree or

at nondnal cost, wno would hire the professional or semi-professional troupes

-- even if they were better perfoimere? Not only was the peasantry exceedingly,

poor, so were the folk artists. In their precarious economic.situation, the

financial threat posed by the ysnqge movement may have been very distressing.

The opposition of the CCP to some aspects of the folk arts had a negative

effect on461e livelihood of some folk artists. While the CCP encouraged the

folk artists to perform new or revised items, the prospects of making a living

with the new repertoire weri. uncertain.34

On the othei hand, the CCP also
had something to offer the folk artists.

In iimir poverty they were receptive to the economic
changes brought by the CCP.

Cne report, for example, indicates that the folk artists became much more

favourably disposed toward the new administra ion after reneiving land in Lire

land reform ot the late 1940.s.
35 The new authoritle. also won some goodwill

among the folk artists by treating them with respect, something which their

low social status meant was unprecedented.36

Ite folk artists were reached by urban literati sent to the countryside

as initiators of th:-, movement. They would work With existing organisations,

such as drama troupes, where they existed; gather individual artists, six% as

storytellers, together into new organisations; or reach scattered individuals

8,9 u
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through running short training courses.37

The fir.a step in the process of reform of the folx'artists was ideological

and political reform. The artists would be encouraged to talk about their

past sufferings and to recognise their common cause with the peasants and other

working people. .Then they would attend political study classes and criticise

their past failings, blaming these on the old society. The policy of making

litorature and art serve the masses would be explained to them.38 The second

step was the reform of folk art, revising the old repertoire and creating new

items in a reformed folk style.
39

These two processes of ideological and artistic reform were both long-term

Uadertakings. Ideological reform was recognised as being inherently slow.

hrtistic,reform also required time, and after the new direction was set, there

was still the problem of raising the artistic standard.
40

It appears that this

period saw only a beginning in the work to reform folk artists and folk art.

There are Lndications that' the results were uneven.41 Where then. was some

success, this troupe or individual was then presented as a model for other folk

artists to emulate.
42

The activity of the literati from outside the folk milieu was crucial in

the development of this movement in folk performing arts, contradictory as that

may seem.

The strong progressive trend among twentieth century Chinese intellectuals,

including those involved in the arts, had led many of then to turn their attention
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to the commion people Of
the country, despite the huge gap existing between the

literati and the rest of the population. At first this represented mofe an

interest or ideal, but with
ihe Japanese occupation of the major cities, they

began to bridge that gap.
Fleeing the Japanese, large numbers of them fled inland,

and as the CCP seemed more commdtted to fighting the Japanese than did tho official

government, nationalist as well as leftist literati flocked to the CCP border

regions. Soma of these people were figures of national renown in their fields;

others had More ordinary credent1al8;
and many were young middle school or

university students. In the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ning-xia Border
Region where the CCP 9

centre, Yan'an, was located, there was an effort made to develop a cultural centre

and to make that border region a model of the new society the CCP proposed to

create in China. Substantial progress W4S made but the gap between the literati

and the common people persisted.
Tho rectification movement of 1942-1944 was

partly concerned with this problem. Certainly the question of the relationship

of intellectuals ta the working people was fundamental not only to the cultural

life of the whole country, but also to the fu'ere of the revolution. In Mao's

address to writers and artists in 1942, he stat-d his view on what should he

done, and this became CCP policy;

China's revolutionary writers and artists, writers and artists

of promise, must go among the masses; they must for a long period

of tine unreservedly go among the masses of workers, peasants, and

soldiers body and soul, go into the hgat of the struggle, go to the

only source, the broadest and richest source, in order to observe,

experience, study, and analyse all the different kinds of people,

all tho classes, all the masses, all the vivid patterns of life and

struggle, all the natural forms of literature and art. Only then can

they enter the procesa of re-working, that is, tho process of creation,

in this way unite the raw materials with production, and the study
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process with the creative process. Otherwise, yo.1 will hawe nothing

to work with, no raw materials or semi-finished products, no where-
withal to re-work, and you will be nothing but a phoney writer or

arti8t....43

Mao also advocated that the writers and artists study in order to reform their

thought and attitudes, and this was the first stage of thLr reform as they

participated in the widesp-read study of tele rectification movement then underway.

Mao placed groat value on such ideological reform, but also approached the

problem from a materialist angle, uniting both aspects according to dialectical .

materialism. Briefly put, the idea was that if ideology (and art) were derived

from a material base, then, a fundamental change in ideology (and art) was to be

derived from a change in the material base. By first uniting the genteel writers

and artists with the workers, peasants and soldiers in the process of crJating

new China, the objective conditions would be created for the emergence of a

cekitrespondingly new literature and art.

After an initial period of study, writers and artists began leaving Yan'an

for the countryside on a large scale in 1943. While it was hoped that they

would eventually re-work these experiences into works uf art, they were not

intended to just go to the countryside to collect material and do creative work.

In order to help them look at life from a different point of view and achieve

the desired transformation, they were sent to work in the countryside, largely

as government cadres. Some, in particular the performers, were sent to act as

organisers of mass cultural activities, such isf the yangge movement.

The contribution of these literati was :rucial. It was they who carried

3 3
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the new policy on cultural work and the CCP depended heavily upon them for

introducing it)to the peasants and folk artists. The folk adists were es'iiential

'because they had thd.;leeded artistic skills:
while'tlie literati might be quite

accomplished in their fields, they were
inexperienced when it came to folk art.

'ple peasants, of course, wore the ultimate target of this movement, not only as

audience but a!, active creators of their own, culture.

The number of literati engaged in this work compared
with the t,Ize of the

population to be reached meant that they were sparsely distributed. Their role

was to act 53 catalyst, ea
set in motion the yangge movement and other mass

cultural activities on the part of the peasants and folk artists -- and not to

aet,in their place. They performed model works as example:, of what was desired,

assisted in calective writang gioups,
and ran short training proglams, as well

aa producing many aew ytinege scripts.

As mentioned above, a wide range of folk forms were
utilised in the masS

cultural activities organised
at this time, with the emphaf,is on the performing

arts. 7,:joAttmg, locel opera, storytelling, cm,
above all, mve were important

elements in this situation.
howevor, all these torms were und(rgoing changes

in both the content presented and the forms in whi,h this new c-ontent was

contained. This was entirely
intentional on the part of the organisers of these

activities, and one reason for the .dominance of yangqe at this time W..j the fact

tiaAt At Was undergoing some quite
promising changet, in its artistic form. Since

this was ten.tinental to the yanage
movement, it merits SuMe attention here.
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The new yangge developed and promoted during the yangge movement of the

1940s Was a combination of the old yangge and of Western-style spoken drana.

The result of this combination was sometimes also given a new name: geju, or

musical, to indicate tha' it was actually a new form. Ihe reason fOr this

combination lay in the different strengths of the two forms. Yangge wis tradi-

tionally popular and there would be no difficulty:finding audiences for yangge

performances. The familiarity of the form also had advantages for amateurs.

Ihe strength of spoken drama was that it provided a-body of knowledge and

experience on structure and technique for political theatre, having long been

used for this purpose. Further, the majority of the drama troupes involved in

the initial efforts to create this new form in the mid-l940s were troupes

performing spoken drama. This meant tha, ith or without conscious intent,

(6
elements of spoken drama were drawn upon by the actors in their performances.

It also meant that there were some diffidulties involved in haviro such actors

perform even reformed yangge.
44

Without going into detail, a few of the el, nges made should be Indicated.

tThe previously loosely structured dramatic styie was tightened in order to provide

a more effective vehicle for the presentation and development of political

thenes.
45 The sexual connotatiol.s in the dancing were removed by altering, the

dancing styles. The costumes were altered in acLordance with changes in the

characters portrayed -- ctowns and monks, for example, werk removed and workers,

peasanta, and soldiers added. A concession was made here, however, in allowing

some bright coloura and stylistic decoration, as the refIllit would otherwise have

3 5 I.
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been quite drab. Extensive dialogue was introdUted into what had previously

been wholly muSical content. The music was also altered somewhat."

The consequence of these alterac-ons in virtually all aspectg of yangge

content a form was a fluid situation whose dominant cnaracteristic was experi-

mentation. New yangge didgiot'acquire a fixeC1 form, nor were claims made plat

A

vthe process f reifOrm of yangge had been
cdmpleted at any point, as far as I

tOt awdru. live was coptinuing tension between the two dramatic traditions

of ole yangge and spoken drama, and the works produced varied in leaning toward

one or the ether tradition.

Probably the most important and most
effectively peraoasive use of yarnme

occuied where large numbers cf peasants were mobilised to perform llibmelves.

Ihis wc.s actively encouraged.
Even where the.number of 'peasant participants might

he limited in number, as was tho case with the villa)e.diama troupes, their

activities often depended on tommuntty support in the form of financial help in

order to cover expenses, or in the form of prActical assistance by carrying the

'materials to tho performance site and arrangin., the
performance area. Professional

performers were limited in number, so
dramatic. aerivity clParly depended toea

larve extent on the villagers themselves, as %WS traditionally the case 40 %all.

Political speeche:: or dii,cubsions might accompany,the performances, bnt this was

not always the case, and it is difficult to estvh,ate how common this practice Was.

As a final not( on-this topic, the following passage from the "Decision on

the Development of Hass Art" of 16 November 644 by a conference on culture and
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education work in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region clearly indicates

the view of the organisers of this movement on the question of which forms to

use:

The newness or oldnese of art is basically decided by whether or

not it serves the interebts of the messes, whether or not it serves

tht. masses in war, in pioduction, and in education. Therefore, all

art which is able to correctly show the new life (and history in

new perspective) Can bb developed; other art4sust all be reformed.

In the same way, all the forma which aro Ole to correctly show the

new content can be developed; others must all be reformed.47

It is difficult to be comprehensive about indicating the content of the

new yangge since so many of them, and especially those created by the peasants

themselves in the villages, were never written down, not to speak of being

published and preserved decades later. There are sore indications, however,

which are worth teferring to. In writing of the 1944 spring festival performance

in Yan'an, Zhou Yang summarised the themes of fifty-six new yangge. Twenty-eix

of them were about prodection in one way or another: mutual aid, labour heroes,

the reform of loafers, production in the army, and factory production. . Seventeen

were about rolations between the army and the people. Ten were abeut self-defense

and protection against traitors. Two were about struggle behind the enemy lines.

One was about the movement to reduce rent and interest.
48

A later collection of

yangge plays, including ones written at slightly earlictr and later dates, shows

a similar pattern. This volume seems to be a selection of the best of the new

yangge and to consist entirely or almost entirely of yargge written by the literati.

eIt also consists mostly of plays on production and on relations between the army

and the people. There ere also individual plays in this collection on other

0
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topics: literacy, arranged marriage,
the CCP's policy of uniting with middle

peasants, bad conditions in the Nationalist army,
traitors, and the CCP policy

of uniting with the national bourgeoisie.49 Two other slendeevolunes of yangg.e.

conaist of vangge about army life or army-civilian relations (five short plays

in one volume) and more
varied plays in another volune, including several produced

by amateur groups. This included one yangge on each of: military affairs, rent

reduction, cooperative commerce,
fortune-telling, and catching enemy agents; and

several on the status of women.
5° The two most popular full-length neW yangge,

Tbe White-haired Girl and Xie tel Chou, were general indictments
of life before

liberation by the CCP and praise of that liberation.51

lte primary force behind yangge
with content of this description (old,

unreformed yangge continued to exist as well) was the CCP. The decisions which

created-the CCP cultural policy of this time were made by the top leadership of

the CtP, but it should be kepc in mind that this was a period in which the CCP

was moving away from a secret Leninist style of organisation
toward a more open

style based on the "mass line" approach, and .lso that:many political activists

among the.peasantry were CCP members. Therefor... while the initiative for this

policy came from outside the peasant
community, IL was not entirely external.

Since a considetable proportion
of the plays wet,: local amateur productions,

the peasantry was involved in the process of dramatic creation. In some cases,

for example, where people were acting out their own stories in dramatisations of

real events, large numbers of people were involved and the content w deter-

maned by recent historical events.
In other cases, a small core group do..vg
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writing collectively was found tu be a satisfactory approach. Such a group

provided an organisational centre and led the way In local playwriting. .Wider

participation was not ruled out by the formation of such a core group, as other

people were also called on and revisions were done in response to opinions and

Criticisms presented by the audiences.
52

The process of collective playwriting varied, largely depending on who was

unrolved. Literati and folk artists used this method, but, in the interests of

brevity, peasants will be the subject of discussion here. They were encouraged

to create plays collectively, not only because cooperation was valued above

individuaLie, but also because this method brought together people with different

abilities, served as a practical means of training the less experienced, and

Cas117 incorporate political leaders in the process. Another important

factor was that it allowed for the use of literate people as scribes or as more

active participants, but did not restrict playwriting to that narrow sector of

the rural population. when the literati circulating In the countryside to promote

the cultural movement wers available, they might participate. Political cadres

sometimes Joined the writing groups and sometimes exerted influence from outside:

providing political guidance or indicating what losses mrght bc suitable topics

for dramatisation. The wurks produced required approval in terms of thei, political

content.
53

The form collective playwriting took was highly variable, so it is difficult

to generalise. Here one example will be presented, one described with approval

in the late 1940s. In this village drama troupe the theme would first be set
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by the cadres
(political,leaders), and then material would be collected, after

which members of the troupe would
discuss the characters and plot. Following

that, a writing group would produce A draft, which would then be discussed and

revised by the cadres and all the members of the troupe before being accepted.

After performance of a particular play had begun, the
troupe would seek out the

opinions and criticisms pf
their audiences and do further revisions indefinitely.54

It may be hypothetically
suggested that local dramatic groups

may have had

more independence in terms of what was to be selected as the topic than in'terms

of what was to be said about it. While the object was to promote a P policy,

troupes may have had some
latitude in toms of which obey or issue to select.

There may, however, have been pressure
t'o select whatever issue was then of

most pressing importance.
Whatever the topic, the message

would have to correctly

portray and support CCP policy.

In terms of the local
leadership, they had, of course,

undergone a recent

transformation. The new leadership of progre.,sive
peasant activists was involved,

but the old leadership of the landlords was Lot.

There were also indirect pressures
exerted kg the community at large. Where

the goel was to win the suppor. of the rural population and where the traditional

folk culture still existed in
competition with the new, the new yangge movement

could not ignore public opinion. This is shown most clearly in the effort to

portray the new policies as promoting a harmonious family
life, while at the

Same time advocating the
freeing of uomen from their lowly

status in the patriarchal
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family. The presentation of policy was affected by the limits of what was

acceptable to the peasants at that time.

The question of follow-up to yangge eurformances does not generally arise.

The one case in which it would seem to be relevant is that of a performance

given in an area where the Lams movement had not yet began, and the subsequent

action would be the organisation of yangge in that locality. In terms of following

up.on the activity recommended in specific yangge within the context of the rural

yangge movement, a few points are worth noting. Yangge was far from being the only

channel for the commur.ication of such ideas dS the desirability of supporting

tne war effort against the Japanese, increasing agricultural production, establish-

mg cooperative enterprises, and so on. yangge as a propaganda medium was meshed

into a complex network of political mobilisation. Yangge it.elf might even be

viewed as follow-up to messages conveyed more conventionally in speeches at

meetings. While yangge plays provide some information and carry on suae direct

persuasion in favour of specific messages, much of its influence seems to have .

been less directly related to information ..er se. New yangge plays portrayed

typical peasant characters puttin9 into practice the recommended behaviour and

consequently enjoying higher living standards, safety from enemy attacks, and

other beneficial effects. Yangge transformed what might otherwise have been

abstract recommendations into behaviour easily imaginable and desirable within

the context of village life. yangge plays on a topic might happen either before

some specific activity was undertaken or while it MdS in process; in either case

it reinforced other measures being taken simultaneously and aimed at the sate

401
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result. In this respect it
differs markedly from a situation in which drama

is the main or sole channel
for conveying a message and mobikising people to act

-in sCme recommended way.

Evaluations of the yangqe movement aro unfortunately scanty. If usual

"CC,P practice were followed, as was prohahly,the case, such evaluations were done.

The problem lies in the accessibility of such evaluations. There are two

evaluations of whieh I am aware, referring to two different regions, both done

in the late 1940s after some years of experience in this sphele. Neither is

limited solely to the yangge movement.

In 1947 a forum on literature and art convened by the Shaanxi-Shanxi-Chahar-

Hebei Bordei Region Central
Bureau summed up the experience of tho rural dramatics

movement in the preceding few years and indicated its future direct:8n. The harum

produced a decision on future
cultural work in the countryside which was based

on what were seen to have been the positive and
successful elements in past practice.

The approach of orienting
cultural work toware the workers,

peasants, and soldiers

WIs confirmed and so, too, was the basic method of realising that approach:

getting the masses involved in collective writing.
The deeision pointed out some

desirable features for the rural dramatics movement: to have close ties with the,

masses, to do propaganda in relation to the central issues of the time, and to be

frugal. The drama troupes were inttructed to be sure to let involvement in drama

be entirely voluntary, and to draw a wide lenge of people into a united front in

cultural work, especially the traditional folk artists.55
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That summary was based on experience in one of the older base areas. Another

summary referring to the situation in an area that came under CCP adiinistration

at a later date, the northeast, reported'its situation in mass cultural work in a

more pessimistic tone, stating that in the three years ,from 1946 to 1949, they

had not been able to link the professionals and the masses successfully, and

that its mass cultural mork was therefore much weaker than that of the older

base areas. Poor leadership was seen as the source of this problem, in falling

to lead the development of mass cultural activities in the countryside and In

failing to demand that the professionals make a priority of helping the amateurs. 56

In addition, there are indications of SOr E! difficulties in organising mass

participation in playyriting. One important obstacle in the path of this activity

was the lack of confidence on the pdrt of the cadres in the capabilities of the

local amateurs. This acted as a brake on their enthusiasm for organising such

activity -- and it was largely the cadres who were expected to provide leader-

ship in this work. The amateurs, for their part, also lacked confidence in their

own abilities and often had to be encouraged to take up writing. To make it

easier for them to do so, they were advised to dramatise true stories and real

characters rather than create fictional stories and characters, to write short,

simple items, and to use folk forms with which they wore familiar. Another ma3or

difficulty was the low level of political understanding of many of the amateurs.

4111, Since they were supposed to be creating agitprop, this was a serious obstacle.

The involvement of cadres in the playwriting process was one measure designed

to overcome this difficulty. There was also an effort to provide the amateurs

with political education.
57
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The accomplishments of the yangge movement and of other mass cultural

activities underway at the sane time are marked and have a significant place

in the development of the cultural life of the Chinese Pc ople. These accomplish-

manta, while uneven, were sufficient to demonstrate the viability of the.new

cultural policy being promoted. Most importantly, it was demonstrated that the

traditional folk performing forms
could (when reformed) serve as a vehicle for

political messages and that the peasantry could be mobilised for amateur dramatics,

including those of a political nature.

Certainly the cultural life of the rural population was enriched and broad-

ened in those areas where the yangge movement was developed successfully. To

evaluate the effect of the yangge movement on the political and economic aspects

of peasant lifeirmore_difficult.
There were a number of different forces

working in the same direction with respect to changing the situation in China.

To single out the impact of this one factor does not seem possible. Evaluating

the desirability or otherwise of these changes is largely a matter of the position

of the observer; the poorer sectors of the peasantry
benefitted,while tho land-

lords were adversely affected.

The impact of the yanue movement on the folk artists IS a complex question.

They shared generally in the same effects as the rest of the iural population,

but also experienced a specific effect upon their profession. There is insufficienti

data for comment on this issue.

The impact on the literati was also complex. While their livelihood was
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taken care of officially while they worked on the yangge movement, there were

hardships involved an living in the countryside at that time .to which those

from privileged backgrounds were not accustomed. In order to do this work, they

had to put aside their own creative work and take on the new and difficult tasks
,

inVoived in developing an amateur movement in the countryside. Their participation

ceitainly involved some degree of sacrifice. The results of their involvement

were mixed: in terms of the amateur movement itself, they played an important

and probably indispensable roles in terms of the transformation hoped for in

their own minds and in terms of the goal of finally bridging the gap between

intellectuals and working people, Succesb was much gore limited. While that

transformatioi: h'ad been seen as one requiring sume time, even at the bcginning,

it has turned out to be much more difficult than was foreseen and continues to

.be a problem at present.

Sore caution is necessary in considering what aspccts of the Chinese

experience describtd abovc could be usefully transferred to a cliflezent social

situation. The role of the chinese Communist Party was pivotal for all that has

been described. While 64.41. of thc measures promoted in ncw yangge were matters

of basi, economic devciopment putting morciwasteland Lthdet cultivation, cxpand-

ing handicraft production, and so on they were mixea with and dominated by

questions of political change. If the OCC"-..... situation of the Chinese people

were to be fendamentally ,hanged, then a revolution was neeued. The Chinese

experience would seem to have more relevance to areas where revolutionary

activities are in progress and led by an organisation which plaees a value on

405
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cultural work among the common people?

With that qualification, a few points might be usefully made:

EVen those traditional folk forma of performing arts (such as

Yancige) which seem least suitable for mobilisation, can be successfully adapted

for that purpose. In this context it might be kept in mind that traditional

folk arts are not static and unchanging.
The question is not whether to change

them, but how, by whom, and for what purpose.

Intellectuals external to the social milieu in question can play a valuable

role in cultural activities of this nature. The gap may be difficult to bridge

but it is not impossible to bridge it at loast partially. In China great emphasis

has been pub on having the intellectuals go into such communities with humility,

amodest standard of living, and a
willingness to learn from the peasants as well

as to teach them. While such an approach is difficult
to achieve, and has not

.

_

always been accomplished in China, it has been shown to be very valuable.

The organisational method of yi &fan bai iLian, used by the Chinese in other

spheres as well as the cultural, has proved very useful. The idea is simply

that the most effective way of leading a
whole area foiward is to concentrate on

one or a few points within that area. Tho concentration of effort at a few points

means that difficuAties there can be surmounted more easily than would be the

case if resources wore more dispersed. Mistakes made at these points can be

identified and corrected before they adversely affect the whole area. In short,

it is a method of first carrying out
limited experiments, selecting the best
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results, and building upon them in the nex't stage where.in the movement spreads

to the rest of the.area. At that point, there are also the advantages of

concrete examples to use in spreading the movement and a larger number of people

experienced in carrying it out.

Connected with that method is the one of using models as a method of

encouraging and guiding activities. This again is not unique in Chine to cultural

activities. Ihe development. identification, and promotion of models is important

in the development of a movement. Models do not necessarily emerge spontaneously

-- many are the product of intensive assistance, for example. as in the points

of the preceding paiagraph. Others may develop more spontaneously and become

selected as models later. The status of model is one of presti4e and the

possltillity of attaining that status may att cIS an encoutagement to others. Thu

Labe of moJels im developllg a movement is valuable in piovidine conurete cxeeples

of exactly what L4 being advocated.

In terms of involvement, the flexible organisational strueture described

above seems very ueeful. On the ono hand, an organIsational core is necessary

in order to have a-continuing movement rather than merely occasional bursts of

activicy. On the other hand, the widest possible involvement iu also desirable.

Structured but open amateur groups seem to be a suitable structure for village

cultural activity.

The involvement of large nunbers of People may be effectively prompte4 by

the dramatisation of some recent significant event in which many people were

407
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involved. In China at that time, the land reform struggles against landloids

were useein this way. The actual participants in the real events may be asked

to portray themselves in such dramatisations, drawing in people who.rwould other-

wise not have become performers.

Folk artists are highly desirable participants in cultural activities. Even

1

in China in the situation aelarge-scale reform of the folk arta, the skills of

the folk artists were considered indispensable. Some problems, such as a lack

of understanding of the issues to be portrayed in new works or a conservative

SiTroach to art, may be resolved by having them work together with people able

to contribute on that level although lacking skill in the folk arts. Such co-'

operation may by very delicate and difficult to arrange successfully, however,

and should be approached with caution. The non-folk artists involved should

take care to be respectful and not to expect immediate results.

Financing is a difficult problem for programs such ds these, where moat of

Chu people involved are poverty-stricken and -sternal funds aro limited. The

Chinese approach was to emphasise frugality foremost. In the ease described ip

this paper, information about funding is not available, but the picture which

strongly emerges from the data that are
available indicates that most of the

funds went into the support (at subsistence level) of a limited number of pro-

fessionals who rovided the essential services of creating new yangge plays and

giving model rformances in order to spread the yansge novement. The amateurs

themselves received little or, in many cases, no financial support at all from

official sources.
This was the product of necessity but nay also have been
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beneficial in promoting self-reliance and in creating a movement independent of

direct official funding.

A final comment on the question of transfer is to point briefly to China's

experience in this regard. Unfortunately, that topic is too far-reaching to be

discussed adequately here. Still, it is worth pointing out that chins had borrowed

a great deal in the culturai realm from foreign countries during the early part

of the century -- including much of d progressive nature. For example, agitprop

methods used in the SOviet Union were transferred to China. Such transfer was

valuable to some degree, but also proved to be only partially suitable to the

Chinese situation. One reason for the marked success of tho yangge movement was

that it took place after this cultural
borrowing had been digested and united

with indigenous cultural traditions.

By way of postscript, readers may wish to note that yangge faded in importance

after 1941, but that the via form derived from it has peraisted, and that Yonclqo

seem to be having d resurgence at present. The successes of the yanege movement

have had a less direct but very important effect in contributing to the approach

of reforming traditional folk media an China for contemporary purposes.
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DOMPAIIGATICN TUEATRE AND CONSCIENTIZATION DRAMA IN INDIA

by

ROSS KIDD

This paper examines three Indian experiences in did*ctic or social

animation theatre - a) the Song and Drama Division (SDI)) of the Government of

India, b) Jagran, a Delhi-based non-government agency specializing in develop-

ment communication through mime and c) Action for Cultural and Political

Change (ACFC), an animation team in southern India involved in organizing

popular movements .of landless labourers. These organizations represeni three

different approaches to socially oriented theatre; a government-run, centrallY

controlled, mass approach involving itinerant performances by regionally hired

troupes on government development themes and services; a locally based non-

government programme involving mime sketches on government services and

community self-help action performed by an externaly based troupe fur slum-

dwellers; a popular organization approach run by and for oppressed groups in

which drama is an inte3ral part of a social transformation process involving

conacientization, organization, and struggle.

Each of the above programmes will be described in its own terms and then,

in the final section', a comparative analysis will be made. This will attempt

* Sources for this study include those cited in the bibliography; interviews

with Song and Drama Division staff
(1978-81), Aloke Roy of Jagran (198041).

and ACPC team members (1980-81); and
observations of Jagran and ACPC field

programmes. I am indebted to Dr. Felix Sugirtharaj (ACPC) and Evelyn

Voigt for their help on the ACPC and SDD case studies respectively; their

weaknesses, however, are my own responsibility.
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to show that a) these programmes
represent two different sets of interests

and purposes - one a form of "domestication" or ideological manipulation, the

other "liberation" or structural
transformation and b) these two sets of

interests are reflected in the historical origins, organizational utructure,

programme methods and processes, etc. of each programme.

In the opening section the historical and political-economic context in

which the programmes were shaped will be briefly set out.

Political-Economic Context

At Independence in 1947 political power was tranaferred to the indigenous

bureaucratic and capitalist classes buc India remained within the sphere of

influence of the advanced capitalist countries. India set out on a course

of massive industrialization and ngricultuz:al transformation, all within the

system of Uourgeois property relations and with heavy doses of foreign aid '

(which expanded the enclave cf
foreign ovnle.ship inherited from the colonial

period and, in the case of the Soviet aid, rovided the infrastructure for

capitalist development.). The various rural development
strategies used over

the first three decades of
Independence were all absorbed and distorted by

India's class'atructure.
The beneficiaries were the rich farmers and landlords

* Profits earned by branches of foreign companies and subsidiaries represent

40% of the profits of the entire private corporate seLtor.

(Moulik, 1979, p.50)
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zits.

who controlled the social, economdc and political life of the village and

appropriated state resources to strengthen theisaelves, all within the socialist

and Chandian rhetoric of rural uplift and alleviating poverty and unemploy-

ment.

During the 50'8 and early 60's the agricultural development strategy

consisted of land reform, co-operatives and community developmunt. The land

reform programme eliminated some of the huge feudal estates but was highly

unsuccessful in implementing the land-holding ceilings and redistributing the

excess land. .0 and co-ops also failed to adhieve the social equity object-

ives: the riche, farmers took control of these new structures (the village

council or panchayat and co-op) and used them to increase their own economic

and political power. The jobs, land, and other opportunities promised to

,the smaller and landlss peasants never materialised. The assumption under-

the CD approach, ie. that all social classes in the village ahared

t emon interests and would benefit equally from collective projects was shown

to be specious. Agricultural production remained fairly stagnant during this

period due to the grain imports from the U.S.A. and other countries.

In the mid-60's when food surpluses in North America declined, a "Green

Revolutton" was launched with American backing to achieve food self-sufficiency

(as part of the multi-national corporation strategy to shift agricultural

production to the Third World where cheap labour could be exploited ). The

* This strategy was also defended as a means of staving off socialist

revolution in the Third World.
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new seeds, ferttlizer,
mechanization, etc. and the capitalist farming methods

did raise productivity (and increase
the markets for the multi-national

corporations) but lt also polarized the class structure - fattening and

capitalizing the rich farmers, reducing the proportion of middle farmers,

forcing the smaller farmers into debt, and producing massive landlessness,

unemployment, and impoverishment. The rich farmers appropriated the spoils

of this programme, consolidated their hold over the panchayat and their

relations with the bureaucracy (as their means of monopolizing the state

resources for the Green Revolution), and maintained their domination over and

exploitation of the poor farmers and landless labourers.

In the 70's when the revolutionary
implications of these changes became

increasingly clear, the Indian government, again with the backing of the

international aid apparatus, moved to contain the social unreat with a "mini-

Green Revolution" including benefits
directed to the smaller farmers and social

welfare measures but nu significant land reform (Feder, 1976). These mini-

reforms and government services
directed to Ow poor - the basis for Mrs.

Ghana's 20-point programme and slogan
of eradicating povcrty - wore aimed

at integrating the poor into the system, drawing them away from radical socie

action, and dealing with SOU4 of the contradictions and tensions produced

by the capttaliat "betting on the strong" strategies. This was coupled with

more repressive measures in the mid-70's (the EmergenLy) in order to contain

the growing tensions and class conflict more directly.
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The role of development communication and non-formal education in this

oVerall "integrated rural development" strategy was to promote the mini-reforms

and services of the state and persuade people to accept reformist and goveL-

ment-controlled ways for dealing with their problematic existence - birth

control pills, development loans, house sites, small economic projects, etc.

While the 20-point programme made lots of promises of eradicating poverty,

the tollow-through was rather hollow. The increasing remoteness, insensitivity,

and inflexibility of the bureaucracy and their collusion with the landowning

classes worked to prevent even most of these mini-reforms from being implement-

ed. In response to the continuing failures of government-based development

programmes and the.dleillusionment with
Chandian "change of heart" strategies

(le, attempts to persuade the landlords to be generous and just) and

on the grqwth of class consciousness in the countryside and urban slums a

number of radical initiatives were
started in various parts of the country to

organize the marginal and small farmers and landless labourers to fight for

what the system was not providing (ie. minimum wagea, abolition of bonded

labour and rural indebtedness, other government
reforms and services, etc.)

and to try to change the system itself (eg. the abolition of landlordism).

The Song and Drama Diviaion,(SDD) was created during the first develop-

ment period (1947-1964), Jagran during the second (1965-1972), and ACPC

during the third (1973-present). Each of these three programmes will now

be described in turn, setting out for each a) the origins and hiatory,

b) the organizational. structure, and c) the programme contents and process.
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SONG AND DRAMA DIVISION (SDD)

Origin and History

The Indian Song and Drumm Division (SDD) was created in 1954 as a

specialist unit within the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for

development communication through live entertainment media. Its primary

initial task was to promote national unity and publicize government's

d'evelopment plans. The importance of popularizing the Five Year Plans (and

using all available 'media') was recognized in the first plan (De ember 1952):

A widespread understanding of the plan As an essential

stage in its fulfillment.... An understanding of the

prioritieb which govern the Plan will enable each person

to relate his or her role to the larger purposes of the

nation as a whole. The Plan has, therefore, to be

cartifd into every home in the language and synbols of

the piople ... with the assistance of creative writers

and artists, which has to bo specially enlisted....

All available methods of communication have to be

developed and the people approached through the written

and spoken word no less than through radio, film, song

and drama. (Quoted from Raghavan, 1979, p. 18).

The aim, then, was to promote awareness of and patticipation in

government programmes of aocial reform and ecoromic development. The Five

Year Plans provided the themes: small savings, ugricultutal development,

national integration, family planning and prohibition. The SIID was launched

during the era of the "Great Campaigns" when the newly emerging Third World

nations - China, >s, Indonesia, Mexico, Ghana, etc. - mounted "mass

education" cempaigns on agriculture, health, literac Y. civic education, etc.

(Schramm, 1066). Media was seen as playing a mobilizing role in arousing

the participation of the rural =saes in the reconstruction and development

efforts of government.
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The choice of the performing arts as one of the 'ciedid for a programme

of mass communication was influenced by the success with this medium by,

a) the Indian People's Theatre Association (IPTA) during the nationalist

struggle and, b) community develo)ment programmes both before and after

Independence* (Mathur, 1954; ?layer, 1958; Miles, 1161).

The fo,lk performing arts of folk "media" - drama, poetry, songs, dance-

drama, puppetry, etc., - were seen as a necessary complement to the modern

mass media. They flourish in remote rural areas untouched by newspaper and

radio** and at age-old, community-baled, and trusted sources of information

and enlightenment could be more persuasive than the modern mass media. As

part of "traditional" culture they would have the credibility to convince

'people to overcome 'traditional" ways. They could transform national objec-

tives and policies in planners' abstract language into living images which

rural people could understand ind at the same time provide the direct,

person-to-peraon contact needtd to help people translate these ideas into

* Political motives might also have beau involved. At a time when Congress

was attempting to dominate the consciousness industry and counter

revolutionary propaganda in the villages, it was important to take control

of all comaunication media including the folk media. In the period

leading up to Independence the Communists lied dominated the field of

socially-oriented theatre through IPTA. In practice, then, the SDD

represented one means of winning over traditional performers for purposes
of government propaganda and pre-empting their use by other interests.

Congress, as a party, however, did,not take a major interest in the
performing arts as an electioneering vehicle until the late 60's and
early 70's when other parties had demonstrated its successful use as a

vote-gating instrument. (Abrams, 1971)

*4 In 1981 radio signals reach 90% of the population yet only 20% of the
estimated 20 million receivers are owned by rural people.

(Raghavan, 1981)
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action. Moreover, the programme could draw on the nation's own vast resource

of creative talent and help to revitalize, what some had diagnosed was, a

dying profession.

In the beginning the programme operated as a small unit within All-India

Radio with one full-U.1a officer. With limited resources the initial approach

had to be indlrect, working through other government departmenta to encourage

the use of folk theatre as a means cf communication and community education

c

at the local level. (Mane, 1980). Later on when more resources became

available the Song and Drama Unit started to recruit its own troupp for a

mobile programme*. TraditiOnal actors were hired but it was soon discovered

that their illiteracy preventLwl them from scripting the ploys and made

rehearsals a painful process uf word-fOr-word repetition Ind memorization.

Urban writers invited to do the st.ript-writing on a commissioned basis refused

to participate (tit the beginning) saying this was propagana and not art.

The least problonatic medium seemed to be puppetry and so teams of

puppeteers were hired to tour northert India tith Vive Year Plan publicity.

(Richmond, 1973). The success ot this early ,!xleriment gave the unit some

confiience and it started to commission troupes in other !Leith, (eg. drama

troupes, balladeers, poets, composite programmes, etc.) Procedures- for

registering and remunerating groups were worked out** and more and more

This idea o( hiring troupes to tour tha,countryslde with playa and songs

on development was the mobile strategy inherited from the colonial mobile

infotmation campaigns - a model adopted by the Directorate of Field

Publicity (of the )inistry of information and Broadcasting), which deploys

and supervises the song-and-drama troupes in the field.

Private troupes are judged by selection committees and art giv u quality

rating uhich determines their income.
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private troupes were hired for short-term touring assignments. During this

same period many communities were ncouraged by community development taff to

build village stages as self-help projects and there was some discussion

about the work of the unit helping to inspire'snd revitalize amateur or semi-

professional drama groups at the village level.

In 1959 the unit fumed its first fell-tine troupe - in effect the

performers became civil servants combining desk jo4a with evening performances

and touring. In 1960 the unit VAS given the States of an independent

Division within the Micistry and its budget was expanded.

In the 60's the Division began to expand the number of fell-tlme troupes

and to open up regional offices. Each troupe was assigned to a different

area of the country and attached to a regional office, each headed by a senior

outside the direct control of the SDD - the SDD hires them but the Field

little could be done to improve their quality. An evaluation of the Division's

work in 1964 supported the expansion of departmental troupes and suggested

officer (with theatre training and experience). The Division concentrated an

the development of full-time troupes since, it wan argued, they would produce

high-quality performances and be In a position to respond quickly to the

information campaigns of government. The part-time troupes were (and are)

Publicity Directorate supervises their work in the field - and it was felt

that they could function as a demonstration model for the private troupes.*

* The Vidyaiankar Study Team's report on the Five-Year Plan publicity

programme and tha 1960 mail questionnaire study by the Information

Ministry's Research and Reference Division have been the only etaleations

of the Division in ite 28-year history.
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In 1965 - 1966 a border war with Chins erupted and four new full-time

troupes were quickly formed and pressed into service to cOmbist Chlnise

propaganda and inslill a sense of patriotism and defence preparedness among

the border,popu7stions.* This vark was io successful that many more troupes

vere formed for "winning tha hearts and inds" of villagers along the bbrder**.

diIn the late 60's the Indian gove ent laUnched a massive family planning

campaign and the Division started te participate in the communication component.

It cummissioned many scripts on this topic and in 1970 set up four new troupes

to specialise on family planning themes. (Several of the'state song-and-

drama troupes were revitalized
during this period to work on family planning

communication.) In 1974 the Division hosted an international seminar in

Delhi OQ the utilization of traditional media for family planning communica-

tion.

In 1976 during the Dtergency many
privates troupes, which normally only

work for SDD for 20 days a year, were preased into touring months on end as

part of the government's massive propaganda drive. During this period the

!ange of themes were broadened to include not only major policies from the

Five-Year Plan but also Hrs. Chandi's 20-point programme; house sited for

the homeless, land reform, eradication of untouchability, abolition of

bonded lubour, rural health, etc.

* This programme was partially motivated by the success of the Chinese

propaganda rroupcs on the other side of the border (Rielunond, 1973).

*h It is interesting to note that during the same period'of time

"counter-insurgency theatre" programmes were organized in Malaysia.

Laos, and India. Sec Brandon (1967) and Mahoney (1975).
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Organisation and the SDD Process

At present the Song and Drama Division employs 41 full-tima troupes and

about 500 registered part-time trouPes.it Twenty-eight of the full-time

troupes are engaged in border publicity work; four others specialize In family

planning communication; and the remainder serve as generalist troupes attached

to the regional offices.

The national office of the Song and Draaa Division, based in Delhi,

determdnes the over-all policy of the Division and commissions some of the

scripts used by departmOntal troupes. Up until recently it operated in a

highly centralized fashion, prescribing the messages and even the scripts to

be used In various parts of the country.** 4 maintains a number of troupes

for national functions.

Each regional office mnnages its own full-time troupe and commissions *

number wf private troupes within th region. On paper its job is primarily

* In addition most state governments have their own Song and Drama Units.

Fur a detailed description of one of these State Government programmes,

see Abrams (1975). Ue noted that in the period from 1971 to 1974 the
Maharashtra State contingent had increased from 40 to 80 troupes. In

1971 it was estimated that more than 400 villages (one million people)
were reached by thin programme - out of 55 million people living in

38,000 villages in Maharashtra State.

This highly centralized approach accounts for the general and sloganistic

nature of the messages - they represent 'national policy but do not reflect

the specifities of the local situation. The current director of the Song

and Drama Division has identified this 'weakness and is attempting to use

folk media in a more selective and strategic way. In my interviews with

him he cautioned against the use of,folk media on a mass undifferentiated
basis, suggesting that it should be used on a selective basis with
specific messages for specific priority problems and areas.
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professional - to select suitably skiped private troupes, commission the

preparation of scripts, rehearse its own troupe, and provide guidance for the

private parties in message content and technical aspects. In practice,

however, much of the regional officer's time
is taken up with the process of

"contracting" troupes.

An Inter-media Publicity Co-ordination
Committee - made up of reprenen-

Aatives from SDD, All-Indis Radio, TV, Directorate of Field Publicity, and

the State Department of Information - plans each quarterly schedule of

programmes, taking Info account community fairs, festivals, requests from

community development staff, etc. They do not need to wait.for formal

upp:'oval of its programme from central headquarters (in Delhi). Howevet,

script approval must be obtained from the national office.

Field deployment of the private troupes is organized by the Field

Publicity Directorate. It has a network of Publicity Officers based in the

field who are responsible for a mobile
publicity programme of films, seminars,

exhibitions, and song-and-drama troupes. lv planning each programme the

Field Publicity Officer determines on what tckasions he needs a song-and-

drama troupe and then contacts the regional SDD office to select a suitable

'troupe from the register. lhe didactic content is agreed on and a schedule

of performau,..es drawn up. In the field the Publicity Otiicer keep:, a cheek

on the group, writing a report on each performance.*

* Ibis report Includes intormatIon on the date, place, and duration of

the performance, audience size and reaction, and tht themes covercd.

is a pre-requisite for payment.
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At the local level the Field Publicity Officer works through the village

panchaynt and, in some cases, the Block Development Officer to publicize

the song-and-drama performance and decide on a suitable venue, normally just

outside the.panchayat or school. Local dignatories open and close the

programme; oevaaionally the Field Publicity Officer will give a post-performance

talk reinforcing the point of the play and inviting questions. The song-and-

drama performance is often part of a larger.programme which includes films.

When the Divisicin started, there was no theory on folk media utilization.

Theory developed from practice - through experimenting with various types of

folk arts and various ways of inserting didactic messages. They discovered

for example, that for purposes of "lustrumentalizatlon", folk media can be

grouped into three different categories:

ritual forms (eg., tribal dances, religlouu arts) which are inappropriate

for development communication because of their in-built resistance to the

insertion of foreign contents;

traditional .orms on mythological or historical themes whose overall

structure is rigid but permit didavtic content to be communicated through

the jester or narrator in the interludes between episodes of the

traditional story;

modernized forms ("transitional" or "syncretic") in which a totally

fresh story line is possible,* (Ranganath; 1979; p. 5).

* For a definition and examples of "transitional" forms, see
Gunawardana (1971) or Brandon (1967).
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They also found that a totally
didactic approach turned off an audience.

So they use a mixed format - straight entertainment items to capture and hold

the audience interspersed with
message-oriented plays, songs, and social

commentary.

Scripting is handled in two ways. Scripts for the departmental troupes

are produced on a commissioned basis by regional playwrights.. The private

parties are expected to produce their own, incorporating the messages provided

by government. Often this takes an improvised form. *Control of sorts iu

exercised by the Field Publicity
Officer who checks the performance.

(Permar, 1975, p. 5).

A common feature of many scripts is to compare the lives of two indivi-

duals or families - one "modern" and the other "traditional". For example,

a typical tamily
planning play tells the story of two nelghbOurs: one Rama

who ignores the advice of the family planning motivator and subsequently

finds it increasingly dift.cult
to feed, clothe, and manage his rapidly

growing family; the other his neighbour Shamo heeds the advice, limas his

family tu two children and reaps the benefitt.* Another example (given to

?me by a Harijan
animateur in Tamil Nadu) is an agricultural modernization

play about a "traditional"
farmer who, faced wita a plague of rata, beats

the rats with a stick and In the process destroys his crop. (Later he is\

advised by the agricultural
officer.to buy a certain pesticide.)

A This mod(rn-traditional juxtuk 'tion as the structure for many of the

SW stories (particularly
those uf Family Planning) has been labelled

(by its critics) the
"Rama-Shamo" technique after the most frequently

used names of the principal characters.
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Another common fora is the "change-of-heart" plot. For eZample, in s

Pla;on untouchability, a Harijan bonded labourer (or Rarijan mid-wife) is

treated badly by a caste landlord until the day when he saves the landlord

from drouming (or the mid-wife saves the landowner's daughter-in-law during

labour), after which the larllord has a profound "change of heart". In a

play on national int3 three families from three different areas of

India (amd three different castes) meet on a pilgrimage in Benares. The

elders ,an't get along with each other (although the youngsters get on wull)

until a crisis arises where one of them requires a blood transfuoion and

only one of the others has the right type of blood - and the process prompts

an immediate conversion in attitudes towards one another.

The performers are commercial troupes who are engaged for an annual tour

6
of shows never exceet!ing 20 in number.* In southern India three-person

Burrakatha troupes are paid R100 - 150 per show, depending on the quality

of the performance and the reputation of the party. (Das, 1980). (This

comparea with the R150 300 they earn through a private show and accounts

for the detlining interest in government-sponsored work.) Of those interviewed

in a survey of Burrakatha troupes, 401 were registered with SDD or the State

Department of Information - none uf the Rarijan troupes had been registered.

* During the Emergency troupes were engaged for months at a stretch to

propagate the 20-point programme.
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JACRAN

Origin and History

Jagrsn meaning "Awelcening" is a
mobile mime troupe which sprang'up in the

wake of the massive population
control programme in India in the last half of

the 60's. During this period there was a
massive influx of foreign aid and

international pressure to implement a national family planning programme.*

Communication was to be a major as9ect of this programme and many non-

government organizationa were created to experiment with various media and

approaches. Jsgran wan one of them.

Jagran's founder, Aloke Roy, an srtist by training, was drawn to the

development communication field
after some experierkles in relief work in

Rajasthan. In 1967 he was approached by,a senior family planning official to

find a means of communication
which could cut across all language barriers

to propagate the smsli-family norm. (This seemed a formidable problem given

the 17 official languages and
208 recognized dialects In India). Roy

eschewed the use of traditional
drama (becaus' of its retlionally specific

nature and use of regional langudges and also to avoid the whole issue of

whether traditional media should be uoed for development communication) and

* Between 1968 and 1972 - the period during which family planning became

a nigh priority in Indian development programmes - AID funding for popu-

lation control escalated four-fold
from $34 million to $123 million while

chair health care funding dropped from $164 million to $G0 million. Other

multi-lateral agencies followed suit. AID has used its leverage with

development grants and food aid to force Third World countries to accept

its population control policies.
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turned to the medium of nime - a bold, non-verbal style which could appeal

and communicate to everyone and provide an effective means of entry into the

commmnity*. (Shiveswarkar, 1978).

Roy was partieularly impressed by mime's capacity for caricaturing social

lbehaviour: "Mime is recognition of our own dilemmas. When foolishness ia

held up to laughter, common sense wins and the message is unmistakeable."

(Jagran leaflet). He identified comic situations faced by people with large

families (eg. the predicament of getting on a crowded bus with a pregnant

wife and ten kids), put them into frames with characters and gestures, and

produced short sequences to convey simple messages:

We pone a common problem,
illustrate it with a story,
and then suggest a solution,
however simple. (Interview, 1980)

This medium and the approach to using it eemed to work and after the

tirs! experiment Roy was comalaaloned by many other agencies to promote family

planning, nutrition, and other development messages (eg. government savings

and loan schemes). In this first experimental period (1968 - 1974), Jagran

covered a vast area - Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana,

West Bengal, Bihar, and Delhi. The troupe worked about half a year in Delhi

- its home base - and spent the other half on the...road touring. Funds came

fraa the Pathfinder Fund (American family planning foundation), CARE (with

* In the beginning Jagren tried out printed media (posters, publications,

etc.) in addition to mime but these were unsuccessful due to literacy

constraints and other problems. (Fernandez, 1980)

4 3
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USA1D backing), OA United Commercial Bank, Caritas, etc.

During this period Jagran promoted iydlEss a highly flexible, low-cost,

freelance group that would go anywhere and make itself available to any

development agency. In a publicity document it advertised its willingnesa to

,"propagate any essage the sponsors would like it to dieseminate among the

masses - the message and theme can be varied and changed whenever the sponsor

wants It".

In 1972 CARE India invited Jagran to take part in a multl-media mass

communication campaign on nutrition in che rural areas of Andhra Pradesh and

Uttar Pradesh. The campaign.was evaluated and Jagran's work was given a high

rating. One social worker is quoted to have said: "What we could not teach

in six months about health, nutrition, and
population education, mime has done

in a one hour programme". (CARE, 1974). In 1973 OXFAM (U.K.) commissioned

Jagran to produce a series of plays publicizing a new clinic based in'the

slums of Delhi. The performances produced.the desired effect - clinic

attendances Improved.

During the Emergency a major event took plaLe which changed Jagran's

widely itinerant existence and gave it a permanent role in Delhi. Under the

repressive powers ot the Emergency and the pretext of a Beautification

Campaign, Sanjay Chandi launched a full-scale attack on the slums of Delhi,

destroying homes with bulldozers and herding over 700,000 people to an arca

20 miles north of the city*. They had been promised new homes, but its took

* This event was also the pretext for a c pulsory vasectomy drive, a

campaign so brutal in approach that it rovoked fierce resiatance

resulting In many deaths in police clasles. There was no compensation

for the demolished houses even though r some it represented s bstantial

investments in construction materials. (Singh, 1977)
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several months before they were "resettled" in new housing areas on the out-

skirts of Delhi.

The new houses turned out to be one-room tenements constructed on plotd

of 25 square yards each. The occupants - construction workers, domestic

servants, office cleaners, hawkers, etc. - worked in the industries, kitchens

and markets of Delhi and had long journeys in and out every day by bus. Hsny

of these were flrat generation mlgrante to tho cities, having been forced out

of the rural areas by landleamneas and dwindling unemployment. There were

no schools and only a few clinics with inadequate staff. Only basic services

were provided - drinking water, public toilets, drainage,newage, and the bare

minimum of street lighting.

The Delhi Development Authority koDA) epproached Jagren to mount a motivational

campaign to "teach,the residents how to use radern services". The DDA conr

plained that residents didn't flush the toilets, often vandalized the taps,

and waited for.government to fiz them. They wanted Jagran to Instill a sense

of collective responsibility, to motivate a 'self-help' approach to the

upkeep of these basic services.

Jagran agreed to help end after Some informal research into the problem,

pioduced a number of sketches. One of them emphasized the importance of the

water facilities by showing a man having a shower in winter when the taps are

broken. These water and sanitation sketches were performed along with their

existing repertoire on family planning, nutrition, and other themes. In one

community the performance produced a positive reaction. People offered to

raise the money if Jagran would fir the tap. (They didn't trust each other
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with handling the money). Jagran declined, saying it wau the residents'

responsibility. Eventually the residente raised the money and fixed the tap.

Since 1976 Jagran has continued this work in the resettlement colonies,

concentrating their efforts oa 16 of the 35 resettlement colonies so that

"the education imparted really trickles down to every Individual and stays with

him thereafter" (EZE grant application, May 1979). Their current funding

sources include OXFAM (UK), CKRE (India), Christian Aid, UNICEF, and other

International agencies. During the Emergency Jagran received some funds from

government to promote family planntng and Hrs. Ghandi's 20-point programme

but since then there has been no financial support from government.

In 1977 Roy met Paulo Freire. Phis huJ tame influence on Jagran's work

and the way lt presented itself. New political themes were added to the

repertoire - atrocities against Harijants* and corruption by eocial worker/

politicians - and Roy started to describe Jagran as a "theatre of the

oppressed", leading through a process of awareness to organization and

politizationc

Strategically our aim is to
politicize people but we

ddopt tactics f)r entry

purposes eg. through

family planning. (Interview, 1980)

Jagran defines its role, huwever, primarily in terms of development

communication, rather than community development or organizing popular

* It must be noted that anti-untouchability was alao opt: uf the

electioneering planks of Mrs. Chandl's 20-point programme.
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movements. Its job is to raise awareness, to make people conscious of .

a) obstacles to their devalopaent, b) services provided by government,

c) their responsibilities to their community, and d) their rights as citizens.

In the proceas Jagran attempts to-change "traditional habits and atuitudes"

which they aee as the major obstacle (along with ignorance of opportunities

for self-advancement through government services) to Harijan self-development.

Roy describes tbe "liberation of Narijans' as a

long precess. The first stage is

to bring awareness. People are

uneware of the poesibility of
change. If it is haeme..ed

constantly, consciousness may
bring about change. (Interview, 1980)

Roy however declines an organizing role:

All we can do is to make
people awere.... the next
atep must be taken by the
people themeelvea.
As outsiders we can only
encourage, we cannot take
the leadership or organizing

role. Leadership must emerge

from within. (Interview, 1980)

Jagran Process and Organization

Over tee years Jagran has developed a large repertoire covering a range

of topics - evila of indebtedness, drunkenness, the dowry system, and neglected

children; exposed food, nutrition, hygiene, family planning; maintenance of

community pumps, water taps, public toilets, etc.; co-operation, civic

consciousness, voting rights; ill-treatment of Verijans and the duplicity of

social worker/politicians. New themes are added as Jagran identifies new
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needs or receives new requests from sponsors or development agencies*.

Each daily programmeels a telection of these themes. The choice of

items is done on or around th ay of the show - according to the director's
4

tense of what, is needed 9liccca2ionally in response to specific events in the

colonies. A typical p ogramne would include 6 to 8 items and run for 11/2 to

2 hours. One programme, for example, included items on family planning, bank

loans, exposed food, community water tap, bank savings, and nutrition.

Examples of the plots include:

gwo wrestlers eat some food before
their match, one a banana and the
otior exposed food. The former wths.

A man tries to get on a crowded bus
with his pregnant wife and nthe
children. Af t e r missing several buses
he pleads with a bus driver to let
him on. The driver is impatient
aod after allowing a few of the
eliildren to get on starts the bus,
leaving half of this family stranded.

A social worker/politician who claims
to be acting aa a gc-betwoen with
goverment for a rmettlement colony
takes credit for a comommity centre
which the colony's youth have built on
their own, When they protest this
claim, the social worker incites the
police to attack the youth.

* Occasionally there is a direct request from a community to take up
an issue. la 1981, for example, the residents in one area organized

a successfu mass protest against the hoarding and blaclesarketing
practices cf the enlony's government-licensed shop. They pressured
the political authorities to arrest the shop-owner. Jagran happened
to be perfuming in this area af ter the incident and wau approached
by everal reuideris to re-enact the struggle in mime - as a means
of announcing a peoPle's victory. (Intervjew, 1981)

)
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An exploited rickshaw puller is
persuaded by his friend to stop
working for tha rickshaw owner and
take out a lean from the national
bank to buy his oun rickshaw.

A child whose diet I. lacking in.
green leafy vegetables is attacked
by the Malnutrition Monster and as
a result becomes anaemic. Later,

when he starts to eat the vegetables,
he successfully resists the Monster's
attack.

The production of each mime sequence is usually based cn ome form of

topic research. There is uo detailed information available this process

but it does involve collecting information from various source ; government

institutions inithe area, formal and informal leaders, governm r's own

surveys, etc. A written scenario is produced and the actors are trained to

perform it.

Performances are normally held in the afternoon. Crowds range from 100

to 1000 people, the majority women and children. The group performs "in the

round" with the audience surrounding them. There is no stage :only an open

piece of ground. It is a rough-and-ready, highly mobile theatre - no props,

no elaborate sets, no lighting, no stage - only a bit of white make-up to

accentuate the expression° on the actore' faces. The sketches rely heavily

on stereotyped characters - the moneylender, the brahmin, the out-caste, the

demon, the harried mother, etc. The action of each mime is reinforced by n

narration in the local dialect, using a hand-held battery-powered nicrophone.

In the performance I witnessed, the narrator kept up a steady monologue,

cracking jokes and commenting on the action throughout the performance. At
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the end of the family planning ketch he asked the audience In Hindi, "How

nany children is beat?" and get the expected,reply, "Do" (two). In one of

the plays (on Deprived Chifdren), the narrator conducts a short dialogue with

the audience.
h

At the end of the performance there Lu no organized discussion. Everyone

disbursee an4 the actors disappear inside a local shed to wash off their make-

up. There is some informal convereation with a few hangers-on, but from my

observation and that of others this is fairly limited. The performance Is

done and it is time io.go. Tpe only immediate "follow-up" of sorts is a

fairly regular practice of interviewing
audience members - but this seems to

be more for evaluation purposes than educationnl reinforcement.*

Jagran's membership flalctuntes, with actors
leaving and new membets being

recruited and trnined to take their place. The average size of the troupe Ls

about 8 - 10 actors. The actors are young and largely unemployed or

partially unemployed.
"Preoccupation with their insecure conditions often

keeps their Involvement at a marginal, mechanical level." (Krishnan, 1979).

Roy, hoiever, accounts for the turnover In tcrms of the commitment of the

actorb:

*. From a practitioners persp..ctive
the large and mixed audience militated

against post-performance discussion.
Jagran has the microphone, hau

dominated the event, and a discussion,at this point in this coatext

would probably e a passive questIon7and-answer session. However .

the large bulk f the audience arcAildren. They could be

drawn'off and e tertained elsevhefe (by a few actors) and the remaininft

adults eou ogether for a more informal and effective discussion.
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Idealism does not grow in slums
if you are performing near a
public convenience or a fly-infested

refreshment stand. Many unemployed

people come to me strictly for the

job. They use us as a training area
and then get lured away by film or

television. (Voigt and Jain, 1980, p.42)

In the beginning all of the acrors were middle-class youth but in the

last few years Roy has attempted to recruit same working clams youth from the

resettlement colonies. Attempts to involve women have been unsuccessful, the

rough conditions of the work cited as the main deterrent. The actors are

trained as 74evelopment communicatgre, learning the skills of mime and some

basic notions of development. Roy, however, does limit their work to

communication, asserting that, "they are not community development workers

nor political activists". (Interview, 1980).

Roy is the prime mover and constant factor in Jagran. The actors come

and go but he reputes throughout - the manager, fund-raiser, theatre director,

play-wright, trainer, documentaliet, publicist, and driver. A brilliant

entrepreneur, he has kept Jagran alive for over a decade in the rather

precarious business of running a nun-government agency. He has adopted the

patriarchal style of many Indian OGO's and theatre companies, making all the

key decisions and leaving the actors out of management tasks and atrategizing

about Jagran's work*.

ee* Editor's note: This man itagerial style isam. ect contrast wh
that of Sistren (Jamaica) who make decisrion l collectively and

involve all members in management work.
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Evaluation

Jagran has produced extensive documentation on thdir work and has been

evaluated on four occasions. The first evaluation by CARE-India in 1974

showed that Jagran's sketches were more persuasive than the other media used

in the CARE communication campaign (CARE, 1974).

In 1978 and 1980 two separate studies were done based on a content

analysis of the attitudes and opinions expressed by total people in eost-

performance InterviewsP (Hehra, 1978; Fernandez, 1980). These studies

revealed that the shows were popular and stimulated informal discussion

within.tha-cormunity, even involving those who hadn't attended:

I have never seen the dramas
.bilt have heard about them...
People keep telling each other
to take some examples from the

shows. (1778)

Hany statements indicated changes in individual awareness.and behaviour,

for example,

After seeing Rakshas
started eating green leaf

vegetables. I am very sick

and very weak physically. It

may be helpful for my health
and family. (1978)

1 will never again touch or
buy exposed food. (1980)

A The results are a bit suspect since the interviews sere conducted by

the perturmers themselves immediately after the performance when the

respondents were most likely well disposed towards them as entertainers.
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Other statements noted people's growth in self-respect - for example:

Your drama Harijan ia my most
favourite item because I am a

Uarijah woman. Sometimes when
I see this drama I feel myself
who has some existence of human
being in thia world. (1978)

Jagran's work has also inspired public eensure of bad social behaviour. For

example, during one play about a husband who spends all hie-money at the

liquor store, women spcAtaneously began to point out the heavy drinkers in

the audience.

While Jagran's work has resulted in changus on the part of iodividuals,

collsctive organizing and action ha. been far more difficult to achieve*.

This may be attributed to a number of factors:

E-

s. Jagran's own attitude to organizing: "Our role is to lcke people aware

yodt we cannot organize people. Tney must do that themselves. Our

..-1

job is to do the long, steady work of Luildicg up people's consciousness

to the point where they take action." (Interview, 1980)

The nature ot Jagran's repertoire - it largely consists of items related

to individual behavioural change and includes few issues around which

a community could effectively organise.

Jagran'a lack of regular and organized contact with the local residents'

associations.** (Fernandez, 1980)

* Repairing the water tap was one instance; another involved the

organisation of a 'clean-up' campaign of one colony during a sweepers'

strike. (Mehra, 1978).

** Their collaboration with local development agencies (eg. the clinic) has

been much more active. Jagran regularly conaults the clinic dcztor about

the content of their shows and supports many of the cltnic's preventative

health initiatives.
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ACTION FOR CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CHANGE (ACPC)

Origins and History

Action for Cultural and Political Change (ACPC) was initiated by six

young Harijan graduates in Tamil Nadu in 1974.* Their alm was to politicize

and organize llarljan and other
agecultural labourers to fight for back

rights and better working and living conditions. They were motivated by a

deep sense of outrage at the daily humiliation, social ostracism, economic

subjugation, and cultural oppression faced by their fellow Harijans. They

recognized the bankruptcy of
conventional methods of development to solve

the basic problems of the landless and the sharpening contradictions between

rich and poor accentuated by the Green
Revolution and other rural develop-

ment policies. They also felt that the earlier organizing work among rural

labourere in Tamil Rade by the parties of the left had come to an Impasse

* *

and fresh strategies and Initiatives were needed.

* ACPC was the initial name. This was changt0 to the more innocuous "Rural

Community Development Association
(RCDA)" daring the Emergency vhen they

were under political attack and needed to register themoelves as a

voluntary organization in order to survive. Since 1978 when they adopted

a decentralized strategy, new
animation structures were created in each

area to do the work and each was given its own name. For simplicity I

have used ACPC throughout this case otudy.

** In the 40s and 50s the Communists
had organized a strong labourers'

movement in the fertile, well-irrigated,highly capitalized farming areas

of Thanjavur District but they had been much less successful In Tamil

Nadu's dry-belt where capital intensive
agriculture had made slower

inroads.
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Their approach was influenced by the "Community Organizing" (CO) methods

of Saul Alinsky, an American labour and community organizer who had devised a

systematic approach for empowering 'have-not' communities through mass

organizatiom and confxontational tactics.* This approach had attracted the

social action wing of the church in Asia** and the team members had worked

on the first churLh-spOnsored experiment in India - a slum-based project in

***
Madras (1971-1973). This experience convinced them that some of the CO

ideas were transferable to the Indian context, with appropriate adaptations,

but that a) they should shift their focus to the rural areas, the source of

the urban squatter problems and b) they should supplement the CO methodology

This approach follows a well-defined process: 1) the community invites
a trained organizer to come and work with them 2) s/he identifies and

trains local leaders 3) together they build an organization, largely
through mobilizing people for mass confrontations with authority on
specific issues using a range of tactics (strikes, harassing bureaucrats,
boycotts, marches, etc.) 4) the organization uses its newly created power

to make a set of demands on the authorities (eg. more jobs, services,

control/participation in decision-making, etc.) 5) over time the outside

organizer transfers initiatives to the local organization and leaves.
(Alinsky, 1946) This approach was adopted by the American Farm Workers
Union in agitating for better working conditions far farm labourers in

California.

** The most well-known application of thib strategy in Asia is the Tondo
organization of squatttrs in Manila's port area who resisted eviction and

the demolition of their homes and pressured the authorities to provide

basic services in the early 70s. (Maglaya, 1978)

*** One of the team members had also worked for two years on one of the Alinsky

projects in Chicago, organizing the black community.
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with-an educational approach more suited to their potential audience - economtc-

ally exploited, socially ostracized, and feudally dependent rural labourers.*

Paulo Freire's approach uniquely
addressed this audience and its law

self-image and provided a concrete
methodology for overcoming fear and depend-

.

ence and building class
consciousness, self-confidence and a fighting spirit.

It could be used to structure discussion on the issues and strategies for

struggle, ensurir.g that all participants understood the objectives and

implications of each stage of the organizing prbcess.

They also drew on Chandi's notion of challenging social systems that per-

petuate injustice and some of his specific tactics for protest; and they

adupted a Marxist approach for analyzing social situations.

In the first four years
(1974-1977) they worked as a team in the Chittamoor

area (Chinglepet District)
experimenting with their approach and building

their first labourers' movement.
Chittamoor was strategically chosen

because of the large concentration
of Harijans (79% of the population as

compared with the national percentage of 11%) and the brutal treatment of

Harijan labourers by caste landlords - both importlnt factors in building

* They also discovered hat Alinsky's method lacked a clear ideology. It

could mobilize people for struggle but after achieving a number of

victories the 'movement' lost momentum
without clear long-term goals

related to societal change. In appropriating Alinsky's method, ACPC

has added a clear ideological dimension to give their work a broader,

longer-term, revolutionary purpose beyond the narrow objectives of the

initial organizing phase.
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caste and class consciousness and a labourers' movement. Isolating a 'class

enemy' (a key tactic of the CO approach) was also straightforward - the large

landlords constituted only 5% of the population yet owned vast lands of

6-8,000 acres each and kept entire Harijan villages under their economic,

socLal and political Control.

By 1978 when the ACPC staff moved out of Chittamoor, the newly formed

agricultural labourers' movement (which had been created through their dfforts

and had taken over the organizing initiatives) had won two major wage strikes,

obtained written agreements frow the landlords to stop all beatings, taken

possession of farming land and house sites, released a number of families

from bonded labour, and successfully petitioned local authotlties for many

basic services.*

At the end of the Chittamoor period, ACPC decided to expand its work.

*fr

Four of the organizers each took on a new area, trained a new team of

animateurs, and set up a new anice.tion structure.** The aim was to develop

labourers' organizations in each area which over time could develop links

and form a broad-based movement. Each team of animateurs was given its own

autonomy. However, the four teams remain in close touch, come together

regularly for joint training, reflection, and strategizing, exchange

* For a detailed listing of their achievements, see Von der Weld (1981)

PP145-147.

** The other two organizers ramainod behlhi in Chittamoor as resource persons

for the labourers' movement.
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experienced animateurs, and provide refuge and advi7 for each other in times

of crisis. This decentralized and
horizont'ally 'aetwOrked' approach was

chosen as a much better structure for building a popular movement than a

monolithic,highly visible, centralized approach.

ach organization rephisents a temporary and flexible animation structure.

Once the area has been organized and a welf-rellaut labouters' movement formed.

the animation organization dissolves and
the aniFoteurs move on to new areas.

Within each team and the network of teams there/is a collective approach to

the work; each team member has an
administratiive responsibility for the area

association as well as being expected to
do,/ield work and live in the field.

ACPC Process

Uhe ACPC organizing process
consi;ts of a number of inter-related

activities: 1) getting into, accepted,
and 'grounded' in an area; 2) adult

education and literacy classes;
1)' leadership training and action committees;

4) cultural action programmes end mass meetings; 5) struggles and consolidating

a movement.

1) Getting Started,:

ACPC only moves/into an area afier it has been invited. Its first task

is to select goodAiases for the organizing work; once these villavs catch

fire, the movement will easily spread to the other villages. Factors in-

volved in snleAing a "key
village" include its location in relation to

meignbouring villages (each animateur covers q or 4 other villages from his
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'home' village); population; percentage of Harijans engaged In agricultural

labour; a history of struggle, conflict or flagrant corruption; the known

presence of strong local leaders; its position in relation to the caste Hindu

village (i.e. sufficiently independent for organizing to take place undisturbed);

accessibility by road, etc.

Once a key village Is chosen, the animateur finds a place to stay and

starts to get to know people and win their confidence. Ile meets with people

inforoally, explains why he has come, and collects signatures on a form

approving his presence in the.village. He also carries out a study of the

area - land ownership, categories of labour (daily paid, contract, bonded,

sharecropper), seasonality of work, wage rates, methods of payment, "injustice

facts" (i.e. demeaning behaviour demanded of Harljans - eg. having to wear

the dhoti tied around the thighs as an indication of servility), government

services, etc. This suivey provides some of the themes for the adult education

programme.

After a month he calls a mass meeting to explain publicly the objectives

and implications of ACPC's work. He explains that the work is to build a

labourers' movement, not to do economic projects or charity. While he uses

inspirational words, he also cautions them - "It won't be easy. The landlords

will try to stop us. Are you prepared to get into trouble with the landlords?"

* The team of animateurs are located within one or two panchayat unions

(40-50 villages) rather than being spread out over many unions. This

makes it possible for the group to work as a team, to co-ordinate efforts,

and to get results quickly.
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If the community is willing to accept the ACPC programme and its risks, the

animnteur stays in the village and the adult education clasoes begin.

2) Adult Education and Literacy Classes

Literacy is a atrategic 'entry point' - HariJans express a desire to

read and write and this motivatee their initial participation. Aa an innocuous-

looking activity literacy conceals from the landlords and bureaucrats the real

iatentions of the ACPC organizers.
Before people have developed some confid-

ence, unity and fighting spirit, this cover is very important.

The classes are held in the middle of the village in, the open air and

are meant to provide a meeting place and a discussion forum for the whole

village. The children, most of whom do not attend school during the day

because their labour power is needed by their families, attend the first

session trom 530 - 700 p.m. Then the adults Join in. Normallk the sessions

begin with stnging in order to attract people'e interest and immediate

* An alternative or additional
entry point in some areas is a health pro-

gramme. People need a health programme and through this programme people

can be conscientized and organized. Thie is particularly effective in

the organization of a
women's movement since men are often reluctant to

let their wiyes participate in an outside organization.
ACPC makes it a

condition of the health programme that the women Join the movement. This

development of a separate but linked women's movement is a faiKly recent,

activity. ACPC started it having discovered that a) women are super-

exploited in agricultural work and in the household and b) they are strong

fightere, often more courageous in facing up to the landlords since they

don't work directly under their
supervision as the men do.

4 4 6
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participation.

The study sessions follow Freire's method of discussing vital socio-

economic and political issues. Unlike many Programmes which have "mis-

appropriated" Freire, ACPC avoids a pre-packaged approach with a centrally

produced "curriculum" of issues and codes. Since literacy per se is not a

major objective of ACPC, there are no limitations on the choice of issues

because of phonetic (literacy) requirements.* Issues are selected locally

and topically as the sessions develop and there is no predetermined pace or

sequence: those issues which arouse major interest may be discussed for

several weeks and study sessions may be postponed while the group takes

action on certain issues. This flexibility is necessary in order to convert

what is conventionally a purely 'educaelonal' exercise into a vital social

animation process.

This flexibility also extends to the 'codes'. Unlike Freire's centrally

produced drawings, the group creaAs its own codes - short Improvised skits

or role-plays performed by the animateur aLd group members.** Srmetimes these

* ACPC reports that people's initial desire to learn to read and write dies
quickly as they begin to tackle some of the life-and-death political and
economic issues faCing them. After learning to write their name (to avoid

the humiliation of using their thumb print), people lose interest in the
literacy aspect which is eventually dropped.

** This localized production guarantees that the issues are framed from the
perspective of the participants and not some remote educational planner.
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skits are worked out beforehand but often they develop spontaneously in a form

of role-play - for example the animstsur
might stand up and shout "I'm the

landlord and I want some bonded labour" and people spontaneously accept roles

and move into the drama. This is highly participatory, rough drama and every-

one joins In.

After each skit is perforued, the animateur leads the group in talking

about their own experience of the issues - eg. being exploited and manipulated

by the landlords, ostracized, beiten, and their huts burned, cheated by shop-

keepers and money lenders, sterilized without consent by the family planning

authorities, etc. Drawing out this latent dissatisfaction and discontent Is

an important starting point,

The animateur also tries to get people to see the objective reality of

their exploitation.* For example on the "work" issue he Might ask some of

Ihe following questions -

How many of you have land? Hov much? Which quality?

Among caste Hindus who possesuea lea? How much?

Of what quality? Who cultivates the land? How much

do you get? Who really profits from the land? Do you

know the law on land ceilings? Is this law applied?

If not why? (Von der Weid, 1981)

Each problem in the adult education classes - landlessness, poor wotkIng

A This step is necessary. According to ACPC many agricultural workers believe

their landlord's lament that he Is making a loas because of the high costs

of Inputs.
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conditions, unevloyment, untouchability, lack of oervices, alcoholism, etc. -

is discussed in terms of how it is socially produced and maintained. On each

issue the animateur challenges people to explain why the problem remains

unsolved, getting them to bring out their fears, their dependency on the

landlords and at the same time drawing out counter-information - positive

experiences of organizing, of taking action. Re gets them.to see that their

own disunity is immobilizing and that many of the conflicts within their

community have been created by.the landlords. He also gets them to see

how their own cultural conditioning - the myths and rationalizations they've

accepted - reinforces their submissiveness and passivity. During the same

period the animateur gets people to tackle some small "win able" issue on which

they're all willing to act, in order to show them they can do something about

their situation.

3) Leadership Training and Action Committede

Leadership on the actions arising out of the adult education sessions

is taken by an "action committee". Thls is formed by the animoteur after

he has spent about six months in the village. He selects about 10 to 15

people for this committee - highly motivated, .dfless young people who have

an understanding of the animateur's work and a certain defiant, fighting '

spirit.* Their job is to take the priority issues of the community, plan

* The traditional leaders of the community are rarely invited to Join this

group since they are largely appointed and manipulated by the local

power structure.
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the tactics for each struggle, and mobilize the community's participation in

, each struggle.

They meet regularly for training, normally late in the evening when the

adult education sessions sic over. Their atudy sessions prepare them to analyze

problems and strategies in greater depth and to lead the cormuunity in taking

action on various issues. Their tiaining syllabus includes such topics as:

,one-acre analysis (a technique for analyzing the rood, and relations of pro-

duction lit the micro-level); the vartoua economic classes and relationships

4tween then; government legislation relating to Harijans and to agricultural

labouregs; the functioning of p Inchayats and state institutions; legal pro-

cedures; political ideologies and panics. A common source of discussion

is the daily newspaper which is analyzed in terms of the contradictions

between off icial statements and actual practice.

An important aspect of this work is to prepare the leaders for confront-

ations with bureaucrats and landlords. liany of them will have never been

\psicle government buildings, )4t alone made demands on government officials.

Dramatization or role-playing help to prepare dom. The animateur plays

the bureaucrat and the leaders take turns preuenting their case to the

'official' . After each practice session they discuss hew they could improve

their performance. Through role playing and oritique they work out who is

going to speak, what pLints are going to be made, what reaction they shout

expect from the official and their counter-responses, etc. They learn that

government only responds Co pressv.e and that their approach should be

4 ;-)
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threatening - criticizing and discrediting the officials and pointing out their

corrupt pracices. When the roles are reversed and a leader plays the role

of the bureaucrat, he begins to understand him and loses some of .the fear in

confronting him.

4) Struggle and Movement

Straggle is the means by whla the Harijans challenge thUir oppressors.

It is the mainspring for building and consolidating their movement7 people

become more unified, confident, and class conscious through struggling for

concrete objectives. In the beginning the action committee takes up relatively

small issues - for example, petitioning local bureaucrats for basic services

(eg. well, street lights, house sites, a teacher for the Harljan school,

etc.).* These initial actions are neither massive nor explosive. Their aim

is to build up people's unity, confidence and experience
without inviting a

**major confrontation with the local power structure before they are ready for it.

* ACPC has capitalized on provisions in government development plans and

legislation for basic reforms and services promised to the rural poor,

most of which normally remain unfulfilled because there is little enthusiasm

by the civil servants and no pressure on them to carry out these plans.

The conventional expectation is that since the ruri41 poor are unorganized

they will wait for rather than demand these services. However, these

20-point programme promises, development plan targets, and reforms in the

statute books prolfide important "within-the-law" targets for the initial

organizing phase.

** In their initial project in Chittamoor ACPC antagonized th local

bureaucrats unnecessarily, lumping them uniformly into the same 'enemy'

camp along with the landlords nnd thus depriving themselves of a potential

ally, particularly during periods of repression by the landowners. More

recently they have changed their strategy, trying to work with the

bureaucracy where they can and not creating an immediate enemy.

t.:
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After succeeding on small actions the community moves on to more funda-

mental struggles using a wide range of tactics - eg. wage strikes, inVading

government offices en masse to press their demands, hunger strikes outside

goVernment offices to demand justice, land occupations, flooding
public officials

with telegrams and/or petitions, organizing support from urban-bated middle class

groups (who could publicize their situation and lobby on their behalf during

a crisis).* This new level of struggle requires a larger mobilization of

people - mass meetings are held, more
labourers are invited to take an active

part, and inter-village
action committees are created to plan joint struggles

and support each other's struggles."

This new stage of struggle represents
a direct attack on the local power

structure and as a result provokes retaliation. The landlords harass their

employees and sometimes fire them, vilify the ACPC orgalZers with government

* Strategies often need to be developed for each new situation. For example

In one of the ACPC areas there is little wag employment - most labourers

are forced to seek work outside the area - and therefore organizing around

wage struggle would have been unsuccessful. A closer study of the area

revealed that urban capitalists were
buying up farming land and converting

it into tree plantations, a form of production requiring a minimum of

labour. The organization, therefore,
decided to focus its struggles on

this land use conversion which would
intensifx unemployment in the area.

Their tactics involved stoppi q trucks coming into the area to plant trees,

harassing bureaucrats about the dale of this land to the outside capitalists,

and pressuring the government to release land to the landless labourers'

organization.

/** Throughout this stage the animateur tries to take more and more of a btric-

seat, advisory role rather than a leadership role. His job is to make

people feel confident that they can do it themselves without any inter-

mediary. It is essential that the victoriea be Ole community's victories,

and not his victories.
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and the political parties, and sometimes openly attack the Harijans. An

effective organizer uses this repression not as a setback but as the provocat-

ion needed to galvanize the labourers into a stronger organization:

Whenever the legitimacy of the system is seriously
undermined by the way the system tries to maintain
itself, it needs ono small efforts to transform the
new awareness among the peasants, of being repressed,
into a stronger revolutionary consciousness. (Holzer, 1980)

These more strategiL struggles begin to take on a deeper significance.

rhey not only achieve concrete gains but they also force the power structure

to recognize the strength of the movement as a whole, They begin to see that

they have to deal with it - tu accept it, destroy it, co-opt it, or come to

terms with it. The labourers' movement hao to use this new reLognition to

press for more demands (Lg. miulmum statutory wage fur all labourers, stopping

all beatings, recognition of the labourers' movement in wage bargaining,

freeing of bonded labourers, etc.) without being co-opted.

5) Cultural Action Programmes and Mass Meetings

These activities are organized at various stages of the process to build

solidarity, deepen tommunity discussion aad understanding of the major issues,

get people fired up, clarify the targtt for a specific stluegle, assure

massive support, and plan and agree on the strategies for struggle. lhese

meetings are normally held before launching a struggle and often bring together

agricultural labourers from a numiwr of neighbouring villages. Their aims art

double-edged: on one hand they want to stir people's emotions and rally their
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support; on the other hand they want to make sure people understand what they're

getting into (eg. possible retaliation from landlords) so they can prepare for

it.

Many of these meetings are conducted in the form of a highly participatory

drama in which audience members respond to challenges and questions from the

actors and discuss the issues presented in the play. This 'cultural action'

programme is the most innovative activity of this kind that this writer has

observed in popular education work anyvhere in the Third World.* ACPC has

recognized the unique role that popular drana can play in conscientization

and organiiation and has evolved a systematic approach for using it in

**
building a popular movement.

ACPC's cultural work grew out of an analysis of the cultural practices

and ideological conditioning of the Harijan community. Harijans are forced

to live In segregated colonies and to maintain their social distance from

caste Hindus yet they are socialized and integrated into the dominant Hindu

culture. Through their economic dependency ol the landlords - working in the

lamilcrJa' "-)As and serving in their houses - Harijans develop a feeling

* This contrasts with most p,, liar theatre programmes in the Third World which

are normally one-off events with weak links to an on-going process of

organization and struggle.

** Many other animation groups in southern India have adopted ACPC's cultural

action methodology. See Renuka's article on CROSS (1978) and other

articles in HOW (New Delhi).
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of cultural inferiority and aspire to become full participants in caste Hindu

society. Harijans uorahip the same god but not in the caste temple, attend the

same festivals and watch the same plays but in a separately demarcated area.

In effect they remain outside observers of someone else's rituals.

Without their own distinctive culture the Harijans cannot, like the tribals,

build an identity and transform their situation out of their own cultural

practice. They have no cultural expression which they can call their own.

The dramas performed by Harijan troupes are mere imitations of the caste Hindus'

puranic dramas which deal with mythological ,hemes legitimizing the caste

hierarchy and (tertian debasement.** Performing troupes which come to the local

area perform in the ,aste Hindu village and Harijans are forced to sit at the

back. Smite Harijan vi11agei hire their own troupes as a form of prestige in

imitation of the caste Hindus but it normally takes several yearb to save up

sufficient funds to pay a professional troupe.

* There are exceptions - drumming which Hariji.ns are expected to provide for

funerals by historical (feudal) precedent and a form of stiqh;fighting

which the landlords discourage because of Its defensive potential.

(Martine, 1980)

** Harijan actors are expected to refr,-in from performing the roles of godu

like Krishna (because this would constitute an "impure act") and get the

greatest pleasure out of playing the villain who ulttnately g,ts killed -

an indication of the extent to which they have internalised caste pre-

judice. The puranic dramas, for many commentators, have a deeper signif-

icance - representing the military and cultural colonization of the

indigenous Dravidian population by the Aryan invaders, the initiators of

the Brahmanic ideology.
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The alternative form of entertainment to which Harijans are increasingly

exposed is the cinema. The Tamil film industry reaches out into the

rural areas as a powerful form of political indoctrination and control.

Through these films agricultural labourers find a temporary release from the

tensions of their troubled existence, and are persuaded to accept individ-

ualistic solutions to poverty (eg. marrying the daughter of a rich man)

propagated by the dominant political parties.* (Sivathamby, 1971)

What was needed was cultural activity organized and performed by the

Narljan communities themselves, expressing their problems, aspirations, and

histoiv of victimization and resistance.
Instead of depending on the landlord's

mytholagical dramas and outside commlercial troupes,
they needed to create their

own dramas as tools in overcoming their own feelings of cultural inferiority,

resisting the ruling class propaganda from the cinema, and fighting for their

rights. These new forms of expression - drama, music, songs, mime, etc. -

could play a vital role in drawing out
and focusing the bottled up anger,

frustrations, and daily humiliation of the hirijans; making people recognize

the source of their exploitation; developing a positive identity as Uarijans

and a class conscioubness; and
mobilizing people for mass action.

Cultural action programmes are arranged at different phases of the

* The USA has no monopoly on movie-star politicians. Many of the most

successful politicians in Tamil Nadu have achieved their fame through the

film median, including the current head of Government, M. G. Ramschandran.
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organizing process. In the initial stage (within.the first three months) the

drama consists of a number of skits on various problems in the village.

Between each eketch the actors discuss the problems with the audience, challeng-

ing them to do somethiag' about the problems:

"Do you know of similar situations?"
"Where, wheu, with whom, how, etc.?"

"Why can't You do something?"
"We are poor, if we take any action,

we'll only get hurt."
"But can't the landlords or authorities

help you?"
"No, the last person who went for help

got beaten. He was told 'First, pay

your debts'.
"If we complain we'll be fired and our

families will starve".

A skilful animateur makes use of the disagreements between members of the

audience - the defeatist and the more daring - to help people deal with their

fear and submissiveness, to raise and overcome some of the conflicts within

the community, and to raise people's hopes for change. (Von der Weld, 1981,

P. 114). These discussions also deal with some of the religious myths which

reinforce passive responses to oppression.

In the second stage the drama shows a group of people (action committee)

coming together and taking action on issues such as water, houge'sites,

electricity, etc. through petitioning a government officer. Th(re is no attempt

at this point to frame the issue in terms of class struggle. The alm is simply

to show that Harijans can solve their problems if they get organized. For

example in one drat . the.women march with their water pots to the government
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office to demand access to a river in their area (which the landlord has

grabbed for his exclusive use). When the bureaucrat refuses their request

they smash their pots in front of him, a militant action which prompts him to

do something about the problem.

The third stage drama marks the beginning of more fundamental struggles.

The class enemy is identified: each of the key powerful figures arc caricatured

and their corrupt or exploitative practices exposed. The drama shows the

labourers organizing to fight against these injustices. The actor playing the

role of a youth leader, who has previoalexperience of urban trade unions,

explains the importance of a labourers' organization and anqwers people's

questions about organizing a strike and tha-consequences of a strike. Actors

and audience discuss the strategies and tactics for a real strike (or other

form of struggle) being planned by that community. Sometimes the actors will

even role-play the reactions of the landlords meeting together.

The fourth stage coincides with the grcwth of the broader movement and

is often enacted to a number of villages whicf are working together on

various strtggles. It shows that individual struggles are not sufficient,

that the labourers need to build links with agricultural workers in other

aras. One of the actors presents the objectives and perspectives of the

agricultural labourers' movement and everyone (including the audience) questions

hint. In the course of this discussion the actor explains new strategies and

tactics for broadening the movement - eg. organizing mass rallies of labourers

ae the district headquatters with a set of demands; organizing hunger strikes

4
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in front of government offices to proteat injustices done to labourers in

other villages; legal prosecution against landlords backed up by mass demon-

strations. The fourth stage drama also introdUces in simplified form a

historical-materialist perspective. The different social formations through-

out history are portrayed so that people can see how the capitalist system has

arisen from a number of other social formations. It also shows how the feudal

landlord is conditioned by the rale he plays in feudal society - he has to act

as an oppressor and never compromise with the poor, he is caught up in a

system which has a history behind it. This gives people some of the analytical

tools for critiquing their own society and understanding how they can move to

a socialist society.

Unlike the short skits used in the adult education classes, the 'cultural

action' programme takes a whole evening. The programme begins about 7 p.m.

with revolutionary songs to attract the labourers returning from the fields.

The whole village gathers around the stage area, which is lit with lights

extending out into the audience and equipped with a loud speaker. The actors

are some of the villagers and a few animateurs. The play is unscripted - the

actors have agreed on a scenario beforehand and each improvises his/her lines.

Although untrained, the actors have no difficulty dramatizing incidents and

characters drawn from their own lives. They caricature their oppressors with

real insight into their idiosyncracies - although in the beginning they have

to overcome the initial fear that the landlords will find out and victimize

them.
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The 'play' is a number of skits on various problems linked through the

principal characters - a clown character (who acts as a narrator/commentator);

landlord, landlord's servant, youth leader - who appear throughout the play.

Songs are performed between each skit. In the second stage draaa observed by

the writer, the play opened with a song by the clown about a liarijan girl who

puts on saris and jewelry like a caste girl but is still ostracized; and

another song caricaturing a Rarijan traditional leader who boasts about his

importance yet is shown to be simply the landlord's stooge.

The rest of the drama shows:

a bonded labourer remaining loyal to his landlord and

being tricked Into signing a false bond paper

another labourer approaching the landlord for a small

plot of unused land, being turned down, and accepting

it meekly

the landlord in collusion with the government officials,

attempting to appropriate drought relief funds meant

for the tiarijan village

a trader adulterating his goods (eg. adding water to milk),

hoarding, and money-lending at exorbitant rates

Harijan initiatives being undermined by religion, alcohol,

and manipulation by the landlords

the bribing of a government official by the landlord.

In the final scene of the drama actors and audience discuss real plans, to
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be out the following day, to pressure government to deepen their well.

They planned to march en stases to the Block Development Office and if he

refused to help them to go on hunger strike outside his office.

Each drama not only shout die problems but gets the audience talking

about them. It is a brilliant example of audience participation and dialogue

(and not in'the rather contrived fashion of conventional post-performance

discussion). The Harijans are just sitting there, resting, tired from the

day's work, enjoying the songA and jokes and slowly becoming absorbed by the

drama. Suddenly they are being challenged and drawn inte it. One of the

characters - for example the loyal bonded labourer - walks Into the open space

i the middle of the audience and taunts them abuut their lack of loyalty to

the landlord. An animateur in the audience is the first to a,gue back but

soon everyone joins in, ridiculing him for being so submissive and accepting

such bad treatment. This actor-audie.':e dialogue continues for 5 to 10 minutes

before shifting back to the stage. Later another actor puts a firm question

to them - "Look, your brother is being beaten. Why are you sitting quietly?

Why are you allowing this to happen?" and this provokes another furlous

response. Sometimes this discussion shifts to the audience itself where a

fierce argument goes on among members of the audience.

This kind of dialogue is repeated at various points throughcat the'drama,

stimulated by the actors, an animateur in the audience, or audience members

themselves. For example when the bonded labourer ls about to sign the false

document or the government officer to be bribed there is a huge uproar with
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everyone trying to warn him - one old woman walks right up onto the stage to

make her points. When tha landlord tries to threaten the labourers (in the

\ audience) into working for him, they shout back: "You don't pay us enough:

Ye won't work without more pay." "You treat your animals better than you

treat us." 'Why don't you send your wife to work to sea how it feels:"

TYour big stomach is because of the money you haven't paid usl" When the

landlord replies, - "I've got the money and'the power. I can do anything"

one person shouts back: "Without our labour you can't get the money so what

art you talking about!"

In the second, third, and fourth stages the drama constitutes n highly

participatory struggle-planning meeting. For example in the third dtage

(Item after introducing the notion of a strike, overcoming'fears, and

explaining its consequences the actor playing the youth leeder leads the

audience in discussing how to organize it - the most strategic tine (during

harvest), stopping labourers from other villages coming for work, winning

their sueport, surviving during the strike, informing the police so their

action 1:4 not misrepresented by the landlords, the terms and conditions for

the strike, anticipating the
landlords' divisive tactics and physical retaliat-

ion, etc.

These discussions with the audience that are built into the drama preclude

the need fc) a follow-up mass meeting. By the end of the cultural evening

there is a very clear understanding of the issues and a firm commitment tp

the action agreed on. Nevertheless there is follow-up. After every performance
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the animateur goes around the village listening to people's reactions. If

there is firm support the action committee meets iamediately to plan and

mobilize people.

The reaction of the landlord is also assessed. The drama represents the

first time the Harijana threaten the landlords openly - ridiculing and criticiz-

ing him and asserting their intention to organize against him. It is important

te see which way the wind is blowing - whether the.landlord will try to stop

the action being planned and if so how he intends to fight back.

Often the landlorda' response is violent. They feel the only way "to

keep the Harijans in their place" is through physical domination. On one

occasion the drama itself provoked this response. The caste Hindus were

attracted by the music and came to see the perfornance.* (This rarely happens

because in must villages the Harijan colony is separate but in this case the

two communities are situated side by side.) They watched silently for e

while but when the actors begun to caricature them they got angry and turned

off the stage lights. The lights were turned back on and the play resumed.

They repented this harassment several times aod finally the actors resorted

to.petromax lights. At the point where the drama exposed the corrupt practices

of a landlord who happened to be sitting in the audience, he got up and ordered

all of the caste Hindus to go home. They left with him but later returned

armed with sticks.

At this stage the drama was portraying the humiliation faced by the

* During the performance 1 obecrved3a landlord cams to check on what was
happening, from a distance. When he challenged one of the outside
animateurs, the latter quick-wittedly responded: "Oh, we're from the

government's Song and Drama Division".
4
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ere"

HarijanArmunity in'having to take the'r dead to th'e graV4<4 through the

o

fields. (There lz no road to their graveyard an4 the cas Ilindus won't allow

them to pass aiong the Main [odd). The actors had moved out of the stage area

carrying the dead body and had formed a funeral procession with the audience

joining in behind,them. When they started to walk towatda thetlandlords'

flelds, the caste Hindus used this as an excuse to attack and a huge fight

4-
w,

erupted. The Hasjjans reported this incident to the police the following day

4
and a case was filed under the Untouchability Act.

In retaliatior ihe landlords increased the pressure,
refusing to give the

Harijans work and making false allegations to
government about the animateur.

The Harljans were forced 0 look for work in neighbouring villages and one

day on-theiN return Journey. they were attacked and beaten, one receiving a

knlfe wound. When the Harijans complained to
the,authorities, they sent two

police trucks and arc:laced 37.Harijans
(including the animateur) and 49 caste

Hindus. Those arrested were beaten i; the police station and ACPC was blamed

for.c&sing the trouble and banned from operitinrin the area. ACPC mounted

a solidarity campaign of Letters and telegripm, and arranged for bail. lite

.
Harijau community itsvIr didn't give up. During this period they organized

a successfu e with the help of Harijans in neighbeuring villages and

refused to provide d suing and laUflie at caste Hindu funerals. When the case

rinally came, to court tite charge against the Harijans was
quashed and the

caste Hindus were lined R5,000 each.
The authorities organised a meeting to

resolve the tension and the landlords were forced to give a written promise

to raise their wages (from R2.50 to R4 per day), to stop the beatings, and to

cooperate with them. (Ravi, 1979).
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COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS

In this final section the three programmes - the Song and Drama Division

(SDD), Jagran, and Action for Cultural and Political Change (ACPC) - will be

analyzed in comparative terms. The origins and objectives, organizational

structure, communication modelorogramme content, and programme procesa will

be examined in turn.

Origins, Objectives, and Audience

SDD was created as one meana of consolidating the state's authority, of

advancing its programme and enliating support for it. Mora apecifically ito

purpose was to propagate_the majur themes of govmrnment's modernization

strategy - savings, capital-intensive agricultural produccicn, family planning,

etc. While adopting the mass campaign approach of China and Russia, it le(t

out a critical Ingredient - WWI mobilization and active participation of the

people. Without this vital component it has become easentially an exercise

in top-down propaganda and bureaucratic paternalism controlled and run by

development planners: "Mere is what government :an offer you. It is up to

you to participate A3 individuals in making use of the services provided."

Development is something that planners/governments do for and to rural peo2le

through communication. In this SDD accepts a modernization framewOrk and see

its work in terms of a) changing traditional attitudes and habits which Impede

development and b) informing people about government services and programmes.

Jagran is not a state inatitution bet ir does have many-of the same
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social origins, modernization ideas, and goals of the SDD. Ita initial

economic, benefactor was the powerful kmerican-funded, family planhing lobby

and its initial work was to promote their idea of the "happy small family".

Since basing their work permanently in the alums of Delhi, JaEran has added

a community development objective (getting people to improve their situation

through collective effort, eg. the maintainance of water taps) and has continued

its initial work, on a broader set of themes, of changing traditional or

negative behaviour arid advertiain the availability of government services.

One new measure over the last few yeara has been a token objective of con-

scientization and politization.

In both of these cases th2 use of the performing aits was not seen as a

strategy of consciencization, of making the poor challenge their situation.

The SW was devised as a form of mass infor-ation, as a means of legitimizing

the policies and practiiea of the Congreas government: In the 60's with the

growing pressure from the international family planning lobby, SDD and Jagran's

media work was seen as an important strategy in getting to the rural and urbar

poor who had bt.,a by-passed by other developmeut programmes, missed out on

the schooling system and were outside the :each A. other media - the object:

to convert them to the small family norm. This was not a broad-based adult

education programme to increase their akil,s and socio-economic possibilities

or to raise their consciousness. There was no material (economiC) reason for

a mass adult education programme which would make the poor more productive.

Their growing landlessness, unemployment, massive migration to the citr,s,
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and marginalization in the cities demanded a means of containing their social

discontent. SDIrdestand Jagran's role was to anaesthetize them, to socialize

them to accept a covliant role in the system (co. getting them to work

together in maintaining the few community water taps rather than demanding

better facilities, blAing themselves for their reproductive habits rather

than struggling against the exploirstion and unjust structures, etc.). It Was

a form of self-help social welfare, social control, and population control.

ACPC is concerned with fundamental structural transformation. Its social

origins lie in the history of Harijan and other labourers' struggles against

exploitation and ACPC's critical assessment and rejection of conventional

development approaches of the state and many non-government agencies. ACPC's

objective As to transform unjust social structures through organizing the

powerless to fight against exploitation and for their rights (including

services promised by government but not delivered).

Ir rejects the notion of development as handing out modernization packaps

and socializing the "illiterate and ignorant masses" to accept the modern

packages (contraceptives, fertilizer, toilets, green leafy vegc, bles, etc.).

It views developmint as a ,,rocess ef social transformation, of overturnirg

unjust stmcturelt, policies and programmes. Its approach hornet. confrontation

- a notion which is diametrically opposed to the SDD's aessmption of a community

oc ".-rest between various classes in a village.

SDD's focus is broad, attempting to reach the 'generaiiss!d' masses - all
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citizens without distinction.
Jagran and ACPC, on the other hand, commit

themselves to a more strategically
defined audience - the marginalised, the

powerless, the oppressed. Jagran and ACPC, however, part company over

strategy and tactica. Jagran was invited by otficialdom to work in the urban

slums; ACPC chose to concentrate its energies on the rural workers, having

discovered thatithe source of urban marginalization is the increasing landless-

ness, unemployment, and impoverishment of the rural peasantry. Jagran responds

to invitations by official agencies (eg. Delhi Development Authority, CkRE,

etc.); ACPC moves into an area only when it has Peen invited by the labourers

in the area.

Organizational Structure and Performers

SDD and Jagran are both hierarchies:
decisions and initiatives are made

at the top and orders are passed down the line of command to the troupes in

the field - the only difference is that Jagran is much smaller in scale and

the 'general' often acconpanies the troupe 'n the field. ACPC on the other

hand is a functional collective: even
though there are varying levels of skill,

unt.erstanding and experience in the group, decisions are made collectively and

evoryone has t 'front-line' role, working and living in the villages.

Structurally ACPC is a decentralized netwotk of local area teams eacn with

full autonomy over initiatives in its own area.

Operationally SDD and Jagran are mobile programmes
dependent c4. Itinerant

troupes who arrive In a community, give a performance, lnd go. AC2C, en the
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other hand, works on a sustained basis in each of its communities and their

cultural programme are not dependent on outside professional troupes. The

villagers in each community, along uLa the local animateurs, produce their

own drama.

SOD's coverage, in comparison with Jagran's,.is relatively sparse; with

a mandate to cover all of India its troupes are only able to visit each of

Indta'a 600,000 villages once every 6 years.* Jagran's work is more concent-

rated, limited to 16 resettlement colcuies in Delhi. However, ev..n Jagran's

coverage has been criticazed lay
Itz a..44.ne0 AA too discontinuous and community

members have suggested that Jagran train a group in each area to do the

work. (Mehra, 1978, p.11).

ACPC and the director of Jagran share a
moral outrage about the victim-

ization of Harijans. ACE% translates this into a deep commitment which

involves giving up the pe:ks and easy ltvtn available to educated Harijans,

working and living with exploited Harijan
labourers, and sharing the physical

*The above estimate assumes that the coverage of SOD's ?0,000 performances a

year is uniform. However a large proportion of these performances take

place in diatrict capitals and other urban centres; many rural villages,

In particutar Harijan colozies, never see a song-and-drama troupe

Raghavan (1978) accounts for this relatively sparse coverage in t.rms of

the low priority given to folk media by communication planners. ie says

that the song-and-drnma programme is viewed more as a supplement :o convent-

ional mass media than a mzjor, property supported tool of mass ecacation in

its own rlght. However, he also admits that "live performances are difficult

and expensive to organize (Raghavan, 1980). This is a firm contradiction

of the conventional view that folk media is cheap: organizing folk media

on a paid and mebile basis is expensive. Salaries and transportation costs

eat up the bulk of the budget and limit the nuober of troupes that can be

maintained in the field.
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risks of class struggle. Roy puts his sense of anger into his sketches

(exposing the corruption.of politicians and condemning Harijan atrocities)

and zakes them to the "forgotten urban poor"*, but these bold statements are

always for the Harijans, rather than with them, i.e., growing out of their

own analysis and sense of dissatisfaction with the system. Roy's moral out-

rage remains bold but limited to the stage; ACIT's condemnation of the

system, is converted through conscientization, organization, and 'struggle

into deeper understanding and action.

Roy's conviction and commitment Is not absorbed by his actors who, like

the SDD troupes, take a more mercenary approach to the work: they join

Jagran to learn some skills which might be marketable in TV or film acting

and to earn some income. rn SDD's ease, the lack of commitment by the

performers is admitted to be one of its major problems:

ihe performers are associated with the work for monetary

considerations. The results that can be achieved are self-

eviLent. The performances go on but no advancement is

made. The edge has never been able to achieve a cutting

sliarpness. (Naarayan, 1974).

The eommodification and tommercializatio. of folk theatre is the main

problem: development becomes a business of disbursing contracts, of hiring

a certain number of troupes for a certain number af performances, rather

than a complex proeesh of bringing about social changv. flu. perfotnwrs

* Until recently Jagran's street theatre for the working class population of

Delhi was virtually unique. However, ovot the last four years there has

been a burst of theatre activity En the streets, open community spaccs,

and outside factory gates, agitating against rape, dowry deaths, lobbying

for reductions in bus fares, etc. (Krishnan, 1980).
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become mercenaries - graded, hired, given a script or a message, and sent off

to propagate something they hardly believe in.* This "mobile-mercenary"

approach has been the major source of criticism of the SDD by Indian

commentators. SDD might have gone in a different direction. In the year

that it was founded, one of its early sponsors, J.C. Mathur, proposed an

alternative scenario for social drama work, based on his experience of

organizing the Mod Handalis in Bihnc. He advocated the development of an

aaateur theatre movement in the villages, arguing that a mobile song-and-

drama troupe would "make almoat as ephemeral an impression as a [mobile] film

unit unless its programme included the organization of local folk parties..."

(Hathur, 1954) By inviting the local amateur or semi-professional aroups to

perform with them in the village performances, exchanging songs and scripts,

taking an interest in their work, and treating them as Lquals, the mobile

troupes would, he maintained, facilitate the deve)opment of a strong,

socially-orie.ted community theatre movement.** (Hathur, 1954, p.27).

Some of these ideas were evident in SDD's early work. They helped

revitalize 30Me village groups and supported the community development

* The cynicism produce) by bureaucratJaing and commercializing development.
drama is illustrated by various groupg accounts of how they attempt to
maximize the benefits from the bureaucratic requirements - eg., one group
gives every actor, including dancers, a token line in the play in order
to take advantage of the higher rates of pay for speaking rqles.

** Many of the organizing ideas are somewhat simila
,. to those of the Chinese

village drama movement in the 40's. See Judd's paper in this volume and
Holm (1980). The Federal Lint. Development Agency (FELDA) in Malaysia
also adopted an animation/mobilization role for its mobile theatre troupe
which tours che newly created settlements in Malaysia, forming a drama
group in each community. (UNESCO/IPPF, 1972).
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programme of encouraging communities
to build their own stages. However,

after a number of years, concerns about "professional standards" began to

dominate and the animation/training/mobilization
role was pushed aside as

more and more resources were concentrated on the development of the full-time

troupes.* The resulting hierarchization of
the troupes employed by SDD

well-paid full-timers operating in the towns and cities snd the part-time

troupes doing the rural work - has exacerbated the rural-urban migraciori

of the performers theMselves, with everyone
aspiring for the full-time jobs

on the urban circuit.**

in criticizing this mercenary approach, one can't blame the actors.

Given their situation in the organizational
structure, their response is

totally realistic. There is no economic security for them in this work, nor

is there any attempt to involve them in a way which fosters commitment. In

the case of the SA part-time troupes, the rate of pay is lower than what

they would get from private shows
andigovernment's interest in them doesn't

extend beyond their 20 performances of publicity drama each ycar:

* Tne notion of the full-time troupes serving as demonstration models for

the private troupes, recommended
by the Vidyalankar Study Team (1964),

has not worked out. The trickle-down effect has been as illusory in

this field as in the rest of development work. Just as the benefits jf

the state have been creamed off by the more po,,erful elasses, so too have

the benefice of a programme partially
instituted to help in tt,e

preservation of the traditional performing arts been siphoned off by the

more powerful groups in the
artistic community, with the part-time troupes

making do with the bare minimum. To expect them to emulate the depart-

mental troupes under these crnditions is unrealistic. (Mane, 1980).

** The idea of a mobilization strategy
(as opposed to a "mobile-mercenary" .

strategy) has been reactivated recently
by several Indian communicators

and adult educators.
kaghavan (1979), Mane (1980), and Danwani (1980),

for example, have all argued that the mobilization of residential troUpes

is the only way of developing a mass
folk media programme and this

recommendation has been supported by a recent national conference on the

subject (Kumari, 1980).
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There has been no systematic thinking and action
for their continuous survival in their own environment.
namely villages, fairs, temples, the ritualistic
festiVities.*-(Hathur, 1977)

Training is minimal.- in Jagran's case - and nmn-existent in the case

of the SDD**. Jagran's training is limited to acting skills and there is no

attention given to developing socio-political understanding and analytical

skills; the training Is functional, geared to a narrowlrdefined performance

context***. In contrast, ACPC's training programme (for both animateurs and

village leaders) is broad-based, socio-politicol in content, and continuous;

it relates dialectically to the process of organization and struggle,

guiding and reflecting on it.

The involvement of the SDD and Jagran performers is limited largely to

acting. Unlike the ACPC animateurs who take part in all strategizing aspects

* A recent conference on folk media in India recommended that government

take an interest in the long-term economic security of the performers

(and not just their immediate usefulness for government's propaganda

purposes) and "educate the folk artists about their rights and help

them to avoid being exploited". (Komori, 1980)

** The low levels of literacy of the troupes has been identMed by many

commentators as a major :onstraint on script production and rehearsal

(eg., Naarnysn, 1974), Yet there has been no effort to provide literacy

training for thess groups. No one has recognised the powerful motivation

actors have for learning to read - as, for example, Sistren of Jamaica

has shown in teaching their actresses to read their oirn seAf-generated

s:ripts. (Ford-Smith, 1981) The itoay is that they're currently

ecpected to promote the national literacy and adult education programle

but nothing has been done to involve them in it.

*** In'the liet of 12 objectives for Jagran's proposed training programme,
not one of the objectives refers to the development of socio-political

awareness. The central function of the training is to develop technical

skills - mime, script-writing, etc.
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df tne work, the SDD and Jagran performers are left out of the process of

selecting, defining, and shaping the message.* They are simply expected to

reproduce the development messages they are given. There is no attempt even

to dialogue with them about their own experience and analysis of the issue

(eg., performers' own lack of literacy skills, experiences with family

planning campaigns, etc.)**

With only financial incentives to motivate them, many of the performers

(especially the SOD troupes) do this work in sufferance; the meagre

income they receive is the price they pay for relinquishing their function

as popular expression, but they need to make a living. However, there is

little personal commitment to the ideas they are expected to disseminate.

As one song-and-drama performer put it when asked about the effect of his

group's performances:

We don't really know. All we can say is that

when we do a good script we entertain people and

when we do a so-so script we bore people. About

what effect we have in the villages, that's

something for the Government to say. (Karams, 1975, p.404)

They resign themselves to their role as protagandists for purposes of

* rats may need to be qualified in the case of Jagran, but on the basis of

tne information available it seems to involve externally produced scripts

and minimal actor participation in shaping them.

** This contrasts significantly with the
Chinese approach to folk med.a work

which treated the traditional actors with respect
and involved them, in

discussing and thinking about the issues. The artists were encouriged

to talk about their own experience of class oppression and to ally them-

selves with the peasants. This was reinforced by structural changes -

eg., the land reform in which the actors benefitted. "lhe animateurs

went into the cosaunities with
humility, a modest standard of living,

and a willingness to learn from the peasants as well as to teach them."

(Judd, 1981)
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survival, but their hearts are not in it - it is not their issue ae(., the

performances lack the dynamism of their own creation:

"They will work for any government department,
political party, fertilizer company, or local
landlord who will pay,them." * (Das, 1980

The ACPC dramas, on the other hand, grow out of the situations,

experiences, and analysis of the actors (vho are themselves villagers).

They are not handed centrally produced, pre-packaged scripts and told to

perform. They create their own dramas out of their own collective analysis

of their immediat, situation and the deeper structures in which ft is

imbedded. This is a genuine expression of the people.**

0. One group of folk performvrs who have successfully resisted a pta.,, ondist

role are the Sauls of eastern India. Their communication is "dialogical,

horizontAl, participatory, and emancipatory"; they engage in discussion

with their audiences and reject both "a passive consumer behaviour" and

"uni-directional communication" For them,
attempts to assimilate the folk media and make of them
'extension arms of the mass media' ... can only result
in a cultural conflict and the necessity of a cultural

struggle. The encounter of the two cultures can only

result in the disappearance, absorption or falsification
of one of the two. (Majamdar and Roberge, 1979, P.10).

** One folk media cla.m is that it is a means through which communities

"have a voice". Ln the case of SDD, it may be their mouthpiece
the traditional dramas that they are used to - but it is

clearly not their voice, by accepting the role as a mercenary, as

a paid spokesman for ideas they have no commitment to, the folk

artists themaelves relinquish their role as a genuine expression

of the people. In this propagandist role they arc no longer the

"carrier of a community's bistory, values, aspirations, etc."
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Communication Hodel and Programme Content

The two "camps" have diametrically opposite approaches to communication

- the former is a "to? down", "banking" exercise; the latter one of conscienti-

cation. The former puts across information in a one-way fashion about topics

largely chosen by decision-makers outspe the community; the latter stimulates

popular expresaion of and discussion and action on problems identified within

and by the community. The former is an exercise in propaganda - an active

wurce operating on a passive receiver with the object of anaesthetizing

people and persuading them to accept the legitimacy of the ideas they are

receiving from the dominant structure. The latter is a Process of engage5nent,

of analysis, of questioning, uf deepening people's understanding and resistance

to the dominant structure.

Tbair differences are not accidental, a matter of selecting optional

methodologies. They are determined by the 1deulagical framework in which each

operates. SDD and Jagran accept the modernization framework, i.e., of trans-

forming the traditional sector through intrufucing modernizing inputs. This

provides the rationale for their "banklag" approach. The poor ara poor

because they are "backward" or "traditional": it is up to the mcdern seCtor

tread the develulamntalist) to overcome their traditional ideas and bad

lmbits and replace them with new wayu of thinking and behaving. This ic

neccssarily c one-way approach because the poor have nothing co contribute

to the interaction being "ignorant" and "backward". Their role is simply to

absoilb the new information, attitudes, and habits.
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For A:CPC the cause of poverty and underdevelopment Is not the "Inade-

quenciew" and "ignorance" of the poor; it is the structural relationahips

which keep people powerless, subservient, and exploited. For them the

critical problems of the poor are not those of "drinking, illiteracy, super-

stition, uncontrolled family, malnutrition, and istsanitation7 as listed by
\'A

one SDD official (Ranganath, 1979, p.1). These are only' the symptoms of
2

their exploited and unjust treatment - the effect of their impoverishment,

nut the cause. For ACPC the key Problems are thane of exploitation,

vIctimIzatU,,ostracization, and injustice.

For ACK. the of the poor cannot be solved merely by

propagating modern information, skills, and technologies., "Bnnking" the

poor with modern information and Ideaa won't get at tho fundamental scaoc'tJrel

which are keeping them powerlesa and oppressed. Thia "development as

modernization" process will only integrate them more successfully into the

structures which are k'eeping them exploited, stifling their frustration, and

growing discontent, cunvcrting their anger iato self-blame, and redirecting

their collective potential into individualized ways for adjusting to the

syt,em,k or collective ;actions which do nut threaten the system. So ACPC's

comiunication a4roach had to be one whit romoted an active rather than

passive response, workpd on peple's anger and d ssatisfaction with their

situation (rather thananaesthetlzing them), encouraged peoPle to, question

and analyze the issues(tather than merely accepting ths_Idaes--Ind,directions

of the animateurs), deyeloped their confidence, unity, and fighting spirit,
1

and promoted concrete tnd confrontational actions which would demonsirate

they could do scmething to challenge their victimization if these were organized.
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%, Let us now take,a more detailed look at each of these appioaches to

communication. SDD's approach Is crudely top-down: this is best represented

by the diagram on page b of Farmer's book, Traditional Folk Media in India,

which shows SDD's vertical communicatiou structure flowing from the urban
I

I

development planner to the audience in the field,* The decisions about content

I

and the choice of messages are all taken iyational or district capitala;

the lob of the artist ia to out it across af.,d the audience to listen.

Jag

:

mahs a much smalle;'scale operation and its banking approach is not

i

immediat.lyievident from the Freirian rhetoric it uses to describe itself.

1 f

However, M,r analysis of its process and the content of its plays gives a

0clear pic 4re of its conventional approach to communication, To begin with

Jagran uften claims that its "themes come from the people".A An analysis of

the history of their repertoire, however, shows that it reflects the history

of their varying sponsorship() - Pathfinder Fund, etc. (family planning),

tARE-in(Ka (nutrition), United Commercial Bank (savings and loans), Year of

the Cli,Ly (deprlVed children),,etc.**

* 'Thin conttadictc One of the major clapcs of folk media that it is a

bottom-up alternative to the mass media. In fact, it is used just like

the mass media with centralized production ot messages and limited local

participation and dialogue.

** one mfght. auspc(t that their recent aidition of "conscientization" fusues

reflect their curren( spunsorship by relatively more radical (unders -

eg., OXFAM, church,groups, etc. Thalr anti-untouchability play

(Harijan) is not a revolutionary message: it is one of the same "20-

point programme" ..hemes propagated by SDD.
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Jagran's repertoire Includes few issueu which would seem to reflect the

priorities of the slum dwellers.* There are no sketches, for example, on,

a) the landlessness, unemployment, and impoverishment which force people to

Lome to the cities; b) Sanjay Chandi's slum clearance and stcrilization

campaign; c) the exploitative and insecure working conditions for unskilled

labourers; d) the inadequate serviees in the colonies; el transportation

problems in getcing to and from work and all of the services based outside

the colonies (eg. schools); f) hoarding and blackmarketing**; g) the

problem of dealing with officialdom, etc.

Jsgran's repertoire, then, is not a set of Freirian codes. It is a

core of pre-fabricated knowledge defined by experts, whieh is, in Roy's

words, "hammered Into their consciousness". This "curriculum" approach tu

development theatre limits It to the kind of general.education available

in a school - a well-defined curriculum (read ideology) of tho..c who control

the society and not a content growing uut of the struggles of alum dwellers

for bettet working and living conditions.***

* Those dramas which do reflect bOMC of their major problems eg.

manipulation by local politiiians or ill-treatment of Rarijans - a) are

not specific or focussed enough for a community to organize around;

b) tire resolved in ways that underestimate the socio-polit(cal
constraints in taking individual action (cg. the problems in getting

a bank loan, ration card, etc.); and/or c) focus on the symptms, not
the root causes.

** This issue was addressed only after they were pressured by local

people into doing a sketch on this theme.

***Compare this with the identification proeess and use of ACPC's key

issues on pages447 to 449
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The Jagran and SDD "curriculum" and the mobile nature of their work

forces them to adopt a generalized approach to swareness-raising. Their

plays are not the rallying call for specific actions or struggles. Their

anti-untouchability plays, for example, give a general picture of Harijan

victimization, but fail to bring out the specific injustices (eg., beatings,

rapes, etc.) in that particula: community around which the community could'

organize. In contcast, ACPC's plays reflect the immediate probleus and

organizational needs of the local community; their dramas serve the direct

purpose of'organizing to fight for basic rights better working conditions,

an end to ostracism, etc.

The major contrast between SDD
and Jagran, on one hand and ACPC on the

other, is the way they reflect reality. SDD and Jagran present a one-dimen-

sional view of reality which is incapable of leading people to a deeper under-

standing ot the structural context of their oppression through a process of

dialectical analysis. Each skit presents one neat technical solution for a

single problem, often in the form of a set/ice provided by
government, with

no reference to the
socio-political contexi nor any indication of the socio-

political implications of the solution prescribed. If you have so many

children you can't get on tne buses "Stop at two, more won't do!" If you

are exploited as a rickshaw puller, get a bank loan and buy your own rickshaw.

If you have an unbalanced diet, eat green leafy vegetables.
These easy slogans

fail to address, for example, a) the economic circumstances
(need for labour

and old-age security)
which force people to have large families and the issue
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of transportation itself b) the exploitation of rickshaw palters and the

red tape and corruption involved in getting a development loan c) the under-

lying polit1cz1 economic conditions which often leave people wAhout any diet

let alone a balanced diet. Instead of giving a broader picture of people's

material conditions, the political-economic structures which create those

conditions, and the obstacles they face in taking individual or collective

action, an easy technical solution is offered.

There is no use of contradiction, which would make people question and

deepen their understanding. The answers are simple: adjust your behaviour

in a certain way, use the prescribed government services, and work together

to maintain the few water taps and public toilets and everything will be lovely.

There is no sense of the real limitations on any of these actions, their

implications, or of the possibly negative consequences. This is not a form

of conscientization which gets people thinking. This is anaesthetizing

propaganda, "educating the masses by Influencing their subsconsciousuess".

iShiveswarkar, 1978)

Each of Jagran's topics are treated as discrete problems requiring a

separate solution; there is no attempt to show their linkages (for example

between Harijan victimization and alcoholism) or their common roots in the

* The residents we talked to after a Jagran performance claimed that gteen

leafy vegetables was all they could afford and that it was part of their

regular diet.
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underlying political economic structure. For example many of the problems

have their origins in the exploitative working conditions - eg. deprived

children, alcoholism, malnutrition, etc. - yet they are treated separately

and diagnosed in terms of morality or the behaviour of the "victims" rather

than the unjust social structures which underpin all of these problems.*

Without bringing out the connections between problems, the symptoms

(heavy drinking, malnutrition, borrowing money, etc.) ale presented as the

real problems and the crucial underlying causes (low wages, insecurity of

employment, inequitable treatment, etc.) are deftly concealed. As a result

problem.; are tre.ted an technical
problems requiring technical solutions (go

to the bank tor loans, to the clinic for contraceptives, eat green leafy

vegetables) which only pc.vide a parrial answer to the fundamental problem.

Coupled with the technical prescriptions and slogans la a "Blaming the

ViLtin" attitude. As agencies serving an implicit legitimation and social

control ionction, SDI) and lagran produce d-imas which ask*: the poor feel

responsible for creating the situation the;, I:c in. Ihjs Is dot:, by distract-

ing attention trom what, the
dominant clahses are doing to the poor tic. bY

* The 1974 and 19/8 evaluations of Jagran recommended that Jagran present an

even narrower picture of reality, limiting each of thcir skits to one

message since they claimed multiple messages confused the audi-nce. The

example Lited to Illustrate C 's point was the double-barreled play on

family planning and savings. The depiction of a family's increasing

impoveri,hment duo to more and more children was under,tood by many viewers

as merely a warning against indebtedness.
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leaving out the historical aspect - their history of rural and urban exploit-

ation - and economic relationships) and poking fun at the poor themselves.

Through the character of Rama in SOD's Rama-Shamo dramas, the poor are

ridiculed for their large families, their 'traditional' farming methods, th.ir

insanitary habits, etc. They are left with a sense of guilt, that i; is their

backward behaviour which is the ultimate problem and not the social system

which pushes them off the land and out of ti.job, deepens their indebtenness

tiod dependency through criminally high interest rates, etc. By restricting

the scenes to the domestic sitcation and ignoring Rama's economic life gnd

social relationships, the whole rationality for producing a large family is

subtly removed and Rama can be blamed for his "irrational", "backwarr

behaviour.

Jagran's use of mime takes a similar direction. Unlike ACPC who Use

ridicule au a form of deuiancu against the landlords and a means of bolster-

ing the courage of the labourers, Jagran uses ridicule as a weapon against

the poor. Although their intentions are positive - they feel that seeing

Wale on one hand blamdng the poor for being "traditional" and "irrational",

oi the other Dand SOD exploits their
"traditional" sentiments (eg. affect-

ion for mythological stories) to convince them to accept u4aern ideas.

For example instead of using rational arguments for Family Planning which

address their material conditions and the socio-political constraints,

SOD's dramas manipulate people's affection for traditional symbols and

stories (eg. the military defeat of the 100 Kurawa villains by the 8

Pandawa brothers) to legitimate the notion of small families.
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their problems and inadequacies exposed will benefit the pLor - by focusing

largely on the "defects" and "traditional behaviour" of the poor without show-

ing how these are socially prod6ced, Jagran undermines their confidence.

By blSming people a) for not eating the right foods and burying their money

in the ground when their pay is so
small they can hardly cat at all; b) for

not limiting their fdmilies and not sending their children to school w),en

their surNival often demands extra breadwinners and school fees are prohibit-

ive; c) for taking loans from the money lender when their "salaries are so

small it's difficult to manage to the end of the month" (Mehra, 1978) and

the national banks don't give loans for consumption or health expenses; people

are made to feel inadequate. It is no wonder that some of Jagran's audiences

S.

assumed that the purpose of depicting
their problems was to

criticize them rather than to arouse their consciousness and

motivate them to act. Some of these people felt that the

problems of rich neople should be given equal time.

(Mehra, 1978, p.12)

While Jagran describes their work In Prei.e-type terms of "making people

question their own situation, rousing them out of their stupour, and gettiag

them to resist being exploited" (Roy, 1980), this questioning process

has been to look not outside at
the broader structures but yithin, otting

people to examine their own
"disabilizing" behaviour, as if It is autono-

mous and unaffected by the pressures of the social system. However, some

of Jagran's work (eg. Politician, Harijan) does represent a protest against

the Ills of the society.
The problem deems to be that Jagran has not

discovered how to mobglize this protest
and the anger oi the people. They

diffuse it by spending too much time
emphasizing the personal "defects"

of the poor which are in fact situational responses to the oppression and

not inherent defects.
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To them the main problem is not within themselves but the system which produces

their indebtedness, alcoholism, delinquent children, insanitation, etc.

Audience resistance to "victim-blaming" or other forms of dominant

class propaganda is not unique to Jagran's woe..* The general reaction to

SDD dramas seems to be passive resistance: they certainly appreciate the

entertainment value but turn off to the propaganda. (Abrams, 1975, p. 404)

lbey prefer propaguada drama to a speech by an official, but it's still Pio-

paganda and they treat it as such. They regard the performers as just play-

ing, just performing for the income it earns having no sense of commitment to

the messages.

fheir reaction, however, is not always passive: becausc the SIM troupes

were used in a massive way during the coercive sterilization campaign of the

Emergency, many non-SDD troupes first
arriving in a remote rural village

find villagers running away from them, until they can explain they have

**

nothing to do with family planning.

The Issue of alcohol - which is
addressed by Jagran and ACPC - provides

* Many studies of the impact ot dominant class media have focused, in a non-

dialectical way, entirely on its manipulative potential without assessing

working class resistance to it.

** The troupes also provided the
entertainment at the large vasectomy camps

organized during this period.
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another point of comparison. In Jagran's dramas the men are blamed for heavy

drinking without any reference to the structure which produces and maintains

this drinking problem. ACPC, on the ocher hand, shows in its drama a) how

men turn to drink because of the pressures of their exploited situation,

b) the vested interests involved in alcohol production, and c) the landlords'

use of drinking to maintain their control over the labourers. In the dis-

cussions which are woven into the drama people raise the importance of deal-

ing collectively with the drinking problem as a vital aspect of organizing a

successful struggle.

SAD's and Jagran's portraits of
reality.rarely depict class conflict

(lct alone class relationships).
The overall image of society that is pro-

jected is that of harmony and
co-operation, rather than of conflicts and

division. Where conflict is portrayed, it is within the neighbourhood

between poor people themselves or the conflicts within families. By contrast

in the ACPC case class
conflict is portrayed as the core of the drama and

provides the basis (or dialectical analysis.* By limiting their scenes to

to the colonies (on the whole) Jagran eliminates the potential of using

dialectics, of showing the differences
between the working and living

conditions of working class and middle class people and relationships between

them. Where Jagran does inIrtray class conflict (eg.
exploitation of the

* lhe notion of difference - of dialectical opposites -
is key ta the ACPC

method. it is the source of
dissatisfaction which makes people question

inequality and make demands on the system which produces inequality.
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rickshaw puller) it is resolved not through dealing with it (eg. organizing

with other rickshaw pullers to demand a fair wage) but through an individ-

ualistic solution (getting a loan to buy a rickshaw) which itself poses

some problematic class relationships (ie. bribing officials, etc.).*

In SOD'S ease they resolve their class conflict dramas (cg. Harijan

victimization) not through struggles by the Harijans to demand equitable

treatment but through paternalistic, "change-of-heart" response by an

individuat landlord. In contrast ACPC's dramas show how unrealistic the above*

solution la: that landlords arc locked into their class position, that it ts

difficult for them to move outside their class interests In order to treat a

labourer in a non-exploitative way. They exploit the Harijan not as a matter

of will or choice - their position in the system demands this way of behaving.

Landlords resist Caste reforms precisely because caste discrimination is

closely linked with economic exploitation.

In both eases SDD and Jagran present unrealistic proposals for solving

the problems of workirg class people because they fail to consider tia real

constraints and possibilities within the power struiture. They are too neat,

After the Jagran performaace that I observed, I asked to meet with a

few audience members to discover their reactions. When I asked about

their feelings towards family planning, onc woman started.to deacribe

the brutal trestment her husband had received In being sterilized during

the Emergency. The Jagran director interrupted Immediately and said -

"This woman Is dominating the discussion" and then beamed with pride

when another woman Spoke np in praise of family planning.
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too simple: they assume 'hat the bureaucracy will respond quickly to. provide

the services and legat provi3ions promised er that the local power structure

will not attempt to interfere with the wily in which these services and laws

are implemented.* The ACPC dramas on the other hand show that it is unreal-

istic for harijans to wait'for a landlord's change of heart to get better

treatment or to expect a bureaucrat to provide house sites, bonde'd labour

reforms, etc. without a certain account of collective pressure. Their dramas

show people how to pressure the landlords and civil servants for better work-

ing and living conditions. Uhere SDD and Jagran limit themselves to giving

the poor information on government services and reforms, ACPC shows them

(in du: drams) and actually organizes them to assert their legal rights and

deuand those services and reforms.

Programme Process

ACPC's cultural programme is an integral part of a total social trans-

formation process (conscientization, lea(k -ship development, organizing, nnil

struggle) and its "actors" are anisateurs and villagers: atting Is only one

of their tatks and it is integrated into their total animation protess.

SIDD's and Jagran's dramas are "one-off" events and the actois ar- primarily

* Or that the problems will go away if the poor simply rehabilitate

themselves, adopting modern habits and behaviour.
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performers - their job is to put on a good show and once it's over to hlt

the road.

ACM dramas are rough-and-rendy sketches acted (Tout by members of the

community expressing their problems and provoking discussion on the source

of their problemm and what needs to be done. Jagran and SpD's dramas are

polished "uell-finiuhed plays" performed by outsiders presenting both an

**

outsider's view of people',3 problems and a solution. The former has a

rough story-line worked out by the village actors beforehand which lerues lots

ot room for improvisatiun, changes in.plot, and dialogue with the audience,

including lots ol sequences where the audit:11,e takes over the drama. The

latter is a scripted ol Ai least .1 tightly controlled play with no audience

participation. In the tomer the oudttnte work out their own 501ution ii the

course ot the drama; in the latter the solution is pre-packaged and toady to

be con*umed.

In the ACPC cultural a,tion programme, discussion is woven into the

drama, takes place between scene, and is organtied Own the dramas ire ove:;

its object - to deepen people's understanding ot
the ishue:. a1 to talk about

-------------

A The Jogran actors in fact have a much longer-term involvement
in each

colony, but their work is essentially communication and largely ends

when the performance ends.

** The distinction between these two types of drama is clearly made in the

Crow and Etherton paper in this volume.
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what might be done about the problem and organizing to do something. The

Jagran or SOD cultural event is structured primarily as a performance. Any

form of interactiun with the audience is not a genuine dialogue but simply

a form of mestage reinforce...ent. For example a Field Publicity Officer

answering questions at:the end of a per.ormance is not attempting to raise

the issues but to put acrosetechnical information. A Jagran commentator

who asks the audience "How many children makes a happy family?" is simply

extracting confirmation that the message has been communicated. Describing

this feedback process ai "dialogue" it as doubtful as calling a one-way

*perfvmance "conacientization".

In the catie of SDD an4 Jagran the relationship between the performance

and follow-up action is problematic. For SDD it largely dePends on the

enthusiasm of local development workers; SOD staff admit that co-ordinat4on

la weak. SDD and Jagran 4ramas primarily point towards individual behavioural

change. However, Jagran also stalks about collective action - but it sees

thin in mechanical, linear way as flowing out of a long conscientization

Jr:gran actors also conduct
pOst-performance interviews but these are for

evaluation purposes (to satisfy donors) collar than developing collective

discussion and action. In the SDD case pout-performance discussion exists

only on paper; the event is conceived essentially as a form of passive

entertainment and the tight itinerary
doeset leave time for discussion

and follow-up. Hven if there was discussion, the programa:Vs location'

just outside the panchayat
would restrict'open participation - only the

,

upper caste, richer
farmers tend to speak at these meetingtr.

.*
.

a-
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Before they can become organized and politicized
cheir consciousness needs to be raised. It's a

long proceas. The first stage is to bring in
awareness. People are unaware of the possibility

of change. If it is hammered constantly, the
consciousness may bring about change.

(Roy intcrview, 1980)

lagran has no organizational strategy beyond that of bringing people together

tor a performance. They.seem to believe that once people have been "awakened",

have reached a certain level of awareness then an organizational process will

develop spontaneously and people will take action.

This is in direct contrast with ACPC's work where organizing is a

deliberate process and consciousness and organizing grow dialectically:

Conscientization is not simply a process of making

conscious. The permanent liberation of man and his

full humanization are not worked out in the intesior
of his consciousness but in the wide area of history.

(Von der Weld, 1981, p.50)

People cannoi be exposed to awareness; it is not something you "hammer" into

someone. Social and political understanding is only acquired when put into

practice, but in addition it is learn'ed from experience, from taking action

Action in the ACPC process not only flows out of but also constitutes

"awarenessraising": marching on the government office and discovering you

can not only mske your case but argue back when the official shouts at you

is as much a part of the growing cqnfieence and class consciousness as sitting
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in a study circle or participating in an ACPC drama. Learning in ACPC is

dialectical, leading to action and in turn being informed by action. Learn-

ing In Jagran's case is a static, passive process, uninfOrmed by action or

meaningful dialogue.

Jagran attempts to cover itself by maintaining an ambiguous community

rolZ...
While aiming to arouse community action, it resists taking on the

organizational responsibility itself. (It argues that as an outside organiz-

ation it is not its role to organize the people.) Its job is to "hammer"

in awareness and if the community doean't take action then they can be

blamed for being "apathetic".
While maintaining informal contacts with local

leaders and organizations, its collaborative work with local residents'

associations seems to be limited. (Fernandez, 1980) While it is true they

consult local leaders in planning their daily programme, there is little

attempt to put their 'theatre' directly at the service of the residents

association - for example to rally support for a specific struggle or

* In the assessment of Freire's work in Brazil a
misinterpretation is often

made that his Lonscientization work was a precondition for political

action, that it triggered off a revolutionary movement. In fact, as

Frelre has clarified in Pedagogy in Process, his work evolved in response

to peasant and worker struggles (1978, p. 110). lhus conacientization

became an additional tool for
deepening class consciousness, sharpenig

the perception of the contradictions in the social relations of pioduction

and heightening worker's
struggle (which was already going on).
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initiate a community dialogue on an issue.

Jagran and SDD motivate people to make individual use of the available

government services (clinics, family planning, fertilizer, loans, savings

schemes, house sites, etc.). ACPC as one form of struggle, develops popular

orgaaizations to confront government and demand these services which, due to

official corruption or sheer inertia are not available or are appropriated

by the rich landovners. Collective actions promoted by Jagran - eg. collect-

**

ive maintenance of water taps - are not challenges against the system.

They are the classical forms of 'self-help' community development which are

used by the state to control people's collective energies and to divert them

from pressuring government for adequate services.
* * *

Jagran's response to evaluation findings showing few collective actions

stimulated by their vork is that people are apathetic. People are blamed for

k In the SDD case there is no on-going structure or organization within

vhich the members of the audience can deepen their understanding of the

issues and take collective action.
Neither the itinerant troupe nor the

government information officer are in a position to develop such an on-

going structure.

** Where they do talk about revolution they keep it on the stage. ACPC. on

the other hand, rehearses a
struggle on the stage and then goes and

carries it out.

*** Another example of community action stimulated by a Jagtau performance

was a self-help cleaning campaign during a sweeper strike. But as a

form of strike-breaking this too
reinforces the status quo, undermining

the struggle of the exploited Harijan sweepers. (Lambert, 1981)
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not taking action as if apathy is a self-inflicted characteristic of urban

squatters. Without a clear explanation of its historical and soCio-political

roots, apathy takes on the function of an explanatory cause of poverty, rather

than being understood as a response to an inequitable social structure. In

this way the Freirian concept of a "culture of silence" is converted into

the "blaming the victim" ideology of conventional development work. Slum-

dwellers are "underdeveloped" because they are "apathetic" and "resistant

to change"; Jagran's role then is to "awaken" them, "to arouse themnut of

their stupour". If they don't act, then it means they are still "apathetic"

and more consciousness needs to belhammeredlinto them.**

Jagran seems to define "apathy" as the condition of a) not taking up

the services and opportunities available
from government or b) lack of co-

operation in using the colony's water and sanitation facilities. Instead of

regarding people's inaction in the above prescribed way as something negative,

k*

This view of apathy is different from Frtire's. Apathy in a Freirian

sense can only be defined in dialectical terms - as a response to

oppressive relations. Peasants are "apathetic" only in the sense that

they have been forced to internalize
the oppressor's ideology, to accept

a subservient and passive role within an exploitative structure.

Jagran is a good example of pseudo-Freirian methodology. It incorporates

Freire's ideas, at least the rhetoric, into its work without making

any basic adjustments to their propaganda work. By sleight-of-hand

Freirian problem-posing becomis converted into problem-prescribing,

critical thinking into slogan banking% and collective struggle into main-

taining the totally inadequate facilities provided by government.
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it may in fact be a totally positive response, a form of resistance to the

manipulative purposes of the state which destroyed people's homes and original

,ommunity (in which they had a strong organization of their own) and now want

to control popular organizations so their energies are channeled in harmless

self-help actions rather than struggles for basic rights, adequate facilities,

better working conditions, etc. gpa,hy is not a self-induced phenomenon;

it is a historical outcome of social control policies of the dominant class.

CONCLUSION

These case studies have shown that theatre can be used on one hand as a

sedium for dittating the views and prescriptions of the dominant class;

legitimizing the s,stam And controlling people's participation in It; shifting

the blame fur poverty from the oppressive structures to the "self-impoverlith-

ing" poor; And anaesthetizing people sc that they participate uncritically

in reproducing the apparatus of domination. However theatre c.an also be used

As part of a social transformation process in which the oppressed express their

problems and grievances, deepen thvir understanding of tht) exploitattvt ,u, lal

structure, and build confidence, class consciousness. and powr through

organizing and struggling against oppression.

* In their original squatter areas they were highly rganized and had evolved

effective methods of communal decision-making and collective action for

self-defence. (Singh, 1977) This was their orgnnizational basis for

resistance to the sterilization drive during the Emergency. The violent

move to the resettlement colonies fragmented them ani smashed their

organizations. It is no wonder they are reluctant to build new ones

in the bureaucrat's mould.
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POPULAR THEATRE, POPIBLKR EDUCATION AND

URIAN COMMUNI ORGANIZING IN HXXICO

by

Carlos and Graciela Nutlet

N.1

This is a detailed case study of the educational and cultural work of

Instituto Nexicano para el Desarrollo Comunitario (MEC), a non-government

organization working in popular education and community organizing in the

urban working class neighbourhoods of north-western Mexico. It will begin

with a description and an lysis of a) the socio-political context at Ehe

national and local levels and b) INDEC's overall educational and organizational

programme, using as an example its project in the community of Santa Cecilia;

then it will focus more specifically on the
educational-cultural aspect, both

its theoretical approach and practical methodology.

BACFGROUND

National Context

MexiCo, with 10 million Inhabitants, is, after Brazil, the most

populoua country in Latin America and the third in geographic surface area.

1. Editor's Note: The original case study produced for the Berlin Seminar

.
was 78 pages In length and included an appendix on popular theatre

workshops in Nicaragua. For purposes of this volume, the paper had

to be shortened and in the process the Nicaraguan section was cut out.

The original paper can be obtained from Carlos ane Craciela NuHez,

IMDEC, Av. Chspultepec Sur 52, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico. Part of

tbe section on pe Nicaraguan popular theatre workshops is included in

the Latin American working group report.
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It is a country of great social contrasts,
where differences between rich

and poor are scandalous; there does exist, however, a numerous middle class,

the product of n growing process of industrialization.

The contrasts are to be seen as well in many other aspects, for

example on a regional level where geographic, clia*latle, ethnic, economic,

I
.and cultural differences represent several "countries" enclosed within one.

At the ethnic level, Mexico maintains an
indigenous population of 3.5 million,

speaking 30 different languages.

In spite of the Revolutidn of 1910, the conditions of exploitation,

marginality, and cultural domination are no different from those In many

f6ther countries of the region, because in fact the Rev)lution was appropriated

by the Oligarchy, who allowdd Mexico to be over-run by North American

imperialism.

In synthesis, Mexico has become an underdeveloped capitalist society

dependent upon national oligarchic and
transnational interests (5.21 of the

major enterprises represent foreign capital). There is unbalanced development

based on monopolistic principles both in the economic and political spheres.

This contradicts its international image which is one of liberty,

independence and solidarity. This image is, of course, Justified with respect

to its external policies - eg. Mexico's support for Cuba, Allende's Chile,

Nicaragua, etc. However, its internal politics, though better than in most

other Latin American countries, leaves much to be desired. The critical

situation in which the indigenous population, farm and'factory workers llve,

511.1
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the selective repression (and in some areas, as In Chiapas, the open

repression) and the political manipulation needs to be thoroughly examined

for it is in this context that IMDEC's work has developed.

Local Context:Guadalniara

The city of Guadalajara in which IMDEC is based is an urban center

with many of the characteristics that typify c.ities in underdeveloped and

'dependent countries.

Nevertheless, Cundalajara has its own unique eharacteriutics based

on its historical origins. It was established during the colonial era as a

political, military and religious centre. Later it consolidated th1;

situation, becoming the chief financial, commercial and administrative '

centre for the entire western region of Mexico, receiving all surplus

produced in the area and transferring it( to the more developed centres of

the economy. It is a service centre, rather than an/industrial city, with

comner:e, finance, and banking playing dominant roles. Over the laut two

de,adta this uommercial interest hns bten largely direLted towards real

estate speculation made possible by the monopol> on land and tia. astute

management of what is a captive market.

The popanrion has risen dramatically over the last three docadea,

increasing from 377,000 in 1950, to over two million in 1980, largely

through migration frOm the rural areas. The financial, commercial, and

real estate interests have beLefitted from this migration, turning the

settlement of migrants into a profitable business and pre-empting the

5 LI 5
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possibility of violent property takeover (eg. squatter possession) that i3

common in other parts of Mexico and Latin America.

Up until the 70's this..settlement of migrants was carried out through

private land develcemtnt. Four or five groups of land monopolists, in

collaboration with the commercial and financial interests and with the

collusion of civic authorities, 'developed' large areas of land to settle

the thousands and thousands of new migrants. The ladi WO9 divided into lots

and sold on an individual basis with minimal or non-existent services (in

violation of the law) at vast proffits to the speculators. Organized

resistance to these exploitative conditions was avoided by the individualized

approach to settlement: the migrants competed with one another for land

and their political loyalties were manipulated for favours in getting

services.

In a few words: economically the small surplus of the "under-employed"

was captured; politically this population in transition trom rural to

urban was "declassed"; ideologically a mark=u1 individualism was fostered

which is contrary to the collective characteristics of city life.

These characteristics, in conjunction with the great mphtlity,of the

popular masses produced by their lack of roots in the land and the difficulties

in getting house sites and services has influenced the type of methodology

adopted by IMDFC.

In the 70's due to che scarcity of Urban land the 'developers'

turned to peri-urban rural land as the source of further speculation - in
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particular communal property known as eliclos. Ejidos were established as

a result of the agrarian reform following the Mexican Revolution of 1910.

In theory they are protected by the Mexican Constitution and the Agrarian

Reform Law which prohibits the sale or rental of ejidaI property; in practice,

due to the corruption of political authorities in colluaion with dominant

economdc interests, ejidos have become part of the urban real estate market.

The Mexican Government, instead of putting an end to this practice, h'as

recognized and slowly legalized it: using it as a lemobilizing pressure to

suppress attempts at collective organization. The "sale" is on an individual

basis snd thereby demobilizing, while the purchasing population is further

subje-t to greater pressures and/or repression by virtue of holding "illegal"

possessiOn of the land. There is no property title or deed and there are no

public aervicea whatsoever.

The guilty party, on the other hand, is paid for the land he sold, and

by such achieves a double payment; this double payment then must be met

directly by the purchaser who first must pay the seller and then once again

.make pa;ment but this time through the organism created by Government to

legitimize and legalize the fraud.

Both of these forms of settlement - private land development and the

sale of ejidos - haq4 produced a large amorphous urban mass: individualistic,

lacking in class consciousness, highly mobile, living under serious pressure,

' and badly exploited yet at the same time, desporaie and capable of a certain

resistance which shows the underlying potential for and consciousness of

Struggle.
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The Economic Context

Guadalajara is a service centre rather than an industrial city.

Although industrialization is rapid and accelerating, 902 of the existing

6,170 factories were founded after 1959 - only 72 of these can be considered

major industries (eg. 5,750 of these factories employed an average of only

20 workers per factory). Factory production in Guadalajara represents 52 of

national industrial production, although in some commodities, footwear for

example, Guadalajara constitutes the primary national production centre. The

heavy industries are branch plants of transnational companies, producing

parts (eg. transistors for
computers) for the main production process which

takea place In the U.S.A. The secondary sector embraces 38.6% of the

economically active population, while the tertiary represents 59.51.

A. form of production which has
flourished in Guadalajara, taking

advantage of the vast and unorganized pool of migrant labour is maquiln -

cot,tage industries or semi-industrial workshops which function in precarious

condltiens, producing partial products
for brand names backed by a commercial

firm (for marketing purposes) but
without any backing from a major industrial

plant. This sort of partial product
enterprise has neither adequate

installations nor the required
machinery to achieve a level of, competitive

efficiency. It Is only able to compete in the marketplace through super-

exploitation of the labour force: piecework payments, salaries below the

minimum wage, excessively long working
hours, lack of benefits such as

houpital ineurance, housing programa, etc.

In some instances, the
"maquila" enterprise is undertaken as the
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principal economic activity of the family, while in others it repreeents a

chance or random salary opportunity, and as such means that conditions can

be carried to even further extremes. The more the process of production

depends on the artisan, the greater is the supply of labour, and therefore

the lower the remuneration.

In these fierce conditions of exploitation the family's situation

worsens; they are forced to employ more and more family members in the

family workshops, and to restrict the number of children going to school.

Often the family sacrifices the education of the majority ,o get one or two

membeta highly educated in the hope that this will provide a solution to

their economic problems.

From the socio-political point of view, the =guile worker is

prevented from seeing his working conditions objectively, because he is

ignorant as to production procesees, is isolated in his working situation

and does not belong to a union; all of the above make more acute his sense

of individualism, a carry-over as well from his recent past as part of the

rural production mode.

This declassing and deproletarianizatjon is a continuoua process, and

the possibility that his precarious situation might change becomes more and

more remote. Secondary conflicts between members of the same class appear

frequently, due to the system of intermediary hierarchies within "maquila"

production. In other words, an exploitative production mode can be maintained

with no serious conflicts to the aystem which sustains it, given that,

a) the demand for employment always favoura the eupplying party and,

5 08
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b) the labour force ie fragmented and lacking in class consciousness. So

'success' iu iseep,ag the city free of
conflicts, at least in this context,

seems guaranteed.

There do exist, nonetheless, serious
contradictions which day by day

become further evident and which are generate/. by a competitive incapacity

at more complex levels (national and international), because when volume

increases, it becomes difficult to ensure
quality and timeliness with a

diversified producUon system; controls and intermediaries must be increased,

or the factors of production must be "joined together" with the foreseeable

consequences.
The "maquila" worker comes to realize, through the harshest of

experleaceo, that he shall never prosper along the path he treads, and his

work capacity stabilizes ak minimum levela of productivity, making ft more

difficult for the "maquile production mode to 'be competitive.

Nevertheless, in spite of these
contradictions, the deeply entrenched

an4 advantageous nature of the system means that the system continues to find

new formulas to bind thla sector of. the population to these same grave

conditions of e4ploitation, declassing, and fragmentation. By making this

detail.ed contextual analysis, we have hoped to make quite clear that our task

goes hvond a voluntarist or
culturalist approach, and rather is baued upon

an historical and
structural analysis of our reality. This ana1,218, obtained

from theory and practice, has made us respond with a prnxis which tends

towards conscientlention,
politicization, and Ae organization of the sectors

referred to, in relation to the
above-described political context. In other

words, our work, with all its limitations, is oriented to a historical

perspective of social change.
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INDEC: ITS OVERALL PROGRAM OP POPULAR EDUCATION AND ORGANIZING

IHDEC is a private, non-profit Institution founded in 1963 in

Guadalajara. It works in the popular 'colonies' (the Mexican term for working

class neighbourhoods or barrios) of the city offering services in training,

research, co-ops (pdpular economics), housing, and popular communication. In

addition, MEC has undertaken direct housing projects in the cities of

Cumin, Autlaca, and Guadalajara.

Its prisary educational tool is the 'Methodology Workshop' which has

been run at 'territorial' level as well as being used in IMDEC's conscientiza-

tion and organizing work in the 'colonies'. This activity has spawned

,"grassreots workshops" run and managed by the community groups themselves.

In the co-operstive field MEC has helped in building links between

all of the co-ops in the area and has set up a specialized 'sister' agency

to continue this work. This new agency INC000C supporta the co-operative

sovement in the western region of the country and participates actively in

, the National Cooperative Doard, a national project which coordinates and

supports over 200 popular economy groups.

In 1979 MEC created another sister agency, the Experimental Popular

Expression Workshop (TEEP) to continue IMDEC's work in popular education,

communication, and popular culture. TEEP produces educational materials

(at its own initiative and by demand from grassroots groups), supports the

creation of independent artint1c movements, and organizes popular workshopa

in both ideological formation and popular education techniques. It deveLops
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and plans events, sponsors a folk club (p1m). supports Popular movements

and groups through a "Mobile Pens" and undertskea diverse solidarity programs.

The Santa Cecilia ProRram

Santa Cecilia is one of the colonies in which IMO= has carried out

work in popular education and organizing.
This colony was established in

the period 1968 - 1969 by one of the largest land developers iu Gurdalajara.

It is located in the northwestern end of the city right at the edge of the

Oblates Canyon, a natural barrier to further growth of the city in this

direction.

At present there are 50,000 inhabitants and approximately 5,000 housing

unite. The majority of the residents first dealt with the developer through

a "promise-of-sale" contract; today most of them have cancelled their debt

(payable over 6 years) and are homeowners. Others lost the original property

and began anew or have stayed on as rental tenants. Most of the residents

are rural people who have already passed through the transition process in

other parts of the city. There is high unemployment and underemployment and

low levels of income.

IMDEC began its program in Santa Cecilia in the first months of 1971,

after making a political-economic analysis
of the colony and formulating a

theoretical framework and a starting methodology. The program took the

following steps:

1. Preliminary Research

The team examined existing documentation
(minimal) and interviewed

a team of nuns working in the colony and a few residents.
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2. Field Research

Team members (promotorea) conducted a survey of the colony and its

housing units, recording on maps, a) constructed areas, b) non-

constructed areas, c) materials used, d) the construction process,

e) stores, f) television, etc. Thip physical research served to

familiarize team members with the area and to confirm IHDEC's original

hypothesis, i.e., that most of the homes had been built by the residents

themselves with very little advice or assistance and with serious

limitations. This led to the decision to set up a "housing services

module" which sold construction materialti at reasonable prices and

provided technical assistance to the residents In all aspects related to

their settling in. At this same time the "emergency welfare service"

was begun to.attend to the critical human aspects of the population,

.3. Research through Dialogue

Inspired by Paulo Freire's methodology, a process of oPen research

was carried out involving a sample of the residents identified in the

field research. The themes discovered were those of work, family,

education, housing, religion, and politics. This stage provided a

further means of orienting and training the team members as well as

formulating a detailed methodology for the following phase.

4. Full Promotion Phase

Functional groups were created to deal with each of the six generative

themes and the problem awareness process began. The decision to work in

functional groups was at variance with the original methodological
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proposal which hsd advocated starting with a community-wide organization

in order to show the all-encompassing approach to the project. This

tactical decision, which grew out of the process, was made in discovering

the concrete needs of the colony and the immediate difficulty of setting

up a community-wide organization for much a vast, inorganic and unrelated

human settlement.

5; Consolidation of the Groups

This stage involved an attempt to build relationships among groupa;

it was one of transition and conflict. On one hand the earlier work

nad created a number of divergent groups (co-ops, women's health groups,

educational groups, theatre groups, housing groups, religious groups,

etc.); on the other hand, the team, on evaluating its work, found a

good deal of parallelism in actions being taken, and members of the

team began to work almost independently. This produced serious conflicts

in the team.

In order to overcome this situation, diverse solutions were sought:

fresh training,,reformulating objectives,
drafting work plans, and

above all, integrating the different groups and work areas already

existent in the cOlony. At the same time, there was some thought as to

the creation of a community-wide structure with a political dimension,

which would be capable of imparting a wholeness to
the process and of

responding to the social demands of the community.

This concept of the "political" handling of problems, in conjunction

with the internal problems of the MEC team worsened the conflict
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which had been developing with the nuns. The conflict came to a crisis

and the project was halted temporarily in fear of transmitting the

conflict to the grass roots. Some actions were continued, but

parallelism grew; the Team suffered from frequent turnover and the

process deteriorated.

6. Formation of an Assembly of Representatives

Some time later, fortuitous circumstances permitted taking up the

issue again and hurriedly ln "Assembly of Representatives" was formed,

comprising one delegste from each of the 70 different groups which existed

in the colony. This assembly fulfilled, at least in theory, the attempt

to consolidate a dttision-making body and come:unity action leadership.

Durirs tills stage the team kept itself at a distance, supporting from

without the work of che "united residents" as the Assembly of Representa-

tives was called.

However, little by little the Assembly disintegrated: area and group

representatives stopped attending; the Assembly began to he used more

and more for the negotiation of individual problems; conflicts grew

within tht leadership; the MEC team did not know how to respond to

these developments, and ideological conflict within the team produced

changes in personnel.

7. Restatement and Evaluation Phase

The failure of the "Assembly" thrust the MEC Team, by this time

complemented by grassroots promoters, into doubt and self-examination.

All of the phases of the proposed methodology had been developed but
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the objective of turning over the actions to the people had met with

defeat. reactional groups had been creeted and services provided;

some claims had been more or less successfully satisfied (es. street

lighting, drinking water); a cultural program of festivals and popular

theatre had been successfully initiated. However, ideological disunity

within the team and the failure of the Ascembly called for a re-examlnation

of the process and a new strategy.

In the face of thia situation, the team chose to work with a small

core group of grassroots people, clearly identifiad ideologically, to

impose an integrated and political management line. This action proved

to be effective: core group members became sore active and their

credibility with the residents of the colony increased. In short, this

created a clear political tendency sustained by grassroots people.

An evaluation of the project proem; thus far was conducted and

revealed the following:

The theoretical framework had been tlo vague in its political content.

The teaa, while espousing a non-directive approach, had in fact

imposed its own objectives and shaped the diraction of the project.

The team had atteapted to introduce a political structure (the

Assembly) anong depoliticized people and with no political praxis.

The team on the whole, had been an obstacle to the project process,

taking individual and divergent approaches. Due to tho high turnover

of team members there was a lack of continuity and common history

within the team.
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Nevertheless, theevaluation showed that people's consciousness

and participation had inciessed considerably.

8. Work by Objectives and Concrete Plans

ftllowing the evaluation a new organizational stzucture waa sat up:

the proaoters as a teaa were done away with but some team members were

retained, as support staff or technical advisers; a decision was made

to train the core group politically (to overcome the problem of working

with depoliticized people); a co-ordinating oxoup was created out of

members of the core group (of grassroots people); an educationcl

methodology wag drawn up and explained to the core group; a second

evaluation, on the popular communication aspects of the project, was

presented to the core group who thereafter took on this function; a

comounity-wide organization was created by zones and blocks throughout

the colony; thia organization took over many of the functional activities

(co. housingshealth, to-ape, etc.) of the earlier project and organized

mass cultural activities (festivals, popular theatre, etc.), to involve

the masses of residents in the issues and their solution. Haas strugglea

were organized to demand collective services and recover rights and these

achieved considerable succesa which helped to legitimize the organization

in the colony.

IHDEC's involvement at this stage wain in a training nnd support role.

Control over the actions remained in the hands of the grassraots people

who ran the orgaaization (In zones and blocks), the functional activities

(co-ops, women's groups, health services, etc.) and the popular
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communication activity. Links were established with similar organizations

iu other colonies, facilitated by the different coordinating agencies

mentioned earlier XI8C000C, TEEP, etc.) and supported by IMDEG's

OP
workshops in co-ops, leadership, popular communication, etc. These links

helped to give the program a broader perspective, beth geographically

and politically.

Nonetheless, human faults and errors in the co-ordinating group, due

to their political inexperience, created tensions within the co-ordinating

group and among the different support groups active in the area.

Ideological disagreement regarding the political direction of the program

grew more and more heated, Slowly breaking down the unity within tha

co-ordinating group; these tensions were transmitted to the grassroots

leaders. Rational circumstances which are very difficult to explain in

'an article as brief as this, also influenced the educational-organisational

process. The abrupt appearance of new political groups, the produtt of

a national phenomenon and legitimized by the so-called "Political Rotors"

that the Mexican Government had used to control growing popular discontent,

produced sectarianism which in turn created nbaurd divisions baaod on

partisan militancy. The situation was further aggravated by the

manipulation of certnin leftist groups and religious organizations.

In time, this sitt.Ation turned into a crisis, the division became

irreconcilable and the program itself, became divided, In the colony as

well as throughout its broader relatimmlhips. At the time of writing,

these divisions remain, with each group bolding areas of partial
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influence. The overall effect is a loss of power by the incipient

popular organizations, which were generated and supported by MEC.

SOME.REPLECTIONS ON POPULAR EDUCATION AND CULTURE

Having described IMDEC'a total program and the political economic

context in which it worka, it is.now time tu focus on INDEC's cultural work.

This.also needs to be understood in relation to the political economic

structure of Mexican society and the ideological conditioning of the

popular classes. To start with, Mexico is an underdeveloped capitalist

society dependent on national oligarchic end transnational intercom

masa media serve the interests of these two dominant groups, homogenizing

he consciousness of the subordinate classes and helping to reproduce the

lass structure of Mexican society. This continual conditioning of the

subordinate classes makes the formation and development of an independent

consciousness among these classes very difficult.

In the face of this reality it becomes necessary to involve the popular

classes in recovering and utilizing their own expresstve resourcea, ae well

as making use of new modes of communication. Communication, used AU an

instrument of popular advancement, can generate a greater critical awarenesa

of the political-economic structures of aociety. The objective is to create

the will to transform these structures, through a hroad-based and critically

reflective participation of the popular sectors so that they become agents of

their own development through organization and struggle. From this

perspective, the communication media used in DIDEC's work - theatre, preps,
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music, etc. - are only tools in the popular classes' educational and

organizing process.

/n Mexico and the rest of Latin America thicolonizere conquered the

indigenous people, but they did not bend the latter's Will. They destroyed

many elements of pre-Hispanic cultures through violent suppression,

,prohibition, and punishment and imposed their own cultural tradittons but

the contact produced a new syncretic culture incorporating elements from

both traditions.
2

This new cultural formation,
however, is dominated by

the values of the ruling class - these have been imposed on the subordinate

classes and assimilated as their own, even
though objectively they arc against

their interests. Yet, deep within, there persists elements of active

resistance.

In dealing with the issue of culture, some have overvalued indigenous

culture, accepting all of itr traditions and values uncritically; others

have reduced it to a mere culturalist and folklorist
approach, treating it as

en entity independent of the socio-political and historical context. Both

of these approaches lack shat we feel is necessary - a historical and class

perspective. The latter Ls necessary in order to separate out, a) those

elements of the subordinate
classes' culture which strengthen 4heir identity

and resist the ruling class
hegemony from, b) those elements which reinforce

submission to the dominant claws.

2. This syncretism has been converted into the object of study and tourist

curloesity.
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This leads to the fundamental distinction between people's culture

and popular culture. People's culture is that which exists and manifests

itself in a spontaneous and natural way through music, customs, mores, and

values, etc. It is a culture dominated and absorbed by the ruling culture

which has over time bean able to impose lts values. The dominant values

are found mixed in with and superimposed upon others in an incoherent

mixture, making it difficult co distinguish those elements which are genuinely

Popular (i.c. promoting the people's interests) and those which reinforce

class domination.

"Popula. culture", on the other hand, is that which preserves, rescues,

and incorporates elements whose content is genuinely popular - i.e. serves

the interests of the popular classes. It is that culture which strengthens

ethnic consciousness and class consciousness.

The critical recovery of these genuine popular values which we find

mixed toqether and diffuse In people's ulture ald the aystematic return

of these values to the people is the fundamental task uf E.apular education.

Popular education lb a process uf de-education, of overcoming the values

imposed by the ruling system.

In distinguishing between genuinely popular values and dominant class

values often disguised with a popular facade, an important criterion should

be the idevloqical and ureanizational advancement of che popular classes.

Another important yardstipc Is theory. What may appear to be spontaneous

52i
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and natural, a product of indigenovs creation, may in fact have imbedded within

it values of acquiescence, of accepting ruling class domination. A theoretical

framework helps in deciding which aspects serve popular interests and which

reinforce tht class system. This use of theory in making a critical assess-

ment of people's culture moves beyond the limitations of a "culturalist" or

"folklorist" Approach.

In Latin AmerIca there are enormous, undiscovered ancestral resources

which could become both means and end in converting popular culture into

hegemony. For example elements of popular religion have played-a vital role

in strengthening the revolutionary spirit in Central America. One ritual of

popular religion - "Dances of the Conquest" - is a reenactment of the Spanish

colonial invasion yet serves as a powerful denurciation of current oppression

and reinforces people's resistance from out of their religious-cultural

expression. This type of popular expression is much more vita1 and meaning-

ful than the abstract, elitist language imposed by the ruling classes or the

intellectual forms often adopted by educato,s. The task of the popular

edueator is to recognize and revalue these popular forms of expression -

theatre, dance, poetry, music, popular festivals - encouraging them and

supporting their critical use as a means of popular communication and education.

Theatre is one of the most vibrant forms of popular expression. It is

an ancient art, having existed long before the Spanish invasion and always

accompanying popular struggles. Me ruling class however have turned theatre

into their own elitist, consumer good, using capitalist modes of theatre
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production. In response to this alienation of theatre from the subordinate

classes, A popular theatre has been created. It takes two forms:

theatre produced by a theatrical group for the people

theatre organized by the peoplo

The first type uf popular thedtre is brought in from outside the community

by a theatre jroup. Its purpose varies from group to grolip - some do pro-

paganda tneatre, ut:hers popular education on a given subject, and others

seek cultural identification and reaffirmation. Often it is followed by

discussion - a "theatre forum" - which gives people the opportunity to analyse

the message.

The seuond type of popular theatre is produced by the community. The

actors are the peuple themselves - workers, housewives, students, slum-dwellers,

etc. They investigate, analyze and produce messages extracted from their own

reality which ore then put before the rest of the community through theatre.

This is souio-irama - theatrical presentations with themes drawn from the

community's own situation used <IS Frelrian codes to provoke collective

analysis.

Both of these types of populdr theatre conform to the following theoretical

framework devised by Leis (1979):

"Popular theatre must be popular, realistic, critical and free:
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By popular is meant:

being comprehensible both for the people as a whole and for

the individual

enriching and expanding the forms of popular expression

adopting and strengthening the point of view of tho most

progressive elements of the people

rooting itself in tradition and developing this in a positive

manner.

By realistic is meant:

demonstrating the real social causes of the problems facing

the community and the people

fearlessly raising awareness of suffering and exploitation

dynamically presenting existing realities, projecting

positive values (organization, community spirit, solidarlty,

human dignity, etc.).

By critical is meant:

trying through dialogue to perceive the causes of society's

p:oblems and pcne alternative solutions

trying to create a critical consciousness in the peo,..le which
\,

will result in a critical attitude to the reality which

oppresseh them.
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By free is meant:

that the structure of tho theatre and its method of functioning

should ba free and a part of the peoplo

e that a theatre that is not free or critical loses its reason

for existence, since it cannot act AS a critical and free

agent for change

that the theatre must be open to
continual changes, and to

the integration of new elements and forms.

A theatre of this sort signifies being part of a process of social trans-

formation. It is inserted within the popular organization, assisting in the

process of constructing a new society.

Let us then move on to describe in brief the socio-cultural character-

istics of the population of Santa Cecilia.

The Specific Socio-Cultural Context
3

501 of the population comes
from rural areas near Guadalajara and

301 comes from rural areas further away. Of the remaining 20%, only 6.6%

are originally from
Guadalajara, and 14.41 from other cities in the nation.

Of these migrating from the rural areas, 81% have been more than 5 years

rway from their place or origin.

3. This information is drawn from IMDEC's Evaluation of the Santa

Cecilia Project (1976).
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This moans that the population in Santa Cecilia is not of recent rural-

=tan migration but have been moving from place to place within Guadalajara

due to the critical conditions they find on reaching the city. It is only

several Years after their arrival and a certain degree of
stability that they

risk attempting to establish a permanent home.

Over 70,4 of the residents
maintain strong bonds with their place of

origin, and therefore their culture has both rural and urban elements. This

mixture is by na means uniform,
because depending on the time elapsed since

migrating, the degree of relationship
with the countryside, and the age of

the person, the rural or urban tendency will predominate, but, in the end

there will appear signs of this cultural overlay. This mixture produces con-

flicts, with habits, beliefs and
attitudes shaken by the exigencies of urban

'life. This is particularly manifest in the behaviour of young people;

"The young people from Santa Cecilia, and more specifically

the members of the theatre group are not attuned to the real

problems which affect their daily lives; they look only towards

the city: fashion, music, movies, jobs, etc. They only live

in this colony because their parents bought a loe and have begun

to build a home. Their immediate aipirations are to earn money

however they may - in a mechanic's workshop, shoe store or

jewelry store, in construction, as
sales personnel, etc. - in

order to go to the city on Sunday
and spend their earnings on

movies, buying tecords and clothes or whatever fashion dictates.

Those who attend school got a diploma in order to find a better

job. They have the same aspirations as on upper middle class

youth. They do not live reality as their patents do: they try

to hide it, to hide their past, they do not wish to speak about

It and if they do, they speak in a way which refuses to recognize

the past, because it makes them feel diminished; their parents,

on the other hand
acknowledge that past and confront it without

that sense of shame evident in the adolescents."4

4. From a field report on one of IHDEC's first popular
theatre groups made up

of young people. (1976)
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The young people Live in ambiguity, for on the one hand thoy cannot negate

the reality in which they live, yet, on the other, they aspire to and try to

reach that other reality that the city offers, largely shaped by the mass media.

The parents, being older and less educated, find greater difficulties

than their children in finding or keeping a good job. This displaces the

father as the primary breadwinner and this undermines his patriarchal role

within the family. Many'fathers resist this trIting to assert their authority

through force or threat, yet experiencing tha humiliation of having to ask

their children for money.

This patriarchal attitude is always the product of an entrenched "macho"

mentalityj it it% the man (and the men of the household alone) who must be

obeyed and served by tho women, only the man who has freedom to move about,

go and come, have fun. Women are not supposed to interfere in "men's affairs."

POPULAR COMMUNICATION

At the beginning of the Santa Cecilia project the social communication

aspect was conceived as a support to the other field activities (group organ-

ization, coops, health, housing, etc.). As the project developed it became

'clear that the social communication aspect should be an important edtcational

activity in and of itself and not merely a technical support to the other

programmes. The conception of social communication also shifted from that

of media uued by the MEC organizers for putting across their own messages

to that of tools for organizing, raising awareness, waging ideological struggle
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and assuring 11415 coverage used (and controlled) by the people themselves.

This new conception required a transfer of popular communication techniques

from the IMDEC field workers to the people - more specifically to the community

political organization which would make use of these techniques in their

organizing, popular education, and political action.

This strategy of developing popular control and use of social communication

depends less on the availability of appropriate
communication techniques than '

on the organizational strength of the community politicel organization. The

demands of the community organization at various stages of its organizational

history determines the type and nature of the communication required.'

POPULAR THEhTES

IMDEC's work in popular theatre has taken three forms:

1. a formal theatre gt0HP

2. theatre used by the community organization

3. diverse sociodramas performed by various groups

1. Torral Theatre Group

The formal theatre group was the first experience; it was under-

taken with a group of young people and followed the more well-defined paths

of ordinary theatre activity. The group came together, learned some theatre

skills (through exercises in body language, voice, etc.), and staged a simple

play written by a single author, titled "Incommunicado": this piece, although
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modern In style, was understood by the
people of the colony, and at the same

time served to train the group and build its confidence. The group then went

on,to create its own play, based on the
immediate past history of each of the

members of the group. This play, called "Thrown out there and kept down here"

was about a family forced by economic pressure to leava the rural areas and

come to the city where they experienced other forms ol victimization and in-

security.

This theatre experience had a tremendous impact on the young people in

the group who had up until then (see page 526) been trying to evade their

socio-economic situation aspiring to participate in the model.n urban culture

propagated by the mass medie. The preperation of this drama forced them to

face up to their raral past and their exploited situation, to recover their

historical conscie:sness and to lose their sense of shame about their rural

and working class roots. It gave the group great impetus and inspired them

to stage the play in a large number of colonies. Unfortunately after this

experience, the group disbanded.

2. Popular Theatre and Community Organizing ku.e1.461,1.1i,

This was the second.experience of theatre activity, and had

greater impact: an already existing discusaion group formed.by married couples,

adults, and young people of both sexes, began to organize around the recovery

of rights in tho colony. After a certain amount of internal discussions they

decided to spread their knowledge and all their acquired experience through-

out the colony: the medium they chose for this was theatre. This choice was

5 2 9
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triggered off by an invitation to dramatize
during Holy Week, one of the

stations of the Catholic Via Crucis.

The.group accepted the invitation and began, &twice, to reflect upon

the content of the seventh station of the Via Crucis, which represents the

second time that Christ falls on
his way to Calvary. The group

decided that .

the best way to stage this passage,
would be to show that the4image of Christ

is present in the worker, the
farmhand, the laborer in general, who falls

time and.tixe again, under the weight of injustice and oppression. Each of

these burdens - represented
by signs - is added to the Cross on Christ's

shoulders causing him to fall; however each time the members of the community

rush in to relieve Christ of these burdens and to help him up. This drama

was very wen received
and encouraged the group to continue with this medium.

In their second performance,
which continued on with the same theme, they

added an innovation: the signs which spoke of the workers' problems were acted

out on ono end of the stage while on the othor the figure of Christ was lashed

and beaten and weighted down with the "proolem" signs. This performance

which was given during a popular festival - received great acclaim and

stimulated extensive discussion.

The group decided to build on this strategy, using major annual events

- e.g. Mother's Day, Father's Day, Independence Day,
etc. - as the motive or

circumstance for doing plays on various themes.

For example one play focused on and was presented on Mother's Day - an

5 3 (1
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event which in'alexico as in other places has been exploited for commercial

gain. The play satirized tha messages of tha Mother's Day entrepreneurs,

thawing how mothers'are abused and scorned the other 364 days a year. The,

play was called "Judgement of a Mother". and took the form of a trial in

which the prosecution presented the appearances and the defence the under-

. lying realities, thus giving a structural explanation of the problem.

Another piece called "Judgement of a Worker" was presented on Father's

Day and focused on the problems of workers, giving them a class perspective.

It was staged in a large number of colonies in the Guadal&jara area and was

seen by vast numbers of people. Two features of this PlaY were

a) the incorporation of popular religious 4.1....7t- and

b) the involvement of members of the audience as a jury in

A

the final scene.

Other plays dealt with

Mexican independence, in which it was shown that, in spite of

all the popular struggles, the conditions of injustice and

exploitation remain

the birth of Christ (performed at Christmas) which was given

a modern and political interpretation. The staging of this play

built on the Mexican tradition of celebrating the nine days

before Christmas with pagan-religious festivities, called "Pasadas"

- it was performed nine consecutive days in different colonies

5 3
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of Guadalajnra, along with other entertaining and liturgical

aspects typical of Pasailas". This same play was also summarized

and pAnted in illustrated form in the community organization's

newspaper.

the concept of popular
participation and power (as distinct from

electoral 'power"). This play was based on a real experience

of a peasant community which,
through the active participation

.0 of its members, was able to obtain political power.

"Compadre's Day** (ono more invention of the mar)etplace designed

-

to tu'rn sentiment into consumption)

health problems among thn masses and the corrupi and dehumanized

medical services

the concept of surplus value.

4

In addition to theise dramas on broad tlemes prepared for special evente,

other socio-dramas were created on specific issues requiring immediate attentior

A range of techniques aro used. For example in the play on Mexican

Independence slide-tape
presentations on Mexican history were integrated into

.the performance. The same audio-vlsual medium
is Uted in some plays to convey

Translator's Mote: in Mexico, the compadre ia one's most intimate friend

and/or in some cases the godparent of one's child.

532
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the broader national context of an issue, for example in the form of a news

programme. Slide-tape presentations ars also used in making the final state-

ment in a play.

Songs and music are woven into the play as a means of reinforcihg various

themes. Another medium which has been used is "shadow theatre" - the actors

perform behind a screen on which their tbadewe are reflected. Thisliedium

was used in the health play;it created.some very comical effects in the

scene where the doctor is operating on ptients.

te,
The most effective visual technique has been masks. Masks are very

much a part of the Mexican cultural tradition, manifest in ritual 'dances

and in indigenous theatre. Conocious of this fact, the lareup used a widely-

recognized Colonial codificatien in which animals (tigers, cats, and wildcats)

personify the aifferent social classes. Through the use of masks and human-

ized characterizations of these animals, the group created soma works basVd

on mime in which the fable genre acquired unsuspected political'climensions.

The magnetic effect of this "theatre of masks" could not have been achieved

throhgh any other dramatic genre.

This was particularly evident in one training session with community

leaders in which they were given (by the IMDEC trainers) income statistics

and asked to work in small groups to analyze the distribution of income and

present this analysis in dramatic form. Within an hour each group had pre-

pared a short drama; one used mine in a brilliant way to explain the concept
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of suxpius value and the wa; in which the ruling class maketS use of it. :This

akit was later transformed,
by the same group, into a much longer presentation

for mass audiences.

This experience and others
demonstrate the enormous potential of the

people to explaiA in a.clear and accessible language,
,sincepts which

.inlellectuals often do not know how to convey to the popular classes. It

-

reinforces the view that
thlitre should be at the service and

under the control

--

of the popular
organizations, crested by and for them rather than being

4osed'from outside,as a form of propaganda or agitation. Community gropps

often use theatre as a means of generating concern,
understanding and popular

suppoffor various struggles. For example in tho communiti mobilization to

demand better telephone services
in Santa Cecilia, the community organization,

after studying the problem,
asked their theatre group to prepare

a short socio-

drama on this problem. This was presented to a large audience at a popular

festival, a means of raising the issue with a large number of residents in

the colony. After the performance the problem was discussed and the community

organization's proposal for action - a petition - was presented. This was

discussed and agreed on and a large number of signatures collLted.

3. Diverse Socio-Dramas by Various Groups

The theatre wail( linked with the community organization
process has also

.
inspired other.groups in the colorges to create ahort socio-dramas on various

topical themes: Sometimes these/performances spark
interest and generate

support ar a new struggle, sefving to raise in a public forum issues which

are strongly telt by a large =doer of people.

5 t
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Popular Theatre Methodology

IHDEO's decade of experience in popular theatre has been systematized

into the following methodology*:

a) Selection of the subject to be portrayed (generating_nucleus)

The subjects are drawn from reality based on the pressing needs of the

residents. These subjects are given a structural treatment.

b) Objective meaning (denotation) of the_generating nucleus: Objective

elements of reality afa identified, departing from popular experience

and describing the problems at issue in the subject. The nucleus is

"broken dawn" into Its components collectively, and the findings are

put down in writing.

c) Connotation of the generating nucleus: This consists of the emotional,

subjective elements which the subject evokes from each group member. It

is at this stage where the dramatic structure of the play starts to unfold

* Some of the vocabulary used in describing this process is adopted from

Gutigrrez' "Total Language" methodology (1973) which is quite similar

to IHDEC's,methodologY although the two methods wore developed independently.
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as each group msmber cortributep isharacters to be dramatized based on

their own emotional experience of the issue.

d) Structural reading_of the nucleus: This stage attempts to make explicit

the structural aspects of the issue. It assumes that the group has some

previous understanding of political economic anal,s1s and involves analyzing

the connection between isolated aspects of reality leg. alcoholism, drug

addiction, unemployment, etc.) dnd the broader economic and political

structures of society. It is important that the political economic analysis

is presented in a simple and straightforward way: the object is to show

that what appear as discrete problems ere in fact part of and determined

by the social structure of the society. For example the problem of

alcoholism needs to be portrayed in terms of the economic interests which

benefit from the expansion of this problem. This is a vital stage in the

process: once the structural aspects aro clearly understood, the drama

is properly focused and the group is in a better position to lead the

post-performance discussion. The "striktural reading" is often done

employing a symbol which compares society to a tree, the branches represent

the "ideological super-structure", the trunk or stem the "political meso-

jtructure", and the roots, the "economic infrastructure" (mod.) and relations

of production).

e) Complementary research: In doing the structui . analysis often there is

inutifficient information to make a thorOugh analysis (denotation) of the

t-
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subject. This can be corrected through research
carried out by the

participants - involving the study of existing documentation, observation,

or shgple interviews.

f) Creation of the story line: Using the elements identified in the earlier

stages, the group develops the plot, trying to find the best way of

presenting these elements through a story-line based on conflict. The

devotazional and structural readings deterMine the contents.

9)
Selection of characters and dramatic structure for the work: Then th

dramatic elements and characters are seloci. based largely on the

connotation stage.

h) Casting of roles among the members of the group according to their

characteristics and personal skills.

0 Rehearsal: Then Ow scenes are rehearsed, building on the structure and

plan of action for the work which had been developed beforehand. The lines

are never written but are improvised by the actors. This is a collective

process with everyone contributing to the story-line, characterization,

etc. suggesting additions, deletions, focusing etc. During this stage

preps and costumes aro agreed on, keeping them simple and within the

group's resources.

53 -/
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POPULAR FESTIVALS

The setting Cor many of the theatre performances are popular festivals.

These events were created as a medium of mass popular education based on the

deeply rooted tradition of popular fiestas. Originally developed by the IMDEC

Wan they have been turned over to the control and running of the community

organizations. The populk; festivals are celebrated every fifteen days in

the natural meeting place of the community, always out of doors. They re-

present a public tribune, a form of recreation, an opportunity; for indigenous

cultural expression, and occasionally a politi l ieetxng. Over 2000 people

normally attend and they have become accepted as part of the life of the colony.

In addition to the theatre performance there are dances, songs, audio-visual

presentations, etc.

POPULAR NEWS MEDIA

The DANE team also created a nows sheet for the colony as another form

of popular communication. This bulletin usis a popular format and covers

events of local, national and internationarl significance. Major struggles

in the colony are the focus for regUlar articles.

During the initial period the bulletin included a regular cartoon - "Thrown

out there and kept down here." It was distributed free-of-charge during the

festivals, as a form of reinforcement for the live media. As time went by

the community organization took aarge of the bulletin,producing and distribut-

ing it through their own grassroots members. Eventually it c.ased to be free

. 5
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ami was distributed on a cost-covering basis.

TOLICLORE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OP POPULAR CULTURE

This activity took two forw: the first involved the creation of.a group

of folk musicians; the other approach was to motivate popular creative

expression through contests in song, poetry, drawing, etc. which wore public-

ized through the bulletin and festivals.

OUNCLUSIONS

1. Popular education and communication should not be treated as ends in

themselves. but as tools for raisinj awareness and furthering the ideo-

logical struggle, at the service of and under the control of popular

organizations.

2. What makes these tools useful is not their sophisticated use but the

degree to which they are controlled and used by popular organizations.

3. Popular educators often pay insufficient attention to the process of

popular participation in attempting to mak... their "projects" effective.

An authentic popular organization process requires the death of this

project mentality.

4. Each comunication tool is only useful to the degree in which it serves

the needs of the popular sectors to reflect their problems and contribute

to their struggles.
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WOMEN'S THEATRE, CONSCIENTIZATION, AND POPULAR STRUGGLE

IN JAMAICA

by

Honor Ford-Smith

INTRODUCTION: WOMEN, TUE POPULAR ARTS, AND JAMAICAN HISTORY

"She lisper to me dat ue name what me name
dat me name is me main an it am iv me own an lion eye mane."

E. Kamau Brathwaite "Mother Poem"

In this excerpt from his "Mother Poem", Eddie Brathwaitu describes

the legacy of womenes struggles in the Caribbean. The morher "liapers"

to the son his name and it is a fierce name. He sees with the vision of

the lion. It is this dreadness that will make it possible for him to over-

come the threat and the destructive fdrees of oppression that coniront hib

black manhood. But what of the daughter? Her womanhood? It seems to me

that both the literature of the Caribbean and tho popular arta of Jamaica

merely reflect the serious situation confronting the Jamaican woman. Out

of the contradictions imposed on the tradition of a very strong woman, a

much weaker woman is emerging. It is this problem which I, along with

members of the Sictren women's theatre group, have been trying to confront

in our work in popular drama. In this essay I will attempt to show how the

historical background has left a legacy of contradictions which have been

reflected in the popular arts and literature. Lastly, I will describe, from

my perspective, the way in which these factors have influenced the work of

our theatre collective in creating our methodology.
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Mily of the popular arts in the Caribbean and particularly in Jamaica

emerged from the forms of African or'al and ritual traditions modified by

the pressures of the history of the region. In the early days of slavery,

men and women worked side by side in the canefields. There was little sexual

division of labour (Reddock, 1980, p.4). Woven shared the tasks of men and

were regarded as being capable of the same work by the masters. This fact

did not exempt the women from sexual exploitation by the white slave owners.

Nor did they overlook the potential which the exploitation of the sexuality

of women offered for dividing
the children of slave women along lines of

colour. Wherever it was possible, women's reproductive potential was used

to the advantage of the elite. At this time, thoNtlantocracy found it

suitable to deny women their right to have childrel They preferred to

Import labour. It was more profitable to do things that way in the early

days of slavery.

The satitical work songs of this period which have survived united

art with labour. The masters allowed this. It was seen as a means of

obtaining better productivity.
They were not so happy about gatherings

which might possibly lead to resistance. That is why they banned drumming

and rituals from Africa.

It is very signiiicant that at that point in Jamaican history the person

to emerge as heroine of the struggle against the white colonists Was Nanny.
1

1. Nanny's name is probably derived from:

(1) Nen-nen - frma the Twi nani -
grandmother and eflk or 'cc' term

of address to an old woman.
(II) Nana - from the Twi r8n8, grandparent, grandfatter, grandmother.

A gramhmother or any old woman: often as a respectful term of address.

A Midwife.
p.115, Cassidy and LePage, Dictionary of Jamaican English
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She was a Maroon (an escaped slave) who led a guerilla war against the white

slave owners in the 18th century. She opposed their power on several levels.

First her name means mother. She was seen and described by the Europeans as

a witch. This came at a time when the witch hunt in Europe was just beginning

to die down. Witch burning was one manifestation of the bitter struggle

between men and women in Europe over the control of women's bodies and control

of reproduction by men (Hies, 1980, p.36). Many of the hundreds of white

women who were killed were nurses or midwives with valuable knowledge about

the herbs and medicines of their community. In the Caribbean, Nanny was

able to teproduce her people through her use of medicine. She was able to

extend her power to produce life as mother, to a greater co-operation with

nature in her capacity as nurse. Also her battle strategies required the

use of nature, working along with it rather than dominating it. She used

the waves, the trees of the region in her guerilla struggle. That is why

the English said she had a cauldron boiling which you could fall into. On

a second level Nanny fought for the right of her people to control their own

labour. Third, she used the language and traditions of Africa, of the

Ashanti, In her struggle. This was all the more frightening to the Europeans

because it was unknowable by them. She named the reality in a cultural form.

This totality of opposition accounts for the mythical proportions her

memory has assumed.

There is evidence that what Nanny was in the mountains, her sisters on

the plantations also were. Capital in the West Indies had long depended

on imported labour, but with the advent of first the abolitions of the slave

trade and then emancipation, an efficient means of reproducing the labour
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force was'required (Reddock, 1980). At this time the sexual division of'

labour, which we have since come to accept as "natural" but which hardly

existed during early slavery, cane to be established. Women resisted the

sudden interest in them as mothers and fought for ontrol of their bodies.

On one estate in St. Kitts, there were no births for ten years.
2

It was

later discovered that this was because the women were using the okro plant

as a contraceptive device.
Again, in rural Jamaica, the remedy of calabash

and marshmallow bush is still known as a means of inducing abortion.

After Emancipation, wage work became slowly established. There were

fewer jobs for women and wage payment was
determined along.the lines of

seniority, and sex. One example of this taking place is seen in this

extract:

"An able man in Portland contributes
3/4 or two days labour fer a

house and ground and wife 1/4 or one days labour for a house and

ground, the children also gave 1/2 for the privilege of living

with their parents." (Robotham, 1977, p.50)

This extract shows how the old plantocracy was slow to recognise the

advantage to them of the new mode of production. It was something that was

being pushed from the colonial office because of the industrial revolution

in England, The new kind of capitalist interest was represented the

West Indies by the missionaries. It was the missionaries who saw the

housewifization of women as a very important part of the domestication of

black people. It was because of them that marriage became widely practised,

2. Recorded by oral history in St. Kitts
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according to Phillippo the missionary, after emancipation (Eisner). There

was a deliberate strategy to imitate western forms of houaehold management

and organization in an attempt to guarantee the reproduction of a labour force

which would serve the plantations. Domestic production on plots of land

would complement the wages earned by the petunia/proletarian man. The womtat

began to work in the home neither they nor their children 'seeking what was

regarded as "gainful" employment outside the domestic aphere.

Women of the labouring poor gradually became higglers, domestic servants,

farmers and artisans. The mother, who appears in Brathwaite's "Mother POem",

is a figure whose power base is a plot of land in the country - a few acres,

usually less than five. In a sense this plot became an institution of

resistance. Many aspects of domestic organisation were in direct opposition

to ruling class concepts of sex and legitimacy. The plot, or what Edith

Clarke calls family land, Passed from generation to generation, regardless

of sex or legitimacy. It was ahared between kin regardless of age. On

the other hand, British law, in the nineteenth century held that women could

not own land, that illegitimate children could not inherit and that the

eldest male had the first right to land.

Edith Clarke painted out that her evidence indicated that -

"kindred, the blood relativea, in particular the maternal kin, as
distinct from the conjugal household group is the MOBt important
institution in our community and often the only vital one. Nor

is it any means as weak and disorganized as appears if we make the

mistake of identifying the family with marriage and confuse kin

or family with conjugal relations." (Clarke, 1971, p. 204)

By the 1950's, the popularity of marriage had died out. Housewifization is

only practical if there is a male labour force whose labour ne'ede reproducing.
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And since labour on plantations was
irregular the domestic plot had to hold

far mor.e strain than had been envisaged by the missionaries. It is interesting

to note that by the time Clarke was doing her research women could lose their

claim to Cmaily land if they married and moved away. So that while land is

An important symbol of security, marriage is a system which threatens a

woman's access to that securiiy.

Women who farm the Ipd seem consciously aware of the importance of

their own autonomy (Lrodber, 1980). They prefer to "make their own payday".,

,They are strong, but they are strong in the weake;t area of the economy.

Their work is su6ugated and dependent on the wotld of the plantation. The

plantation has given their area of production a false importance - because

of the fact that wage labour is so badly paid. The fact is that peasant

cultivations exist on a microcosm of land in,comparison to that owned and

controlled by the estates (Robotham, 1977, pp. 53-55). The fact is.that

much of their labour is not seen as productive labour. The illusory power

which they appear to have in the domestic world is robbed from them in the

market place of the economically powerful. Children help them in the

household, because the men do work outside the plot. And so the contradictory

position of women reproduces the structure
of poverty for the entire labouring

pour.

The voices of women during the first hundred years after emancipation

describe spontaneously i,. oral poetriand song the conditions they face.

A woman in a song like "Carry me Ackee" is heard clearly as a voice of protest:

Carry me ackee go a Linstead market

Not a quatty worth,sell
Lord what a night not a bite, What a Saturday night.
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Other songs of the time reflect an understanding of the resistance to

bourgeois marriage:

Before me married and go hug up mango tree

He will live so me one

"Elena and her mune go a grung" reflect the importance of child labour and

the knowledge of domestic remedies passed from mother to daughter:

Elena and her mum go a grung
Elena start bawl fe her belly
Co home Elena go home Elena and go boil Cerossee fe you.belly.

The term "mother" did not even mean a woman with children of her own.

It could be a.term of respect for an older woman - this too perhaps has a

material base in the business of shared mothering. The aitUation by which

women could "take a child" of another woman and share the mothering. Though

this was often a response to economic hardship the fact is that it released

biological mothers from childcare and freed them (often to look for wage

work as domestic helpers). But again the type of wage work was often

unpleasant and work became drudgery and unpleasantness.

Another institution arising out of this situation was that of the

shared network of skills in which women were able co call on the help of

men.in their community by swapping skill for skill. A woman would wash

clothes in return fo help from a neighbour in clearing her land. Women

then were freed from dependence on one man and supported by the community

group.

The strong voice of the mother - the higgler, the farmer, began to

become more subdued in the second half of the twentieth century. In the
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development decades women's involvement in wage labour decreased, the rural

A

poor became entensely disillusioned Ss their situation worsened, and large

numbers of people migrated to the cities.
Black labour began to move (once

more) around the world to satisfy the needs of white capital. We hear in a

song like,

Alla me Sunday day clothes in a Kerosene pan

an me man in Colon so far away

the voice of a woman distreased by the impapt of migrant labour. Mother's

plot is unchAmined ar' her voice begins to disappear from popular prts.

Mather's art was connected to subsistence
farmdng and rites on the plot.

Development strategies emphasized "indumtrialization by invitation" and

gradually old fashioned, labour-intensive forum of cultivation became less

and less viable. After 1945, the local commercial sectors
increased and a

local elite emerged from thia group.

By the nineteen eighties 15.71 men are unemployed as against 37.71

women. Seventy percent of women between 17 and 24 are out of work and these

are women with children. Sixty eight per cent of employed women are doing

very low status forma of wage work, requirinNe_skill and are earning under

the minimum wage. This situation is bad enough, but add this to the fact

that one third of women are heads of households (a very conservative est mate)

and the gravity of the picture emerges. Women dominate the service a

and many work as domestic servants - without access to unions or even labour

abuociations. There tends to be a lower level of union activity in.srAl

factories much as garment and textile factories which as late as 1972 were

pay,ng wages of $7 - i10 per week.
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Additionally, the level of broad-based autonomous orsanisattons of women

around questions or problems of direct concern to them is low. Much of the

womea's organizations are based on so-lal welfare concerns aimed at further

domesticating women. Handicraft and domestic science achemes exist, offering

little chance for the analysts of whose interests these schemes serve. Much

of the problem is complicated by thi: fact that the subordination of women has

not been seen as an issue serious enough to warrant raising embarrassing

questions about domestic servants or sexual harassment, tor example. Often,

the participation of women La the so-called "informal sector" of the economy

and their work in farming and seaaocal wage work Ls cited as evidence of the

emancipated Jamaican woman. Thin blind spot has meant that much of the basic

information about the condition of working claas women simply does not exist.

Women have made important gains recently in the area of legislation.

But these new laws do not deal with the material bases or the root questions

of control of reproduction and control of production - or the difficult

problem of the sexual division of labour. Minimum wage was an important

piece of legislation - but in a situation where women do not do and cannot

get work which is considered to be equal - an equal pay for equal work law

Ls a bit like putting a bandald on cancer.

The question of control of reproduction haa always been seen as an

important issue. :hit recently lt has become an important activity of foreign

aid agencies who require that third world governments control the rep,uductive

capacity of their women in return for aid in other areas. Birth control and

family planning are part of an international population control plan. lc
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the third.wocid, women are encouraged not to have children while in many

advanced capitalist countrlea, incentives are being offered to women to have

children. In both eases, the question of women's control of their own

bodies still is essentially out.of their oWn hands. qtempts by one group

of women to struggle to regain that control is often used against another

group of women. Today in Jamaica, au in many other third world countries, a

woman from the labouring poor going to a birth control clinic is most unlikely

to know that depoprovera it an inadequately tested drug, banned by the B.S.

Food and Drug Administration. Yet it is by far the easiest and most readily

available form of birth control for Jamaican women. Nor is she likely to

know that the use of a coil can intensify her chances for getting gonorrhea,

a very common dlseade and one which causes sterility.

Many women claim that they prefer depoprovera because the injection

makes it Aasier for them to conceal from Zheir boyfriends the fact that they

are using birth control. This raisee another important aspect of the question.

On the one hand we nee international agenciea trying to regulate the

reproductive potentidl of women and on the other we see that attempt being

made in an opposite direction on the personal level. If one walks through

downtoi.nt Kingston one can sec the slogan "Birth Control - plan to kill black

peov-" painted on the wall here and there.

The attempts on the so-called personal level of men to control the '

/ reproductive potentidl of "their" women is often expressed as a part of the

assertion of national identity. That is, as the society struggles to liberate

itself, to expunge colonialism, its men
reclaim "theie'women and so assert
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control over their natural resources. It is often pointed out that there is

an analogy to be found between women and land and the way that both are dealt

with (Hies, 1980). Women are often seen as a natural resource.becsuse of

their ability to reproduce. This problem is a very old one and the search

for its origins goes back to prehistory and the "world historic defeat of

women" which Engels posed in his book, The Family, Private Property and the

State.

The issue surfaces in Jamaica in the i.opular cultural force of Rastafari

which on one level, has created a critical and a spontaneous protest movement

which has given oppressed men a language with which to name their oppression,

and begin to throw it off. On the other hand, Rastafari ascribes to women a

restricted and tightly controlled role. (It is often not as tightly controlled

in practice as in theory). Rastafari, by advocating a return of the black

man to his African Roots, raised the Issue of race and class in Jamaica with

a clarity and power mulch more illuminating than before. Basing widely

variant teachings on the interpretations of Harcus Garvey's speeches and

writings, the African tradition and the bible, Pastafari has heconx in the

last ten years a major cultural force in the Caribbean. It was the Rastafari

drum rhythm, along with black American blues and jazz influences, which

converted itself to the rhythm of the bass guitar in reggae. This musical

form became duriag the siAties and seventies an important voice of protest

against oppression and it was this voice that superceded the voice of mother

who, in the language of Rastafari, became the daughter.

The spontaneous popular form of reggae voiced the consciousness of the

slienated'class, unemployed and angry in thw city:
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I hear you been robbing decent people's houses

Take 100 years
Judge Dread

Early on Marley wailed:

This morning I woke up in a curfew
Oh Lord! I was a prisoner too
Could not recognise the faces standing over me
They were all dressed in uniforms of brutality.

Reggae commented on Revolution:

I see the fire burning
Its getting hotter than hot
The haves are going to be
In the shoes of the have nots.

In "You can't blame the youth" Tosh linked current violence to past

colonialism.

But Reggae didn't mention women. If it did it was in these terms:

Soldering a what the young gal want

Soldering

and

I dub her on the big bed spring
Inns me three piece suit and thing.

There were, in the early period of reggae, rew female singers. Those that

there were espoused the ideology of romantic love with a great zeal and sang

the remade versions of foreign songs. Nowadays, the process of commoditizing

cggae music is almost complete. Reggae singers compete to sign contracts

with foreign.backers and they write songs for foreign markets about the more

mystic elements of Rastafari or about legalizing ganja and although there is

Still ju element of protest in reggae music ita control by big capitalists

has curbed its political potential.
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Women then, are neither seen by the popular voice nor are they actively

a part of ic. lc seems likely that the very weak position of women during

the transition to new forms of capitalist industrial development accounts

for this. Perhaps in parr it also accounts for the way In which women allow

men to control their reproductive potential oa a personal and political

plane, and goes some distance toward explaining why the reproduction age of

women in the Caribbean is falling, whereas ic is rising everywhere else in

the world. Bastafari daughters who cover their heads and their bodies - while

The dread flash him locks and a lightening clap

and a weak heart drop

only symbolize one aspect of the forces of control in the attempt -a

domesticate the Jamaican woman.

In written literature, many of the the innovations which occur at the

popular level are incorporated - so that there is a continuum between the

popular and the written. The situation oc women is reflected with the same

Jerious consequences. In Ti Jean and his dothers Walcott's mother is on

the brink of losing her power when she says:

If you teave me my mon I have empty hands left

The mother was characterized and recorded in Louise Bennett'm writing. in

Labrimh the sanity of the mother is combined with some well-almed /19a1ship

(trickery). Bennett recorded the language of the mother and her verse was

widely popular - especially in che forties,: the fifties and sixties when she

performed it all over the country. Significantly, the trends she began in

literature have been taken further along by the dub poets who are young men.

The domestic issues which Bennett raised and made visible to the public as
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political questions have disappeared from the poetry of the new generation

of popular poets. It is not that issues of violene and class struggle are

unimportant - clearly an understanding of them is vital. But with the loss

of the voice of a Bennett, or rather the fact that her legacy has not been

taken up by a generation of toting women, in the sane popular and immediate

style of delivery, we lose touch with a whole 'Series of vital potential

possibilities. We lose the halter to.tomke public and important what is often

considered to be the private, ;ion-productive domestic-and "natural" labour of

women. We lose touch with the question of how the subordination of women

reproduces all forms of oppression and we lose the voice of a woman testifying

about her own history. We lose the record of contradictions which Bennett

had built into her poetry, the contradictions which have overcome and

silenced her persona.

We can see then, that the struggles of the popular classes provided the

basis out of -Mich a rich popular tradition grew. Most recently questions

of cultural &colonization and class struggle have occupied the imagination

ot singers and writers. It is this consclodsness which provides a community

of thought out of which the artists write. This community of thought

,tlects a growing lack of awareness of the spt.cificities of oppression as

it relates to women.

SISTREN: WOMEN'S THEATRE, ORGANIZING AND CONSCIENTIZATION

I want to move now to discuss the work of Sistren, a theatre collective

of thirteen women employed as street cleaners In the Jamaican government's

Impact Programme (an employment programme). I am writing here my own words.
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I write "my own words" because I want to make clear that my way of working

with Sistren is conditioned by my own position on certain issues, by my own

class background and by my skills in theatre. All women are oppressed, but

we experience that oppression differently in both extent and form. To ignore

the difference between the actremsee who make up Sistren and myself is to

pass over the important question of class as it affects relations between

women. Second, my position on certain questions has changed in three years

or so of work with the collective as outside influences on our work have

altered or become stronger and as the women in Sistren have studied and taught

me more about their situation. Together we evolved certain techniques which

I am writing now, here - without them - in words they would not use. These

techniques are not necessarily the same that Sistren would use if they were

working on their own or with another director. What I describe has grown

out of the conflicts and solutions to problems of the last years' work.

They cannot be randomly applied because they are aimed at bringing about a

certain process and a certain end. That end is a greater consciousness of

the conditions facing women in the Caribbean. That end is the possibility

of changing the structure which creates those conditions.

There would never have been a Sistren if there hadn't been an Impact

programme. I didn't consciously understand the implication of that sentence

until August 1980, three years after I began working with the group. The

Impact programme had been designed to give temporary relief to the problem

of unemployment. One morning In August 1980 a friend happened to mention

to me that the decItiion to hire 10,000 women as streetcleaners in the Impact
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programme had been taken because of the seriousness of the unemployment

situation among women. Also, he said that it was thought that by giving

the Ilba to women, the wages would penetrate to the family. What I realized

that morning was that in doing this, consciously or unconsciously, the,P.N.P.

government had made a space within which women could begin to organize around

their own concerns.

That is why Sistren spoke to me as they did when I first met them in

an old, broken-down schoolhouse in
Swallowfield, to talk about what we were

going to do for a worker's week concert.
I asked them, "What do you want to

do a play about?", and they said, "We want to do plays about how we suffer

as women. We want to do playa about how the men treat us bad". Somehow,

the Impact programme had offered the women a chance to recognize that they

shared something in common, out of which they wiahed to explore their

situation as women. They also had a consciousness of themselves as

representatives of uorking class women. That first time we met, I asked

them how they suffered as women and we began an exchange of experience out

ot which our first piece grew. What was halpening was that the group

wanted to explore what they already knew, but did not know that they knew.

Downpresslon c.,:t a blow, as the first piece was called, set the tone of

how die work was to proceed. One of the women in Sistren told us how she

had worked in a garment factory earning n wage of twelve dollars a week.

3. In Mareh 1981 the Impact programme was'clotied down by the new

JamaiLan government.
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It was an American-owned factory and she and others in it were involved in

crying to get better wages and better working conditions there. Women were

laid off, paid off and some were fired for trying to start a union. She,

herself, got pregnant and had to leave without maternity leave to have her

baby, but she kept in touch with the other women. They managed to get

outside support and just when they seemed tcebe getting somewhere, vithoet

a word, without a warning the factory upped and ran away (in the middle of

the night to boot). This claaaic example of the exploitation of women's

work by runaway factories in the Third World was added to, adapted and

altered until it became a short play.

In those days (that was in 1977) we worked without written material

until an interest in written material evolved and until we could use the

scripts we had created. We selected our content from the experience of the

women in the company as it appeared to represent women in the wider community.

We took in material from women in the society and then later gave it back

in a way which could be actively useful to others. We took old texts from

life and re-entered them from a different direction - coming into the "roles"

the parts we had been asked to play, had been given to play in life - with

commenta.

After Downpression, the company asked me 'to go on working with them and

we began a training programme at the School of Drama. At thi's time, we had

no specific plans to continue the work in any particularly clear direction.

But during the training it became very clear that the women's lives and

experiences, and the exchange of this, contained a whole tradition which had
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not yet been spoken about openly. Further, it was also clear to me, that

Sistren were able to connect to a legacy of practical art which had been so

much a part of rural epicure and which had afforded women an important voice

in the past. In the training, at that point, it seemed important not to

impose a method of work, but to create in the community of the workshop, an

atmosphere out of which the situation the women were discussing would emerge

clearly. It was a method which would driaw on a tradition which had grown

out of an attempt to struggle with the powerful colonial system. It seemed

that whatever was done should be done in a way that preserved and served the

reality of the lives of the women in as immediate a form as possible.

In those first workshops I did a loc of listening to stories. I stopped

trying to make things fit into improvisational methods that I had learned

and started listening to stories. I recognised that the women like Sistren

had delivered a cultural tradition which they now had to make use of - that

in the stories they were reclaiming the
institutions they had created under

oppressive circumstances and which they wanted to make use of. By exploring

ideas of child sharing and family support g.oups, the group could record a

small part of the invisible historical
experience of the Jamaican woman. It

cculd also question the extent to which these traditional systems assist or

impede progressive change for women. Of particular value was the establish-

ment of a community of thought and feeling which with time and hard work,

would provide a context within which creative work could be structured.

It was from these considerations that Bellywoman Banmarang emerged.

It was presented at the Barn Theatre, a commercial theatre in Kingston
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because it seemed to us important that working class women should have access

.the most authoritative cultural institutions in the country, that this

would make their claims visible anW bring their voices to the public. Also

there is a kind of prejudice that 'says that because they drudge, women from

the labouring poor have no imagination. We wanted to show that thia was not

only a lie, but that In fact women from the labouring poor often have better

imaginations and better poetics thau bourgeois actors. Bellywoman exposed

and confronted the society with the autobiographies of four omen who were

pregnant. It dealt with the way in which they had experienced motherhood

and the experience of being girl children. It raised questions of rape,

domestic violence and domestic work. It shot:ed connectiona between these

things and unemployment, and urban poverty.

After Bellywoman we were able to define more clearly what we were about.

At that time Sistren defined itself as a collective which uses, a) drana as

a means to explore and analyse the events and forces that shape its members'

lives and, b) theatre and workshops as a means to share this experience with

other groups. It also defined itself as a group which confronts the public

with issues about wumen which have been hidden or considered irrelevant.

The process involves addressing the problems of the people fn the collective

as they define them; it plugs these problems back into the society for

discussion, for deeper analysis and for solution. This process i8 one of

conscientization. The actresses earn a small income for their theatre and

drama work and they administer the co-operative and its organization.

Performances are used for mixud audiences (different clasaes, sexes, interests),
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workshops for smaller, homogeneous,groups.

In the workshops we find !Wei's technique of "forum theatre" to be

particularly useful because it allows the group we are working with to

experience the problem being dealt with in an immediate way (Boal, 1978).

We present an image of the problem and then discuss it with the group. We

then take apart the original image, in a step-by-step way. The audience

\discusses Sod enacte their solutions, thus rehearsing their new ideas. This

allews the audience to take an active role in an old problem, to improvise,

check tho accuracy of the situaiion and to re-improvise. The sense of what

the eituation really feels like as well as the opportunity to explore his or

hex, capabilities deepens the drama. At the end of a workshop like this

each person has a clearer sense of what he or she Can actually do to under-

stand or change the situation.

These workshops are particularly effective with small target groups

Witch the problems can receive more thorough treatment. Shared assumptiona

and expFrience create a sense of community and concentration and the heated

up area of experience often becomes clearer. This atmosphere can be mined

very eff14ently in discussion. In a workshop in the women's prison we began

atter a physical warm-up session to listen to a story - told to the workshop

by a member of Sistren, of her experience of being forced, by a man

she was afraid of, to hide stolen 'mods. The degree of, empathy that this

created amlig the women in prison who had never had much opportunity'to

discues their actual experiences in that way, wils incredible. Each woman'

told her story of betrayal in a kindof spontaneous poetry born of the

5 u
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intensity of the situation. It was a testimony about oppression and the more

women joined in, the louder was the protest. It was quite easy afterwards

to discuss similarities snd.to search for the causes of the experiences -

because already there was an awareness of the personal being structural. It

was possible to move from the personal to the analysis. This kind of experience

would have been impossible in * larger audience, with a vide cross-section of

people. And the understanding gained it not forgotten. The physical acting

out of the communal experience, or understanding of self,,seems to be very

important because of the privatized natu'ra of existence,Aing imposed by

capitalism in the Third World. The empathetic response is only useful if it

is based on what is true, on documentary life, on a shared class consciousness

and gender consciousness. It is because Sistren draw upon the Afro-Jamaican

tradition of testimony (which is a form but which is also true, that is, it

is performed but it is not fiction) that the intellectual and the emotional

impact are so strong. Workshops are never finished products. Performances

to general audiences are.

Each step ot the wink described below attempts to broaden the basis on

which the collective has contact w;ch and expresses solidarity with the

struggles of the community as a whole. What is being articulated on stage

Or In workshop is beinl struggled for, or against in reality. The workshops

with the community and the rehearsal workshops offer an opportunity for

bringing together, for living study (drama), scholars, artists and poor

people. What is discovered is shared through performance, which is then

discussed with the community so that even at ads stage what is learned can

be re-Incorporated into the dramatic study (play).
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KETHOD OF WORK

Step 1: Physical Exercises

In the first stage the aim is to evoke themes from the.group's

experience. These themes are drawn from areas in which shared experience

is strongest. The early exercises ;dm to teach the fdlysical skills of actini

because this is the medium the group has chosen to upe. The group has to

become comforable with improvisation so that it releases energy rather than

restricts it. No in-depth work can go on uncil this happens. The work in

physical skill begins with and through the body of the woman herself - it is

the instrument mhe works with - not something introduced from outside.

Initially, all work in group work, chorus work. Gradually individual work

begins.

These initial exercises.teaCh the basic physical language otthe th- Are

- character, objective, environment and obstacle. On another level the

'workshop also begins to gather childhood and "folk" games collected by the

group. Theft kinds of games establish a re ationship between the cultural

tradition of the women - as black people : aGd the work to be undertaken.

Many folk games have implicit metaphorical messages which can be developed

Into improvisation out of the actual structure of the scene; others make

good physical games. One example of this is,the game "bull in the pen"

which can be expanded as follows: A group of players encircle a group of

two actors. The players create a "pen" by encircling linking arms. The

two players give each of the players in the outer circle the role of one

aspect of the society which they feel oppresses them-0,11e two players in
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the centre plot and strategize a means of getting out of the pen.

Out of these exercises certain themes will begin to emerge. The next

step involves pulling out a specific theme or themes around which to continue

the work. The group should pick the themes which they will use to develop

their-testimonies.

Step 2: Testimonies

These are an important part of Jamaican tradition and they are also

part of the women's tradition of labrish4. Their form is well-known to most

women from the labouring poor, because they have learned their- structure in

churches, at wakes and from listening to their mothers nnd grandmothers.

This is one reason why testimcinies ere a natural step to the results of the

physical exercises and can be used cooplementarily. Testimonies drawn from
-

personal experience are evoked frac' the themes selected from the firw step.

Testimonies can be evoked from pictures, songs, a word, newspapers or simple

actions. They need pot always be personal accounts, but cab be accounts of

observed situstlons. Testimonies should trigger responses from others in

the groups. All testimonies are grouped by themes, by tbe group itbelf in

discussion.

In an interview, the women in Sistren say,

one time one a them say, what happen behind closed doors not supposed

to come out to the public...I used to think taat you shouldn't make

others heat yo al emA like them will take it curre you or

4. Lahrish is "it bla let out secrets", p. 269, Cassidy and LePage,

Dictionary of Jamaican English
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sosething. But I find that it is not go at all. By talking my

problems I find that others have the sane and even worse ones...
We shouldn't shame to talk them because by talking, we help out
not ourselves alone, but also other women.

Again,elsewhere, Vivette Lewis says, "You have to have faith to live in the

ghetto....you have to say to yourself, whatsoever problem come I suppose to

know how to solve it". The first stage is the description of the problem,

after follows the analysis.

A testimony can, as in the earlier example, serve as a basis for a

workshop. Or, if the team is aiming at a play-study, they can then select

the testimonies which they want to explore in greater depth. The testimonies

are grouped aruund a basic outline for a working scenario. At this stage the

st.enario will be very rough and incompl..ie. The details will become clearer,

much later. In fact the final version of the scenario will probably ap?ear

to have very little relationship to the first.

In working with the testimonies it is the director's task to help the

6roup to find connections betwe,:, the testimonies they are aelecting. It

is also her Job to help Lhe actors to refo mulate as problems the questions

raised by the testimonies that will determlne and Jeepen the course of the

work.

In uur first year of working with testimonies, the themes which were

named fuubsed mainly on aildhood and adolescence and thc question of

domestic work emerges very clearly as a problem Here is an abreviated

example of an early testimony:

I didn't get enough schoolirg. The rt?son for this: living in

the country and my mother dAn't have any help. She hod eight of

5 6,1
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us and I was the biggest girl. She had to leave us and go out

to get food. Silt have to work out during
the day, so that she

can find enough food for us. So you find that I have tt. stay

at home most of the time and do the washing, the cooking and

keep the smaller oBes occupiLd at home. That is the reaeon I

didn't get enough schooling.
- Beverly Elliot

In reformulating this testimouy as a problem, the aim is to find

relationships between varioua areas of the problem - or between one testimony

like this .nd another. As this happens.the problem,which has now acquired a

name, and the situation emerge as not just (hared but as social and political. In

looking at the problems in the testimony the group formulates questions about

the situation and its content and these quest'..ms lead tu the next stage -

that of research. For example: some of the questions from the above testimony

are, a) Why Is it women's work? b) Why did the mother have no help? In

this case the answer to this question was that the father.had gone to Kingston

to get wage work...Which 'cods to
another question: c) Why is wage work

normally offered to men? d) How has the movement cf people from the towns

to the city affected women'

RESEARCH

These questions cannot be answered from within the expert.nce of the

women only, which is where the material worked with had so far come from.

The group then, has to go outside to find the answers to its questions.

This can be done in several ways. If we continue with the example of Bev's

testimony and we try t.) answer the question of why wage work Is normally

offered to men in the form of a sczne, we will very quickly see the depths

of our own ignorance. At this stage we begin to read. Inevitably we will
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find that there is nothing to read on the question in the library - or the

newspaper. So we have to call on die'help of a profeasional researcher to

work with us. The material she contributes must be in a form which the group

can dramatize. The researcher is not coming in to tell the group what to do,

she is coming in to offer ht ,. skills and to help answer certain questions.

In another method of work the actreases from the community work with other

women in their neighbourhood to collect experiences and additional material

on the theme.

Having researchei the problem, we can then rewrite the scenario to

inelude discoverit.s from the research and to keep a sense of the questioning

process which helped us to arrive at our final product. At this stage we

improviae the whole scenario again.

RECORDING TEE MATERIAL

Ali the actresses work on recording their scenes. For Jamaican woMen,

it is often extremely liberating to begin to write and read in the language

of creole which one speaks. It is also ve-y interesting to read one's own

experiences explained and illuminated. Womcn, used to an oral tradition,

record very acturately what they say, because the memory is often much more

agile. Each person contributing to recording a scene or workshop has to

delegw.e final responsibility to one person to put the whole thing together.

The recording aqd passing on of materials is an important step in the

brenking down of group elitism and the sense of specialness that individual

groups doing "special" work engender. It is a way of making contact with
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other organizations of wonen among the labouring poor. The recorded material

can be re-used and passed on. A great deal of unrecorded improvisational

work has gone on in Jamaica, and one of the sad results of this is that we

have no access to matertzl which has been done before. This obviously

slows down progress. In our own experience we have also lost a great deal

of our work, because of inefficiency or lack of time. In a situation where

women have been "hidden" for centuries in docunents and records and planning,

the recording of the play-studies and workshope become even more imperative.

'PERFORMANCE

Plays are ofren more viral for the actors than for the audience. Thet

.s. the process of creating a play-study often is wore complete for those who

are doing it than for those who watch the end-product. That is why the open

structure of a workshop is often more exciting and useful for both actors

and participants. Nevertheless, plays receive yore public attention and

attlact a diverse audience - which can lead to a very stimulating

exchange. One of the most important things'about perfo,mances is that they

can be an act of solidarity with a particular issue or struggle. Sistren'a

Eandoolu Version opened in tha community of central Kingston with a play

performed in solidarity with the struggle o4opmen to ,set maternity leave

legislation passed in Jamaica.

Recently I have been experimenting with ways of making performances or

play-studies into discussion-playa. That is, I have been aimdng to find a

structurt of play which can break down into discuusion and then build up into

narrative or scene structure again. One of the difficulties with performances
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and distussion is that very often discussion appears stilted and embarassing

after the deliberate exclusion of the audience from participation in the

dialogue oi the play. I have been aiming for a form which melts into

discussion with the audience without losing the impact that a consciously

planned dialogue as well as scenario can have.

CONCLUSIONS

The process of working in drama for women involves the creating of a

community in which some of the hidden or taboo subjects about women can be

expoaed and the audience confronted with theM. As such, drama is not a

reflecti.on of lite but a de-mystification of it, by the full exploration of

these realtties. After three years of work Sistren provides a dramatic forum

for the problems of women from the labouring poor and in se doing helps to

pressure for changes for women. By confronting what has been considered

indecent, irrele7ant or accepted, we have begun to make a recorded refusal

of ways in which our lives have been thwarted and restricted. We have begun

to refuse the forces behind those 'days.

Methods and techniques are not very irm )rtant. It is where they take

you that matters. What becomes of 'Ate work is determined by the content and

the %ons(lousness one brlrgs to the theme. Work 01 this kind can perpetuate

oppressive struLttree as 4e11 as it can help to change them. The form is

only important in so far as It structorzs and analyses the content and in no

far as It leads to new understandings, new knowledge and pew collective

action.
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POPU1AR DRAMA AND POPULAR ANAU8IS IN AFRICA

by

Brian Crow and Michael Etherton

BACKGROUND

Over the pasedecade a variety of experiments in popular theatre as a

tool for social development have sprung up in various parts of Africa --

Botswana, Chant, Kenya, Nigeria and Zambia. These experiments have differed

in'objective and methoZology but they have all started with the notion of

"taking theatre to the people instead of expecting people to COVQCJO the

theatre" (Kasoma, 1974, p.1). Many adopted Brecht's view of "popular

theatre". Brecht maintained that the people, to which this use of "popular"

refers, are no longer to be defined as 'quaint or folksy', nor as a group

or class whose time-honoured customs and traditions hive reinforced -their

inferior status. "Our conception of 'popular7, he suggests, "refers to the

people who are not only fully involved in the proceas of development but are

eventually taking it over, forcing it, deciiing it." (Brecht, p.108).

Brecht then manages to link botn tradition and :evolution ii the concept of

'popular', which he defines as,,"...taking ovel ithe peopIL's) own forms of

expression and enriching them....representing the most mrogressive section

ot :.he people in such a way that it can take over the leadership....linking

wli.h tradition and carrying it further....": (Brecht, p.103). Brecht does

not turn away from the people, but reiterates that the people are to take

ovei the culture. The initiative In art,_and.in the culture,- will be

usurped from the bourgeoisie by the masses.

Ammmmle._



These experiments hsve taken a nusber of stages in the process of

'bringing theatre to the people'. These stages are not necessarily chronolo-

gical, and two or more may co-exist even in one country. But we do see it

as a process. Common to all the stages in the process is the notion that

intelleetuals, studentS and playwrights are to be involved with the masses

in developing theatre."

First, there is a stage of development in which established plays, and

plays developed according to the criteria of the 'well-made play', are

toured to various communities, and the publicity for them is directed towards

getting the public at large to attend. These plays may not always be

appropriate for the audiences for whose benefit they are staged; but enjoy-

mezit'of them by thvce audiences is necessary for the plays to be zetained in

the repertoire for the tour. The Makerete University Travelling Theatre

of the mid-1960's, which is an example of this stage, is also the beginning,

chronologically, of 'popular' theatre in East Africa.

Another stage in the process is when bureaucratically-inspired Nays

for rural aLi urban slum communities are performed, for example, about the

need for family planning or literacy, Or about building pit latrines.

UNESCO and IPPF (International Planned Parenthood
Federatic.) have been

funding agencies for this sort of 'popular' theatre in India, South-East

Asia and in Nigeria (Okediji and Ogionwo, 1973). Governments, too whatever

I. We use the term intellectuals in this paper in the sense in which it

is used in much of the Third World, i.e. to signify educated persons

actively working for social change.
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their political hue, e,e usually anxious to fund ever more effective ways

of implementing their social policies.

Another stage in the process of 'popular' theatre points in-a completely

different direction. In this stage the emphasis is on theatre and the

people themselves making theatre, rather than on social change or state

propaganda. Intellectualu or professional drama-practitioners encourage

communities to develop their own theatre clubs. To achieve this, workshops

are run in target communities in which community members (mainly middle-

class government workers) create plays within a week or so, which are then

widely performed in different places within the community. It ls argued that

if people in rural and provincial communities are given confidence to make a

play In a week, then they will go on to form their own drama groups to

provide entertainment in the community. Beyond this there are no specific

political objectives. The work of the Chikwakwa ("grass-roots") travelling

theatre in Zambia reflects this stage very clearly though it eventually

moved to the other stage we have noted of touring ready-made productions to

rural audiences (Etherton, 1973).

A development from thit stage which can ae separately identified is one

which involveu villagers it making plays about their own prob1ent9. In this

stage the emplasIs Is on the people's participation in the proeess of solving

local communi:y problems. This participation ia actually on two levels.

Tha first con:erns the acting. Like the previous stage, it uSeS the var:ous

(Lwelopment workers (community development staff, agricultural extension

worLers, health educators) as the actors, performers and animateurs. But
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unlike the previous stage which concentrated on entertainment alone, now

the development workers must research the specific problems of the target

communities in which the plays will be performed before they begin devtaing

the plays. Thus, there is contact with the potential audiences in the

research before there is contact with thgm, usually a week later, as actual

audiences. The second level Involves the participation of these spectators

/re the completion of the plays, which are deliberately.left unfinished. The

responses ot the audiences are planned for by making plays about particularly

pressing problems which the research has identified; The audiences are then

asked to add to them, or ewen to complete them, either through lengthy

discussions between the theatre aLtivlsts and members of the audience in

several small groups, or by gettIng members of the audience to act out

.solutione, or both, rl:e Botswana Pepul. Ineatre t:1mp3Igns, as they are

called, of which the tirst was Laedzp Batanani ("The sue Is already up. Let

-us come together and work"), are exqmples of this stage of the procq.,:s.

Laedza Batanani W33 a 'rough' theatre. It dellberatei) turned its back on

theatre skills which, if adopted by the actors, might Inhibit villagers

from acting out their problems. At the same time tt made considerable use

of popular songs and story-telling traditions of the area in order to

cormunicate dilemmas. (Kide and Byram, 1978).

We need to consider at this point the influence of two Latin Americans

on the development of popultr theatre. One is Paulo Freire whose concept of

conscientization - the prdcess of enabling people to identify their problems

6 as, a consequence of a particular social order - has been a major source of
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ideas for the Botswana popular theat_e programme, as well as for literacy

and adult education in other parts of Africa. The other is Augusto Boal

who has erea,ly iglflUenced the development of a radical popular theatre in

Latin America, anA whose influence in Africa is likely to be increasingly

felt through his recent book, Theatre oethe Oppressed. Boal carries the

meaning of 'popular theatre' in the direction of makini the people not/jnat

the audiences but also the actors and creators of the dramas. He sees

theatre as a language, "capable of being utilized by any person, with or

without artistic talent" (Boal, 1979, p. 121). Talking about his participation

in the Peruvian literaci campaign he says:

"We tried to show in practice how theatre can be placed at the

service of the'oppressed, so that they can express themselves

and so thht, by using the new language, they can also discover

new concepts." (Beal, 1979, p. 121)

And he adds:

"I believe that all the truly revolutionary acehtrical groups

should transfer to the people the mespeof production in the

theatre do that the people themb.614s may utilize them. The

theatre is a weapon, and it is the people who should wield it."

(Boal, 1979, p. 122)

It can be seen, therefore, that 'popular theatre' indicates wide and

contiadictory range of theatre activities, ard very different types of drama.

Our use of the term will signify
thentre through which intellectuals try to

communicate with the peoplt most disadvantaged in their society, either by

presenting plays to them in which the problems of society are articulated

from the point of view of the people, or by getting them .zo present plays

to themselves which increasingly h4p them to analyze their society.
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LIMITATIONS dF EXISTING 'POPULAR' THEATRE

There are weaknesses manifest in all tnese stages of popular theatre

which we ought to note before we paps on to a consideration of its strengths

and Ontential.

The central problem in staging established and conveltlonally 'yell-

made' plays to popular audiences in Africa is that even when the play is

appropriate and understood, it is self-contained and yendered complete

'hefore ever beineperformed before iheee audiences and without reference to

them. The spectatora, b/ yr!virtec of the form of the drams and not becaus,

of the content, are made/to be passive,- rowdy and appreciative, perhaps,

but nevertheless consumeas of a finished product.

On the other hand, there are problems about ahandonin3 tie- 'well-made'

play as part of an eftort to demysetry the art of acting and to get those who

are interested confident about becoming involved in per:orming plays-through

improvisation. Improvisation is itself an art, needing both natural talent

and the acquisition of certain skills in order to do it effe ively. In

fact. In abandoning an tstablished form, one is forced to nubstit e a new

form. Form-lesaness E!'r se takes us only to the threshh311 of artistic

expression but not acrase it. It hns been our experience over and over again

that those people in ru'tal Africon cummunities wiq, no previous experience

of contemporary theatre,or drama and little formal artistic educatton, who

become interested in doing the drama themselves, want more than anything

elee the skills of dramit. These skills ought not to be compared withxthe

conventional skills of i'erformance (e.g. singing, hand-clapping, drumming,

1
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thancing). 114hat is.rspetialltwanted is access to the development of a new

and appropriate dramatic feria? .This involves, flor example, structuring
4 '

narrative and' dialogue, and developing action and comedy. The 'week-in-which-

to-make-plays' sort of workshop usually aghieves success only because of the

intuliions and experience of thosei professionals running the work-

.-
4

shoplio. They tan, and do, cut corners evenwithout knowing it; ind in very
.

'subtle ways they press upon Chel theatrically inexperienced group the

nmatssary .ffid nppropriatz sulptions, in order to get tht plays read) un time.

. I

If he 1.41ai objetliiits of these workshops is to set up locally run drama

81oups 4.41
t

the professionals have returned to base, then the process is
.

frauduleki. peuplt In the tommenity are left with boundless enthusiasm,

perhaps, but hupelesuly inadequate skills to crPate drama.

-)
4.

State-run publi, enlightenmZnt asd propagandist popular theatre has

serious and obvious Jisadvantages/r Problems of social development are often

saivtlf assessed, and within the tontext of political pragmatism short-term

solutions unly Sr, advutated. Thcae attually solve nothing and usually

,reate further and more intractable problem. . Global tunding agenties, like

UhEsCo, alsJ tend tu see the problems i;:-gent.cal without taking into account

Limit partitularlty, aud they_also.act as agent. of gcvernments rather than

Of :he 1,eople %.hose lufferings their funding i8 deSigned to alleviate.

There ts a more subtle disadvantage which is revealed by the Pupular Th_atte

tatapalos In Butswana,whith recnive strong government support. Since the

emphasis La ou sell-reliarice and bn the villagers tuming together to solve

114.1 prabl.ma themaelvts, Ule dramas tend to ,oncencrate on those problems
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which can be solved 18cally, and to leave aside more serious national

problems, such as the'ominous presence of apartheid South Africa along its

southern borders or the economic reasons for labour migration. It is

problematical if such a popular theatre movement can awaken consciousness

concerning these wider problems. Indeed, this sort of 'cosacientization'

of the masses is seen even by socialist governments as a rival to its own

programmes and perspectives. It might not be allowed to function beyond its

self-imposed local limitations; and even then the dramatic skills and

techniques may Mt well be used for reactionary and ultimately repressive

policies.

"TUE LIFE OF THE DRAMA"

What, then, would a radically popular theatre be like? And how would

such a theatre be achieved? We CL, approach these questions by posing another

question: what is the appeal of drama in all these attempts to raise the

consciousness of ordinary, uneducated people?

The question is difficult because to answer it we would have to tr: to

lay bare the universal appeal of drama as a human activity and mode of

communication; we would have to anatomize, in a distinguished American

critic's phrase, "the life of the drama" (Bentley, 1965). There Is at least

one certainty, which is that at its best drama does succeed in having, fn

some sense, a 'life' of its own. Its 'best' may be in the form of a

skillfully contrived pieca of escapism which permits an audience to take

collective imaginative refuge in a fictive realm of existence more pleasurable

than ita everyday one. Or, at a more serious artistic le.vel, the audience -
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and perhaps the performers as well - are 'taken out of themselves' and

enabled to engage imaginatively Lti a dramatic fiction which is felt to have

some serious connection with, and relevance to, their own everyday reality.

In either case, drama has the power to create enactments Which represent

playful fabrications of human reality.

Herein lies drama's potent, as a means of comumnication for, say, ft

group ot adult educators and community development officers working with

peasants whose experience is almost entirely restricted to their Immediate

environs. Lot us say that the adult educators are part of a large-scale

otii.ial campaign to establish mass literacy, and their use of drama thus

belongs to the 'public enlightenment' stage of popular theatre. They see

theit first task as making clear to the peasants the social benefits that

may kc.ompanv litera.y. But how is thi. to be done when the explanation of

the benetits must inevitably allude to social phenomena outsid. the peasants'

own experience? Drama can imaginatively project a posAble future based on

the realities ot the community's current way of life, which fotcefolly

depicts the advantages of literacy. One do.s not have to be litetate or

educated to be imaginative; and the peasants' kollective imagination can be

focused on the possibility of a better life based on litera.y skills, which

in turn - the)retically, at least - infuses them with the desire to be

literate.

The drama clearly has a special 'life' of its own here, in the sense

that not only Is a more desirable reality than the peasants current one

being enacted before their eyes, but the strategies for achieving it seem
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genuinely possible, so that for a while they can actually see a way forward.

Inthis case, draw is being consciously used as a kind of wish-fulfilment

e
ahmected quite concretely with reality. The play which provides the images *If

of the fulfilled wish may have been put together by the adult educators on

the basis of discussion with these and other peasants and as a result of

observation of their actual lives. It may even have been worked up through

improvisation based on an exchange of ideas and suggestions between the

performers and their advisers. The performers may make slight variations in

the dialogue and in small details of their characterization, but essentially

the play has probably achieved a completed form.

But now let us imagine that something untoward occurs in an apparently

routine performance of this public enlightenment play. It is coming to a

close: the newly-literate son of a peasant farmer receives news that, being

literate, he can now enter a government trade-school in the nearby town.

His good fortune is to be contrasted with the misery of this brother, who

has not made the effort to become literate and is accordingly doomed to

follow in his father's poverty-stricken, villoge-centred footsteps. The

actor, a full-time community development officer, has for some weeks past

been feeling uneasy about the agreed conclusion of the play but he has not

voiced his disquiet. He is himself from a small village4which has been

virtually destroyed 38 a community by the movement of its younger inhabitants

to the towns: much as he wishes to see the growth of literacy in his

country he knows, as Ins mainly-urban colleagues do not, that literncy

itself brings problems to a community Ake his own and the one he is now

V
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visiting. He opens the letter from the trade-school and reads it; but he

cannot, ia all sincerity, bring himself to look happy. The actor playing

his brother asks him what the letter aays; he is now supposed to reply

jubilantly thac he can go to the town. But the words refuse to come. The

actor playing his brother looks worried and repeats his question, prompting

his colleague to make the correct response. He hears himself say: "The

letter is from the trade-school. It says I can now go there. But brother

do not want to go." 111e brother looks confused, as well he might,

sinix his colleague has said the opposite of what he is expected to say.

There is a long pause and then the brother says the only thing he can say

in the circum,tances: "Why are you so sad when you've received such good

ucw!.:" Slowly, stumblingly, the young community development officer begins

tu explain: what will happen to the family while he is away? What if,

atter his training, he wants to indeed must - stay in the town to find a

job? What guod is thi8 literacy if it Is going to talw so many of the

young men away, perhaps for ever?

In a sense the play has gone off the ills, with no one now knowing

where it will end. Everything has been thrown into confusiun; the actors

are now obliged to think on their feet. We mubt louk more closely at what

precisely has happened.

The group of adult educators and community development officers 18

functioning quite consciously as a 'catalyst' in relatim zu the local

conTunities; they are trying to inspire them ihto thinking abuut and
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wishing for literacy2. As catalysts they have a 'higher' level of social

consciousness than the villagers, based on their education and wider social

experience. They are now engaged in 'raising' the consciousness of the

pLasants, using drama as their primary tool. But the young community

development officer, partly through his personal experience, has understood

that the consciousness of the catalysts is not great enough, for it does

not include an awareness of the possible harmful effects of the spread of

literacy for a peasant community. In this respect, he even suspects that

vAhe peasants know more than the catalysts, for they are forced through their

own immediate life-experience to forsee some of the dangers: although the

peasants would not wish to be unfriendly, he suspects that some of the

elders will secretly work against the spread of literacy because they see it,

justifiably, as threatening their comnunity.

The drama itself has .cystallized this awareness of a contradiction

for him. He cannot go along with the 'logic' of the play because, as a

performer in it, it has focused his own doubts about the reality it seeks

co portray., he cannot remain 'within' the flow of tie play because he has

begun, with the help of the drama itself, to see 'above' its Utow. The

scene in which he receives thp goul news of his admittance to the trade-

school has become, for him at least, a bitter irony.s For this young man,

the drama ho come to have a 'life' of its own in a new and special sense:

2. For convenience we will use the terms 'catalyst' and' 'catalyst
group' to signify those outsiders with specialist skills who
work as organised groups in communities. The skills are both

in theatre and commtptity development.
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the play not only presents a lively image of a wish fulfilled; it also

simultaneously makes problematic that possible future reality, and it does

so through its own internal logic. The drama, through its make-believe,

has opened up for reflection and debate issues of crucial significance in

the here and now. In one sense, then, it nas gone off the rails; but in

another it has only now really got on Mem.

A spetial kind of suspense, 6f excitement, now infuses the play. It

ia the game excitement that attends an improvisatior. which has 'taken rff'

that of a group of people groping towards a better understanding of social

reality by 'living it through in play. It involves a kind of critical

submission to Che created and creating logic of the 'playing': what will

happea next Lk; nut something'arbitrary at least not if the players keep

their Lourat and sensitivity but something which will emerge naturally

frum the tl'uw of fictive but authentic experience which t,,nstitutes the

drama up to that partiLular point. Of Lourse the play might come to a halt;

the aetots might not be able to go on actlig, but they can nuw engage in a

discussion with their audieaLe and amongst themselves. Fen the breakdown

represents a gain, fur it has produccd something more 'true' than what was

tilt:re before.

Thin kind of 'breakthrough' twig not be - indeed rarely is the result

of d performer's doubts about the finished play. It may be produced in a

less 'Jramatic' way: for example, by a number of performers becoming

increasingly dissatiafied with the play and agreeing tu go back to tbe

'impruvisation-reheatsal' stage so that a problem or contradiction tan be
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fully worked into the drama. Or the play may be reworked because of the

critItisms of,the bolder and more articulate members of the audience. In

either case, the catalyst group would still be aiming for a 'finished'

play, though now otrt which more adequately dramatizes social contradictions.

We have gone beyond the scope of public enlightenment theatre. A more..'

aeventurous catalyst group with the theatrical skills to do so may even

decide to incorporate this element.of 'open', impt nisatory Aaying into

its public performances. Augusto Boal, for example, in his experiments

with the People's Theatre in Peru, developed a "rehearsal-theatre" designed

to transform the.spectators into actors by having them 'complete' plays

deliberately left unfinished by the performOrs (Boal, 1979, pp. 120-155).

POPULAR THEATRE: PROBLEMS OF IDEOLOGY AND FORM

A truly popular theatre would thus presumabll be one in which the

people themselves, in spite of the handicaps imposed by lack of formal

education, could initiate and develop theatrical explorations of their

predicaments and by doing so engage in a continuous process of social self-

education. The desire of catalyst groups to involve the spectators

Increasingly in an active collaboration in the making and performance of

the play would thus have reached its logical conclusion. the catalyst

group itselt would no longer be necessary since the spectators have them-

selves become the .ctors. This tepresents an ideal still to be worked

for. The crucial question now is: what is the most effective way of working

towards this ideal?

5 3
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To be effective, catalyst gro ,3s must be able to perform two essential

functions: they must be able to raise the consciousneas of their tdrget

audiences by developing increasingly 'open', collabo.ative forms of dramatic

presentation which actively engage the spectators; and they must, at the

same time, be able to impart skills and an understanding of the relation

between drams and social problem-exploration to some at least of the

spectators so that ,hey can initiate and execute this kind of drama En their

own community. Let us consider some of the problems involved.
A

The first and fundamental problem nos to du with the catalyst group's

own colleLtive level of social consciousness. To fulfil effectively the two

functions mentioned above the group must itself have a sufficiently hlgh

level of consciousness, both in terms of social and political issues

generally and, more specifically, in relation to the social nature of their

theatrical project. Ey "a sufficiently high level of tonsciousness" what

We melt, is the capacity of the members of the group to keep a constant,

crltiLal vigilance over their own ideolog.,al proclivities, and to be prepared

to test theJe, through discussion but als4 through drana, against known and

experienced realities. Again, there is a crucial nexuh here between

ideology and form. The individual members of thc group Lannot help but have

sube personal ideology, however tenuous o.r incomplutc this may be. Asmiming

that the members of the catalyst group are of a similar social status and

educational background, i4hich is likely to he the Cdse, these personal

fdcologies are almost certain to coincide in some basic respects. The group

is likely to have a common ideology in the seuae that the mewbers ul all

kt-4,.
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social classes and groups, inasmuch as they share certain common material

conditions.and interests, exhibit commOn prejudices, betiefs and expectations.

However oiacerely concerned the members of the group may be with raising the

conaciousness of less advantaged people, there is an inevitable temptation

7
for them to believe, quite sincerely, that raising the people's conaCiousness

!a the same as getting the people tosee the correctness of their own common

ideology. So deeply but unconsciously may the beliefs and prejudices of

this ideology be burled that the members of the group do not even conschausly

know of them or articulate them.

Clearly, the catalyst group's unconscious or uncritical commitment to

an ideology militates against the devLlopment of open-ended, collaborative

forms of community drama. (This would still be the case even if the ideology

uere 'correct'.) It hinders the grouo in being receptive to the views

expressed by members of the target audience; add while their own shared

beliefs and prejudices remain unconscious or uncritically accepted they are

unlikely to,be able to articulate dramatically the full extent and implica-

tions of a social cantradiction. In our experience, thls leads to two,

paradoxically opposing tendencies: either for the group to 'say' less in

their plays than they are capable of; or for them to 'say' more than they

actually believe, as individuals and as a group. In the first case, their

unexamined ideological proclivitlea have funLtioned as an unconscious

inhibition to the dramatization of a problem; or, if their shared ideology

has come to light during the play-making, their 'statement' has been

conscloosly tailored to fit in with it. In the second case, the group 'aays'
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more than it actually believes only by virtue of a generally acceptable

hypocrisy, often associated with their paying lip-service to a rhetoric to

which they do not, at heait, subscvibe.

There is of course no simple, prescriptive solution to this problem

of how the catalyst group's own social awareness can be brought to and

kept am an adequate level. it is the old problem of who is to educate the

educators. But it at least seems certain that a crucial part of the group's

'education' must be through its active and sustained participation in the

lives of it; target audiences. Antonio Gramtici, who was much preoccupied

with the social.and political function of the modern 'intellectual', wrote:

llie mode of being of the new intelleitual can no longer consist
in eloquence, which is an exterior/ nd momentary mover of feelings

and passions, bt in active part dIpation In practical life, as

constructor, crganizer, "pezma nt persuader" and not just a

simple orator... (Cramsci, 1941, p.10)

Gramaci could have been writing specifically of the problem facing catalyst

theatre groups in the Third World. Such groups must become what we might

call 'ideologists in action', in the sense that they become 'scientific'

observers uf how material conditions and 1.,terests tend to give rise to

particular acts of ideas and beliefs and forms of behaviour; and as

"constructors" and "persuaders" they must be able to embody in dramatic

form ideological conflicts and the material circumstances from which they

have arisen, and by doing so be able to help their audiences in unmasking

ideology in the sense of 'false cossciousness'. To do this, as Gramaci notes,

involves their "active participation in practical life", in this tau the

practical lives of their target audiences.
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The secOnd problem which con4Ints the catalyst group in its effective

raising cf the consciousness of Ita
tartiet audien:es has to do with the very

practical problem of devising, through discussion and improvisation, the

basic 'scenario' of the play.3 This is a problem that cannot be divorced

from the first problem of the group's general le%el of social conaciousness.

Let us accept, however, for the make of argument, that a grotip which hes

very clear, articulated idea of what itu play ne du to 'say' about a

particular social issue is in the process orputtteg that play together. It'

. 0

is then faced with the quite technical problem of devising a scenorio upon

which the dramatic presentation can be based. If the group were composed

of professionally-trained actors pad writers the problems could presumably

be resolved through their profess-anal expertise. But what it, as the case

might very well be, the group has little or no th eXpertise - if, for

example, it is composed largely or exclusively of adult educators and

community development officer° w:lo have discovered the .ncy Of drama as

a mode of social communication? How are the educators to be educated at

this technical, theatrical level?

One point requires particular emphasis: it is not enough for community

development workers to coma to drama-practitioners to learn certain 'objective'

skills; for unless the people professionally engaged in drama have a thorough
,

3. By 'scenario' we mean the working outline of the play which will

be improvised. The scenario is produced through a process of

analysing social problems and formulating them in terms of plot,

character-relationships and olerall dramatic structure. A

discussion of the process of scenarle-makina in relation to a
popular theatre project amongst Hausa peasant fmratera can be

found in Bappa, 1980. . -
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understanding of the theoretical and practical problema Involved In

community theatre they, are likely to teeth skills associated with the

creation of 'well-made plays' rather than those required for the development

of the forually 'open', Collaborative drama which most effectively develops

the bocial awarenela of uneducated, mass audiences. The drama-practitioners,

in other words, cannot be insulated froM the social, ideological and hence

formal problems specific to this kind of project.

The full significance of this point emerges when we consider the

problem of how catalyst groups can most effectively fulfil their aecond

essential functibn, which le to Lmpart skills to members of their target

audience, including some understanding of how drama canbe used to explore

relevant problems. Gramsci, we have noted, wrote of the 'new' Intellectual's

"active participation in practical life". What does this mean, in reality,

for professional drama-practitioners,and others involved in this kind of

popular theatre? /C cannot, aurely, mean only that catalyst groups spend

muLh of their time on the road, visiting and performing for peasant or

urban communities. To be active participants in practical life can only

mean, in this context, that the members of the catalyst group actually live

with their target Lommunities pver a considerable period uf time.
4

And not
.)

only live with them, as relatively detached if ayapathegc observers of

their daily lives and problems, but as far as possible to become active

4. The desirable period of time varies with the partictiliim context,

and need not be continimus. For example, with peasak. communities,
the work is likely to be in relation :o the seasonal labour pattern.
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participants in their economic and social
life, and thus to experience at

.lenst some of their problems at first-hand.

Some of the difficulties of this are immediately evident. Apart from
k

the problem of how a group of people who are essentially 'outsiders' can

actually insert themselves into the economic and social structure of a

community,which is likely to be t lhtly knit, there is the question of the

auspices under which the catalyst group works. These are likely, for many

groups, to bc associated with governmental or 'parastatal' organizations,

such as the university or a social
servicea department, where the staff are

involved in formal education. But perhaps even more seriously there Ls the

likelihood of ideological oppoilition to such ventures amongst bureaucrats

and others with decision-making powers. In those countries where ideological

commitment to improving rural ,:ondLtiona extends little further than

rhetorical display the idea of a catalyst group living and working at length

with a community is likely to arouse consternation and the auggestion that

the rhetoric will sufrice. In other countries, where class-conflict between

the peasantry and proletariat on the one hand and the mtddle-clasa bureaucracy

on the other is strong and overt the catalyst group may well find itself on

the front line of claas warfare, with all the dangers that that suggests.

That a prolonged participation in the lives of the tnrget communities

is esnential for the effective functioning .1f the catalyst group can be

demonstrated by specifie reference to the crucial process of play-making.

It ie with a closer analysis of this process that we must conclude aur

discussion.
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In our hypothetical example of the young community development officcr

,
engaged in the literacy play we saw that the 'life' or the drama helped V,

crystallize a social contradiction: that the spread of literacy exaderbates

the tendency for the young men to leave the land. A social 'good' - the

spread of litv.acy - is now seen by him as ironically encouraging a social

'evil' - the movement away from the land. Let us say that this young man

now voices his awareness of this irony at a public discussion after the

play. To complicate matters further, some of the audience declare that, no

matter what the government or anyone else says, they will-take the first

opportunity of going to the town because "there is a better life there". It

is agreed that a new play should be devised which' will dramatically explore

the contradiction further. A new narrative must be ahaped, through discussion

and experiment, In accordance with thls perception of A contradiction. A

new character is introduced - or an old one modified - so that the 'voice'

Of those who at all costs wish to leave the land is heard In the play. The

young community development officer now plays a character who is divided

between his desire to go to the town and llarn a trade and his awareness

that though the Misery of peasant life in a sense justifies individuals'

desire to leave the land such a drift has terrible social consequences.

How will the nation feed itself, he asks, if the movement to the towns

continues?

In the course of making the new play other contradictions'are observed

to follow from this basic contradiction. For example, someone points out

that food is becoming increasingly more expensive in the towns. Why L. this?
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Because, someone suggests, there is less food being grown and transported to

the toms: actrcity makes things dearer. The young men wish to go to the

towns but by doing so life in the towns, for them and others, is becoming

more and more difficult. Thia idea is now built into the play by having a

scene showing a peasant farmer who has movqd to the town experiencing

financial problems. He doubts whether he can continue living there such

longer, but he now also faces the problem that he has sold his land so that

he has no farm to go back to. How can this problem, which is also the

problem of many others, be resolved? Can it be resolved at all?

What has happened is that the former play has crystallized social

problems and forced a new plai to be made which concerns itself with these

new insights. And in the course of making this new play other contradictions

and perspectives are being opened up, not in an abstract way - e.g. the

problem of 'inflation' - but in concrete terms based on the life-experiences

and imaginative resources of the audience. Something has also happened, the

participants discover, to the form of the drama. The awareness of contradic-

tions creates a series of accumulating ironies which are now determining

the structure of the narrative and characterization. The play now has

about it a kind of ironic 'openness', not of the sort where the play brops

ahd a discussion ensues where the audience is asked what should happen next,

but in which the narrative structure itself functions as an ironic discloser

of contradictions and possibilities. The play may, in its 'final' form,

appear to be 'finished', but it is not a 'finished' play in the sense that

the first literacy play was.

59i
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When, as in our hypothetical example, a play leads on to another

play which tries to incorporate social contradictions made manifest by, and'

perhaps in, the previous play, drama becomes not a single, 'finished'

theatrical occasion but a continuing social process. For there is every

reason to expact that the second play, through the contradictions that it

will reveal or begin to explore, will lead on to others. What is now

occurring is a continuous process of consciousness-raising, not only for

the members of the target audience, but also for the members of the catalyst

group themselves. The visible gives access to the concealed: connections

which normally remain hidden, even in the catalyst group's theoretical

analysis, are being brought into the light through the drama. Tbeprocesa

is dialectical, in the sense that tht drama refers back to the analysis

but also encourages - indeed forces - the development of the analysis

through the physicalizations in character and situation of the social

experiences. This dialectic is embodied in the creative collaboration of

the talented acto,s and perceptive social analysts. Clearly, for a-process

like this to be possible, and for it to be. enacted dramatically, requires

a lengthy participation by the catalyst group in the life of a particular

community. And It is only over a period of time that focal members of the

target audience can be fully introduced to th u idea of community play-

waking and be imbued with enough acting skills and performance procedures

to initiate it on their own when the catalyst group eventually does move on.

That people from the community itself should be encouraged to assume

the function of catalysts is, to our way of thinking, a basic requirement
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for effective popular theatre. Without this development, popular theatre

in the full sense can never be achieved. It is surely part of the whole

social function of this type of theatre that it seeks to socialize the

means of theatrical production so that it becomes generally available as a

method of self-education for the community. By doing so, the ultimate aim

must be to transform the spectators into actors, not just dramatic actors

but social actors with the ideological resources to play an active part in

chaping their own historical narrative. If the role of drama in achieving

this ideal is regarded aslearginal by some intellectuals, it can at least

be pointed out that established authority itself does not take so complacent

a vlew. Tbe latent potency of truly popular drama has been vividly attested

to by those authorities who have from time to time taken the trouble to ban

it and to punish its initiators.5

5. For example, Ngugi wa Thiong'o was imprisoned for a year by the

Kenyan authorities for his play Ngahika Ndendn, which he developed

with the Kenyan adult educator Ngugi wa Hirii, at the people's

theatre at Kamirithu. See Kerr, 1981.

5 9
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LATIN AMERICAN WORKING GROUP

.We set out to do two things:

A) develop a conceptual framework

8) outline a methodology for the use of nonconventional media for community

work controlled by the people.

A. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEN.ORK

We characterize the countries of the Latin American region as capitalist,

underdeveloped, and dependent. Host of them are authoritarian, and have

a very rigid social class structure. In this context the existence of a

fairly strong national bourgt.oisie at,suiated with multinational interests

manifests itself by the ownership uf the means of production, under control

of the educational and cultural apparatus.

As a consequence, the atomization of the population makes it very difficult

to establish a strong political and anion organization. We are excluding

from-this charauterization countries suulias-,;ubar Nicaragua, AntiGrgiuda________

which went through a very different political process.

The countries of the region are mainly rural in origin. Large segments of

the population migrate to the urban areas. This development contributes

to the expansion of the slums in the urban peripheries.

The unequal distribution of the resources, owned by a small r;rcontage of

the population, contributes to the impoverishment of the great majority.
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In the region the Catholic church is one of the most powerful social

institutions, traditionally allied to the most conservative and repressive

sectors of the society. However, in some countries a strong progressive

minority within the church became allies of the oppressed classes. This

progressive part f the church carries on their work by organizing the

rural and urban communities.

Thu political parties have not been able to incorporate an answer through

the platforms, the orientations, and reindicatlons of the large popular

sectors.

Thu unions, perse...uted and repressed by the numerous military governments

that prevail in the region, had and still have tremendous difficulties in

organizing and devloping themselves. This is definitely more difficult in

thu rural areas where oppression is stronger. Whenever the unions get

developed and organized, they tend to become bureaucratic in their organize-

tion, drifting away from the people they represent.

Within the cultural forces that operate within the region the internationrl

agcncies responsible for financial and teanical assistance and at the service

of the local governments arc nut supporting alternative lines of action that

arc appropriate to the needs of the people.

Th, alliances among the multinational intrests and thc dominant national

6eLlora reveal several atrategies that work as palliatives without affecting

the structural, socioeconomic and cultural conditions of the population.

5 9 t
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In this context, the "Alliances for Progress" and the "Green Revolution"

in the past, and the '"Rural Integrated Development" projects of today aro

vivid ,.xamples.

At the same time these alliances have tried to co-opt the popular currents

that emerged as an alternative Strategy. It deliberately tried to distort

concepts such as "popular education," "popular culture," "conscientization,"

nparticipation," etc.

The present educational system in its formal and nonformal aspect clearly

tends to reinforce the dominant ideology. It is an education alienated

from reality, authoritarian and vertical, individualistic, classist, and

anti-analytical. Through centralization, it tends to make cultural values

uniform, clearly and intentionally violating the broad cultural and ethnic

differences that can be observed within the countries of Latin America.

The prevailing educational system is very lhmited in its ability to respond

4%.

to the real needs of the population.

The clear predominance of the private se&or in the educational system

contributes to the consolidation of these characteristics.

The introduction of educational technology such as TV, strongly supported

by the intellectual and industrial sectors of the First World, tend to

strengthen the authoritarian, individual:stic and ctntralized characteristics

of the educational system.
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Rowevei, it is necessary to eephasize the non-monolithical aspects of the'

educational system. Its natural contradictions and certain flexibilitie,

allow the development of opportunities which oppose the impositions of the

official apparatus. likon-governeent organizations are trying to extend to

their clientele the benefits of different types of education, liberating

in its theoretical and practical aspects. In a different manner this is

also taking place within the offis5p1 educational system through the inter-

action among teachers and students.

The mass media which are predominantly in the hands of the private sector

ally themselves with the national dominant sectors and their multinational

partners. Through their messages they reinforce the alienated, indiAdual-

istle and centralized characteristits found in the educational sectoe.

In the educational sector as well as in the mass media there is no partic-

ipation kof tho people in defining the contents of the eurricula or programme.

On the 4ne hand we cannot deny the persuasive power of the mass media which

permanently acts upon its audience. But n the other hand, wo have to strops

the fact that the audience does not have a totally passive attitude despite

the eentinuous ideologieal "bombing." There is an attitude If resistance

at a latent level that might be detected and explored, and turned into

stiaiyhtferward expressions through.the noneonventional means of communication

within "popular educational" work.
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There exists a large variety of tr.aditional fo of communication that

ohistorically have enabled the communities to tuate their cultures and

traditions. Traditionally these means of c

e/
mmunicition were an integral

part of the life of the community; at presentthey are being used to serve

other objectives, reified as folklore for the consumption of people outside

the community and used to channel externally imposed messages which fail to

address the real needs of the community.

In Latin America culture is dynamic rather than static. We distinguish

between the "people's culture," with its positive an" negative aspects and

the "popular culture." The people's culture, a mixture of the values from

the people and of those from the dominant class, has developed in its various

forms. By people's culture we mean the culture that exists and manifests

itself in a spontaneous and natural way through music, customs, values, etc.

It is a culture dominated and absorbed by the ruling culture, and which has

been able to impose, across time, values foreign to the popuiar interests

and favourable to the ruling class. By popular culture we mean the culture

that preserves, rescues, and incorporates elements whose content is eminently

.popular, that is to say the culture which strengthens ethnic and class

consciousness.

Rediscovering these genuine popular values which we fand (mixed together

and diffused) an people's culture in a critical way, and returning theso

values systematically to the people, for the benefit of the people, is the

fundamental task of popular eimation.
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We have defined two basic areas of analysis: 1) the indigenous social

structures and the need for its organizational aeVelopment, and, 2) the

ebncepts of peoples' culture and popular culture and the way nonconventional

means of communication are utilized.

With reppect to the need for the organization of the communities, we strongly

advocate this basic organizational work in order to prepare the conditions

for a process of fu damontal structural change. This organization must lead

to the develoroont of economic system within the community that answer the

fundaments./ Keguirements of their population. The community organization

should,alsp be geared to the principal objective, which is to build conditions

for generating and promoting an autonomous popular power. This must be done

through the support of the established organizations and through the stim-

ulation of new ones.

In that sense, popular education comes to be la and for the organizational

purpose. This relationship must maintain a pluralistic character, because

only in this way can a broader sector of the population be reached by the

educational services.

An example of the organization of "popular education" is the Bolivian case.

In systematizing the process and structures of Quochua culture, the culture

is revitalized in such a way that it responds to the present characteristic'

of the society. For that reason an institution has emerged such as the

Ayni West (reciprocity-house).

G
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As one of its functionsthe Ayni Wasi

manages a store for ag'ricultural products and manufactures resulting

from inter-community exchanges and, to a leaner degree, urban commodities;

organizes and coordinates a productive system which includes handicraft,

agricultural and Industrial products;

coorainates a social service system which includes health care, housing,

and others;

coordinates a social communication system, which expresses itself through

theatre, songs, dance, Interchange of information among communities

and segions;

organizes a team of popular educators, trained for the purpose.

Due to its symbolic and organizational role, the Ayni Wasi unifies the

community, gives a dynamic impulse at the social, political, and cultural

level, neutrall4es antagonist forces, and acts as a catalys for the spon-

taneous appearance of new Ayn1 Wasis and educational activities.

It Is Important to point out that each Ayni Waal coordinates its activities

with those of other Institutions operating at a more centralized level. It

also helps in the search for and selection of molil technology and other

resources useful for the development of ntractures and seaourcei for their

own use .

6 j_
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Popular education as a aocial process, should reach beyond the 6chools

themselves. The union beiween school, education, and the working world

should be activated, as well as the inibgratior of the schools within their

respective communities.

Popular education is a process that must be seen within a wider context: it

should involve the family, social groups, and the working world so that the

school becomes a complement to development instead of merely an agency that

transfers knowledge and yet retains the power of decision-making related to

the community.

Popular education must have a class connotation and must aim at strengthen-

ing popular cukture, by creating conditions for the development of the

ccmmunity. Thu., it should help the community and its groups to realize:

undelstand, and systematize fully the economic, social, and cultural pro-
.

ceises at the national, regional, and local levels and the possibility for

opening up more 'collective actions which can generate socioeconomic and

, cultural Improvements.

For this purpose, we can only sae this development as an ongoing process

Involving thy tull.partictpatIon of thecemmunity ln decision-making AS well

ab In controlling the proccss. Thus, comnunity'partiripation should form

part of the design, the implementation, and the evaluation of popular

educational projects.
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b. ME111000WGY PDR USING NON-CONVENTIONAL MEDIA

Ono of the ways .n which they have already been used in several countries

is their instrementalization by foreign agents. We observed how the form

and content have been manipulated with minimal or token participation by the

community. We reject this approach, because it violates what we have been

saying, up till now about popular education: this 'instrumentalist' apitRach

to gonconventional communicatIon media aies not differ very much fro;M that

of the conventional educational methods and media. It is imposed from above,

and, thus, is authOrttarian and centializedi,and it does not respond_to the

real needs of 61e population. Examples all over the world support this'

statement: 'family planning, propagation of the falba concept of nationalism,

the use of music ar4 dance for tourist consumption, etc.

Nonconventional media within "popuIar education" work should be do . by means

ot a dialectical ap grroach invOlving the active participatioh of t e community.
%

The method sha*d'develup from an integrated work together with the corsZ4ity.

Through eho diagnosis and systematiration el their reality the community should

determine how the'oxisting nonconventional communication media should fit in.

Popular educators, working closely within the community can help through

methodological and technical Abs. The programme content should be drawn

from the experiences of both the popular educator and the community.

- /
With those points in pind the popular educator's function is t'e"\qmpht
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and orient the grouP's actions towards;

distinguishing between what is an objective (fulfillment of a

need) and a task (means of accomplishing an objective);

determining the operational objectives once the needs of the group

aro established;

defining the tasks each group member must assume, and handing out

supporting material so the entire organization understands its duties;

informing the group of the resources available for attending to the

educational/technical needs of the community, in order to take advantage

of al) current resources tbat operate within the area:

informing the groups of the most efficient methods and techniques

I, for collective action.

The sepport given by the popular educator enables the groups to gradually

assume responsibility for the project ant for their own organization. In

all types of work selected for this purpose (e.g., study and research circles,

group organization laboratories, participatory research, and others) , the

role uf the popular educator is limited to coordinating discussions. The

groups themselves analyze and elaborate on the particular projects.

in sum, the objective is to synthesize a common project that permanently

involves the community groups and the popular educator. As the project
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focuses on a participatory approach to learning, both the popular educator

and the members of the groups become actors in the process of popular

education.

One example of this approach is the workshops on popular education method-

ology developed in NicaragUa based on the MEC (Mexico) experience.

The work consisted of the following:

1. Introduction Exerciabs and Games, Integration, and Organization

1.1 We try, from the very outset when the participants are introduced,

to "break the ice," inspire confidence and group unity. In order to

do this, we employ diverse games and dynamics.

1.2 Organization of committees for the development of the workshop.

1.3 Some primary "codes" for the identification of the group are

established.

2. Source of Theoretical Content

starting with the notion that the popular education methodology ts best

learned through doing it and living :t, a "thematic axis" is chosen through

which the methodology can be transmitted live. The most common thematic

axls is the analysis of reality.

, 2.1 First, a general vision of the sUbject, based on a slide-tape show

"The Story of Tigers and Cats" which presents in the form of a fable
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and using colour drawings, the history of humanity from a class

perspective.

2.2 The accumulation logic of the capitalist system. Tho group plays

"Star power*, a game Wich roproduces the mechanisms of capitalist

accumulation, and illustrates conduct based on profit-making, ambition,

and power. Critical discussion of events in the game gives testimony

to and permits camprehension of the concepts being worked out.

2.3 In-dopth analysis of the historical and structural: by means of mime

dramatization and dramatized reading of the story "The Market" (by

Bellamy a 19th century author).

40' 2.4 Work in small groups, analyzing and classifying the content of the

story into its economic, political, and ideological aspects.

3. Level of Abstraction, "The Social Tree"

3.1 The coordinator expla+, drawing os group input, how all systems

operate, showing the dominant economi, structures as well as the

political and ideological ones.

Towards this purpose, the example of a tree is used which symbolizes

society: the roots the economic function; the trunk the political

system; the foliage . the ideological apParatus.

3.2 Design of their own "social tree." During this stage, small groups
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analyze their own reality, using their own concrete data. These

facts are presented and classified into a new "social tree".

4. Towards the Dynamics of Concrete Reality

4.1 A game called "the blind and the bound." The game reproduces the

structure of social classes in conflict, each attempting to attain

its own partimilar goals: the blind (the exploited) to become

united; the bound (middle class) to adjust to their situation and

freely take part; the "infiltrators" (the exploiters-tigors) to divide

and manipulate the blind: The game dynamic compels each one and each

group to reproduce, in effect, their own interpretation of the role

of the social class which they are acting.

4.2 Introduction to popular culture

After a brief assessment of the role of culture in processes of change

and the differences between liberating and alienating culture, small

groups are formed with th ::. objective of "salvaging" popular culture

forms from out of their own reality: music, story telling, proverbs,

poetry, popular folk medicine, etc.

S. Theatre Itself

It is not until these stages have been covered that the group is ready to

understand what Popular Theatre is and the role it must play as an instrument

of Popular Education. After ehis phase, the large group is divided into
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two "workshops" for

5.1 discussions on popular theatre, its different categories, et(.;

5.2 practical acting exercises;

5.3 preparation of a sys-1 work to be performed on a "cultural evenin4'1

5.4 explanation of the collective creation method:

deciding on the issue to be portrayed (generating,nucleus)

gathering objective data on this issue

esploring the connotation of this issue - the vital, emotional,

subjective aspects evoked by the subject in question

making a structural analysis of the issue

conducting additional research

creating tne story line or plot

selecting characters and dramatic structure for the work.

5.5 creation of a play by the workshop. (In Nicaragua the participants

developed a play on "How the peasant farmers participated in the

Revolution".)

b. A session on "Theatre Without Spectators"
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APRICAN/CARIBIEAN WORKING GROUP

We do not want a list of various "folk media" and "indigenous structures."

We feel it is inappropriate to list folk media, techniques, structures,

and personnel, its "variables (positive)" and "constraints (negative)"

upon these. They are part and parcel of the totality (political, social,

historical, and economic) of the situations in which they occur. In our

discussions we have identified a number of issues:

1. a definition of "development" - development for whom? c

developed countries have achieved and maintained their developed

level by exploiting both their own and Third World resources

(human and natural)

development concepts are inadequately expressed in local languages

many "advanced" development models are defined in economic

terms only, omitting human,.social,.and cultural development

some aspects of development are given aisproportionate emphasis,

e.g. population control programmes as compared with health

programmes as in India and Bangladesh

if western models are not applicable then new definitions of develop-

ment must be arrived at

2. international relations (funding, multinational corporatiohs,

capital outflow, and "brain-drain")

+ development agencies
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(a) Developmentalists only aid stable,econoades and political

systenm and labour according to tle ways in which this aid is

beneficial to donors, e.g. Liberia, Kenya. However, this may

not be so in case of war as war can be profitable, e.g. Nigeria.

(b) Collusion between multinational and domestic leaders results

in the presence of runaway industries, free trade zones, and

the exploitatten of the workers in situations where there is

inadequate labour legislation. Whore governments oppose multi-

nationals, extreme pressure is exerted on those governments,

e.g. Jama.i'ca, where the bauxite levy had to be removed when

bauxite companies cut back in production.

(c) Some developmental policies are divisive, e.g. master

feZmer schemes.

(d) There Is often a flow of capital out of the country through

the local elite, e.g. Jamaica (over the 14st 8 years)

(e) There is a movement of skilled labout from the Third World

to the rxrst World, e:g. Nigerian nurses to Britain.

3. the gulf between a theory of intervention and its practice

(including the role of the decision-maker)

By a theory of intervention we mean the introduction of gocds, services,

personnel, and ideas into the community. Services especially focus
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on training of personnel in the community, which might include

training them elsewhere.

e.g. self-help activities which have been at one stage fostered

by decision-makers and acted upon by communities are then

undermined by

(a). new policies

(b) inconsistencies in existing policies:

e.g. the radical intellectual who seeks eithor ,,ithin formal,

structures (e.g. religious) or informally (e.g. underground

political movements) to impose a rigid class analysis on

oppressed groups, is surprised when they don't work as intended.

4. the gulf between a theory of political economy and the active

Participation of the people

e.g. a blind spot in tho currnt theory of political economy

which does not recognize the unpaid work of woven in

production, and in the reproduction of the labour force;

e.g. the difference between the statements made about a situation

by tho planners and the politicians and the actual situation

in communities.

S. form as particular manifestations of a society and its relation to

cultural content. We undorstand form to include both expressive

foms (e.g. plays, dances) and social forms (0.g. age sots,

traditional cooperatives). These forms structure social life in
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a complex interaction with each other suid are inseparable from

content. We oppose the idea of abstracting particular forms from

their social context and using then arbitrarily for extraneous

purposes,

e.g. performing initiation dances at the airport; taking dances

out of a religious festival and putting them into dramas

for Community development; imposing a particular ethnic

cult on the entire nation (Tombalbaye and the sarh initiation

ekn Chad as an attempt to promote national cohesion).

;
We zind4in our work that we have a need to create appropriate forms

to express new content,

e.g. dramatic forms for peasants political awareness in northern

Nigeria.

b. the undermining effect of crises in underdeveloped countries. Work

is undermined by the adverse effects of abrupt and frequent changes

of government, the threat of violenc political oppression as well

as the daily difficulty of satisfyine domestic needs. nese crises

generate constant demands for immediate action which is fruitleas

and inhibite 0:11;u:ration.

Our experiences haw revealed a crisis in the nature of the achievement

of individual projects. Occasionally the achievement is substantial;

generally it is ambiguous; but with increasing frequency it is no

atihievement at all. It is counter-productive, especially in terms of
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the lives of the people the projects are most concerned.to help.

One analysis of these experiences suggests that the constraints upon

the projects are such that a negative result may often be likely. An'

alternative analysis sees the manifestation of contradiction in general

(the oPposite result' of Chat which was intended) reflected in the

particularity of contradiction in each of the case studies as well as

the contradictions inherent in each of the issues (1),to (5) outlined

above. Thus:

1. A definition of "development" indicates that in most instances

donor countries benefit far more from the aid they give to

recipient countries than recipient countries do themselves

2. International funding of development projectu in a particular

Third World society is undermined by the movement of international

capital out of it in such a way that the benefit of the project

is obscured.

3. The basis on which groups are organized often provides the means

by which the central power effects their destruction.

4. The theory of political economy often actually prevents ihe people

from participating in the, process of defining it, but hold: them'

responsible for its hnplementation and perpetuation.
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5. This is riven with cpntradictions

e. g. (a) a traditional dance/festival/social organization,

etc. may actually consolidate the status quo:

(b) the people may need new media, in addition to existing

media, to express the complexity of their contemporary

situation, and yet, for example, film and teleVision have;

such costly means of production that they are'only

accessible to the elites whose interests vis-a-vis the

whole society they can be made to serve;

(c) a 'popular culture, i.e something for the people,

contradicts a people's culture, i.e. something by

the people.

6. A particular project is undermined by particular and unrelated

crises which it cannot solve.

Those in thu group who offer an analysis by contradiction would suggest

alternative strategies to those currently proposed. Other strategies

would be suggested by those for whom the failure of projects can be

'explained by constraints. But it needs to bu stressed that both Views

suated a common ground in their frank admittance that there we. o Cut

and dried solutions to the problems in both Third World and advanced

societies.
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ASIAN WORKING GROUP "A"

We'r not interested in ways of "harnessing" the people's cultural

resource for centralized communication of "development" messages. We

don't be ieve in this. It may be the people's cultural forms - the external

appearan e - but it is not their'message nor does it serve their interests.

It is al ply a more subtle means of external manipulation - their "media"

appiopr ated and uaed to funnel the ideas of outsidd agencies into their

heads.
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The popular performing arts have operated throughout history as an

autonomous form,of expression of the popular classes. While overall they

tend to reflect dominant class values, they do constitute a form of

independent expression, communication,.end learning among the popular

classes - a major source4 identity, popular understauding, and

occasionally'social criticism and protest. However, the pervasiveness

and power of thesetgolk media in influencing the rural masses has'

attracted the interest of the bureaucratic and bourgeois rultng classes

who ure looking for fresh ways of legitimating their domination and

asserting their control. Without a common language with the popUlar

classes they have attempted to appropriate the people's loteIC and

expression to further their Interests. For them it is just sno er

resource to be captured ond hernessa'for their purposes - thus depriving

the popular classes of their own means of expression.

4
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By co-optiog the folk arts they

remove.thea-from their traditional

structure as a form of horizontal

communication and convert them into

top-down propaganda machinery. The

"folk media" simply become another

form of mass media - centrally

controlled carriers of the

development "packages" aimed at

providing symptomatic relief but

not desling with the fundamental

structural inequality.

617
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However, the appropriation of the people's media for dominant class

prupaganda has not happened without a struggle. In various parts of Asia,

villagers have resisted the appropriatiOn of their "media" for crude

prupaganda purposes. In one country folk actors promoting family planning,

in support of u coercive aterilization campaign, were physically attacked

and in other villages people simply mar away from them when they saw the

tamily planning van. Of course, the most common form of resistance is

silence - most villagers simply slt and enjoy thofl performance, ignoring

the propaganda aspects.
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In response to this apparent

passivity and unaware that it

represents a form of resistance to

dominant class propaganda, the

development communicator blames the

villager. Resistance for him is

a negative quality - a factor

accounting for the peasants'

poverty rather than an effect of

and a rational,response to the

system of domination. The devel-

opment communicator not only tries

to direct attention away from the

exploitation ot the poor by

claiming that poverty is self-

inflicting (the result of "traditional ways") but also tries to persuade

the puor to accept this explanation and the label of cultural inferiority.

(Persuading the "victim" to accept the blamelLfor his exploited situation

is one means of dealing with the Luntradictions and tensions produced by

the inequality-producing modernization system.)
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The relevance of the indigenous culture concept is not in helping to

implement the delivery of technical packages (whose value is problematic

for the rural poor), but in identifying an additional cleans of restating'

domint.nt class indoctrination, building culfidence,solidarity, and popular

organizations, and struggling against the oppressive structures. "Popular

culture" is the true voice of the people, representing their interests,

overcoming internalized negative selfimages, asserting their aspirations,

grievances, and protest, and mobilizing support for a total liberation

process.
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Popula ulture must be rooted in the organizations and struggles

the popular classes. It must be part of a total transformation process

(rather than remaining an isolated form of one-way communication) which

builds class constAousness and mass organizations, and challenges the

dominant power structure. ,
,y in this way will it remain committed to

dismantling the struLtures of domination, rather than being limited to

declarations of protest or social analysis outside an organizational

context.
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ASIAN WORKING GROUP "B"

INTRODUCTION

We recognize that there are a variety of processes which bring communities

int; interaction with their wider political, administrative, economic,

ecological, and cultural environments. These interactive processes may

have both positive and negati a impacts upon local communities, including

existing social structures and "folk media." They are a fact of life,

however, that cannot be ignored. A key consideration of the group, therefore,

was how to increase possibilities for "developmental" processes to benefit

rather than hurt local communities.

It such "interactive" processes between outside and community groups/individ,

uals is to take place as a "dialogue" then certain elements mud4 be taken

into account. Thcro needs to ba greater local control of the processes

of "interaction" and of community destiny. Helping "traditional" folk media

and "indigenous" social ntructures to c1.31ve can be a means to help restore

a balance In relations between communitie. and other groups/forces. It is

hoped that such structures can become a means for 1) expressing the interests,

knowledge, dnd needs of communities, 2)
commun.cating .n both a horizontal

(inter-community) and vertical (bottom-tip) fashion and mudiating external

messages/programmes in a way that does not undermine existing capacities

and structures.
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OBJECTIVES AND CONDITIONS FOR USE

LooRing at its task from the perspective of "communicator".(regarding

traditional media) and "animator" (regarding traditional structures), the

group set the following objectives:

1. For work with traditional/folk media

a) effective development communication

b) national integration and cultural identity

c) regional and local cultural identity,, with due regard for

aes.thetic and entertainment values.

2. For work with traditional social strucWics - promoting development

(e.g. social justice, economic justice) through participatory means.

For work with traditional media the
following factors need to be

considered (in no particular order of priority):

danger in "overloading"

world-view sensitivities/value systems

language, subculture barriers/customs, values

cultural and aesthetic appropriateness

subversion or transformation of the form

determination of flexibility or rigidity

hierarchy (locus/levels) of control 1
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availability of human and financial resources

capability of extenSion into mass media

For work with traditional social structuxes the following factors

need to be considered (in no particular order of priority):

danger in overloading'

value system

leadership roles and processes

over-bureaucratization

adaptation capacity for technological use

transformation of form, e.g. "co-optation"

institutional flexibility and rigidity

locus of control

hick of human skills and financial resources

appropriateness

accessibility

lAratevr uuidelines and UrIncip1es Based ilo?!1 Consideration of Previously

Noted Factors

1) To avoid ovtaloadAng there may possibly be a need to. a) create new

roles, leadership and implementation, rules and institutions; and

b) balance aesthetics with function.

2) There may be the need to. a) adapt the communication or projcct task
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to the world-view of prevailing value systems; b) guard against'

inconsistency among forne,velue systemm and functions; and

c) create new forms, channels, structures, and functions.

3) Depending upen determination of the hierarchical locus of control

(decision-making, participation), there should be an attempt to

decentralize planning and implementation in order to have optimum

participation by the people. There should also be creation/strength-

ening of existing conmunity and sub-commmnity roles and institutions

to raise the level of local participation, relevancy, effectiveness,

and efficiency; as well as selection of appropriate technology

supporting local effective participation.

4) Regarding human and financial resources, it may be necessary to

take into account existing as well as needed human and financial

resources in order to work effectivoly with folk media/social

structures.

5,) Regarding the use of traditional mldia over the mass media one should

a) assurz the integrity of existing forms,

b) evolve er fuse new forms, in a dynamic fashion.

Methodological Approach

1. Research into existing conceptions, processes, knowledge, practices
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by means of:

participatory observation

collection'of imoverbs

personal life histories

interviews, etc.

2. Identification of potential human, institutional, and financial

resources fram and by the local ommmmnity

3. Community dialogue on its own future

4. berivotion of plan

5. Implementation

Examples of Application:

A. Wayang Kulit

1.1 Study: a) social position of Dala.g; b) Wayang as social/moral

commentary. c) Solidarity-making fun:tion of Wayang through:

participatory observation

interviows

recording/collection of presentations

2. Selection of Dalangs with potential for conveying new ideas.

talent surveys, interviews, observation

6 6
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3. Group discussions between the communicators, Dalangs, and key leaders

on Wayang as a medium of development communication

4. PAlot Projects to meet objectives - Dalangs work as cpmmunity

development agents (including training and evaluation),

B. Dharma Tirta Water Users Association

1. Study: irrigation rolgs, agricultural production processes, land

tenure and power relations, irrigation technologies by means of:

participatory observation

interviews/life histories

documents (records)

meas9ring water

group discussion

2. Dialogue between key informants and extension personnel regarding

possible adaptation of organizational/technological actions to Incal

institutions, technologies, and needs

3. Local Evolution of Action.Plan:

key informants work oui locally adapted model

option is presented and discussed with community

leadership/implementing roles are filltd

pilot areas for technological improvements arc established
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4. Derive a staged approach to developing technologies and institutional

forms 311ying primarilyam local inputs/participation

C. Binjar %$stem

1. Study: role of leaders, origin of Banjar system, and relationships

between system and government by means of:

partAcipatory observation

interviews

documents

2. Discussions between Banjar leaders and key infonna,nts with field

workers to set development issues

3. Extending discussions to include nature of the system

4. Training and evaluation of performance of new Donjar leaders.
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SUMIARY OF =NAM DISCUSSIONS

In principle, the conference participants gave unanimous, lout qualified,

support to the basic notion that:

Traditfonal (institutional harbour within them a latont

dynamism which, when properly respected, can aerve as
ths springboard for modes of development which are more
humane than those drawn from outside paradigms. When

dovslopment builds from indigenous anstitutiong it
exacts lower social costs and imposes loss human suffering
and cultural destruction than when it copies outside

module."

This principletof valuing tho strength of indigenous culture as a major

source of identity and eolf-confidence was accepted. However, the ways and

means of implementing this idea woro disputed. One "camp" felt that the

Indigonous Culture for Development (ICD) approach should be implomonted with-

in a convontional development strategy: the otner rejected this view and pro-

posed that "indigenous culture for development" (ICO) only made sense within

tho context of popular movements in which the people controlled the process.

Tho latter group, the "popular movement", or structuralist group, rejected

the notion of starting with a predetermined "technique" or "approach." They

maintained that any analysis lr application of culture in development should

evolve from an understanding of the history and political economy of the third

World in general ana of dovelopnpint in particular. It was felt that an

Coulet, Denis (1900) "Development Experts: The One-Eyed Giants-

World Development 8 (7-8;: 481-490.
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historical perspective would show the development of exploitative relation-

ships and help to clarify
inequalities in the Third World.*

. The basic question was: who is development serving? The popular move-

,' meant group viewed conventional development as a process of modernization - of

imposing modern habits, techniques, and a servile consciousness on peasants

and workers in order to incorporate them into now production processes, patterns

of consumption, etc. over which they have no control. Tho overall effect of

dwelopment was seen as increasing the power and control of the donor mountries

and Third World elites while failing to eliminate the impoverishment,

exploitation, false consciousness, unemployment, poor
health, etc., of the

rural masses.

Given this view of conventional development, the popular4movement group

was skeptical about making any real improvements in the lives of the rural

mosses meAly by slotting a new technique (ICD) into the development process.

According to theiir viesk, this weuld only i..rve to integrate the oppressed

into the structures that wore exploiting
thtm rather than aid them in break-

ing out of these ofprassive structures. A culture-based strategy would !Wive

the rural masses only if it re used within their own movements where they

could define the aspects CI would support their interests and decide on the

An analysis of the historical background an0Solitical-economic structures

is given in the introduction to the Latin American and African Working

Grpup Reports.
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strategy in which popular culture could play a role. While appreciative of

this position, those who were more inclined to work within "conventional

dovr:opme the "instrumentalist" group - defended a reformist approach,

that is, "ideologically" on the outside of the power structure but "tactically"

on the inside.

The Structuralists Speak

A fundamental weakness of the Indigenou's Cultuze for Development

concept - from the structuralist point of view - lies in its instrumentalist

Approach. This can be defined as the external manipulation of indigenous

culture for ends which ultimately benefit the external agent. In this criticism

essentially three things are being addressed:

the lack of popular control over the process - the programme

is externally controlled and manipulated:*

the appropriation of people's culture to serve ends which are

set by outsiders and which work against the popular interest;

the treatment of indigenous culture as "things" or "tools"

which can be extracted from their socio-political context.

"Instrumentalization" means that indigenous institutions are not being

valund in :erns of their own intrinsic merit nor in terms of how they might

* In principle ICD sounds "bottom-up" since it is meant to build on people's

own cultural institutions and structures. However, ibnpractice their

instittn.ions are co-opted and used within a developmenit project ovei

which they have litt)- or no contro).
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serve the interests of the people, but rather in terms of how tney can fulfill

the objectives of development planners. People's trust in their own indigenous

institutions and practices is manipulated in order to "engineer" support for

the outsider's project or programme. One danger of this, of course, is that

as peaple see their culture being appropriated for technocratic ends they

will either lose faith in their own institutions or resist the instrumental-

isation of their culture.

Pseudo-Participation Structuralists focused a goad deal of discussion on

the above contradiction. In principle. ICD appears to be a means of increas-
.

ing people's control over the development process, in practice, however, it

results in only token participation. People are "involved" in the initiatives

of the development agencies rather than in programmes in which they take the

initiative and have the control.

The.use of folk media may vrovide the best example: while performances

utilize indigenous performers, indigenous cultural forms, and a good deal of

popular content, the central messages remain those of the outside development

agencies. The whole exercise is,essentially one of persuasion rather than

dialogue. There is no attempt to help the oppressed develop a critical per-

spective on their situation and organize to defend their interests. Performers

and audiences are rarely involved in selecting and shaping the mesuSges, in

discussing the perfoimances, or in linking the performances with organization

and colletive action. Thus, without a change in the overall structure,

folk media operates as mass media does -- a top-down, centrally controlled,

6 .1. )
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secial engineering approach to development.

KAP-Gap Ment&lity* A common feature of ICD work and development'work ia

general was seen to be a "KAP-gap mentality" or the assumption that the

primary constraint on development was knowledge and skills rather than

structural inequality.** This was evident in one of the sendnar papers which

listed development problems as those of "drinking, illiteracy, superstition,

uncontrolled family, malnutrithan, and insanitation". No mention of landless -

nese or low wages or unesploysent or victimisation - the poor could pull

themselves up by-their proverbial bootstraps if they could only learn to read,

cook better meals, dig latrines, and bredk their bad drinking and procreative

habits. This "biasing the victiae interpretation of rural poverty provides

a rationalization for the social engineering approach to ICD: since the

poor are'ignorane and have 'bad traditional habits', any approach is valid

in persuading them to change their ways even if this means manipulating their

culture.

Resistance - A Conservative or Positive Response to Development? The KAP--gap

mentality was also demonstrated in the instrumentalists' analysis of peasant

INP is an abbanviation for "Knowledge-Attitude-Practice", the label for

a commonly used form of pre-programme research.

** Where structural inequality is recognized - eg. the Indian Song and Drama

Division's dramas on untouchability, the solution to tha exploitation
and victimization of the Karijans ia presented as a change of heart by

the landlOrd rather than their organization to demand just treatment.
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resistance to development. Instead oi regarding resiitmnce as a positive

sign indicating increased critical
consciousness and real awareness of some

'of the negative effects of development, it was viewed as representing con-

servative behaviour -

"If ignored, such indigenous communication systems

can transmit messages thich oppose and undermine

development programmes. Per examPle, in India,

Pakistan, and Indonesia such traditional communication

channels have, in the past, frequently carried
negative rumours about the side-effects of family

Planning methods, sometimes leading to the outright

rejection of the contraceptives being introduced."

On tha other hand, popular resistance to forced sterilization campaigns

or family planning programmes which do not encompass structural reforms might

be viewed as a sign of true development, i.e., the poor's growing awareness

of what serves or works against their interests and their efforts to defend

themselves against arbitrarily imposed "development."

The Moneylender The idea of utilizing the village moneylender as a family

planning promoter was the best exaaple of
the contradictions in the ICD

approach. It is clearly coercive - a member of the village power structure

who has tremeadous control over the livee of landless labourers and marginal

peasants is charged with the task of "motivating" them to accept family

planning, if not sterilization. This could never be construed as "participat-

ion" or "dialogue":

The moneylender proposal exemplifies
the technicism in the ICD approach -

engineering consent through whatever means are available without questioning
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the social purposes or expected effect of the project. Any indigenous

institution can be utilized, even if it is
botally reactionary, as long as

it furthers the interests of the developers.

were

This proposal marked the huge gap in the seminar between a) those who

engaged at home in an all-out war Against the moneylender and b) those

who were suggesting the moneylender be given control over another aspect of

people's lives - as an efficient means of achieving population control.

No Change in the Over-all Development Strategy. One fundamental flaw in ICD

is Its apparent acceptance of the development status quo. Non-indigenous

technologies are replaced with indigenous technologies, but the overall

development process remains the same - essentially a modernization exercise

with technologies being pumped in from the outside with little popular control

over the whole process.

Folk Culture: A Process Not_a_Thisa. One symptom of instrumentalism and

technicism in 1CD is the reificat-ion of folk culture as a thing. Its theorists

and practitioners keep talking about ICD as if it is a neutral "technique"

or "instrument" which can with certain technical adjustments be plugged into

various situations -- with no conrideration of the social context, social

purposes, or ;ocial effects.

UNESCO and IPPF for example developed a totally technicist theory of

folk media which permitted no discussion of the development goals or processes

in which folk media were to be used - only the choice of which forms would
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be "flexible" enough to allow modern messages. Their approach was essentially

to make lists of suitable folk media forms. Those folk performers which were

sufficiently "flexible" would become the
entertaining, familiar, but empty

liessels into which 'the ideas of the technocrats would be poured.

Viewing folk culture ai a "thing" obscures the deeply political character

of development. it allows developers to define their job as one of choosing

strategies according to their technical efficiency -- which media or tech-

nologies work better -- rather than one of critically assessing the whole

development process -- its aims, methods, effects, and the fundamental preblesa

of the rural population.
Development then becomes a business of techniqUe

rather than a highly complex political, economic and social process.

Political Economyof ICD The above contradictions made many participants

cynical about the intentions of ICD promoters.* They suggested that develop-

ment had become so crisis-ridden
that development agencies needed new ways

of sugar-coating the pill: discontent in the Third World necessitated new,

For example, in responding to a question about a World Bank agricultural

scheme, one farmer said: "If you see an intelligent man running in broad

daylight through his rice field, when it is ready for harvest, destroying

everything in its path, he is either
chasing something or is himself

being chased." In other words, the World Bank project is designed not

for the benefit of the farmers but for that of the development planners.

The latter are eitaer running after the rural communities trying to exploit

them or are being chased by the pressures of the international terms of

trade into producing more and MOTO foreign exchange. S Johnny and Richards

paper.
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more subtle means of engineering consent, stifling criticism, and curbing

popular protest. Others argued that with the increasing
penetration of Third

World agricultural economies multi-nationals
needed more direct control over

rural production - and this, in turn, required new ways and techniques of

reaching and directing the ruf 1 population. ICD was thus viewed as part of

4 larger strategy to incorporate the rural poor into new structures over which

they had no control. Instead of being marginalized, ignored, or left alone,

they were to be tied more closely to the system.

However, the structuralists did not accept the view that peasants are

acquiescent, fatalistic, apathetic or passive in the face of this domination.

They attempted to dispel the concept of peasant ignorance and cited many

examples of peasant resistance to "development" projects which had serious

side-effects.

From "Indigenous" tc "Popular" Culture

The structuralists, having critiqued
the ICD idea in theory and practice,-

then proposed an alternative strategy, one
based on "popular culture". Accord-

ing to this approach, the people themselves would define their culture - what

aspects need to be eahanced and preserved and what aspects (which perpetuate

oppressive structures) need to be overcome. Unlike the ICD approach the

popular culture appioach would work with and through the popular organizations,

enabling people to critically evaluate and consciously shape their own culture,

remaling and transf.irming class and
gender contradictions in the process.
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The Instrumentalists Reply

Lest the impression be given Chat the seminar's discussions consisted

of structuralists lecturing instrumentalists about the need for structural

change ignited by people's movements, let us report oa some of the counter

argunents which were raised.

The structuralists were accused of being naive and overly romantic about

Cho nature of power and social change. Did they really believe that popular

movements would be allowed to emerge and control resources (their own culture

buing one such resource) in ways that would threaten the existing powers with-

out those very powers destroying them? Were they not as patronizing as the

instrumentalists in Chinking that popular movements could, indeed, not co-opt

government programs to serve popular ends pragmatically? What did they pro-

pose to guard against exploitation among the poor themselves -- either before

or after their rise to power? Did they, in, fact, have evidence that a class-

less society was possible? Ironically, most of the more vocal structuralists

came from class and ethnic backgrounds which denied the very roles they played

as advocates of the oppressed masses. Could the poor they purported to liberate

implicitly truut them or were they not equally guilty of instrumentalism or

manipulation in their approach?

Was the true conclusion of the seminar that none of those participating,

either "instrumentalists" or "structuralists," truly represented the people

and themes discussed? Was the ultimato solution not a call for change from
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the outside but rather a plea for leaving people alone to solve their problems?

Is even this conclusien unrealistic? If Quechua Indians are sitting on copper

mines or Kalahari Bushmen on veins of diamonds, is it not wishful thinking

to suppose that those seeking control of those resources will leave them

alone? Is there not a real possibility that if people do not make decisions

for themselves others will make decisions for them?

Why,must instrunentalism be seen as a one-way path - the outsider exploit-

ing the insider; the rich exploiting the poor; etc? Finally, is it not

possible for indigenous or popular culture to be used by outside forces for

goed ends?
Instrumentalists would maintain that it can, and that structural-

ists may, in fact, be questioning the message not the medium.

Instrumentalists maintain that ICD can indeed offer a viable strategy

for eliminating widespread poverty and
mitigating huaan suffering though it

m4y not directly deal with class struggle. If this is true, then the issue

of appropriate ICO application might
be better viewed holistically -- as one

which asks what poverty, and its elimination, is all about.
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